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1. Introduction

The main purpose of this Special Issue is to gather the literature from diverse dis-
ciplines on contemporary urban planning and land use in different regions, in order to
contribute to addressing the global challenges of sustainable urban development. We
conduct research on sustainable urban land use by combining the perspectives of land
resource sustainability and urban spatial structure, and by drawing upon disciplines such
as urban planning, geographic information systems (GIS), ecology, and others. We aim
to reveal the spatial patterns and dynamic changes in urban land use and summarize
and propose strategies for implementing sustainable land utilization to meet the various
requirements of urbanization, while minimizing harmful social and ecological impacts
as much as possible. We are delighted to receive attention from scholars across different
regions of the world. They have contributed new research cases, academic insights, and
advanced technologies for sustainable land use studies. This has positive implications
for us in terms of understanding spatial patterns, driving mechanisms, and predictive
simulations of urban planning and land use with different backgrounds.

2. Overview of Published Papers

As of 5 June 2023, we have received a total of 23 submissions. After careful screen-
ing and professional review by the editorial team and expert reviewers, 13 papers have
been accepted for publication. The author team consists of researchers from Australia,
Turkey, South Korea, and China. The research topics can be categorized into three areas,
which are spatial simulation/optimization models, indicator-based quantitative measure-
ments/evaluations, and studies on planning practices and management.

2.1. The Development of Spatial Simulation/Optimization Models

The article ‘Hybrid Economic–Environment–Ecology Land Planning Model under
Uncertainty—A Case Study in Mekong Delta’ [1] and the article ‘A Two-Stage Fuzzy
Optimization Model for Urban Land Use: A Case Study of Chongzhou City’ [2] both
propose land use optimization model tools based on uncertainty. The authors of the former
article focus on three uncertainties in land use systems, which are interval uncertainty,
fuzzy uncertainty, and random uncertainty, and propose an interval probabilistic fuzzy
land use allocation (IPF-LUA) model to manage these uncertainties. They also apply their
model to the Mekong Delta to help policy makers find a balance between economic and
ecological efficiencies subject to different objectives in land use planning cycles. From a
different perspective, the perspective of structural reform in land supply, the latter article
utilizes Bayesian networks and fuzzy mathematical programming to investigate the impact
mechanisms of land use under uncertain conditions in Chongzhou, China. It optimizes
the land use structure, providing methodological references for the development of more
sustainable and ecologically friendly land use plans.

The article ‘Multi-Scenario Simulation of Urban Growth under Integrated Urban
Spatial Planning: A Case Study of Wuhan, China’ [3] and the article ‘The Evolution
of Ecological Space in an Urban Agglomeration Based on a Suitability Evaluation and
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Cellular Automata Simulation’ [4] both propose improved CA models. The former fo-
cuses on construction land as the main object, combining the trade-off between urban
development and nature conservation with zone-based planning implementation mech-
anisms. By adjusting preference parameters in different planning zones, multiple plan-
ning constraint scenarios are generated. The authors use the case of the Wuhan Urban
Development Area, China, to apply the model for simulating current and future urban
scenarios. The results demonstrate that compared to the baseline model without planning
constraints, the simulated model exhibits higher accuracy. The latter focuses on ecological
land as the main object and simulates and predicts the ecological spatial evolution of the
Changsha–Zhuzhou–Xiangtan urban agglomeration in China based on the suitability as-
sessment of land use zoning. The results suggest that the total area of ecological space in
this region will decrease by 2035.

The article ’An Innovative Framework on Spatial Boundary Optimization of Multiple
International Designated Land Use’ [5] focuses on addressing the issue of overlapping
boundaries among different types of protected areas. It constructs a research framework
called Candidate Area–Natural background–Heritage Resource–Construction (C-NHC)
and takes the Jiangshan Nature Reserve in China as an example to optimize the boundaries
of the protected area. This technical framework can provide a valuable reference for the
boundary delineation of protected areas, not only in China but also worldwide.

The article ‘Multi-Scenario Simulations of Land Use and Habitat Quality Based on
a PLUS-InVEST Model: A Case Study of Baoding, China’ [6] employs the PLUS-InVEST
model and ESV model to simulate and analyze the land use and habitat quality changes in
Baoding City, China, in four scenarios: natural development (ND), water protection (WP),
forest rehabilitation (FR), and cultivated land protection (CP). The results demonstrate that
the CP and FR scenarios will establish a land use pattern characterized by “high ecological
quality and high value”, which can effectively balance the economic development and
ecological conservation in Baoding.

2.2. Index Measurement and Assessment

The article ‘Does Agroforestry Correlate with the Sustainability of Agricultural Land-
scapes? Evidence from China’s Nationally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems’ [7]
qualitatively evaluates the correlation between agroforestry and the comprehensive sus-
tainability of the landscape. The research findings indicate that agriculture and forestry are
closely associated with most sustainability indicators, such as biodiversity, income diversity,
resource utilization, hydrogeological protection, and water resource management. Based
on these findings, the article discusses the role of agroforestry in promoting sustainability.

The article ‘Multi-Source Data-Based Evaluation of Suitability of Land for Elderly Care
and Layout Optimization: A Case Study of Changsha, China’ [8] utilizes multiple data
sources and constructs suitability evaluation indicator systems for community-based resi-
dential land and institutional elderly care land development. The results reveal significant
spatial variations in the suitability of elderly care facility land. The authors accordingly
propose a coping strategy to establish a three-tiered senior care service structure of “district–
county–community–street (township)” that effectively connects urban and rural areas.

The article ‘Study on Green Utilization Efficiency of Urban Land in Yangtze River
Delta’ [9] contributes a set of indicators and evaluation methods to measure urban land
green utilization efficiency. Building upon the calculation of urban land green utilization
efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta region, China, the study employs the Dagum Gini
coefficient, decomposition method, and exploratory spatial data analysis method to analyze
the spatiotemporal evolution characteristics of urban land green utilization efficiency in
the Yangtze River Delta region. The results indicate a fluctuating upward trend in urban
land green utilization efficiency in the region, with the formation of two agglomeration
patterns: high agglomeration in areas with the strongest comprehensive strength and low
agglomeration in areas with the weakest comprehensive strength.
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Based on the space syntax theory, the article ‘Sustainable Planning and Design of
Ocean City Spatial Forms Based on Space Syntax’ [10] measures the sustainability of urban
spatial morphology in Shenzhen Bay, China, and assesses whether the internal spatial
configuration of the city can effectively support the sustainable and healthy operation of a
marine city with different features. Based on the research findings, the authors summarize
the strategies for the spatial design framework of a transitional marine city.

2.3. Urban Planning and Governance

The main contribution of the article ‘A Low-Carbon Land Use Management Frame-
work Based on Urban Carbon Metabolism: A Case of a Typical Coal Resource-Based City
in China’ [11] lies in its proposal for a land use management framework oriented towards
low-carbon development in coal resource-based areas. It is based on the analysis of carbon
metabolism networks in the urban three-life spaces of “ecology–production–living” and the
identification of ecological relationships between different land use types. The application
case in Yuling, China, demonstrates the effectiveness of this framework.

The article ’The Assessment of Greyfields in Relation to Urban Resilience within the
Context of Transect Theory: Exemplar of Kyrenia–Arapkoy’ [12] focuses on the buffer
zone between urban and rural areas, known as “greyfields”, and proposes a roadmap for
redeveloping greyfields for public uses based on the framework of transect theory. This
roadmap aims to guide future planning activities and enhance urban resilience.

The article ‘Kerbside Parking Assessment Using a Simulation Modelling Approach
for Infrastructure Planning—A Metropolitan City Case Study’ [13] observes spatial views
of parking through manually collected and video-captured camera data. It discusses
the impacts of curbside parking demand and supply on short-term parking (STP) and
freight activity space (FAS). Furthermore, it identifies the mismatched areas in time and
space between parking demand and load distribution in Parramatta, Australia. The study
explores the potential of reducing peak parking times by changing parking limits. The
proposed benchmarking model provides recommendations for infrastructure planning and
the formulation of travel demand management strategies in future predictive scenarios.

3. Discussion and Perspectives

Land is a finite resource. Effective land use research enables the optimal utilization
of available space. It involves analyzing land suitability, determining appropriate land
uses, and allocating land for residential, commercial, industrial, and recreational purposes
to meet the needs of a growing population. Urban planning involves the systematic and
strategic organization of land use within urban areas. It encompasses the allocation of land
for various purposes such as residential, commercial, industrial, recreational, and public
spaces. Urban planning and land use research play a crucial role in shaping sustainable,
equitable, and livable cities, and provide the foundation for creating sustainable, inclusive,
and resilient cities that improve the quality of life for their residents while balancing
environmental and economic considerations.

The academic community welcomes the diverse development in this research field, but
here I would like to emphasize the application of artificial intelligence (AI) in this domain.
AI in urban planning and land use research holds significant potential for transforming
how cities are planned, developed, and managed. For example, AI can analyze large and
diverse datasets, including satellite imagery, sensor data, and social media feeds, to provide
valuable insights for urban planners and land use researchers. It enables data-driven
and evidence-based decision making by identifying patterns, trends, and correlations
that were previously difficult to discern. AI algorithms can forecast future scenarios
by integrating historical data with real-time information. This capability allows urban
planners to anticipate population growth, traffic patterns, land use changes, and other
factors, enabling more proactive and efficient planning processes. AI techniques, such as
machine learning and computer vision, can extract valuable information from geospatial
data. This includes land cover classification, urban form analysis, identifying vacant or
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underutilized land, and assessing the suitability of areas for specific purposes such as green
spaces or affordable housing. AI also can facilitate public participation in the planning
process by collecting and analyzing citizen input, sentiment analysis of social media data,
and creating virtual environments for collaborative design. This allows for more inclusive
and transparent decision-making processes.

However, while the application of AI in urban planning and land use research presents
promising opportunities, it also raises concerns related to privacy, bias in algorithms, and
ethical considerations. Therefore, careful consideration of these issues and robust gover-
nance frameworks are essential to ensure the responsible and inclusive implementation of
AI in this domain.

Funding: This work was funded by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (ID. 42001334)
and Independent Innovation Fund for Young Teachers of Huazhong University of Science and
Technology (ID. 2021WKYXQN031 and 2022WKFZZX025).

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: Although many publications have noted the impact of urban planning on urban develop-
ment and land-use change, the incorporation of planning constraints into urban growth simulation
has not been adequately addressed so far. This study aims to develop a planning-constrained
cellular automata (CA) model by combining cell-based trade-off between urban growth and nat-
ural conservation with a zoning-based planning implementation mechanism. By adjusting the
preference parameters of different planning zones, multiple planning-constrained scenarios can
be generated. Taking the Wuhan Urban Development Area (WUDA), China as a case study, the
planning-constrained CA model was applied to simulate current and future urban scenarios. The
results show a higher simulation accuracy compared to the model without planning constraints. With
the weakening of planning constraints, urban growth tends to occupy more ecological and agricul-
tural land with high conservation priority. With the increase in preference on urban growth or natural
conservation, the future urban land pattern will become more fragmented. Furthermore, new urban
land beyond the planned urban development area can be captured in future urban scenarios, which
will provide certain early warning. The simulation of the current urban spatial pattern should help
planners and decisionmakers to evaluate the past implementation of urban planning, and scenarios
simulation can provide effective support for future urban planning by evaluating the consequences.

Keywords: cellular automata; planning constraints; scenario simulation; urban growth

1. Introduction

Urbanization is one of the greatest social transformations in human history [1,2]. In
order to meet the unprecedented demand of urban population growth and economic de-
velopment, urban land presents a violent and disorderly expansion trend [3]. Nowadays,
the average growth rate of urban land is twice that of their populations [4]. Although
urban land is only a small part of the Earth’s surface, its rapid growth has been identified
as a major contributor to natural habitat loss, cropland reduction and ecosystem services
degradation [5–7], posing great threat to the world’s sustainable development [8,9]. Thus,
it raises continuous competition for land between urban development and natural conser-
vation [10], which is especially relevant to China due to its limited land resources and huge
population living in urban areas [11]. Currently, Chinese local governments have put for-
ward a series of administrative regulations and spatial planning policies, including major
function-oriented zoning, land-use planning, urban spatial regulations, ecological redlines
and so on. These policies and regulations have played a vital role in restraining the decrease
in ecological and agricultural land and guiding urban compact development [12–14], al-
though illegal urban encroachment on protected areas frequently occurs [15,16]. Therefore,
simulation of future urban expansion and encroachment incorporating different planning
policies is of great significance for authorities and planners to make effective decisions in
optimizing urban spatial patterns and achieving urban sustainable development.

5
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Since the first application of Tobler in 1979 [17], cellular automata (CA) and its derived
models have been widely used in urban growth modeling and land-use simulation due to
their simple and flexible structure, among which the transition rule is a core part [7,18,19].
The process of urban growth and urban land change is influenced by multiple drives across
different scales, including socio-economic factors, geophysical factors, proximity factors,
environmental factors and planning factors [18,20–22]. In order to link these multiple
driving factors with the transition rules of the CA model, scholars have explored various
methods including multivariate statistics methods, intelligent algorithms, agent-based
models and multi-criterion decision analysis [3,23–25]. Although the combination of
these models and cellular automata has made many important achievements in urban
land-use simulation, the applicability of these models in reproducing urban patterns
resembling reality and solving actual planning problems in complex urban systems is still
challenging [18,20].

In recent decades, many researchers have increasingly recognized the important influ-
ence of urban planning and other policies on urban growth and land-use change [15,26,27].
Thus, scenario simulation of urban land use incorporated with planning information and
conventional urban CA models has attracted considerable attention from scholars and
planners. Through the constraint layers or exclusion layers in urban CA models, policy
information including supportive planning and restrictive planning can be implemented to
simulate and predict urban growth by either a Boolean-constraint mechanism or a gradual
mechanism [27–29]. With regard to Boolean-constraint, for example, He et al. consider the
primary farmland protection area as mandatory constraints to prohibit urban encroach-
ment [12]; Zhou et al. set water areas, historical protection areas, restricted development
areas, prohibited development areas and large-scale parks in planning as constraint layers
to simulate urban spatial patterns under the planning intervention scenario [3]. While the
binary planning constraint design is too absolute and simplistic [30], some studies have
attempted to simultaneously consider the gradual constraints into their urban CA models.
Onsteda et al. incorporated zoning policy information into the CA-based SLEUTH model
by assigning gradual values to the different zoning categories, which obviously improves
model performance with respect to a model without zoning [26]. Liang et al. proposed
a random seeding mechanism to simulate the potential effect of planning development
zones [20]. Wang et al. integrated a series of urban spatial planning to construct synthetical
planning constraint layers in urban CA model by a multi-criteria evaluation (MCE)-based
weighting method [31]. These studies have achieved remarkable results and provide good
references for building a realistic planning constraint mechanism.

However, in previous studies, the planning constraints in a planning zone are often
set to a unified value, ignoring the spatial heterogeneity of different cells in the same
planning zone [32,33]. In the real complex urban systems, the planning influence on the
cells in a specific planning zone is often not homogeneous. The application of planning
constraints in urban CA models should not be restricted to considering the zone effects;
it should take the natural environment and socio-economic factors based on the land-use
cell into account [34–36]. For example, in the planned ecological protection area, cells with
high ecological importance tend to be retained, while cells with low ecological importance
located in urban fringe areas are more likely to be occupied. Currently, the influence effects
of planning policies based on the trade-off between urban growth and conservation has
received little attention. In addition, existing studies often set the restriction or impact
coefficients of different planning zones based on subjective or historical experience [27,37].
Once these parameters are determined, they will not change with time in the simulation
process, which is not conducive to the dynamic urban growth scenario simulation.

This study aims to explore the potential influence of integrated urban spatial planning
on urban growth and realize the planning-constrained urban multi-scenario simulation.
Thus, we propose an innovative synthetical planning-constrained strategy to quantitatively
characterize the influence of integrated urban spatial planning on realistic urban growth
process by combining the cell-based trade-off between urban growth and conservation

6
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with a zoning-based planning implementation mechanism. By incorporating the strategy
into urban CA models, a planning-constrained CA model is developed. Taking Wuhan
city, one of the mega cities in China, as a case study, we applied the planning-constrained
CA model to assess the impact of urban planning implementation on the urban growth
process and simulate the urban spatial patterns under different future scenarios. The
results should help planners and authorities evaluate the guiding effects of urban planning
implementation.

The rest of the sections of this article are organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the study area and the datasets used in this study. Section 3 introduces in detail the
methodology of the planning-constrained CA model. Section 4 presents the multi-scenario
simulation results under planning constraints. The discussion and conclusion are given in
Sections 5 and 6.

2. Study Area and Datasets
2.1. Study Area

Wuhan, the capital city of Hubei Province, is the key city in Central China and one of
the core cities in the Yangtze River economic belt. As shown in Figure 1, Wuhan adminis-
ters seven central districts (Hanyang, Hongshan, Jiangan, Jianghan, Qiaokou, Qingshan,
Wuchang) and six suburban districts (Caidian, Dongxihu, Hannan, Huangpi, Jiangxia,
Xinzhou), covering a total area of 8569.15 km2. In past decades, Wuhan has experienced an
unprecedented urbanization process. By the end of 2020, the total population of Wuhan
was 12.32 million, of whom 10.39 million were urban residents. Rapid urbanization has
led to a large amount of urban land expansion and encroachment on other lands, resulting
in strong contradictions between urban growth and natural conservation [38,39]. From
2002 to 2019, the area of urban construction land increased by 98.7%, from 1338.75 km2

to 2646.26 km2. Therefore, Wuhan has formulated a series of spatial planning policies,
which have greatly affected the process of urban growth [11,13,28]. In this study, we will
specifically target the Wuhan Urban Development Area (WUDA), which was designated
as the centralized area of urban development in the 2010–2020 Wuhan Master Plan. The
WUDA spans a total area of 3261 km2, consists of all central districts and parts of the six
suburban districts.

Figure 1. Location of the Wuhan Urban Development Area (WUDA).
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2.2. Datasets

The datasets used in this study consist of land-use, socioeconomic, natural eco-
environment and planning datasets, including the following:

1. Land-use maps of 2009 and 2017 in vector format were obtained from Wuhan Natural
Resources and Planning Information Center. The original land-use maps were catego-
rized into 38 classes and, then, reclassified into nine land-use types: urban land, rural
settlements, cropland, orchard land, forests, grassland, waterbodies, traffic land and
other land.

2. Socioeconomic datasets were collected from various sources. The demographic
and GDP data of 2015 were downloaded from the Resource and Environment Data
Cloud Platform website http://www.data.ac.cn (accessed on 20 October 2018). POI
data were obtained from Baidu Map website http://map.baidu.com (accessed on
20 December 2017). The vector road network and park data were derived from Wuhan
Geographical Conditions Monitoring Datasets, which are produced by Wuhan Geo-
matics Institute in 2017. Other socioeconomic datasets, including land value, ur-
ban centers, commercial centers and subway stations, were downloaded in pic-
ture format from the Wuhan Natural Resources and Planning Bureau website
http://zrzyhgh.wuhan.gov.cn/ (accessed on 6 January 2019) and, then, digitized
in ArcGIS 10.2 software. These socioeconomic datasets were mainly used to process
the driving factors of the urban CA model.

3. Natural eco-environment datasets include topographical, meteorological, soil, vege-
tation and farmland quality data. The topographical information was derived from
a digital elevation model (DEM) in raster format with a resolution of 30 m × 30 m,
supplied by Geospatial Data Cloud website http://www.giscloud.cn/ (accessed on
30 January 2017). Meteorological data for 2015 obtained from China Meteorological
Data Sharing Service System website http://data.cma.cn/site/index.html (accessed
on 9 March 2016) include monthly air temperature, monthly rainfall and monthly
radiation. Soil data, such as soil type, soil particle proportion and soil organic mat-
ter, were extracted from the Harmonized World Soil Database version 1.2 website
http://westdc.westgis.ac.cn (accessed on 30 August 2019). Vegetation data, incorpo-
rating normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and leaf area index (LEI), were
obtained from MODIS products. Farmland quality data were derived from the grade
evaluation result of cultivated land quality in 2015, produced by Wuhan Natural
Resources and Planning Information Center. These natural eco-environment datasets
were mainly utilized to evaluate the cell-based conservation priority.

4. Planning datasets, consisting of the Wuhan City Master Plan (2010–2020), Wuhan
Land Use Master Plan (2006–2020) and its adjustment and improvement result (2017),
Wuhan Basic Farmland Protection Plan (2006–2020), Wuhan Comprehensive Trans-
portation Plan (2009–2020) and Wuhan Ecological Protection Plan (2012), were ac-
quired from Wuhan Natural Resources and Planning Bureau website http://zrzyhgh.
wuhan.gov.cn/ (accessed on 30 January 2019). These planning datasets were inte-
grated to produce urban growth scenarios based on dynamic planning constraints.

All these datasets were preprocessed and rasterized with a spatial resolution of 30 m
in ArcGIS 10.2 software as input of the urban CA model.

3. Methodology

A planning-constrained CA model is developed in this study to simulate urban growth
and encroachment under different scenarios. Figure 2 shows the model procedure and
flowchart. Firstly, cell-based conservation priority and urban growth potential can be
calculated by multi criteria analysis and a logistic regression model, respectively. In terms
of conservation priority, it consists of ecological land conservation priority and cultivated
land conservation priority. The ecological priority is mainly based on relevant indicators
such as ecosystem functional importance and ecological vulnerability, while the cultivated
land conservation priority mainly depends on the agricultural production suitability of
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cultivated land. The urban development potential is determined by natural, socioeconomic
and location-based factors. Secondly, we defined the synthetical planning-constrained
mechanism by integrating the cell-based tradeoff between urban growth potential and
conservation priority with zoning-based planning preference. By adjusting the prefer-
ence parameters of different planning zones, multiple planning-constrained urban growth
scenarios can be generated. Thirdly, we combine the synthetical planning-constrained
mechanism with urban development potential, neighborhood effect and random distur-
bance to construct the transition rule of urban CA model. Markov chain is used to predict
the amount of urban land-use change. Kappa and FoM coefficients are used to calibrate
and verify the model. Finally, future urban growth pattern under different scenarios are
simulated. These phases are presented separately as following.

Figure 2. Flowchart for planning-constrained CA model.

3.1. Cell-Based Conservation Priority and Urban Growth Potential
3.1.1. Conservation Priority Evaluation

Urban growth is often at the expense of the loss of ecological land and cultivated
land [12,40,41]. In this study, conservation priority includes ecological land conservation
priority (ELCP) and cultivated land conservation priority (CLCP). For an ecological land
unit such as forest land, grassland, water area and garden land, its conservation priority
depends on relevant factors of ecosystem functional importance and ecological vulnerabil-
ity [42,43], while for a cultivated land unit, its conservation priority should also consider
agricultural production suitability [44].

The ecosystem functional importance refers to the ecological conditions and utility
formed in the ecosystem and its ecological process, which are conducive to human survival
and development [45,46]. According to the ecological status of the study area, biodiversity
conservation (BC), carbon storage (CS), water conservation (WR), soil conservation (SC) and
flood regulation (FR) are selected as the factors for the evaluation of ecosystem functional
importance. Ecological vulnerability refers to the sensitive response and self-recovery
ability of ecosystem relative to external interference at a specific time and space scale,
wherein a higher vulnerability indicates worse self-recovery ability of the ecosystem [47].
Here, ecological vulnerability includes soil erosion sensitivity (SES), land desertification
sensitivity (LDS) and stony desertification sensitivity (SDS). The acquisition and calculation
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of ecological related factors are mainly based on the Technical Guide for Delimitation of
Ecological Protection Red Line issued by the Ministry of Environment Protection of China
in 2015 and partly adjusted according to the study area. Table 1 presents the methods for
ecosystem functional importance evaluation. Cultivated land quality grade data were used
to describe the agricultural production suitability. Then, through ArcGIS 10.2 software,
each factor was reclassified to values ranging from 0 to 1, by using the standardized
function. The higher the value, the higher the conservation priority. The weight of each
factor is obtained by the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) model. Finally, the conservation
priority equation can be expressed as:

Ci = we × (ELCP) + wc × CLCP (1)

ELCP =
M

∑
k=1

bkxk (2)

where Ci is the conservation priority for cell i, ranging from 0 to 1; we and wc are the weights
of ELCP and CLCP, respectively; we = 1.0 and wc = 0.0 for an ecological land unit, while
we = 0.5 and wc = 0.5 for a cultivated land unit; xk represents the value of kth factor, and bk
is the corresponding weight. M is the total number of variables. Figure 3 illustrates the
results for conservation priority evaluation.

Table 1. Methods for ecosystem functional importance evaluation.

Indicators Models Parameter Explanation

Biodiversity conservation (BC) The habitat quality model of InVEST:
Qxi = Hi

(
1−

(
D2

xi

(
D2

xi + k2
)) )

Qxi is the habitat quality index of patch group x in LULCi(dimensionless).
Hi and Dxi are the habitat suitability score and the total stress level of grid

x in LULCi, respectively. k is the scale factor (constant).

Carbon storage (CS)

Carnegie–Ames–Stanford approach model
(CASA): NPPxt = APARxt × εxt ;

APARxt = SOLxt × FRAPxt × 0.5;
εxt = T1xt × T2xt ×Wxt × εmax

NPPxt is the ecosystem net primary productivity of pixel x in tst month
(gC·m−2·month−1), APARxt and εxt are its corresponding absorbed
photosynthetic effective radiation and actual light energy utilization,
respectively. SOLxt , FRAPxt ,and Wxt are the total solar radiation, the

absorption ratio of vegetation layer to incident photosynthetic effective
radiation, the influence coefficient of water stress of pixel x in tst

month, respectively. T1 and T2 indicate the stress effect of low and high
temperature on light energy utilization, εmax is the maximum light

energy utilization under ideal conditions.

Water conservation (WR)

Water balance equation:

WR =
n
∑

i=1
WRi ;WRi =

(Pi − Ri − ETi)× Ai × 103

WRi is the water conservation capacity of type i (m3), and n is the
number of ecosystem types. Pi , Ri , ETi and Ai are the rainfall, surface
runoff, evapotranspiration and ecosystem area of type i, respectively.

Soil conservation (SC)
Revised universal soil loss equation (RUSLE):

SC = Sp − Sa ; Sp = R× K× LS;
Sa = R× K× LS× C× P

SC is the quantity of soil conservation (t/hm2·a), Sp and Sa are the
quantity of potential and actual soil erosion, respectively. R, K, LS, C

and P are the rainfall erosivity, soil erosion factor, slope factor,
vegetation cover factor and the soil conservation practices

factor, respectively.

Flood regulation (FR) The assessment is based on the water level
and area of the water body.

The main rivers of the Yangtze River and Han River, large lakes
(>1 km2), large- and medium-sized reservoirs are extremely important

flood control ecological function areas; others belong to
important areas.

Soil erosion sensitivity (SES) SES = 4√R× K× LS×C
SES is the sensitivity index of soil erosion (dimensionless). R, K, LS and
C are the sensitivity grades of rainfall erosivity, soil erosion, slope factor

and vegetation cover, respectively.

Land desertification sensitivity (LDS) LDS = 4√I ×W × K× C
LDS is the sensitivity index of land desertification (dimensionless). I, W,
K and C are the sensitivity grades of dryness index, sand-driving wind

days, soil texture and vegetation cover, respectively.

Stony desertification sensitivity (SDS). SDS = 3√D× S× C
SDS is the sensitivity index of stony desertification (dimensionless). D,

S and C are the sensitivity grades of exposed area percentage of
carbonate stony, terrain slope and vegetation coverage, respectively.
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Figure 3. Conservation priority evaluation indicators and results. (a) biodiversity conservation
(BC); (b) carbon storage (CS); (c) water conservation (WR); (d) soil conservation (SC); (e) flood
regulation (FR); (f) soil erosion sensitivity (SES); (g) land desertification sensitivity (LDS); (h) stony
desertification sensitivity (SDS); (i) ecological land conservation priority (ELCP); (j) cultivated land
conservation priority (CLCP); (k) conservation priority.

3.1.2. Urban Growth Potential Evaluation

While urban growth is affected by various factors, the literature shows that the fol-
lowing factors are crucial: natural environment, socio-economic status and location condi-
tions [22,34,48]. A variety of methods, such as multivariate statistics, intelligent algorithms
and multi-criterion analysis, were used by researchers to define the contribution of diverse
driving factors to historical urban growth [18,49–51]. In this study, a widely used binary
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logistic regression (BLR) method [6] was used to produce the urban growth potential map.
The BLR equation can be expressed as:

Ui =
exp
(

b0 + ∑N
k=1 bkxk

)

1 + exp
(

b0 + ∑N
k=1 bkxk

) (3)

where Ui is the urban growth potential for cell i, ranging from 0 to 1. b0 is the constant, xk
represents the kth independent variable, and bk is the corresponding weight. N is the total
number of independent variables.

Based on previous researches [15,51], we selected 14 driving factors, such as dem,
slope, distance from water area, distance from highway, distance from main road, distance
from secondary road, distance from branch road, distance from subway station, distance
from city center, distance from parks, distance from commercial center, land value, POI
density and population density, to evaluate their impacts on Wuhan urban growth and
produce the urban growth potential map. In addition to the population density data from
2015, other factor layers were acquired in 2017. We mapped all factors using ArcGIS 10.2
software and processed them by standardized methods. Thirty thousand sample points
were extracted from the actual urban land-use change map (2009–2017) and the variable
maps by a stratified random sampling method to construct the logistic regression equation.
Table 2 presents the variables and their coefficients of BLR model. Figure 4 illustrates their
spatial distributions and the final urban growth potential map.

Table 2. Independent variables and coefficients of logistic regression model.

Independent Variables Coefficients Sig.

Constant 1.788 0.000
Dem −2.507 0.000
Slope −0.801 0.000

Distance from water area 1.763 0.000
Distance from highway −1.557 0.000

Distance from main road −6.135 0.000
Distance from secondary road −2.627 0.000

Distance from branch road −1.481 0.000
Distance from subway station −0.299 0.000

Distance from city center −2.424 0.000
Land value 6.358 0.000

Population density 8.528 0.000
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Figure 4. Urban growth potential evaluation indicators and results. (a) dem; (b) slope; (c) distance
from water area; (d) distance from highway; (e) distance from main road; (f) distance from secondary
road; (g) distance from branch road; (h) distance from subway station; (i) distance from city center;
(j) land value; (k) population density; (l) urban growth potential.

3.2. Planning-Constrained Mechanism

Urban spatial planning, widely used in urban growth management, has an obvious
impact on guiding and controlling the urban development [3,20]. Planning constraints have
become an indispensable part of urban simulation. Different planning zones represent
the different preferences of the government and planners for urban development and
natural conservation. Previous studies established the planning constraint mechanism
through binary planning constraints or preset planning zoning preferences [32,33], ignoring
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the cell-based trade-off between urban growth and conservation in the same planning
zone [35]. In this study, by integrating the cell-based tradeoff between urban growth
potential and conservation priority with zoning-based planning preference, a synthetical
planning-constrained mechanism was defined as follows.

PCi = f
(
Ui, Ci, Zj

)
=

Ui × Zj

Ui × Zj + Ci ×
(
1− Zj

) (4)

where PCi is the planning constraints for cell i, ranging from 0 to 1. Ui and Ci are the
value of urban growth potential and conservation priority, respectively. Zj represents the
planning preference on urban growth in planning zone j, ranging from 0 to 1. Zj = 0 means
planning zone j is completely unbuildable, Zj = 1 means planning zone j has no planning
restrictions on urban development.

In past decades, Chinese local governments have issued a series of spatial planning
policies to restrain the decrease in ecological and agricultural land and guide urban compact
development, among which Overall Land Use Planning, Urban Master Planning, Primary
Farmland Protection Planning and Ecological Protection Planning played extremely impor-
tant roles [13,28,52]. By integrating these plans of the study area, we classified the study
area into three categories of planning zones: the urban development zone (UDZ), ecological
and agricultural conservation zone (EAZ) and completely prohibited undevelopable zone
(PUZ). The UDZ refers to areas where cities and towns are intensively developed and
constructed and can meet the needs of urban production and life. The value of the ZUDZ
is set to 1, considering a higher preference on urban growth in the UDZ. The PUZ includes
primary farmland protection area, mountains, water bodies and natural reserves wherein
urban development is strictly prohibited. Thus, the value of ZPUZ is set to 0 in this study.
The EAZ refers to agricultural and ecological areas besides the PUZ that need to retain
their original appearance, strengthen natural conservation and ecological construction
and restrict urban development. The value range of the ZEAZ is [0,1]. By adjusting the
planning preference parameter in the EAZ, various planning constraints can be generated.
Furthermore, considering the timeliness of planning, planning in different time stages
should be applied to build the corresponding planning zones. In this study, the planning
zones of 2009–2017 and 2017–2025 were established, respectively, and applied to simulate
the urban growth process of corresponding phases.

3.3. Planning-Constrained CA Model

CA is a dynamic system with a finite set of state elements, which evolves in discrete
time intervals based on transition rules [53,54]. CA-based models have been widely used
in urban growth modeling and land-use simulation due to its simple and flexible structure.
In general, the conceptual formula of the urban CA model can be described as follows [48]:

St+1
i = f

(
St

i , Ui, Ωt
i , Con, R

)
(5)

where St+1
i and St

i denote the state of the cell i at the moment of t+1 and t, respectively; Ui
is the urban growth potential of cell i, Ωt

i is the neighborhood effect, Con is a constraint
function, R is the random perturbation, and f represents the function of transition rules.

Specifically, the urban growth potential has been described in Section 3.1.2. The
neighborhood effect is defined and calculated based on the ratio of adjacent developed
cells by using a regular n × n Moore neighborhood [25], which is expressed in Equation (6).
Con can be replaced by PCi, which has been introduced in Section 3.2. R represents the
uncertainties and random perturbations in the urban land evolution process, which is
calculated by Equation (7).

Ωt
i =

c
n× n− 1

(6)

R = 1 + (−ln(γ))α (7)
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where c is the number of adjacent developed cells, γ is a random number ranging from
0 to 1, and α is a parameter for adjusting the stochastic magnitude, which was set to 1 to
represent a small probability of randomness in this study.

By combining the aforementioned planning-constrained mechanism with urban de-
velopment potential, neighborhood effect and random disturbance, the final transition
probability TPt

i of urban CA model can be expressed as follows:

TPt
i = Ui ×Ωt

i × PCi × R (8)

Furthermore, the amount of urban land development was calculated by the Markov
chain model, which has been widely and successfully used in the quantitative prediction
of land-use change [3,55]. The Kappa index [56] and FoM coefficient [57] were used to
calibrate the urban CA model and assess the simulation outcomes. By a pixel-by-pixel
comparison between the simulation result and reference map, the Kappa index and FoM
coefficient can be calculated as follows:

Kappa =
Po − Pc

1− Po
(9)

Pc =
a0 × b0 + a1 × b1

N2 (10)

FoM =
B

A + B + C
(11)

where PO is the observation consistency, which refers to the ratio of the number of correctly
simulated cells to the total number of cells; PC is the expected consistency; N is the total
number of cells; a0 and a1 are the number of non-urban and urban cells, respectively; b0
and b1 are the number of cells simulated as non-urban land and urban land, respectively; A
is the number of error cells observed as urban but simulated as persisted non-urban; B is
the number of correctness cells observed and predicted as change; C is the number of error
cells observed persistence but simulated to be urban land.

3.4. Multi-Scenario Design of Planning Constraints on Urban Growth

Multi-scenario analysis of planning constraints on the urban growth process has been
conducted in this study. By adjusting the planning preference parameters of different
planning zones, multiple planning-constrained urban growth scenarios can be derived.
Considering the actual situation, the planning preference parameters of the UDZ and
PUZ were preset to 1 and 0, respectively. To model the actual planning preference in
the EAZ, 11 values, ZEAZ∈ {0,0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,1}, were selected to generate
different planning constraints. Among these values, 0 means corresponding planning zone
is completely unbuildable, and 1 means corresponding planning zone has no planning
restrictions on urban development. Then, multiple scenarios of urban land patterns were
simulated for Wuhan in 2025 through integrating the multiple planning constraints into
the urban CA model.

4. Model Application and Results
4.1. Urban Growth and Encroachment in 2009–2017

Based on the land-use maps in 2009 and 2017, we obtained the spatial pattern of urban
growth in the WUDA from 2009 to 2017. Then, by superimposing it with the integrated
urban spatial planning map, the spatial distribution of urban growth in different planning
zones was produced, as shown in Figure 5. In addition, through further statistical analysis,
the area and proportion of urban growth and encroachment on other lands in different
planning zones are calculated, as shown in Table 3. During 2009–2017, the urban growth of
the WUDA presented obvious infilling and edge sprawling characteristics, with a total area
of 26,351.21 ha. At the same time, the expansion of urban land has led to the occupation
of cultivated land, forest land, garden land, grassland and water areas. Among them, the
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occupied area of cultivated land accounts for 57.96% of the increased area of urban land,
the occupied area of water area accounts for 23.69%, and the occupied areas of forest land,
garden land and grassland account for 4.25%, 1.96% and 1.96%, respectively. These show
that the urban growth in the WUDA during 2009–2017 is mainly at the cost of the reduction
in cultivated land and water area. In addition, we found that the integrated urban spatial
planning of Wuhan has an obvious guiding and restricting effect on the expansion of urban
land at this stage, with 73.26% of the new urban land occurring in the UDZ. However, the
urban land expansion beyond the preset UDZ should not be ignored, with 23.53% of the
new urban land appearing in the EAZ, and even 3.21% in the PUZ.

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of urban growth in different planning zones.

Table 3. Area and percent of different land occupied in different planning zones.

EAZ UDZ PUZ Total
Area
(km2)

Percent
(%)

Area
(km2)

Percent
(%)

Area
(km2)

Percent
(%)

Area
(km2)

Percent
(%)

Cultivated
land 33.41 12.68 116.46 44.20 2.87 1.09 152.73 57.96

Garden land 1.17 0.44 3.95 1.50 0.05 0.02 5.17 1.96
Forest land 2.74 1.04 7.69 2.92 0.77 0.29 11.20 4.25
Grassland 0.59 0.22 4.54 1.72 0.04 0.01 5.17 1.96

Water areas 14.31 5.43 44.56 16.91 3.56 1.35 62.43 23.69
Rural

settlement 9.41 3.57 14.03 5.33 1.14 0.43 24.58 9.33

Unused land 0.39 0.15 1.81 0.69 0.03 0.01 2.22 0.84
Total 62.02 23.53 193.05 73.26 8.45 3.21 263.51 100.00
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4.2. Calibration and Validation of the Simulation Model

This paper analyzes the impact of urban spatial planning policies on urban growth
during 2009–2017. By adjusting the planning preference coefficients of different planning
zones in this time stage, we obtain the corresponding planning-constrained mechanism.
Considering the practical significance of planning zones, the planning preference parame-
ters of the UDZ and PUZ were preset to 1 and 0, respectively, while 11 values ranging from
0.0 to 1.0 on 0.1 intervals are used to generate different planning-constrained scenarios
in the EAZ. By using the planning-constrained CA model described in Section 3.3, the
urban growth process and spatial pattern from 2009 to 2017 under different planning
constraints were simulated. Finally, the actual land-use map of 2017 is used to verify the
simulation results.

Figure 6 shows the changes in the Kappa index and FoM coefficient with the adjust-
ment of planning constraints during the verification process. The results show that with
the increase in planning preference coefficient of AEZ planning zone, Kappa index and
FoM coefficient increase first and, then, decrease, which means that the simulation accuracy
has the same change trend. The planning preference coefficient indicates the preference
degree of different planning zones for urban growth relative to ecological or agricultural
protection. The results show that the actual urban growth violates the urban spatial plan-
ning to a certain extent and pays more attention to urban development than ecological
and agricultural protection. When the ZEAZ value is 0.7, the accuracy of the model is the
highest. This shows that from 2009 to 2017, the urban growth of the WUDA is based on the
development strategy that urban growth takes precedence over ecological and agriculture
protection. Although this development strategy considers the trade-off relationship be-
tween urban development and ecological and agricultural protection to a certain extent, it
obviously pays more attention to the economic benefits brought by urban development and
largely ignores the ecosystem functional importance, ecological sensitivity and agricultural
production suitability in the EAZ. This will cause higher risk of ecological and agricultural
loss and further lead to the deterioration of ecological environment and the reduction in
grain production.

Figure 6. Simulation accuracy assessment. (a) Kappa index; (b) FoM coefficient.

4.3. Multi-Scenario Simulation of Urban Growth Based on Planning Constraints

Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of urban growth probability under different
planning constraints, which is calculated by the method described in Section 3.2. It can be
found that with the adjustment of planning zoning preference parameters, the transition
probability map of urban growth shows obvious differences. Overall, with the increase
in ZAEZ, the area of land with high transition probability increases significantly, showing
obvious influence of planning constraints. From the perspective of the planning zone, the
land located in the UDZ shows significantly higher transition probability and remains
unchanged with the increase in planning zoning preference parameters, mainly because
the planned UDZ is often located around the existing urban land, and it is not affected
by the spatial containment function of the planning zone. The land in the EAZ shows
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obvious spatial heterogeneity, which is mainly located at the urban fringe and suburban
area. The farther away from the urban center, the lower the transition probability. At
the same time, with the reduction in the planning zone preference parameters, the effect
of planning constraints enhanced, resulting in lower transition probability. When the
ZEAZ = 0, it means that the EAZ is subject to the strictest planning constraint, and the urban
growth probability of all land located in this area is 0. When ZEZA = 1, it means that the
EAZ is not affected by the planning constraint; thus, its transition probability only depends
on its urban growth potential. When the ZEAZ < 1, it means that the transition probability
of the EAZ area depends on the joint action of conservation priority and urban growth
potential, and the land with higher urban growth potential and lower conservation priority
is easier to convert to urban land. The transition probability of the land located in the PUZ
is always 0, because it is subject to the strictest planning constraint.

Figure 7. Urban growth probability under different planning constraints.
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Based on the urban growth potential map and the planning-constrained CA model
introduced in Section 3.3, we simulate the spatial distribution of the WUDA urban growth
in 2025 under different planning-constrained scenarios. We used the Markov chain model
to predict the urban land demand in 2025, showing that the total area of urban land
would be 1342.21 km2. Figure 8 illustrates the simulation results under different planning
constraints. During 2017–2025, urban growth in the WUDA continued to occur around the
existing urban land, showing obvious characteristics of edge and infilling expansion. At
the same time, the urban growth in this stage is more distributed in the new town groups
far from the urban center. The central urban area shows weak urban growth due to strict
urban spatial planning policies and few land areas for urban growth. With continuous
changes in the ZEAZ value, the urban spatial pattern evolved in a steady and gradient
mode; however, a sharp transformation was observed with significant changes to the
parameter. In comparison to the weak planning-constrained scenarios (when Z > 0.5),
the strong planning-constrained scenarios (when Z < 0.5) showed an obvious reduction
in urban encroachment on farmland with high agricultural production suitability and
ecological land with high ecological importance. This shows that the strong planning
constraint scheme proposed in this paper can effectively avoid the occupation of cultivated
land and ecological land with high conservation priority, which is conducive to the urban
sustainable development.

Table 4 presents the landscape indexes of urban growth simulation results under dif-
ferent planning constraints, including number of patch (NP), mean patch size (MPS), mean
Euclidean nearest neighbor distance (ENN_MN), mean perimeter area ratio (PARA_MN)
and aggregation index (AI). Overall, NP and PARA_MN decrease first and, then, increase,
MPS, AI and ENN_MN show the opposite trend. When the ZEAZ ≤ 0.5, NP and PARA_MN
values decrease gradually, MPS, AI and ENN_MN values increased gradually with the in-
crease in the ZEAZ. When the ZEAZ > 0.5, with the increase in the ZEAZ, NP and PARA_MN
values increase slowly, while MPS, AI and ENN_MN values decrease gradually. This
indicates that when there is no obvious preference on urban growth or ecological land
and cultivated land protection in the EAZ, the patch number of urban lands is the least,
the patch shape is more regular, and the spatial distribution is the most concentrated.
With the increase in preference on urban growth or ecological land and cultivated land
protection in the EAZ, the patch number of urban lands increases, the patch shape is
more irregular, and its spatial distribution is more fragmented. Further, the urban spatial
distribution under weak planning constraints is more concentrated than that under strong
planning constraints.

Table 4. Landscape index of different planning scenarios.

ZEAZ NP MPS PARA_MN ENN_MN AI

0 130 1031.6834 310.3234 202.342 98.3563
0.1 124 1081.3902 309.9919 203.5717 98.3664
0.2 112 1197.3471 281.6773 242.9079 98.3771
0.3 101 1326.1127 260.7926 267.2124 98.377
0.4 99 1354.608 266.4246 270.452 98.3699
0.5 94 1425.4162 241.3943 274.8021 98.3691
0.6 94 1424.8101 258.2396 265.5334 98.3561
0.7 96 1391.0121 269.231 275.8715 98.358
0.8 99 1354.4294 258.9014 276.8843 98.3501
0.9 104 1287.8022 286.3029 234.4195 98.3556
1 107 1251.6569 307.4349 224.5641 98.3379

Based on the spatial structure of three main urban areas (Wuchang, Hankou and
Hanyang) and six new city clusters (North, East, Southeast, South, Southwest and West) in
the WUDA determined by the master plan of Wuhan, we have made zoning statistics on
the simulation results of urban growth in the study area in 2025. Table 5 shows the area of
urban growth and its proportion in the UDZ across different regions under multi-scenarios.
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With the increase in Z value in the EAZ, the proportion of urban growth in the UDZ
will decrease in 2025, from 100% to 68.24%, which clearly shows the impact of planning
constraints proposed in this paper on urban growth. In addition, we note that the South
and Southwest new city clusters show more obvious changes, while the Hanyang main
urban area has the least change. This shows that with the weakening of the impact of
planning constraints, the urban growth of the South and Southwest new city cluster is
more likely to exceed the UDZ preset in the urban spatial plans, while the urban growth of
Hanyang tends to occur in the UDZ.

Figure 8. Urban growth pattern under different planning-constrained scenarios.
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Table 5. Urban growth area and percent in the UDZ across different regions.

ZEAZ = 0 ZEAZ = 0.2 ZEAZ = 0.5 ZEAZ = 0.8 ZEAZ = 1.0
Area
(km2)

Percent
(%)

Area
(km2)

Percent
(%)

Area
(km2)

Percent
(%)

Area
(km2)

Percent
(%)

Area
(km2)

Percent
(%)

Wuchang 16.68 100.00 22.66 68.32 22.28 66.01 22.24 65.37 21.71 66.09
Hankou 2.80 100.00 3.53 76.28 3.76 71.14 3.79 69.20 3.79 70.06
Hanyang 8.48 100.00 9.07 89.06 8.73 88.91 8.69 87.98 8.47 88.19

North 40.69 100.00 35.71 91.79 36.78 79.56 36.88 74.82 38.39 71.78
East 45.32 100.00 44.26 79.18 43.06 70.30 42.24 67.63 41.10 67.14

Southeast 26.40 100.00 25.84 84.05 25.22 74.37 25.64 71.86 25.07 70.68
South 36.93 100.00 38.35 77.96 40.91 64.18 41.51 60.08 42.77 58.85

Southwest 38.20 100.00 37.01 78.34 36.39 66.88 37.49 61.94 37.22 61.09
West 44.80 100.00 43.88 85.16 43.18 79.18 41.82 78.21 41.79 77.51
Total 260.31 100.00 260.31 81.46 260.31 72.30 260.31 69.25 260.31 68.24

5. Discussion

CA-based models have been widely used to simulate urban growth and land-use
change in past decades. Although there are many practices of using technologically sophis-
ticated methods to construct the urban CA model, the incorporation of planning constraints
into modeling has not been adequately addressed so far. By combining the cell-based trade-
off between urban growth and conservation with a zoning-based planning implementation
mechanism, we proposed a new planning-constrained CA model to simulate urban growth
and encroachment under different planning scenarios and explore the potential influence
of integrated urban spatial planning on urban growth process. In comparison to the earlier
publications [15,26–28], our research incorporated the synthetical urban planning con-
straints into the CA model, so as to make the predicted future urban scenario closer to
reality and provide a useful evaluation tool for the urban planning implementation.

Taking the Wuhan Urban Development Area as a case study, the planning-constrained
CA model was applied to simulate the spatial pattern of urban growth from 2009 to 2017
and predict the urban scenarios under different planning constraints in 2025. We find that
a higher simulation accuracy can be achieved by considering planning constraints in the
simulation. When the ZEAZ value is 0.7, the accuracy of the model is the highest, which
indicates that the actual urban growth of the WUDA from 2009 to 2017 violates the urban
spatial planning to a certain extent and pays more attention to urban development than
ecological and agricultural protection. In future scenarios, with the weakening of planning
constraints, urban growth tends to occupy more ecological and agricultural land with high
conservation priority. With the increase in preference on urban growth or ecological land
and cultivated land protection in the EAZ, the spatial distribution of future urban land
becomes more fragmented. This shows that the planning constraint scheme proposed in
this paper can effectively guide urban compact development and protect the ecological
environment and food security. Furthermore, in the simulation process, the location and
quantity of new urban land beyond the planned urban development area can be captured,
which will provide certain early warning.

At present, the Chinese government and local governments are formulating a series
of new spatial planning policies, one of which is to optimize the regional spatial pattern. It
mainly includes the delineation of the three lines (ecological protection red line, permanent
basic farmland protection red line and urban expansion boundary line), as well as the
determination of planning zoning such as urban development area, rural development area,
ecological protection area and agricultural protection area. Policymakers are faced with
the problem of how to evaluate spatial planning policies and how to integrate ecological
priority into urban spatial planning [32,33]. The methods and models proposed in this
study can provide effective support.

However, there are several limitations in our work. First, the Markov model was used
to predict the quantity of future urban land in this study, neglecting the impact of different
policies and planning schemes, which should be addressed in further research. Second,
this study mainly considers the natural and socio-economic driving factors to construct the
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transformation rules of the urban CA model, ignoring the impact of people’s behaviors
and decisions. Future research needs to focus on multi-objective human decision-making
behaviors and their impact on the urban growth process. Finally, this study predicts the
spatial pattern of urban growth based on the 30 m grid, ignoring that the actual land
development process is based on the plot. Future research can consider building the
conversion rules of urban CA model based on the land-use plot, so as to produce more
accurate simulation results.

6. Conclusions

Spatial planning policies are important factors affecting urban development. How
urban growth is impacted by urban spatial planning policies needs to be understood in
order to better simulate the future urban patterns [28]. Many other publications have
made significant contributions to the urban CA model and application [18]. However, so
far, the scenario simulation considering the actual urban spatial planning policies has not
been adequately addressed, which weakens the ability of CA to provide insight into the
future urban spatial patterns and inform the sustainable development strategy [20]. In
this paper, we developed a planning-constrained CA model to simulate urban growth
and encroachment under different planning scenarios by integrating cellular automata
and actual urban spatial planning. In the planning-constrained CA model, a syntheti-
cal planning-constrained mechanism was proposed by combing the cell-based tradeoff
between urban growth potential and conservation priority with zoning-based planning
preference. By adjusting the preference parameters of different planning zones, multiple
planning-constrained scenarios can be generated. Taking the Wuhan Urban Development
Area as a case study, the planning-constrained CA model was applied to simulate current
(2017) and future (2025) urban scenarios. The main conclusions were:

1. The planning-constrained CA model demonstrated a higher simulation accuracy
compared to the model without planning constraints.

2. The simulation result of 2017 shows that a weak planning-constrained urban develop-
ment was consistent with the actual situation.

3. With the weakening of planning constraints, urban growth tends to occupy more
ecological and agricultural land with high conservation priority. With the increase in
preference on urban growth or ecological land and cultivated land protection in the
EAZ, the future urban land pattern becomes more fragmented.

4. Location and quantity of new urban land beyond the planned urban development area
can be captured in future urban scenarios, which will provide certain early warning.

The method proposed in this study can provide effective support for planners and
decisionmakers to evaluate the impact of actual urban spatial planning policies on urban
growth and generate urban future scenarios in which urban development and natural
protection are coordinated, so as to realize the urban sustainable development.
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Abstract: The research on land natural resources as the leading factor in the Mekong Delta (MD) is
insufficient. Facing the fragile and sensitive ecological environment of MD, how to allocate limited
land resources to different land use types to obtain more economic benefits is a challenge that local
land managers need to face. Three uncertainties in land use system, interval uncertainty, fuzzy
uncertainty, and random uncertainty, are fully considered and an interval probabilistic fuzzy land use
allocation (IPF-LUA) model is proposed and applied to multiple planning periods for MD. IPF-LUA
considers not only the crucial socio-economic factors (food security, output of wood products, etc.)
but also the ecological/environmental constraints in agricultural production (COD discharge, BOD5
discharge, antibiotic consumption, etc.). Therefore, it can effectively reflect the interaction among
different aspects of MD land use system. The degree of environmental subordination is between 0.51
and 0.73, the net benefit of land system is between USD 23.31 × 109 and USD 24.24 × 109 in period 1,
and USD 25.44 × 109 to 25.68 × 109 in period 2. The results show that the IPF-LUA model can help
the decision-makers weigh the economic and ecological benefits under different objectives and work
out an optimized land use allocation scheme.

Keywords: land planning; uncertainty; interval probabilistic fuzzy; land use allocation; Mekong Delta

1. Introduction

Land use planning is a comprehensive economic and technical measure for the de-
velopment, utilization, governance and protection of land resources in time and space
according to the requirements of economic development in the future and regional devel-
opment conditions. Its purpose is to promote sustainable land use. Among them, land use
allocation (LUA) is the core content and key component of land use planning [1,2]. LUA
has great significance under the background of a growing economy and population [3].
On the one hand, LUA is an effective means of ensuring the sustainable development of
regional land resources [4–7]. LUA can not only maintain the coordinated development
of the regional economy and ecological protection [2,8,9] but also provides a healthy and
comfortable living environment for residents [10–12]. On the other hand, there must be
conflicts of interest among farmers, developers, government, and other stakeholders. Thus,
LUA faces the challenge of balancing the interests of all parties as much as possible [13–17].
A reasonable LUA can effectively alleviate the conflicts between cultivated land production
and urban construction land, and coordinate the conflicts between economic development
and ecological protection [18–20]. Therefore, in order to maximize the benefits of the
land system, managers should take various factors into consideration and obtain as many
economic and ecological benefits of the system as possible when they conduct LUA [21–23].

In the past decades, many models, which are mainly divided into four types, have
been used to solve LUA problems. (1) mathematical programming models [7,24–29], like
the following: Kumar et al. [24] established a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
model, which can analyze various factors affecting land use and sprawl measures; Turk
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and Zwick [27]. developed an inquired land assignment model (ILAM) which combines
binary integer planning with the geographic information system (GIS); Medeiros et al. [7]
used a multi-objective linear programming to analyze the environmental and economic
benefits of forest land production systems, and optimized the LUA of forest land; (2) spatial
optimization models [30–35], for example, Sante et al. [31] proposed a parallel simulated
annealing algorithm for land use spatial allocation based on irregular spatial structure,
which optimizes the allocation of land use classification on the cadastral parcel map; Rall
et al. [33] proposed the consumption of public participation geographic information system
(PPGIS) to urban green infrastructure (UGI) planning, which can support multifunctional
assessment; Ramya and Devadas [34] built a geographic information system-multi-criteria
decision making (GIS-MCDM) model, which considered natural resource conditions, labor,
urban location and other cost factors into consideration to solve the problems of industrial
land planning; (3) simulative prediction models [36–42], for example, Liu et al. [39] put
forward a future land use simulation (FLUS) model with full consideration of various
climatic and social-economic factors, which can be applied to simulate land use change
in different scenarios in the future; Wang et al. [41] proposed a land use prediction model
that integrates the geographic information system (GIS) and the artificial neural network
(ANNs), which is conducive to improving the accuracy and timeliness of decision-makers
in formulating LUA policies; Liang et al. [38] incorporated planning policies into the future
land use simulation model (FLUS) based on cellular automata (CA) to accurately predict
and explain the development trend of cities; Xu et al. [42] proposed an artificial neural
network–cellular automata–Markov chain (ANN–CA–MC) model to analyze the limitation
of the traditional CA-MC model, and verified that the result of this model of accurately
simulating and forecasting urban expansion was better than that of other CA-MC coupled
models; (4) intelligent algorithm models [3,43–47], for example, Masoomi et al. [3] used
multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm considering multiple objectives
and constraints and tried to optimize multiple objectives at the same time; Mi et al. [43]
combined the advantages of the genetic algorithm (GA) with the ant colony algorithm
(ACA) and put forward the genetic ant colony algorithm (GACA), which was applied to
determine the optimal space use allocation of the limited development ecological zone
(LDEZ); Li and Parrott [45] proposed an improved genetic algorithm (GA) for multi-
site land use allocation that could meet the different management objectives of decision-
makers; Huang and Song [47] developed the LUA model based on a multi-agent system—
“Multi-agent shuffled frog leaping algorithm” (MASFLA), which can effectively solve the
optimized allocation problems of spatial structure and quantity of regional land use under
the conditions of multi-agent, multi-objective and multi-constraints.

We can see from existing models that researchers are constantly improving and devel-
oping the LUA model from single-objective programming to multi-objective programming,
from developing a single structural or spatial optimization model to developing multi-
ple model couplings of structural and spatial models. These models can effectively deal
with the LUA problems, such as location, urban expansion in the process of urban and
agricultural land use.

However, the above models still have some shortcomings: (1) The uncertainties in
the land system should be more fully considered. There are many uncertain factors in
the actual land use system, such as policy uncertainty: the government’s development,
construction, and investment in land are random; economic uncertainty: the demand
for land with different uses is uncertain in the regional economic development; social
uncertainty: the change of population, the demand for food increase and the uncertainty
of land use allocation; environmental uncertainty: there is uncertainty in the change of
climatic and hydrological conditions, which will have an uncertain impact on agricultural
production and industrial construction, as well as the uncertain external environmental
impacts of excessive consumption of water resources on the land use allocation structure;
ecological uncertainty: wetlands, soil erosion and the consumption of chemical fertilizers
will bring uncertain impacts to LUA [22,48–50]. These uncertain factors may greatly
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affect the accuracy of the calculation results of the above-mentioned land use allocation
models [22]; (2) in studying land use systems, the above models mainly consider policies
and economic factors, and there is still a lack of consideration for some important ecological
and environmental factors, including the consumption of chemical fertilizers in agricultural
land, the discharge of waste-water and solid waste in construction land [46], etc. How
to integrate the uncertain factors in many land systems, such as policy, economy, society,
ecology, and environment into a more complete model system for comprehensive analysis
will be the focus of this study.

In addition, most of the world’s deltas have become major economic development
zones of various regions due to their unique natural resource conditions. At the same time,
in the process of land use, these regions have caused acute environmental problems, such as
urban sewage and solid waste discharge, water quality decline, and climate change [51–54].

However, the current research on LUA in the Mekong Delta region is relatively few.
Therefore, this study proposes an interval probabilistic fuzzy programming model to
simulate the LUA of the MD. Compared with previous LUA models, this model has
advantages as follows: (1) A systematic and scientific quantitative analysis is conducted
by comprehensively considering various uncertain factors in the land use system. (2) The
proposed model supplements and improves existing LUA models in terms of constraints
and modeling methods. (3) This study will analyze land use issues of the MD, such as
constraints on water product output from aquaculture land, COD and BOD5 emissions,
and wood product output from forest land. MD’s LUA is quantitatively analyzed by the
IPF-LUA model, which provides a reliable basis for managers to make planning decisions.
At the same time, it can also provide theoretical and technical support for managers in
other countries of the world to solve LUA problems in the delta regions.

2. Study Area

The Mekong Delta (MD) is located in southwestern Vietnam from 8◦33′ N~11◦01′ N
and 103◦50′ E~106◦50′ E (Figure 1). There are 13 provinces and cities in the region, with
an area of over 40,500 km2, covering part of southwestern Vietnam. With a population
of about 21 million (2019) and a population density of 530 people/km2, the MD is one of
the most densely populated delta regions in the world. Based on the geographical and
climatic characteristics of the MD and considering MD’s development strategy and regional
development planning, the study area is divided into three sub-zones (Figure 1): The
deep-water flood disaster sub-zone, the central sub-zone, the coastal and island sub-zone.
Deep-water flood disaster sub-zone: the main uses of the region are flood management
and freshwater storage, freshwater aquaculture, and watershed establishment; central
sub-zone: this is a shallow water area with favorable soil conditions, so it is mainly used
for developing diversified and specialized agricultural production areas; coastal and island
sub-zone: the coastal areas of the region are vulnerable to seawater erosion and used to
shift conventional agricultural production and aquaculture towards sustainable woodland
(mangrove) ecosystems and to build and develop a sustainable tourism and service center.

The MD benefits from natural geographical conditions: the terrain is flat, with rich
water resources, fertile land, and a dense river network, turning the region into veritable a
“land of fish and rice” from an almost uninhabited jungle. Moreover, the MD is the largest
agricultural production center in Vietnam’s agricultural land, accounting for 25% of the
total agricultural land. Rice, aquaculture, and fruit accounts for 54%, 65%, and 70% of
the country’s total, respectively, with about 95% of rice and 60% of aquaculture exported.
Furthermore, the MD is called a “biological treasure house”, since thousands of creatures
live there.
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However, the rapid pace of industrialization and urbanization has made MD’s already
sensitive natural conditions more fragile. According to the environmental management
report of the MD provinces, enterprises in industrial zones and industrial clusters directly
discharge about 220,000 tons of solid waste into the environment every year. Meanwhile,
the amount of solid waste brought directly into rivers and canals day and night by livestock
is about 22,500 tons. In recent years, while the agricultural land of the MD is estimated
at 22,500 tons. In recent years, while the agricultural land of the MD has been reduced,
the agricultural productivity has been steadily increasing, which is related to the use of a
large quantity of pesticides, fertilizers, and aquaculture antibiotics. Relevant studies have
shown that in the two largest rice-producing provinces of the MD, An Giang Province and
Kien Giang Province, rice farmers used 20–30% more fertilizers than recommended. These
behaviors are also one of the important causes for the deterioration of surface water quality
in this region. These problems have led to the low level of ecological environment in the
MD, threatening the life quality of the local people and the sustainable development of
the region.

In summary, the regional characteristics of the MD can be summarized as follows:
obvious advantages in agricultural economic development conditions, serious environ-
mental pollutions, and ecological deterioration, which need to be solved urgently. The
region needs effective land-use allocation plans to solve the problem. In view of the above
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challenges, the corresponding land use allocation model will be proposed in the next part
of this study.

3. IPF-LUA for MD

The land use system of the MD in the study area of this paper is defined as an uncertain
system. Based on the factors analyzed by typical land use allocation system and taking
the land use characteristics of the MD region into full consideration, this paper analyzes
the following uncertain factors in the MD land use system: (1) Economic factors: MD’s
development requirements of agriculture, forestry, and fishery industries, such as grain and
aquatic product demand, investment and other factors; (2) social factors: The development
of the MD industry is affected by water supply and labor force, for example, agricultural
water supply and labor force supply; (3) environmental factors: MD mainly focuses on
agriculture, forestry, and fishery industries, accompanied by the production of sewage,
solid waste, and other pollutants, such as wastewater, COD and BOD5 factors; (4) ecological
factors: The biochemical substances used by farmers in the production process of MD
paddy and aquaculture, such as antibiotics, pesticides and fertilizers. Based on the MD
land use characteristics and the above factors, we applied this IPF-LUA model to land-use
allocation in the MD which leads to an IPF-LUA (interval probabilistic fuzzy land-use
allocation model).

3.1. Objective Function

The objective function is the net benefit from land-use system of the MD, and it equals
all benefits from cultivated land, forest land, aquaculture land, and construction land minus
cost from all types of land uses. Specifically, the benefits come from industries in the land
use system. For example, the benefit of industries such as grain comes from cultivated land;
the benefit of industries such as timber and furniture comes from forest land; the benefit of
industries such as fish, shrimp, and aquatic products comes from aquaculture land; the
benefit of industries such as coal, petroleum, and rubber come from construction land.
Cost is from maintenance fees of all types of land uses. For example, we must provide
cultivated land and aquaculture land with water; furthermore, these two land uses will
generate wastewater and solid waste which are needed to handle. Based on the above
settings, our objective function can be expressed as:
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∑
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where NBL is objective function which means the net benefit from land-use system (USD);
“±” = interval values; “@” = fuzzy equal; x is the decision variable; i represents the name of
district, where i = 1 for Deep-water flood disaster sub-zone, i = 2 for central sub-zone, and
i = 3 for coastal and island sub-zone; j represents type of land use, where j = 1 for cultivated
land, j = 2 for forest land, j = 3 for aquaculture land, j = 4 for construction land, j = 5 for
water land, j = 6 for unused land; t represents time of planning, where t = 1 for period
1 (2021), t = 2 for period 2 (2022); CLBi,j=1,t = unit benefit of cultivated land (USD/ha),
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FLBi,j=2,t = unit benefit of forest land (USD/ha); ALBi,j=3,t = unit benefit of aquaculture
land (USD/ha); CLPi,j=4,t = unit benefit of construction land (USD/ha); UWTCi,t = unit
waste-water-tackling cost; USTCi,t = unit solid waste-tackling cost; UWMCi,j=5,t = unit
maintenance costs of water land; UUDCi,j=6,t = unit developing costs of unused land.

3.2. Social-Economic Constraints

(i) Government investment constraints:

In the MD, all costs are paid by government investment, so the government investment
constraints can be expressed as:
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where MGI = maximum government investment (USD).

(ii) Grain input-output constraints:

In the MD, the core industry in food production is the main pillar of local economic
development. In our model, the food supply is aimed at meeting the needs of both local
residents and economic development (export of food products), food products are mainly
produced by paddy cultivated land:

3

∑
i=1

2

∑
t=1

(
UGP±i,t × x±i,j=1,t

)
& GD±

where UGPi,t = unit grain production from cultivated land (ton/ha); GD = demand grain
production (ton).

(iii) Water production input-output constraints:

In the MD, aquaculture is an important pillar of local economic development. There-
fore, in this model, the supply of aquatic products should not only meet the living needs of
local residents but meet the needs of economic development (export of aquatic products).
Aquatic products are mainly produced by aquaculture land:

3

∑
i=1

2

∑
t=1

(
UWP±i,t × x±i,j=3,t

)
& WD±

where UWPi,t = unit water production from aquaculture land (ton/ha); WD = demand
water production (ton).

(iv) Wooden production input-output constraints:

Vietnam is the largest exporter of wood and wood products in Southeast Asia. The
wooden production industry not only brings economic benefits but provides a large number
of jobs. Therefore, wooden production should meet the economic development needs of
the MD:

3
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i=1

2
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t=1

(
UWOP±i,t × x±i,j=3,t

)
& WOD±

where UWOPi,t = unit wooden production from forest land (m3/ha); WOD = demand
wooden production (m3).
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(v) Agricultural water consumption constraints:

MD’s main water sources are from the Mekong River Basin and rainfall; MD’s 70%
of regional water supply is used for agricultural production. Effective water supply has
a decisive impact on MD’s most important industry, food production, and aquaculture.
Therefore, the total agricultural water consumption should not exceed the total regional
agricultural water supply capacity:
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2
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)
. RWSA±t

where WCCi,t = Water consumption per unit of cultivated land (m3/ha); WCAi,t = Water
consumption per unit of aquaculture land (m3/ha); RWSAt = regional water supply
planning for agriculture in the MD (ton).

(vi) Available labor constraints:

Similarly, all land industries require labor, however, available labor is limited in
the MD:
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(
LC±i,t × x±i,j,t

)
. AL±

where LCi,t = labor in a unit land area (person/ha); AL = available labor (person).

3.3. Environmental Constraints

(i) BOD5 emissions constraints:

The intensive and industrialized aquaculture of the MD has brought rich aquatic
benefits, but at the same time, it has also brought a large amount of aquatic wastewater,
which contains BOD5, COD, and other substances. In order to ensure the continuous
growth of the quality and quantity of MD fish, shrimp, and other aquatic products, the
emissions of BOD5 in MD aquaculture wastewater should not exceed the emissions allowed
by the MD environment:
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(
DB±i,t × x±i,j=3,t

)
≤ MTDBp

where DBi,t = discharge amount of BOD5 for unit aquaculture land (ton/ha); MTDB = maximum
total BOD5 discharge (ton); p = probability of violating the constraints of environmental
capacities, and p ∈ [0,1].

(ii) COD emissions constraints

Similarly, the discharge of COD in the MD aquaculture wastewater should not exceed
the allowable discharge in the MD environment:
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(
DC±i,t × x±i,j=3,t

)
≤ MTDCp

where DCi,t = discharge amount of COD for unit aquaculture land (ton/ha); MTDC = maximum
total COD discharge (ton).

(iii) Wastewater treatment capacity constraints

In the model, the wastewater generated from aquaculture land and construction land
should not exceed the wastewater treatment capacity of the MD:
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where WDAi,t = wastewater discharging factor of aquaculture land (ton/ha); WDBi,t = wastewater
discharging factor of construction land (ton/ha); WTPC = wastewater treatment capacity in
the MD (ton).

(iv) Solid-waste treatment capacity constraints

The discharge of solid waste should not exceed the solid waste treatment capacity of
the MD:
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≤ STCp

where SDCi,t = solid-waste discharging factor of cultivated land (ton/ha); SDBi,t = solid-
waste discharging factor of construction land (ton/ha); STC = solid-waste treatment capac-
ity in the MD (ton).

3.4. Ecological Constraints

(i) Antibiotic consumption constraints

In the past ten years, the MD has vigorously developed industrialized aquaculture and
constructed a large amount of industrial aquaculture land. In the production process, the
fishermen did not use antibiotics scientifically and reasonably, which led to the destruction
of the ecosystem. The extensive use of antibiotics pollutes the water land of the MD and
has a toxic effect on most aquatic organisms. Therefore, the consumption of antibiotics
should not exceed the maximum consumption amount:
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(
AC±i,t × x±i,j=3,t

)
≤ MACp

where ACi,t = antibiotics consumption for unit aquaculture land (ton/ha); MAC = maximum
antibiotics consumption (ton).

(ii) Fertilizer consumption constraints

Due to the favorable natural conditions of the MD, its crops such as rice are planted
twice or three times a year, which makes farmers need to continuously apply fertilizers
to maintain and improve the soil quality as much as possible. However, the use of large
amounts of fertilizers will seriously damage MD’s fragile environment. Therefore, the
consumption of fertilizers should not exceed the maximum consumption amount:

3
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(
FC±i,t × x±i,j=1,t

)
≤ MFCp

where FCi,t = fertilizer consumption for unit cultivated land (ton/ha); MFC = maximum
fertilizer consumption (ton).

(iii) Pesticide consumption constraints

Similarly, the pesticide consumption in cultivated land should not exceed the maxi-
mum consumption amount:

3
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(
PC±i,t × x±i,j=1,t

)
≤ MPCp

where PCi,t = pesticide consumption for unit cultivated land (ton/ha); MPC = maximum
pesticide consumption (ton).
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3.5. Technical Constrains

(i) Total land areas constraints:

3

∑
i=1

6

∑
j=1

2

∑
t=1

x±i,j,t = TLA±i,j,t

where TLA is total land areas constrain in period t.

(ii) Non-negative constraints:
x±i,j,t ≥ 0

3.6. Data Collection

The parameters of the IPF-LUA model include four types: beneficial and cost param-
eters (Table 1); economic and social parameters (Table 2); environmental and ecological
parameters (Table 3). Beneficial and cost parameters can be obtained from land evalua-
tion. Economic and social parameters can be obtained through index forecasting models.
Environmental and ecological parameters can be obtained through stochastic models.

Table 1. Benefits and cost for different land-use types (USD/ha).

Land-Use Type Symbol

Period

t = 1 t = 2

Lower Upper Lower Upper

Benefits of land use

CLBi=1,j=1 (103) 4.74 6.42 4.89 6.61
CLBi=2,j=1 (103) 3.69 4.99 3.80 5.14
CLBi=3,j=1 (103) 2.87 3.88 2.95 3.99
FLBi=1,j=2 (103) 3.02 4.09 3.12 4.21
FLBi=2,j=2 (103) 6.76 9.15 6.96 9.42
FLBi=3,j=2 (103) 2.16 2.93 2.23 3.01
ALBi=1,j=3 (103) 9.83 13.30 10.13 13.70
ALBi=2,j=3 (103) 10.73 14.51 11.05 14.95
ALBi=3,j=3 (103) 8.94 12.10 9.21 12.46
CLPi=1,j=4 (103) 14.85 20.09 15.89 21.50
CLPi=2,j=4 (103) 25.68 34.75 27.48 37.18
CLPi=3,j=4 (103) 12.70 17.19 13.59 18.39

Costs of land use

UWTCi=1,j=1 0.76 1.14 0.93 1.29
USTCi=1,j=1 95.71 103.05 104.03 117.25
UWTCi=1,j=3 1.02 1.51 1.24 1.71
UWTCi=1,j=4 77.68 83.99 86.00 93.81
USTCi=1,j=4 707.60 747.47 877.03 956.76

UWMCi=1,j=5 398.65 428.55 508.28 538.18
UUDCi=1,j=6 847.13 896.96 976.69 1245.78

3.7. Model Solving

According to the algorithm of the IPF-LUA model which is introduced in Appendix A,
the IPF-LUA model can be transformed into two definite sub-models, which correspond to
the upper and lower limits of the expected objective function values at different p levels.
Then, we can calculate these two linear models in Lingo 12 software. The framework of the
IPF-LUA model is shown in Figure 2.
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Table 2. Economic, social, environmental, and technical parameters.

Symbol
Period

t = 1 t = 2

Lower Upper Lower Upper

MGIt (106USD) 23.9 32.3 28.0 37.8
UGPi=1 (ton/ha) 9.84 13.32 9.76 13.20

GD (106ton) 1.50 2.03 1.51 2.05
UWPi=1 (ton/ha) 57.54 77.84 59.14 80.02

WD (103ton) 494.52 669.05 499.46 675.74
UWOPi=1 (m3/ha) 4.70 6.36 4.68 6.34

WOD (103m3) 872.78 1180.82 898.96 1216.25
WCCi=1 (103/ha) 1.79 2.42 1.89 2.56

WCAi=1 (103m3/ha) 8.50 11.50 9.01 12.19
RWSA (109m3) 0.45 0.61 0.48 0.65

LCi=1 (people/ha) 2.29 3.09 2.29 3.09
AL (106people) 8.65 11.71 8.64 11.69

DBi=1,j=3 (ton/ha) 0.23 0.31 0.24 0.33
DCi=1,j=3 (ton/ha) 0.41 0.56 0.43 0.59

WDAi=1,j=3 (103ton/ha) 5.15 6.97 5.41 7.32
WDBi=1,j=4 (103ton/ha) 0.14 0.19 0.15 0.20

SDCi=1,j=1 (ton/ha) 9.86 13.34 9.73 13.16
SDBi=1,j=4 (ton/ha) 8.14 11.01 8.95 12.11

ACi=1 (kg/ha) 13.02 17.62 13.28 17.97
FCi=1 (kg/ha) 663.00 897.00 595.00 805.00
PCi=1 (kg/ha) 5.60 7.60 5.10 6.90
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Table 3. Eco-environmental capacity under different p levels.

Symbol

Period

t = 1 t = 2

p = 0.01 p = 0.05 p = 0.10 p = 0.15 p = 0.01 p = 0.05 p = 0.10 p = 0.15

MTDB (103 ton) 296.92 304.72 314.48 324.24 306.76 314.96 325.21 335.45
MTDC (103 ton) 365.03 379.50 397.59 415.67 383.28 398.47 417.47 436.46
WTPC (109 ton) 4.90 5.09 5.33 5.58 5.14 5.35 5.60 5.86
STPC (106 ton) 4.52 4.70 4.92 5.15 4.97 5.17 5.42 5.66
MAC (103 ton) 8.04 8.36 8.76 9.16 8.20 8.53 8.93 9.34
MFC (106 ton) 2.06 2.14 2.24 2.34 2.06 2.14 2.24 2.34
MPC (103 ton) 174.42 181.33 189.93 198.52 174.56 181.47 190.06 198.78

4. Result and Discussion
4.1. Optimized Land-Use Patterns under Different p Levels during Two Periods

Figures 3–5 present the optimization solutions to land allocation for decision variables
obtained through the IPF-LUA model under different p levels. The results show that any
change of p will result in different environmental capacity which leads to different LUA
modes. At the same time, in the land use system, economic development, environmental
and ecological changes, and pollutant emissions will also lead to different LUA modes.
In the case of excess waste, allotments to forest land for environmental protection should
be assigned firstly and then to construction land, while allotments to cultivated land,
aquaculture land, and unused land are mainly due to policy constraints. Analysis of the
modeling solutions is provided below.Sustainability 2021, 13, 10978 13 of 26 
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The optimized allocation in the deep-water flood disaster sub-zone under varied risk
levels of violating environmental capacity constraints during two periods is presented
in Figure 3 and Table 4. We can clearly see that in period 1, with the increase of p-value,
the area of forest land, aquaculture land and construction land in the deep-water flood
disaster sub-zone also increased. The p-level indicates the probability of environmen-
tal/ecological constraints being violated. When the p-value increases, the probability of
violating environmental/ecological constraints will increase, but at the same time, the
environmental/ecological capacity will expand. Therefore, the IPF-LUA model tends to
allocate more land types with economic benefits, such as forest land, aquaculture land, and
construction land. Based on this, in general, the cultivated land should also increase, but
in the overall development plan of the MD, the cultivated land will turn to fruit planting
and aquaculture. This feature of MD’s regional development has been considered in the
constraints of the IPF-LUA model. Therefore, in the land optimization results of the MD,
the cultivated land area will be slightly decreased. This also shows that the IPF-LUA model
has the characteristics of adjusting measures to local conditions. Compared with period 2,
under the situation that MD’s development planning policy remains unchanged, there is
no obvious change in the way of land allocation in the deep-water flood disaster sub-zone.
The agricultural industry represented by cultivated land is the regional leading industry of
the MD. The model is based on MD’s macro-policy planning. First, it is in order to meet
the local people’s food demand and food export plan. Second, it is constrained by MD’s
economic development requirements and natural ecological/environmental conditions.
Cultivated land should be transferred to land types with more economic benefits, such
as fruit, forest, and aquaculture land, to develop diversified agricultural industries. As a
result, the cultivated land area continued to decrease, while the forest, aquaculture, and
construction land area continued to increase.

Table 4. Optimized land-use allocation in the deep-water flood disaster sub-zone under different p-levels during two periods.

Variable x (j = 1) x (j = 2) x (j = 3) x (j = 4) x (j = 5) x (j = 6)

t = 1

p = 0.01 [721,709, 976,430] [44,985, 60,862] [20,594, 27,862] [127,872, 173,003] [49,930, 67,552] [899, 1216]

p = 0.05 [721,114, 975,625] [45,155, 61,092] [20,849, 28,207] [128,042, 173,233] [50,015, 67,667] [814, 1101]

p = 0.10 [720,604, 974,935] [45,325, 61,322] [21,104, 28,552] [128,212, 173,463] [50,100, 67,782] [729, 986]

p = 0.15 [720,179, 974,360] [45,495, 61,552] [21,274, 28,782] [128,297, 173578] [50,185, 67,897] [644, 871]

t = 2

p = 0.01 [721,284, 975,855] [45,070, 60,977] [20,764, 28,092] [128,042, 173,233] [50,015, 67,667] [814, 1101]

p = 0.05 [720,774, 975,165] [45,240, 61,207] [21,019, 28,437] [128,127, 173,348] [50,100, 67,782] [729, 986]

p = 0.10 [720,349, 974,590] [45,410, 61,437] [21,189, 28,667] [128,297, 173,578] [50,185, 67,897] [644, 871]

p = 0.15 [719,924, 974,015] [45,580, 61,667] [21,359, 28,897] [128,382, 173,693] [50,270, 68,012] [559, 756]

The optimized allocation in the other two sub-zone under various p levels during two
periods is presented in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 indicates that in the central sub-zone, the
area of cultivated land and unused land decreases with the p-level and the area of other
land types will decrease. Unlike the other two sub-zones affected by floods and coastal
environment, the central sub-zone is less affected by adverse natural conditions. Therefore,
the area of cultivated land in the region has diverted more towards other agricultural lands,
aquaculture land and construction land, with a slight increase in forest land. Generally
speaking, the area less restricted by adverse natural environmental conditions should
allocate more land to the land types with higher economic benefits, and the central sub-
zone should be allocated to construction land first, followed by aquaculture land. However,
according to the development advantages and natural characteristics of the region, the
model shows some constraints. For example, according to the construction land and labor
population density, the labor force constraint is put forward; according to the characteristics
of pollutant discharge during aquaculture, COD and BOD5 discharge constraints are
established, along with other constraints. These constraints cause the model to fail when
simply increasing the area of high-benefit land types in the process of land allocation.
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For example, the benefits of construction land are higher than that of aquaculture land
and other agricultural land. However, based on the above conditions, the area of other
agricultural land and aquaculture land increases more than that of construction land in the
central sub-zone. In Figure 5, the land allocation pattern of the coastal and island sub-zone
is similar to that of the deep-water flood disaster sub-zone.

However, we can see that the aquaculture area in the three districts has increased
more. The coastal and island sub-zone is close to the ocean, which is vulnerable to natural
disasters such as coastal landslides. However, at the same time, the sub-zone is rich in
water resources and has the largest woodland area in the entire MD. Considering these
factors, the model allocates more land to aquaculture land and less land to forest land and
construction land.

The optimization results in Figures 3–5 also show the interval solution generated by
the IPF-LUA model. The interval solution can provide an effective scheme for regional
land use allocation. For example, in the central sub-zone, combining the lower bound for
cultivated land, construction land and aquaculture land with the upper bound for forest
land, unused land and water land corresponds to lower land system economic benefits.
However, this combined allocation pattern can meet the needs of people’s lives and ensure
a high-quality ecological environment. It is a trade-off between economic benefits and the
quality of the ecological environment and is a relatively conservative land use management
strategy. When the upper bound of cultivated land, construction land, and aquaculture
land are combined with the lower bound of forest land, unused land, and water land,
a higher economic benefit of the land system can be achieved. This kind of combined
allocation pattern can obtain as many economic benefits as possible. At the same time,
it also means that the probability of ecological and environmental damage increased. It
represents a more radical economic strategy. The optimization results of the model provide
a system benefit interval solution in the planning scheme. For example, when p = 0.01,
the land system benefit of the whole MD is USD [20.8, 28.1] × 109 in period 1. The net
benefits of the land system in this region range from USD 20.8 × 109 to USD 28.1 × 109,
which means that the actual net profits brought by different land use planning patterns
change in the upper and lower bound. Generally speaking, the allocation with lower
system benefits has a lower risk of violating system constraints, and this region has higher
ecological environment quality.

4.2. Optimized Ecological/Environmental Pollutant Discharge and Eco-Environmental Policy
Analysis under Different p Value Levels

Figures 6 and 7 show the BOD5 discharge and aquaculture antibiotic consumption
after IPF-LUA optimization. The lower bound of BOD5 discharge and antibiotic consump-
tion correspond to lower system benefits, but maintain a higher level of eco-environmental
quality, implying a more conservative environmental protection strategy. The values of
BOD5 and antibiotics increase correspondingly when the manager wants to obtain more net
benefits from the system. For the whole system, the risks of water pollution and unhealthy
aquatic products increase.

4.3. Trade-Off between Economic Objective and Eco-Environmental Constraints

The p-value level represents the probability of violating ecological/environmental
capacity. Figures 6 and 7 also reflect that different levels of pollutants (such as BOD5 and
antibiotics) will be produced under different p-values, thus the land system will produce
different levels of economic benefits. For example, in period 1, when p = 0.05, the net profit
of the land system is USD [20.78, 28.11] × 109. In contrast, when p = 0.15, the net profit of
the land system is USD [20.82, 28.16] × 109. Obviously, the area of the land type that brings
higher economic benefits will increase with an increase in the p-value. An increase in the
value of the violation probability p means that the model tends to have a more relaxed
environmental capacity. Based on this, the model will allocate more land area to the land
with higher net profits. Accordingly, the area of land with low profits or costs will be
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reduced. Figure 8 shows the relationship between violation probability p and economic
profits of the land system.

4.4. Trade-Off between System Benefit and Membership λ and Constraints

Through calculation, the value of optimized membership λ is [0.51,0.73]. The value of
membership λ represents the membership satisfying all objective functions and constraints.
As shown in Figure 9, when λ value increases, the system profit increases corresponding
to more aggressive land use policies, and each constraint condition of the model is more
relaxed. When the value of λ decreases, the profit of the system decreases, and each
constraint condition of the model is stricter corresponding to the more conservative land
use policies. The value of λ represents the compromise between the objective function of
the land system and all constraints and reflects the relationship between economic benefits
and social benefits, ecological benefits, and environmental benefits. Through calculation,
the value of optimized membership λ is [0.51,0.77]. The value of membership λ represents
the membership satisfying all objective functions and constraints. As shown in Figure 9,
when λ value increases, the system profit increases corresponding to more aggressive land
use policies, and each constraint condition of the model is more relaxed. When the value of
λ decreases, the profit of the system decreases, and each constraint condition of the model is
stricter corresponding to the more conservative land use policies. The value of λ represents
the compromise between the objective function of the land system and all constraints and
reflects the relationship between economic benefits and social benefits, ecological benefits,
and environmental benefits. For example, more water resources, more fertilizers, and
antibiotics correspond to a larger λ, thus generating more systematic economic benefits, as
shown in Figure 10.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, the interval probabilistic fuzzy land-use allocation model (IPF-LUA)
based on uncertainty is proposed and applied to the Mekong River Delta. The existing
studies in this region mainly focus on water resources, and few studies focus on land. At
the same time, the ecological environment of the MD is extremely fragile and sensitive.
The IPF-LUA model proposed in this paper establishes a reasonable land use optimization
model by combining interval parametric programming, probabilistic programming, and
fuzzy linear programming, and fully considering the ecological and environmental factors
of the MD. This method can help decision-makers to analyze the relationship among
economic, ecological, and environmental benefits. By dismantling the model, calculating
the upper and lower expectations, and choosing different land allocation methods, the
decision-makers can keep the balance between economic and ecological benefits. The IPF-
LUA model can solve the problem of allocation of land use quantity structure in an LUA:
by analyzing the current land use situation, development conditions and objectives of the
research area, and fully considering the uncertain factors in the regional land use system,
the objective function and constraint conditions are constructed to make the optimization
results more flexible. Moreover, combining the quantitative structure optimization results
of IPF-LUA with the LUCC simulation model or spatial layout optimization model can
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simultaneously provide support and help for land use planning from both quantitative
structure and spatial layout.

This method has been applied to the LUA case study in the MD of Vietnam. The
results of four different p-value scenarios in two planning periods show the quantita-
tive relationship between economic benefits and the ecological environment. It provides
decision-makers with a variety of planning schemes that give priority to economic benefits
or conservation of the ecological environment. Collectively, the results show an opti-
mization method that compromises the economic benefits of land system and ecological
environment management.

The IPF-LUA model in this paper can effectively tackle the optimization problem in
LUA. The results of model optimization would be more rational if other key ecological
and environmental data, as well as stakeholder-related data, were available. In addition,
the model has limitations: IPF-LUA is a method to optimize the quantitative structure
of land use, which focuses on the optimization of the quantitative structure, but fails to
provide help for land use planning in the aspect of spatial layout optimization. At the
same time, the optimization of land use quantity structure in LUA is not only a linear
programming problem, but also a nonlinear programming problem which is not considered
in this study. Therefore, our next work is to couple IPF-LUA with the land use spatial
layout optimization model and build a coupling model that can solve both quantitative
and spatial optimization, so as to solve the more complex LUA optimization problem in
reality. In addition, there are a large number of uncertain factors in the land use system. We
will consider and design more constraints, such as climate change and policy constraints,
to further improve the IPF-LUA model and make it more perfect.
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Appendix A

Introduction of the ICCF (interval chance-constrained fuzzy) model [48,55]:

Max f± ∼= C±x± (A1)

Subject to:
C±x± & b±opt (A2)

A±i x± . b±i i = 1, 2, . . . , m, i 6= s (A3)

A±s x± . b(ps)
s s = 1, 2, . . . , m, s 6= i (A4)

where x is an n × 1 alternative set; C is a 1 × n coefficient of an objective function; Ai is
an m × n matrix of coefficients of constraints and bi is an m × 1 matrix (right-hand sides,
RHS). “±” express intervals; “∼=” represents fuzzy equality; “&” and “.” represent fuzzy
inequality. ps denotes the probability that the constraints s are violated. b(ps)

s represent
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corresponding values given the cumulative distribution function of bs and the probability
of violating constraint s (ps).

On the basis of the principle of fuzzy flexible programming, let l± value corresponds
to the membership grade of satisfaction for a fuzzy decision. Specifically, the flexibility in
the constraints and fuzziness in the system objective, which are represented by fuzzy sets
and denoted as “fuzzy constraints” and “fuzzy goal”, are expressed as membership grades
l± corresponding to the degrees of overall satisfaction for the constraints/objective. Thus,
above model can be converted to:

Max l± (A5)

Subject to:
C±x± . f−opt + (1− l±)( f+opt − f−opt) (A6)

A±i x± ≤ b−i + (1− l±)(b+i − b−i ) i = 1, 2, . . . , m, i 6= s (A7)

A±s x± . b(ps)
s s = 1, 2, . . . , m, s 6= i (A8)

x± ≥ 0 (A9)

0 ≤ l± ≤ 1 (A10)

where f+opt and f−opt denote the upper and lower bounds of the objective’s aspiration level
as designated by decision-makers; l± denotes the control decision variable corresponding
to the degree (membership grade) to which x± solution fulfills the fuzzy objective or
constraints. Model (A5) can be solved through a two-step method where a sub-model
corresponding to l− is first formulated and solved. In the second step, the other sub-model
corresponding to l+ can then be formulated supported by the solution of the first submodel.
If b+i ≥ 0 and f+i ≥ 0, the sub-model corresponding to l− can be formulated as follows:

Max l− (A11)

Subject to:

k1

∑
j=1

C+
j x+j +

n

∑
j=k1+1

C+
j x−j ≤ f−opt + (1− l±)( f+opt − f−opt) (A12)

k1

∑
j=1

∣∣∣aij

∣∣∣−sign(a−ij )x+j +
n

∑
j=k1+1

∣∣∣aij

∣∣∣+sign(a+ij )x−j ≤ b−i + (1− l−)(b+i − b−i ), ∀i (A13)

k1

∑
j=1

∣∣∣asj

∣∣∣−sign(a−sj )x+j +
n

∑
j=k1+1

∣∣∣asj

∣∣∣+sign(a+sj )x−j ≤ bps
s , ∀s, s 6= i (A14)

x−j ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , k1 (A15)

x+j ≥ 0, j = k1 + 1, k2 + 2, . . . , n (A16)

0 ≤ l± ≤ 1 (A17)

where Sign is a signal function, which is defined as:

sign(x±) =
{

1, if x± ≥ 0
−1, if x± ≤ 0

}

Let x+jopt (j = 1, 2, . . . , k1) and x−jopt (j = k1 + 1, k2 + 2, . . . , n) be solutions of sub-model (3).
Then, the second sub-model corresponding to l+ can be formulated supported by the
solution of sub-model (A18):

Max l+ (A18)
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Subject to:

k1

∑
j=1

C−j x−j +
n

∑
j=k1+1

C−j x+j ≤ f−opt + (1− l±)( f+opt − f−opt) (A19)

k1

∑
j=1

∣∣∣aij

∣∣∣+sign(a+ij )x−j +
n

∑
j=k1+1

∣∣∣aij

∣∣∣−sign(a−ij )x+j ≤ b−i + (1− l+)(b+i − b−i ), ∀i (A20)

k1

∑
j=1

∣∣∣asj

∣∣∣+sign(a+sj )x−j +
n

∑
j=k1+1

∣∣∣asj

∣∣∣−sign(a−sj )x+j ≤ bps
s , ∀s, s 6= i (A21)

x+jopt ≥ x−j ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , k1 (A22)

x+j ≥ x−jopt, j = k1 + 1, k2 + 2, . . . , n (A23)

0 ≤ l± ≤ 1 (A24)

Let x−jopt (j = 1, 2, . . . , k1) and x+jopt (j = k1 + 1, k2 + 2, . . . , n) be solutions of sub-model (4).
Thus, we can obtain the interval solutions as follows:

l±opt =
[
l−opt, l+opt

]
(A25)

x±jopt =
[

x−jopt, x+jopt

]
, ∀j (A26)

Then, the optimized objective f−opt and f+opt can be calculated as follows:

f−opt′

k1

∑
j=1

C−j x−j +
n

∑
j=k1+1

C−j x+j (A27)

f−opt′

k1

∑
j=1

C+
j x+j +

n

∑
j=k1+1

C+
j x−j (A28)

Thus, we have:
f±jopt =

[
f−jopt, f+jopt

]
, ∀j (A29)
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Abstract: The continuous improvement of international protection awareness has dramatically in-
creased the number of protection organizations and promoted various reserve-naming methods.
However, the existing global natural reserves have either fully or partially overlapped, thereby
allowing the same region to hold various international titles, resulting in serious issues, which are
especially manifested in the boundary delimitation process of natural reserves. Therefore, delimiting
the titles of reserve borders will become an enormous challenge in protected-area governance world-
wide. This study conducted an in-depth investigation of the technical methods for delineating the
spatial boundaries of natural reserves. Taking Jiangshan Nature Reserve in China as the case object,
the Candidate Area–Natural background–Heritage Resource–Construction (C-NHC) framework was
constructed, and the boundaries of the new reserves were delineated. This study has changed the
status quo of the spatial overlap of the reserve through the quantitative evaluation of the conflict
patches and the triple optimization of the boundary of the reserve. The area of the new reserve is
150.524 km2, which is 6.682 km2 larger than the original one. The original reserves are all included
within the scope of the new one. This study provides guidance and new insights into the boundary
delineation of integrated nature reserves worldwide.

Keywords: protected areas; boundary optimization; heritage resource; China

1. Introduction

Industrialization and urbanization continue to expand globally, along with the contin-
uous development of the human society [1,2]. Excessive resource utilization has exacer-
bated the disappearance and fragmentation of habitats [3,4], thereby inducing soil erosion,
environmental pollution [5,6], and biodiversity loss [7]. The International Union for Con-
servation of Nature and its state parties have established numerous natural reserves as
powerful tools for protecting natural resources, maintaining biodiversity [8,9], improving
ecosystem services [10], and introducing economic benefits to the surrounding areas to
cope with the increasingly severe challenges of the ecological environment. The resources
of the reserves are still damaged despite the constantly expanding scale of natural reserves
and may further degrade the ecosystem protection function due to people who are driven
by economic benefits, thus contradicting the original intention of the establishment of
natural reserves [11].

However, the continuous improvement of international protection awareness has dra-
matically increased the number of protection organizations and promoted various reserve
naming methods [12] under different objectives, purposes, and management requirements,
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thereby causing the same region to hold two, three, or even four international titles [13].
Natural reserves with multiple titles reflect the high value of environmental protection
and sustainable development. However, the existence of multiple titles also causes several
problems, as follows [14]:

First, different titles lead to differences in protection objects and management modes,
and the various monitoring and reporting requirements may instigate some conflicts
and consequently increase the workload of the reserves. Second, constructing a unified
management model in the absence of national regulations and controls is difficult due
to a lack of communication and coordination among the institutions and departments
involved in the management of multi-title reserves. Third, large spatial differences among
the different titles of the same nature reserve may exist; that is, the boundaries of the reserve
may be non-overlapping. Therefore, the difficulty in managing the reserves may increase.
Fourth, multiple titles elicit confusion in the reserve identification system and weaken the
effectiveness of international protection titles, thereby hindering the satisfactory fulfilment
of the corresponding roles. Fifth, the international influence created by the multiple titles
of natural reserves promotes the development of local tourists but also induces substantial
pressure on the management.

The complex correspondence between the various types of protection and resource
causes the widespread phenomenon of overlapping protection objects in Jiangshan, and this
wastes the resources and aggravates conflicts in protection provisions and departments [15].
Therefore, solving the problem of overlapping boundaries of protected areas caused by the
overlapping of multiple international designated areas and delimiting scientific protected
area boundaries are of considerable importance for realizing efficient management of
natural protected areas in Jiangshan. We conducted an in-depth study of this difficult
problem to provide technical support for the boundary demarcation in the integration of
protected areas in Jiangshan.

In this paper, a technical framework for the delimitation of nature reserves in Jiangshan
is proposed. Different suggestions for the development of multi-title natural reserves from
three levels, namely local managers, national institutions, and international organizations,
have been proposed by the existing studies. However, most of these suggestions remain in
the policy and theoretical guidance levels, fail to clearly define the spatial scope of multi-title
nature reserve, and lack the methods for delineating the boundaries of nature reserves. This
study proposes an evaluation index system for the integration and optimization of reserve
boundaries on the basis of the Candidate Area–Natural background–Heritage Resource–
Construction (C-NHC) framework; optimizes the boundaries of natural reserves on the
basis of the characteristics of the resource background, heritage resource characteristics,
and construction management conditions thrice; and establishes a set of identifiable and
popularized technical framework for the demarcation of the boundaries of natural reserves
that will exert an extensive influence on the in-depth analysis of the spatial pattern of
natural reserves in the future, improvement of the planning and management, and overall
promotion of the construction of natural reserves. This technical framework can provide a
useful reference for the boundary delimitation of nature reserves in China and even the
world.

2. Socioecological Framework

The goal of optimizing the boundary of the reserves must be addressed to solve the
problems caused by the fragmentation of the administrative areas [16]. Therefore, the
principle of integration and merging of adjacent reserves was established in this study.
Adjacent reserves within the same geographical unit that possess strong ecosystem in-
tegrity, similar protected objects, and satisfactory management conditions were integrated
preferentially [17]. Therefore, the overlapping areas after the integration of the adjacent
reserves are processed in accordance with the principle of “no decrease in strength, no
decrease in area, and no change in properties”.
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The delimitation of the boundary of natural reserves should involve the establishment
of an effective connection through land space planning and concurrently focus on the
coordination of natural reserves with the urban development boundary, permanent basic
farmland, and ecological protection red line to conduct element-based, micro, and precise
assessments of the suitability of land space utilization and preliminarily delimit the waiting
area of natural reserves. In addition, the development and utilization of territorial spaces
should match the carrying capacity of the resources and environment to guide the position-
ing of regional main functions, clarify the order of the territorial space development, and
improve the utilization efficiency of the territorial spaces.

The characteristics of the natural resources, such as topographical features, hydrolog-
ical basins, soils, and flora and fauna in the natural protected areas, are the cornerstone
of the natural ecological protection framework. This framework provides a basic analysis
unit for the construction and boundary demarcation of the reserves. Most of the existing
studies use natural geographical units as the basis for such demarcation [18,19]. The initial
boundary is regarded as the reference for the superposition of the vegetation, climate,
soil, animal zoning, and other elements to form the spatial boundary of natural reserve
lands [20,21]. This study performed the preliminary aggregation and optimization for the
boundaries of nature reserves based on their background characteristics.

Integrity is an internationally recognized principle of world heritage protection [22]. In
Recommendation concerning the Preservation of Cultural Property endangered by Public
or Private Works, which was formulated in 1968, UNESCO mentioned that the preservation
of monuments should be an absolute requirement of any well-designed plan for urban
redevelopment, especially in historic cities or districts. Similar regulations should cover the
area surrounding a scheduled monument or site and its setting to preserve its association
and character [23]. While integrity was introduced only recently (2005), it was an implicit
quality for many cultural properties even before it was formally named [24]. Recent appli-
cations of the integrity principle in the context of heritage conservation place an emphasis
on assessing and maintaining the outstanding universal value and complete representation
of both natural and cultural heritage features and their attributes [25]. On the basis of
protecting ecosystem integrity and biodiversity and maintaining landscape characteristics,
this study extracted the three aspects of the spatial elements, namely ecological corridor,
patch and matrix, and natural and human landscape elements, as well as other heritage
resource characteristics, to delimit the boundary of the reserves according to guidelines
and specifications.

From the perspective of practical constraints, the management status and construction
conditions of the reserves are important factors that influence the cost of implementing
a new space control system and, thus, directly determine whether the delimitation of
the boundaries of nature reserves can be strictly and effectively implemented [26]. This
study combines and adjusts the specific situation of space control and human development
and construction activities [27,28] based on the comprehensive evaluation of the resource
background and characteristics of the heritage resources to execute the tertiary optimization
of natural reserve boundaries.

A C-NHC framework was constructed in this study to perform the boundary delin-
eation and tertiary optimization of a new reserve. First, the preliminary candidate areas of
the reserve range are selected by constructing the evaluation index system. Second, the
core elements of the reserve boundary optimization are selected to evaluate the resource
background elements for the initial aggregation optimization. Finally, the secondary op-
timization range is obtained by combining the characteristics of the heritage resources,
and the third optimization is completed by connecting the existing construction regulation
conditions to generate a new nature-reserve boundary.
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3. Methods and Data
3.1. Preliminary Selection of the Candidate Areas within the Reserve

As an important part of the territorial space planning system, the construction of a
natural reserve system must strengthen the connection between the natural reserve plan and
the national spatial planning and comprehensively evaluate the conflicts among the spatial
layout of the natural reserve, urban development boundary, red line for the permanent
basic farmland protection, and ecological red line. On this basis, the spatial grid evaluation
of natural reserves is performed to evaluate and compare the ecological land use, cultivated
land, and urban development needs of the conflicting spots [29]. Grid evaluation can refer
to the evaluation model of Foundation-Process Management. To integrate protected areas,
the natural factors of the land resources; transportation conditions; spatial location; and
the other factors necessary to construct an evaluation index system, including ecological,
cultivated land, and construction suitability, must be comprehensively considered. The
evaluation unit of this part is the map used in the area. The index is standardized by the
extreme value linear standardization method for dimensionless values between 0 and 100.
It assigns equivalent weight to the suitability factor and the neighborhood influence factor.
The suitability comprehensive index of each land type can be calculated as follows:

Si= Ci × Ti × Ni = ∏α

j=1 ci,j × (∑β

k=1 ti,kv1k)(∑λ

l=1 ni,lv2l) (1)

where Si is the suitability of the conflict map for the i-th land type; i represents a certain
land type (ecological, cultivated, or construction land); Ci, Ti, and Ni respectively represent
the scores of the restrictive, suitability, and neighborhood influence factors; ci,j denotes
the restriction type of the j-th restriction factor for the i-th land type, where a value of 0
and 1 represents the restriction of the existence of the i and i-th land types, respectively;
ti,k represents the suitability degree of the j-th suitability factor for the i-th land type
and for the positive correlation indicators; ti,k is the normalized value of the k-th index,
which is the difference between 100 and the normalized value of the k-th index for reverse
correlation indicators; and v1k represents the weight of the k-th suitability factor, which is
obtained through the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [30]. AHP is a structured technique
for organizing and analyzing complex decisions based on mathematics and psychology
(Figure 1). Moreover, ni,l represents the degree of influence of the l-th neighborhood factor
on the i-type land; v2l represents the weight of the first neighborhood influence factor for
positive correlation indicators, which is obtained through AHP; and j, k, and n represent
the number of the restriction, suitability, and neighborhood influence factors, respectively.

On the basis of the calculated land-use competitiveness of conflict maps, the discriminant
matrix is used to qualitatively evaluate the suitable land type for the conflict spot. The
qualitative evaluation results of competitiveness are divided into three categories, namely
high, medium, and low, through the natural breakpoint method (Appendix A, Table A1).
The quantitative structure of various types of land-suitability levels is represented by
statistical charts, and the distribution of various land-use levels is illustrated by the spatial-
distribution-map characteristics. The appropriate land-classification matrix is used to
calculate the appropriate land types of each conflict map. Subsequently, the classified
conflict map and the original map are merged to generate the distribution maps of the
different land types [31].
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3.2. First Optimization: Resource Background Assessment and Initial Aggregation Optimization

After the features of the geomorphology, soil, and vegetation characteristics were
comprehensively analyzed, the corresponding analysis units with similar characteristics
were clustered and classified, and the identified candidate areas for reserve designation
were divided into two areas. These divided areas are PIN and POUT, which refer to the
areas within and outside the original protected area, respectively. The average values
of each resource of PIN and POUT were calculated according to the graded background
characteristics of the resource.

All spots outside the original reserve are reclassified into two categories according
to the similarity of the resource background characteristics, namely potential protected
and non-protected spots. Furthermore, the preliminary candidate range of the reserves is
determined. The similarity is calculated based on Euclidean distance, as follows:

Sim(m, T) = 1/1 +
√

∑q
p=1

(
Vmp −VTp

)2 (2)

where Vmp represents the value of the p-th feature of the m-th spot, and VTp is the average
value of the p-th feature of PIN or POUT [32].

3.3. Second Optimization: Intersection of the Characteristic Elements of Heritage Resources and
Clustering of Resource Bases

This study optimized the intersection between the extracted characteristic elements of the
heritage resources and the clustering results of the resource bases and divided the former into
protection objects while maintaining the conditions under control to ensure the authenticity
and integrity of the ecosystem and the biodiversity of the natural reserves [22,33]. The elements
of the protection objects include all kinds of important natural ecosystems, wild animal
and plant habitats, geological relics, natural landscapes, protected values, and geographical
distribution in the reserve. The priority of the feature extraction of the heritage resources is
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determined by combining the main function orientation and core protection objectives of the
reserve. This step guarantees the integrity, authenticity, connectivity, and systematic nature
of the core protection objectives. Subsequently, the reference elements of the ecosystem and
distribution characteristics of important animals and plants and landscape remains were
extracted in accordance with the patch–corridor–matrix model. Lastly, the boundary of the
reserve was aggregated, smoothed, and re-optimized. Specifically, the important ecological
origins of various ecosystems and habitats of important species were first determined. The
least-resistance model was then used to compute the internal corridor, which was optimized
with adjustments to the computed corridor in combination with the observations on the
solid and species migration corridors. The important environmental matrix, which aims to
ensure the integrity of the ecosystem and species structure, was extracted in accordance
with the network structure comprising patch–corridor after setting a reasonable buffer
width. Finally, all the extracted spatial feature elements were integrated on the basis of the
following principles: the low-security level obeys the high-security level, and the secondary
protection object obeys the primary protection object.

The elements of the regulatory conditions include the spatial distribution and land-
use-right information of the development and production activities involving the minerals,
forest farms, pastures, orchards, fishponds, and farms within the reserve. These factors were
integrated, and the spatial boundaries, which exert a considerable impact on the reserve
space control, were extracted or redefined and combined with the adjusted and optimized
reserve spatial boundaries. Specifically, the existing construction and zoning control
situations in the protected areas should be first coordinated and unified, the implementation
of high-level control boundary should be prioritized, and the adjustment of low-level
control boundary should be optimized. Then, in combination with the current situation
of land use and natural resource development and management, the range dimensions of
land, natural resource development and management, and tourism franchise ownerships
should be clarified, and the boundary between state-owned property rights and collective
or private property rights should be distinguished. Therefore, the development intensity
of collective land, the production and development intensity of natural resources from
private or collective ownership, and the profitability and the development intensity of
existing franchises are evaluated. The appropriate assessment and exit of the protected
or core protection areas would be conducted after estimating the space control cost of
different intensities of protected areas, and the boundaries of the reserves would be adjusted.
Combining the above points, the recommended selection of referable elements for the
boundary optimization of protected areas is shown in Table 1:
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Table 1. Referable elements for boundary optimization of protected areas.

First Class Second Class Third Class Referable Elements

Resource background

Topographical unit

Geography and
geomorphy

Elevation, slope, aspect, ridge line, valley
line, river line, forest line, and snow line.

Geological conditions Structural lines, faults, and seepage
conditions.

Natural resource zoning

Hydrology conditions
River basin, drainage divide, water
conservation area, big lake wetland patch,
and groundwater protection zone.

Soil conditions Soil zoning, soil thickness, and soil hardness.

Vegetation conditions
Vegetation zoning, forest coverage,
vegetation canopy density, stand structure,
and tree age structure.

Heritage resource
characteristics

Ecosystem integrity

Ecosystem corridor Material energy connection channel of
ecosystem.

Ecosystem patch Ecological source, ecosystem fragile area, and
ecosystem sensitive area.

Ecosystem matrix Distribution boundary of ecosystem.

Species diversity

Species conservation patch
Distribution density and habitat of key
protected animals and plants (possibly
seasonal).

Species conservation
corridor

Migration or retrogressive passage of key
protected animals (possibly seasonal).

Community complexity Species richness and structural complexity
differentiation.

Biological integrity Integrity differentiation of various species,
such as predator and human species.

Characteristic landscape
relics

Natural heritage and
landscape characteristics

Natural relics or natural landscape densely
distributed areas, natural landscape
connecting corridors, natural landforms, and
landscape zoning.

Humanities landscape
characteristics

Cultural landscape densely distributed area,
cultural landscape connecting corridor, and
cultural ecological zoning.

Construction
management conditions

Construction
management continuity

Protected area situations Construction and zoning control of existing
protected areas.

Land ownership
Land (forest land) ownership, collective
land-development intensity, and ecological
migration cost.

Natural resource
development and

management rights

Management right, development intensity,
and setting cost of easement of privately or
collectively owned natural resources.

Tourism franchise
ownership

Existing privileged management right,
intensity of development, and cost of setting
up the easement.

Administrative authority
boundary

Border of different administrative regions
and spatial boundary of jurisdiction of local
government cross-regional cooperative
organizations.

Construction
management
coordination

Land-use status

Construction of towns and administrative
and natural villages.
Historic and cultural heritage reserve.
Permanent basic farmland.
Exploration and mining rights.
Ecological red line.

National territorial space
planning

Recent major project planning.
Major control line delineation.
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3.4. Third Optimization: Connection and Coordination of the Existing Construction
Control Conditions

With consideration of the management status and construction conditions of the
reserve, the principle of “continuity, stability, conversion, and innovation” is adopted to link
and coordinate the construction control elements and the secondary optimization results.
The land-use-status information provided in the national land-use survey and the space area
of the proposed protected land was superposed and checked to coordinate the residential
construction land, historical and cultural site protection areas, permanent basic farmland,
ecological protection red line, and exploration and mining rights. Afterward, the conflict
area is determined, and the priority rules and compatibility control conditions in conflict
processing are established prior to optimizing the boundary again. The superimposed
status of important road traffic and linear infrastructure distribution map focus on the
analysis of the cutting strength and crossing grade of the linear infrastructure running
through the protected land according to the linear infrastructure, with strong cutting
boundary function fine-tuning of the protected land boundary.

The preliminary delimitation map of the protected land should be overlapped with the
land space and the major project planning maps in equal weight to place the agricultural,
mineral, and major project lands from the preliminary boundary of the protected land as far
as possible. Then, the boundary should be adjusted according to the important control line
defined in the plan to determine the new boundary of the reserve. Figure 2 demonstrates
the technical route mentioned above.
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3.5. Study Area

The aforementioned problems are eminent in China [34], which has nine types of
natural reserves. Reserves with different names, such as national scenic spots, national
nature reserves, and local government-level reserves, exist within the same geographical
space, thus resulting in overlapping reserve boundaries. To solve the problem of overlap-
ping boundaries of protected areas caused by the overlapping of multiple international
designated areas, the most significant problem is delimiting scientific protected-area bound-
ary, which is of great importance for realizing efficient management of natural protected
areas. Jiangshan, which is located in the mountainous area in the southwest part of the
Zhejiang province, China, has a total area of 2019.4 km2 and is the headstream of the
Qiantang River. This area possesses abundant natural mountain water resources, with
numerous natural reserves. Six natural reserves in Jiangshan, namely Jianglangshan Inter-
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national Scenic Spot, Xianxia National Forest Park, Fugaishan Provincial Geological Park,
Jiangshangang Provincial Wetland Park, Xianxialing Provincial Nature Reserves, and the
provincial natural reserve of Jindingzi Geological Relics, were selected as research objects
to study the boundaries of nature reserves (Table 2). The six natural reserves are spatially
distributed in the north–south direction and are mainly concentrated in the southern part
of the mountainous and forest area (Figure 3a), which covers a total area of 186.88 km2.
Apart from the provincial natural reserve of Jindingzi, all natural reserves have different
overlap degrees with the multi-title situation (Figure 3b). The total area of the six natural
reserves without overlap is 145.2 km2; the overlapped area covers 41.68 km2, according to
statistics.

Table 2. Jiangshan nature reserves.

Name Area/hm2 Year Designated

Jianglangshan National Scenic Area 5390 2002
Xianxia National Forest Park 3449.46 2004

Fugaishan Provincial Geological Park 402.96 2014
Jiangshan Port Provincial Wetland Park 2143.75 2015
Xianxialing Provincial Nature Reserve 6992 2015
Provincial natural reserve of Jindingzi 22.84 2015
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3.6. Data Sources

The data used in this study are shown in Table 3:
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Table 3. Data source.

Database Indicators Used in the Study Description

The third national land survey

The data include land-use status
information, such as land type; location;
area and distribution; land ownership
and use rights; natural and social
conditions of the land; and extractable
cultivated land, basic farmland,
construction land, and various
construction control indicators.

It was conducted from January 2018 to June
2019, and the field survey database
construction was completed by the end of
2019.

The second national forest resources
survey

The forest land type, location and area,
extract vegetation height, diameter at
breast height, tree age, tree species
structure and other information, and
forest landownership and use rights.

The data from the second national forest
resources survey from 1994 to 2006. The data
on soil and wild animal and plant resources
were obtained from the information of the
natural geographical environment and
ecological factors related to the forest
resources in the survey.

Digital elevation model (DEM) data Elevation.

The DEM data are image data with a
resolution of 30 m that were provided by the
International Scientific Data Service Platform
and Geospatial Data Cloud Platform of the
Computer Network Information Center of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences (http://
www.gscloud.cn/sources/accessdata/310,
we last accessed the link on 1 December
2021). Relevant information, such as
topography, slope, aspect, and slope position,
were extracted from the DEM data.

Various plans

The vector data of the geographical
boundaries of the reserves were extracted,
and the type, level, main protection
object, and construction period were
arranged and summarized.

Including the Master Plan of Jianglang
Mountain National key scenic spot
(2007–2025), Master Plan of Xianxia National
Forest Park, Master Plan of Jiangxia
Xianxialing Provincial Nature Reserve
(2016–2025), Master Plan of Fukaishan
Provincial Geological Park (2015–2025),
Master Plan of Zhejiang Jiangshangang
Provincial Wetland Park (2019–2023), Master
Plan of Zhejiang Jiangshangang Provincial
Wetland Park (2019–2023), and Master Plan
of Jiangxi Xianxialing Provincial Nature
Reserve (2016–2025).

4. Results
4.1. Spatial Distribution of Suitable Land Types

Based on the different types of conflicts and combining the data accessibility of Jiang-
shan, this study utilized the differentiation index (Appendix A, Tables A2–A4) to analyze
the reference basis of the different boundary delimitations and the types and characteristics
of boundary conflicts. The factors based on the scale of the spots should be selected when
spots are used as the object of evaluation, and the factors that can reflect the neighborhood
in the conflict spots into the evaluation index system should be considered. Through
comprehensively analyzing the restrictive, suitability, and neighboring influencing factors,
the comprehensive index of the land suitability for various land types in Jiangshan natural
reserves was calculated. In addition, the suitable land types for the conflict spots were
qualitatively evaluated, using the corresponding discrimination matrix of the conflict spot
(Table 4) to generate the land distribution maps (Figure 4). “Strong”, “medium”, and
“weak” in Figure 4 were determined by the natural breakpoint method.
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Table 4. Average value of the background characteristic indices of PIN and POUT.

Index PIN POUT

Landform

Topography 3.027929 3.110242
Slope grade 2.73307 3.135822

Aspect 3.460949 3.584256
Slope position 3.158181 3.006121

Soil
Soil thickness 2.439446 2.764656

Soil name 1.940435 2.023209
Soil type 1.008651 0.993066

Vegetation

Vegetation coverage 2.592437 2.982063
Average height of vegetation 3.394464 3.260039

Vegetation canopy 3.47479 3.636158
Vegetation density 1.984429 2.074757

Vegetation average breast diameter 1.121849 1.077941
Average age of vegetation 1.752101 1.83545
Vegetation tree structure 1.569871 1.521129
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4.2. Preliminary Candidate Range for Reserves

On the basis of the specific situation of Jiangshan natural reserves and the data avail-
ability, the forestry survey unit was selected as the basic statistical unit (Figure 5) to
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classify or grade the geomorphological, soil, and vegetation conditions of each unit. The
geomorphological conditions include the topography, slope grade, aspect, and slope po-
sition (Figure 6); the soil conditions comprise the soil thickness, soil name, and soil type
(Figure 7); the vegetation conditions include the vegetation coverage, vegetation average
height, canopy density, average breast diameter, density, tree age, and tree species structure
(Figure 8). The values are assigned from low to high according to the grading of each
feature of the resource background. The average values of the background features of
PIN and POUT are calculated, Table 4 reports the statistical results. Figure 9 displays the
candidate range of the protected sites for the new screening (C1).
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4.3. Results of the Secondary Optimization of the Candidate Range of Reserves

The distribution map of natural and cultural landscape resources is generated accord-
ing to the general planning text of Jianglang Mountain protected area. Natural landscape
resources correspond to meteorological diversity scenery, geological landscape, hydrologic
scenery, biology landscape, and geological environment protection area. Meteorological
diversity scenery mainly includes sun, moon, stars, snow, clouds, natural sound, and image.
The geological landscape is a geological and geomorphic landscape. Hydrologic scenery
mainly refers to spring, stream, lake, and lake falls. Biological landscape includes all kinds
of flora and fauna landscapes. Cultural landscape resources, including the elements, such
as the specialties (e.g., folk customs, crafts, and products) and historical sites and buildings
in the protected areas. The spots with important ecological value and ecological security
are extracted from the forest survey data (Figure 10), which include the areas with a forest
coverage of greater than 65, highest protection level, complete community structure, and
important water sources. After the above elements and the previously delineated protected
land boundary with the candidate range C1 were merged, the new screening range C2
was obtained through intersecting the area with complete species community structure
(Figure 11).
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4.4. Tertiary Optimization to Form a New Reserve

The spots mentioned in the previous subsection were connected and coordinated
with the other existing construction control conditions, and the current land-use-status
information of the candidate range C2 of the reserve was assessed to remove the patches;
such information includes the urban or construction town land, village land, hydraulic
construction land, tea garden and orchard land, mining land, private land of forest rights,
river roads, and administrative areas. Figures 12 and 13 depict the screening process of the
surrounding spots of the existing reserves in Jiangshan and a sample scope of the newly
formed natural protection areas. The area of the new reserve is 150.524 km2, which is
6.682 km2 bigger than the original one.
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It can be seen from the comparison that the original Fugai Mountain Provincial
Geopark covers an area of about 9.41 km2, which overlaps with the Fugai Mountain
Provincial Geopark within the scope of Jianglang Mountain National Park. It also has
high similarity in the composition of scenic resources and biological resources. Combined
with the principle of giving priority to protection intensity at the same level, low levels at
different levels obey high levels. The original Jiangshan Fugai Mountain Provincial Geopark
should be included in the scope of Jianglang Mountain National Park and integrated
with the Fugai Mountain Provincial Geopark in Jianglang Mountain National Park. The
Fugai Mountain area of the original Xianxialing Natural Reserve, with an area of about
7.81 km2, overlaps with the Fugai Mountain Provincial Geopark within the Jiangshan
Fugai Mountain Provincial Geopark and the original Jiangshan Fugai Mountain Provincial
Geopark in a large area, and it should be included in the Jiangshan Fugai Mountain
Provincial Geopark and integrated with the Fugai Mountain Scenic spot in the Jianglang
Mountain National Park.

5. Discussion
5.1. Comparison with Other Delineation Techniques for Reserves

Boundary issues play a key role in the study of natural reserves. However, few studies
have discussed the boundary of natural reserves; the academic interest is mainly focused
on the boundaries in the field of landscape ecology. Moreover, the systematic boundary
delimitation methods for nature reserves are lacking. The study of the conservation
regionalization that focuses on regional biodiversity conservation is relatively mature and
includes conservation vacancy analysis, conservation priority area analysis, and ecological
conservation planning.

The vacancy analysis for the biodiversity of reserves applies layer superposition and
iteration methods [35] to determine the conservation gap. These approaches involve super-
posing the built reserves and the survey data of specific species, vegetation, and natural
ecosystem type distribution or using a species distribution [36], habitat suitability [37],
and other mathematical models [38] to guide the scientific layout of natural reserves. At
present, numerous vacancy analyses for reserves remain confined to a part of the national
key protected species or limited types of ecosystem protection, which is unfavorable for
establishing an entire policy set to strengthen the comprehensive analysis. In this study, the
detailed data that provided a basis for the subsequent quantitative analysis were obtained
from multiple channels. Consequently, the investigation is no longer limited to the protec-
tion of a single species, because, through the overall analysis of the regional ecosystem,
along with the heritage resources and construction control conditions, the small-scale and
precise analysis on the boundary demarcation of the natural reserve was conducted.

The quantitative analysis of the conservation priority area was conducted on the basis of
the data of biodiversity and threats [39]. The determination of the conservation priority area is
generally indicated by biodiversity hotspots or species with a high indicator [40,41], because
the distribution information of the existing species is mostly based on the administrative
units for statistics. In addition, as the primary means of resource allocation and protection
decision-making [42], the administrative unit is highly conducive to the development of
the protection plan. In related studies, the administrative unit was used to determine the
protection priority area [43]. However, previous reports revealed that the administrative
unit lacks ecological significance, and the priority area determined on the basis of the
biogeographic unit is more representative than the administrative unit. Therefore, the
combination of the administrative and biogeographic units should be used to identify
the protection priority area and optimize the reserve system. The division of the priority
areas of landscape protection is based on the objective ecosystem vulnerability, which
has a different emphasis from the evaluation standard [44], and thereby yielding spatial
overlap and challenges for generating a unified zoning plan [45]. This study constructed
the C-NHC framework from the national policy level to screen the preliminary candidate
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areas for the reserves, organically integrated the administrative and natural geographic
units, and established a scientifically unified spatial evaluation standard for reserves.

The ecological zone protection planning was performed on the basis of biogeograph-
ical zoning and related protection planning. Biogeographical zoning is a widely used
technique for delineating natural reserve boundaries [46]. In the existing studies, the land
is divided according to the ecological relationship between adjacent ecosystems [47]. A
global zoning scheme based on biological groups, such as global biota types [20], world eco-
regionalization [48], and biodiversity-based biogeographic regionalization framework [21],
was also proposed. The conservation value of the biodiversity in nature reserves was quan-
titatively evaluated from three aspects, namely, ecosystem, species diversity, and genetic
germplasm resource, through overlay analysis, TWINSPAN classification, and vacancy
analysis for reserves based on spatial distribution data (e.g., landform, vegetation, and nat-
ural reserve for integrated geographical regionalization of natural protection). All of these
methods presented satisfactory results and patterns. Similar to the conservation priority ar-
eas, inconsistent zoning standards will lead to different geographic zoning schemes, which
will affect the protection decisions. Therefore, a unified judgment standard was established
in this study through the construction of a quantifiable evaluation index system, which lays
the foundation for boundary demarcation and scientific management of natural reserves.

The existing studies on nature reserve boundaries involve many aspects, such as pro-
tection objectives, habitat quality, and protection strategies (Table 5) [49,50]. In this study,
natural disturbance mechanisms, climate change, habitat quality, and connectivity were
incorporated as delineation criteria [51,52]. However, many deficiencies remain present
in natural protection zoning plans based on biodiversity data, ecosystem status [53], and
environmental quality [54,55]. In practice, the phenomenon of cross-integration occurs,
which is limited to a single level of ecological protection and fails to address the conflicting
interest demands of different social groups, as well as the confrontation and conflict in
various land use modes. This study integrated three aspects namely, natural resource
background, heritage resource characteristics, and construction control conditions, to opti-
mize the boundaries of natural reserves. On the basis of regional ecological protection, the
optimized boundaries of reserves are used to alleviate the conflict between the development
and protection of natural reserves, which is beneficial in solving the problem regarding the
spatial overlap of reserves. Thus, a scientific demarcation of natural reserves is generated.

Table 5. Existing boundary delimitation technologies for natural reserves.

Name Main Content Connotation Target Strength Weakness

Comprehensive
geographical
division of natural
protection

Superposition
analysis and
TWINSPAN
classification on
the basis of the
spatial distribution
data of landforms,
vegetation, and
nature reserves.

A mathematical
model and method
for the quantitative
evaluation of the
biodiversity
conservation value
in terms of the
ecosystem, species
diversity, and
genetic germplasm
resources of the
natural reserves.

To evaluate the
effectiveness of the
National Nature
Reserve in
protecting the
natural vegetation
and improving the
effectiveness of the
natural reserve
network.

Effectively
identifies the
conservation
values of the
ecosystem and
species diversity in
natural reserves.

Lacks the attention
to cultural heritage
elements or
cultural landscape
heritage.
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Table 5. Cont.

Name Main Content Connotation Target Strength Weakness

Vacancy analysis
for reserves

Layer
superposition and
iterative method,
which are used to
identify the
protection vacancy
of wild animals
and plants,
vegetation types,
and land use in a
certain area.

Identification of
the distribution of
plants, animals,
and vegetation
types that are not
effectively
protected by the
reserve network.

Focus on the
distribution areas
(i.e., blank points)
of animals and
plants and their
habitats that do
not appear in the
reserve network
and promote the
formation of the
scientific layout of
natural reserves.

Intuitive and easy
to operate and
conducive to the
comprehensive
and systematic
protection of
biodiversity

Requires a large
number of accurate
data due to the
lack of
authoritative data;
insufficiency in
practical
applications.

Analysis of the
conservation
priority areas

Quantitative
analysis through
mathematical
algorithms based
on natural
attributes,
biological
characteristics,
connectivity, and
socioeconomic
costs of
establishing the
reserve to
determine the
protection
objectives.

Quantitative
investigation of the
priority sequence
of conservation in
different regions
on the basis of the
data of
biodiversity and
threats.

To determine the
priority areas for
biodiversity
conservation and
guide the process
of biodiversity
conservation.

Contributes to the
research and
protection of
typical ecosystems.

Large-scale, which
ignores the regions
that are not rich in
biodiversity, faces
serious threats and,
thus, should be
transformed to a
smaller scale.

Analysis of the
planning of the
ecological zone
protection

Distribution of
biological
communities,
ecological
relationship
between adjacent
ecosystems, biota,
and biodiversity,
which are regarded
as important bases
of the
biogeographic
division.

Construction of the
relevant protection
planning scheme
on the basis of
biogeographical
zoning research.

Protect regional
ecosystems, guide
the construction of
regional nature
reserves, and
provide a scientific
basis for the
formulation of
regional
biodiversity
policies.

Protects the
wildlife in the area
and their habitats.

Poses inconsistent
zoning standards,
which lead to
different
biogeographic
zoning schemes
that affect
biodiversity
conservation
decisions.

5.2. Comparison with Traditional Border Demarcation Techniques for Chinese Reserves

China has not yet established a polished national park system. All types of natural
reserves have been managed through special regulations, in which most of the discussions
on the boundaries of natural reserves focus on scenic spots. The establishment of scenic
spots involves the source of scenery and ecological protection, continuation of the historical
context, coordination of protection plans, and utilization and management of multi-layered
goals. The original demarcation methods for such spots include the equidistant control
method of parallel moving road and river center line, terrain method on the basis of the
contour line of mountain ridges, scenic-spot control method guided by scenery source, and
coordination method involving relevant planning boundaries (Table 6). However, such
techniques face several disadvantages. When demarcating the boundary, the landscape
resources are not specified, thereby disregarding important factors, as well as lack of
organization and accuracy. In recent years, scholars have proposed an element-based
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spatial analysis method based on delineating the boundaries of scenic spots by using
overlapping and buffer analyses. The system for boundary demarcation comprises the
classification of elements and the superposition of effective organizations, which is based
on the concretization of the landscape resources into elements (e.g., survey data, natural
resources, human economy, facilities and basic engineering conditions, and land and other
materials). At the micro-level, the boundary is drawn by using the “terrain method” and
evaluated and adjusted by using the elements. The element-based demarcation of natural
reserves is easy to execute, and the weight assignment of the elements involves subjective
components, thereby affecting the grasp on the overall characteristics. However, given the
diversity in the types of scenic spots, no universal factor-classification system has been
established.

At present, the boundary delineation of nature reserves adopts the spatial analysis
technology in geographic information systems (GISs) to classify lands with high precision.
Compared with a pure qualitative evaluation, the quantitative processing of each evaluation
index, using the GIS technology, is more objective and is equipped with an index system
that can be easily applied in the study area [56]. Moreover, the relevant methods for
visual landscape evaluation are based on perspective (e.g., field of view and viewing
distance). Imaging methods are used to extend the boundary demarcation results to three
dimensions [57]. However, the boundary delineation of natural reserves involves technical,
economic, legal, and even political decision-making, while some of them can hardly be
controlled by planning and design institutions. Therefore, in-depth studies on the influence
of laws, regulations, and government decisions should be conducted.

The construction of the pilot areas of national parks in China should rely on the
original multi-type protection lands [58]. However, the general inheritance of the original
boundaries and zones is inconsistent with the protection objectives of the authenticity and
integrity of the ecosystem. Consequently, the influence of the existing land-use patterns
on the realization of the protection objectives and community economic development is
disregarded [59]. The existing studies propose a combination of resource and environ-
ment, landscape source value, and boundary overlap assessments [60] to classify, overlay,
evaluate [61], and define the boundary of the reserve. The C-NHC framework considers
the influence of the policies and regulations on the boundaries of natural reserves. The
proposed framework comprehensively evaluates the requirements of the ecological land,
cultivated land, and urban development of the conflict spots through building a quantifi-
able evaluation index system and subsequently constructs a unified evaluation standard
that lays a foundation for the formulation of the collaborative optimization scheme for
boundary conflicts. This study performed triple optimizations of the boundary of nature
reserves based on the characteristics of the resource background, heritage resources, and
construction control conditions. Moreover, following the previous studies, the proposed
framework conducted the following: it integrated the ecological factors; established the
scenery sources, construction management conditions, and other important factors of pro-
tected areas; and supplemented the previous relatively single and one-sided boundary
delimitation methods of protected areas. These conditions aimed to introduce the boundary
delimitation methods that can be implemented, popularized, and replicated.
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Table 6. Traditional boundary demarcation techniques for Chinese reserves.

Name Main Content Connotation Target Strength Weakness

National Park
Nature Reserve
Zoning Model

Selection of the
indicators in
building a natural
resource protection
zoning index system
and combining the
natural resource
protection zoning
with the specific
resource problems
and protection needs
of each region on the
basis of ecological
background,
resource
characteristics, and
human interference.

Realization of the
effective protection
of natural
resources and
formation of a
zoning model of a
national park’s
natural resource
protection that can
be copied and
promoted.

Identify regional
resource issues and
divide a reasonable
resource protection
spatial pattern to
determine the
protection goals
and measures and
achieve the
effective protection
of the natural
resources.

Solves the difficult
coordination
problem caused by
the misalignment
of the existing
various land types
in the national
park.

Focuses on the
boundary division
of the internal
partitions without
considering how to
delineate the outer
boundary.

National park
layout analysis

Divisions of natural
geography and
biogeography, as
well as the main
functional areas,
which discuss the
partitions that are
suitable for the
layout of national
parks and evaluate
and screen the
national parks on the
basis of resource
endowment,
construction
suitability, and
management
feasibility.

Establishment of
the principles and
characteristics for
the selection of
national parks
selection, selection
of the suitable sites
for national park
selection, and
clarification of the
overall layout of
the national parks.

Provide reference
for the overall
layout of the
national park, help
build the national
park system, and
improve the nature
protection system.

Comprehensively
proposes the
evaluation
methods and
layout plans for
the candidate sites
of national parks.

Difficult delivery
of an objective and
quantitative data
analysis, because
the layout analysis
is qualitative in
nature.

Spatial analysis
method on the
basis of resource
elements

Completion of the
systemization of the
boundary
demarcation through
element
classification and
overlay analysis
from the resource
protection,
management
authority, and
human behavior
control levels;
illustration of the
terrain at the
micro-level, using
the topography
method.

Embodiment of the
landscape
resources as
elements and
establishment of a
new method
framework for
boundary
delineation
through the
element-based
spatial analysis
method (overlap
analysis + buffer
zone analysis).

Demarcate the
boundaries of
scenic spots.

Generates a
quantitative
summary by using
elements to
simplify the
boundary problem
of scenic spots.

Presence of a
subjective
component in the
weighting of the
elements, which
cannot grasp the
overall
characteristics.
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Table 6. Cont.

Name Main Content Connotation Target Strength Weakness

Scenic source

Implementation of boundary control using
landscape sources (e.g., scene, landscape,
scenic spots, and landscape groups)
according to the requirements of the
evaluation results of the landscape
resources; delimitation of the scope of
influence of the landscape source and
formation of the scope of the scenic spots
that are separated or connected with the
surrounding boundaries.

Demarcate the
boundaries of
scenic spots.

Possesses a certain
scientific nature
and plays an
important role in
protecting
important
sceneries on the
basis of core
values.

Difficulty in
determining the
radiation range
(buffer size) of the
scenic source;
difficulty in
systematically
analyzing the
surrounding
environmental
characteristics.

Topography

Delineation of the boundaries according to
topographic lines, such as the ridge lines of
adjacent mountains, contour lines at a
certain altitude, and the border lines of the
watersheds.

Demarcate the
boundaries of
scenic spots.

Easily implements
management, sets
piles, and
demarcates and
can effectively
protect the
topography,
natural resources,
and landscape
scenery.

Lack of basis for
the determination
of the topographic
line; difficulty in
solving the scale
problem, which
affects the accuracy
of the border
demarcation; lacks
relevance to the
core values of the
scenic spots.

Offset method

Movement of the center line of the road,
center line of the river, or the shoreline of
the reservoir to a parallel position relative
to a certain distance to obtain the scenic
area.

Demarcate the
boundaries of
scenic spots.

Suitable for the
rough delineation
of boundaries and
possesses strong
operability.

Lacks basis in
selecting the
translation subject
and translation
distance; lacks
relevance to the
core values of the
scenic spots.

Coordination
method

Coordination with other types of protective
land boundaries, such as World Heritage
and National Forest Park, including the
corresponding scope or direct sharing of
the boundary line; coordination with the
city according to the current status of urban
development.

Demarcate the
boundaries of
scenic spots.

Strengthens the
coordination of
various plans,
which helps avoid
conflicts in
management.

Difficulty in
demonstrating the
boundaries of
borrowing other
protective land;
difficulty in
determining the
reference factors,
specific distance,
and visual
landscape factors
in coordination
with the city.

5.3. Policy Enlightenment of Optimizing Boundary for Protected Areas
5.3.1. Standardized Boundary Demarcation Technology of Protected Areas Will Boost the
Construction of Protected Area Systems

The boundary delineation of protected areas is not only technical delineation, but also
includes economic, legal, and even political decisions. Some factors are beyond the control
of planning and design institutions. Thus, in-depth research on the impact of relevant
laws, regulations and government decisions is needed. If we only focus on the boundary
of the protected area itself, then understanding the complete logical relationship between
the boundary generation and the boundary information expression of the protected area
fully is impossible. From the influence of ideology and policy system on the construction
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concept of natural protected areas to the special protection planning and land-use policy
formulated by government departments, inextricably logical links are found between them
and the boundary information of natural protected areas.

To establish a protected area system that is universally recognized by the international
community, the effectiveness of boundary planning must be protected by legislation. The
introduction of the Guiding Opinions in 2019 has clarified the direction for solving out-
standing problems, such as overlap, multi-head management, unscientific classification,
and unreasonable scope of protected areas in China, and opened a new chapter in the
modern management of protected areas. However, specific implementation measures have
not been clarified yet. How are guidelines implemented? How are boundaries integrated,
merged, and adjusted from the most urgent and most controversial issues in the current
reform of protected areas?

The boundary delineation method proposed in this study standardizes the integration
and merging modes of various protected areas and strives to ensure the effectiveness
and stability of the boundaries of the protected areas from the institutional level, thereby
also eliminating the differences among different departments, regions, and management
systems. This method will also promote the introduction of the special legislation protection
of the boundary of natural conservation areas. In the sense of political geography that is
highly unified between national sovereignty and the governance of protected areas, the
boundary delineation method clears institutional obstacles for the creation of a complete
system of protected areas in the entire territory of China.

5.3.2. Boundary of Protected Areas Will Become an Important Part of Land Spatial Layout
Optimization

The demarcation of natural reserve boundaries is a key link in the construction of
natural reserve system. In the process of the rapid urbanization worldwide, natural reserve
boundaries play an increasingly important role in the protection of natural resources. As a
means to coordinate the protection and development of nature, realizing the protection and
sustainable use of natural resources is also helpful. However, in the actual implementation
process, the lack of relevant theoretical system and the limitation of technical means will
cause the boundary demarcation of natural protected areas to lack scientific basis and a
clear quantitative system, thus resulting in an inaccurate boundary demarcation.

Uneven spatial data distribution, weak data base, low data integrity, and insufficient
information sharing are all technical barriers to the boundary demarcation of natural
protected areas in the early years that affect the scientific setting and layout of natural
protected areas. With the advent of the information age, the rapid development of satellite
remote-sensing data and GIS and GPS technologies has laid a solid foundation for the
demarcation of refined and scientific natural protection boundaries. The improvement
of technological level will inevitably be accompanied by the continuous improvement of
standards, and the connotation of the boundaries of protected areas has also changed from
a purely natural resource control boundary to the bottom line of the national land spatial
planning.

The CPC Central Committee and the State Council issued several Opinions on Es-
tablishing a Land Spatial Planning System and Supervising its Implementation, thereby
requiring the special plans for the protected areas to be closely linked with relevant land
spatial planning and checked against “in one map” during the compilation and review
processes. The construction of natural protected land system and the land spatial plan-
ning system will be connected and coordinated in the form of space scope and realize
fine management. Based on the aforementioned requirements, the research begins from
stating the objectives, criteria, and indicators for the delimitation of the protected area
boundaries. Subsequently, the suitability of ecological, cultivated land, and construction
land for all map spots in the region are evaluated. The evaluation results lay the foundation
for the formulation of the coordinated optimization plan for border conflicts and provide a
scientific basis for coordinating various types of land use in the preparation of land-use
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planning and prevention and reduction of actual land-use conflicts. This research is of great
significance for realizing the orderly layout of the three types of space, including towns,
agriculture, and ecology, which is also important for the optimization of the national spatial
layout.

5.3.3. Delimiting the Scientific Boundaries of Protected Areas Is the Key to Improving the
Management of Protected Areas

The space superposition problem of protected areas caused by multiple international
designated areas is the key to restricting the effective management of protected areas.
(1) Unreasonable boundaries of protected areas will lead to the serious fragmentation
of protected areas and decentralization of departmental functions, which will intensify
the fragmentation and islanding of protected area. (2) The staggered boundaries of nat-
ural protected areas also inevitably lead to the fuzzy management target boundaries of
protected areas, which results in the unclear positioning of all kinds of protected areas
in the management and causes difficulty in carrying out targeted management. (3) The
unclear boundaries between the powers and responsibilities of various departments in the
multiple international designated area will cause problems, such as indistinct management
objectives, unclear responsibilities, and disordered management policies.

The boundary of natural protected areas is mainly used to define the authority of
management. A reasonable boundary must contain the core value of natural resources and
must not cause difficult coordination problems due to the large scope to serve the work of
conservation management, rational utilization, and planning and implementation better.
The boundary demarcation of protected areas, as a means of space control, can promote the
improvement of the management level of protected areas from two aspects: one is to define
the protection objectives, and the other is to balance the interests of multiple parties. (1) To
clarify the protection objective, determining the protection object, the urgency, the main
means, and the effect of protection and converting the protection objective into quantitative
index are necessary. This study built a three-dimension (e.g., ecology, cultivated land, and
construction) suitability evaluation index system that considers the ecological value, social
economic security demand, and survival and judged the relationship between protection
targets on the basis of defining a single protection target. The boundary demarcation based
on the above principles is of great significance for the effective identification of protection
targets. (2) The ecosystem service value is the core of the protected area. Therefore, this
study took the natural background as the core analysis element and then analyzes the
influence of soft factors, such as heritage resource characteristic and existing construction
control conditions on the designation of protected area, in detail. The coordination of
stakeholders at the boundary can be achieved by integrating natural resource management
into the social selection framework based on the understanding of the key characteristics of
protected areas and the consideration of respect for indigenous and traditional knowledge.
The control measures will be implemented in space to achieve the unification of the physical
and control boundaries.

The protected areas’ boundary, which is based on the coordination of resource utiliza-
tion and ecological protected areas, provides a basic guarantee for the establishment of
institutional standards. In the practice of protected area construction, boundary demarca-
tion should not be regarded as the establishment of geographical boundary. The boundary
of protected area should be adjusted in time according to the change in economic develop-
ment and protection target, and the boundary of protected area should be transformed into
the control problem of coordinating the land-use mode, scale, and intensity of stakeholders
to clarify the boundary of protected land as the basis of implementing the spatial control of
protected land.

6. Summary and Conclusions

With the continuous improvement of international protection awareness, the number
of protection organizations has dramatically increased, and they have promoted various
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reserve-naming methods under different objectives, purposes, and management require-
ments; thus, the phenomenon of overlapping reserves has prominently increased. Therefore,
the demarcation of the boundaries of scientific and reasonable reserves has become the key
to the effective management and sustainable development of natural reserves. The delin-
eation of the boundaries of natural reserves provides a scientific basis for the formulation
of regional ecological protective policies. As an effective tool for managing reserves, the
boundaries serve as a bridge to alleviate the current conflicts between the development
and protection of nature reserves, as well as a key factor and guarantee that play multiple
functions in the implementation of an effective management.

Rebuilding the natural reserve system by using national parks as the main body is a
crucial exploration in the construction of an ecological civilization system in China. On
this basis, this study conducted an in-depth investigation of the technical methods for
delineating the spatial boundaries of natural reserves. Taking Jiangshan Nature Reserve as
a case, the C-NHC framework was constructed, and the boundaries of the new reserves
were delineated. First, the preliminary candidate areas of the reserve were selected. Second,
a comprehensive vector evaluation was performed on the basis of the background charac-
teristics of the resources, heritage resource characteristics, and construction management
conditions. Third, resource background evaluation and initial aggregation optimization
were executed, the existing elements of the reserve were extracted, and the resource-based
clustering results were intersected and optimized. Lastly, the existing construction man-
agement conditions were connected and coordinated to form a scientific, reasonable, and
clear boundary of the nature reserves. Through the quantitative evaluation of the conflict
patches and the triple optimization of the boundary of the reserve, this study has changed
the status quo of the spatial overlap of the reserve, which is considerably important in the
improvement of the planning and management of natural reserves and establishment of a
unified management authority.

This study utilized geographic information technology, and the protection area bound-
aries were optimized on the basis of three dimensions (i.e., resource background characteris-
tics, heritage resource characteristics, and construction management conditions). The newly
delineated boundaries play a key role in coordinating the construction and development of
Jiangshan and the ecological environment protection, restoring and improving the service
functions of the regional natural ecosystems, and ensuring the sustainable use of resources.
This study will exert an extensive influence on the in-depth analysis of the spatial pattern of
natural reserves in the future, improvement of the planning and management, and overall
promotion of the construction of natural reserves. This technical framework can provide a
useful reference for the boundary delimitation of nature reserves in China and even the
world. This study also has some limitations. We did not provide a method for selecting
the appropriate restrictive suitability neighborhood influence factors and characteristics of
the heritage resources in different study areas. When our methods are used in different
study areas, researchers are still required to select the elements to participate in the study, a
process that is vulnerable to great subjectivity.

Although China has formulated numerous planning and management schemes, the
current natural reserve system remains limited, given the prominent overlapping phe-
nomenon, which hinders the scientific construction and management of the natural re-
serves. As China continues to promote a “national park-based nature reserve system”,
natural protection zones that can precisely reflect the characteristics of the regional nat-
ural resources and construction conditions should be developed to provide a basis for
the construction and management of the natural protection land. To solve the serious
problems and contradictions in the management of the natural reserves in the country, the
proposed boundary delimitation method has re-integrated all types of natural reserves and
established a scientific spatial pattern of natural reserves. We believe that the construc-
tion management conditions have the greatest impact on the final results. The proposed
method can enhance the management system; solve relevant problems (e.g., multi-head
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management); and promote a highly systematic, integrated, and collaborative natural
reserve system.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Discriminant matrix of suitable land use.

Type Code
Land Suitability Combination

Appropriately Land Use Adjustment InstructionsSuitability of
Construction Land

Suitability of
Cultivated Land

Suitability of
Ecological Land

1 High High High Ecological land,
cultivated land

The three types of land are suitable.
When conflicting with ecological land,
the principle of natural reserves should
be followed to maintain the original
ecological land. When there is no
conflict of ecological land, considering
that cultivated land also has certain
ecological service value, the original
cultivated land should be maintained.

2 High High Low
Construction

land and
cultivated land

Both construction land and agricultural
land are suitable areas. Due to the
obvious comparative advantages of
construction land and the low urgency
of ecological protection, it is more likely
that cultivated land will be converted to
construction land. Consider conversion
to construction land. When there is no
conflict in regard to construction land,
maintain or convert to cultivated land.

3 High Medium High Ecological land,
construction land

The suitability of ecological land and
construction land is very strong,
because construction land has obvious
comparative advantages and the
possibility of expansion of construction
land is high, but the principle of nature
protection should be considered, so
maintenance or conversion to ecological
land should be considered. It can be
converted into construction land when
there is no conflict in regard to
ecological land.
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Table A1. Cont.

Type Code
Land Suitability Combination

Appropriately Land Use Adjustment InstructionsSuitability of
Construction Land

Suitability of
Cultivated Land

Suitability of
Ecological Land

4 High Medium Low
Construction

land and
cultivated land

Construction land has obvious
advantages and high expansion
potential; thus, it can be considered to
be converted to construction land. It is
maintained or converted to cultivated
land when there is no conflict in regard
to construction land.

5 High Low High Ecological land,
construction land

The suitability of ecological land and
construction land is very strong,
because the comparative advantage of
construction land is obvious; the
possibility of construction land
expansion is high, but the principle of
natural protection should be considered,
so it should be considered to maintain
or transform into ecological land; it can
be considered to transform into
construction land when there is no
conflict in regard to ecological land.

6 High Low Low
Construction

land and original
land

Construction land has obvious
advantages, and the possibility of
expansion is high. It can be considered
to be converted into construction land;
when there is no conflict in regard to
construction land, you can consider
maintaining the original land type.

7 Medium High High Ecological land,
cultivated land

The comparative advantages of
construction land and ecological land
are obvious, but following the principle
of ecological priority, it can be
considered to be converted into
ecological land; when there is no conflict
in regard to ecological land, it can be
considered to be maintained or
converted into cultivated land.

8 Medium High Low Cultivated land,
construction land

Cultivated land has obvious advantages,
and the original cultivated land should
be maintained; when there is no conflict
of cultivated land, it can be considered
to be converted into construction land.

9 Medium Medium High Ecological land,
cultivated land

The ecological land maintenance
capability is strong, and the original
ecological land should be maintained;
when there is no ecological land conflict,
the conversion into cultivated land
should be considered according to the
principle of priority of cultivated land
protection.

10 Medium Medium Low Cultivated land,
construction land

The maintenance capacity of ecological
land is weak, and the suitability of
construction land and cultivated land is
equivalent, but the principle of priority
of cultivated land protection should be
followed, and the original cultivated
land should be kept from encroaching
as much as possible; when there is no
conflict in regard to cultivated land, it
can be considered to be converted into
construction land.
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Table A1. Cont.

Type Code
Land Suitability Combination

Appropriately Land Use Adjustment InstructionsSuitability of
Construction Land

Suitability of
Cultivated Land

Suitability of
Ecological Land

11 Medium Low High Ecological land,
construction land

Ecological land has obvious advantages;
when there is no conflict of ecological
land, it can be considered to be
converted to construction land.

12 Medium Low Low
Construction

land and original
land

Due to the comparative advantage of
construction land, the possibility of
maintaining or converting land into
construction land is high; when there is
no conflict between construction land,
consider maintaining the original land
type.

13 Low High High Fierce conflict

Due to the conflict between agricultural
land and ecological land, the possibility
of expansion of construction land is low;
due to the comparative advantage of
agricultural land output rate and the
shortage of agricultural land resources
in the region, the possibility of
conversion of suitable unused
agricultural land to agricultural land is
high, but the possibility of conversion is
determined by the comparison of two
kinds of policies: agricultural land and
ecological land.

14 Low High Low Weak conflict
Cultivated land has obvious advantages
and should be maintained or reclaimed
as cultivated land.

15 Low Medium High Ecological land,
cultivated land

Ecological land has obvious advantages.
The original ecological land should be
maintained, or the land consolidation
should be considered as ecological land;
when there is no ecological land conflict,
it should be maintained or converted
into cultivated land for type 8 or 9.

16 Low Medium Low Arable land,
original land

The suitability of cultivated land is high,
and the land should be maintained or
converted into cultivated land; when
there is no conflict of cultivated land,
the original land type should be
maintained.

17 Low Low High
Ecological land,

original land
type

Ecological land has obvious advantages,
so we should maintain the original
ecological land or consider returning
farmland or land consolidation to
ecological land; when there is no conflict
in regard to ecological land, maintain
the original land type.

18 Low Low Low Current status It is more likely to maintain the status
quo of land use.
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Table A2. Ecological Suitability Evaluation Index.

Target Guidelines Factor Element

Evaluation of the
importance of
ecological function and
competitiveness

Water conservation, soil
and water conservation
area, sand prevention,
and sand fixation area

Natural conditions

Vegetation factor
Vegetation coverage

Vegetation cover type

Terrain factor

Slope

Slope position

Slope length

Soil factor
Soil texture

Soil thickness

Natural location factor

Distance from river

Distance from lakes
and reservoirs

Distance from pit

Distance from existing
delineated reserve and
ecological red line

Landscape pattern

Plaque characteristics
Plaque size

Plaque shape index

Plaque aggregation
degree

Degree of aggregation

Separation

Biodiversity Reserve

Natural conditions

Resource status

Surface cover type

Water network density

Vegetation coverage

Species distribution

Species diversity

Species rarity

Species distribution
concentration

Habitat nature

Landscape pattern

Plaque characteristics
Plaque size

Plaque shape index

Plaque aggregation
degree

Plaque fragmentation

Patchy landscape
diversity

Network connectivity

Plaque centrality

Median Index

Correlation length
index
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Table A3. Cultivated Land Suitability Evaluation Index.

Target Guidelines Factor Element

Cultivated land suitability
evaluation

Restrictive factors Planning factors

Whether it is in a nature reserve

Is it located in the forest park

Whether it is located in a national
scenic spot

Whether it is located in the primary
and secondary water source
protection zone

Whether it is located in the returned
forest area

Natural conditions Whether the slope is greater than 15◦

Suitability factor

Farming conditions
Slope

Soil organic matter content

Surface soil thickness

Location factor

Distance from road

Distance from river

Distance from the reservoir

Distance to nearest village

Planning factors
Whether the current land is cultivated
land

Cultivated land conversion cost

Geometric Features
Patch size

Patch shape index

Influencing factors of
neighborhood

The largest area in the buffer zone

The largest perimeter in the buffer
zone

Proportion of cultivated land area in
the buffer zone

Patch density of cultivated land in the
buffer zone

Plaque aggregation degree of buffer
farmland
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Table A4. Construction Land Suitability Evaluation Index.

Target Guidelines Factor Element

Construction land suitability
evaluation

Restrictive factors
Planning factors

Whether it is in a nature
reserve

Whether it is located in the
forest park

Whether it is located in a
national scenic spot

Whether it is located in the
primary and secondary water
source protection zone

Whether it is located in the
basic farmland protection area

Natural conditions Whether it is an area with
frequent natural disasters

Suitability factor

Urban construction conditions

Slope

Elevation

Terrain relief

Location factor

Distance from road

Distance from river

Distance from the reservoir

Distance from main city

Planning factors

Whether the current land is
construction land

Construction and
development costs

Geometric Features
Patch size

Patch shape index

Influencing factors of
neighborhood

The largest area in the buffer
zone

The largest perimeter in the
buffer zone

Proportion of existing
construction land area in the
buffer zone

Plaque density of construction
land in the buffer zone

Plaque aggregation degree of
buffer construction land
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Abstract: Changing and reconstructing the ecological space of urban agglomerations is inevitable for
ecological conservation and a scientific problem that needs urgent attention from geography, ecology,
and urban and rural planning. Using ArcGIS and other software for data processing, this study
established a spatial attribute database, constructed a land use conversion matrix of the Changsha-
Zhuzhou-Xiangtan (CZX) urban agglomeration’s ecological space, and quantitatively analyzed the
main changes in ecological land. Using a trained cellular automata model with predicted land use
in 2035 as the threshold value, the simulation research was presented by creating two simulation
scenarios for the spatial distribution of land use by 2035 in the “Green Heart” area of the CZX
urban agglomeration. The simulation results were compared, and the constraining role of land
use suitability evaluation on ecological space evolution was analyzed. This study found that the
total area of ecological space in the Green Heart area saw a rapid reduction, and it predicted that,
by 2035, the total area of the CZX Green Heart area will have decreased. Comparing the two
simulation scenarios proved the hypothesis that zoning ecological space reconstruction based on
a land suitability evaluation can effectively protect ecological space and ensure ecological network
functions are harnessed.

Keywords: ecological space; suitability evaluation; Changsha-Zhuhai-Xiangtan urban agglomeration;
cellular automata simulation

1. Introduction

The requirements for economic growth and urban diversity have exerted an impact on
increasing pollution and declining environmental quality [1]. As metropolitan regions and
urban agglomerations emerge and the spatial patterns evolve, the multi-level correlation
and local impact of rapid urbanization have already become one of the most prominent
issues in sustainable development worldwide. A series of development and construction
activities has contributed to greater erosion of the ecological space. Every metropolitan
region or urban agglomeration is confronted with the conflict between ecological conser-
vation and resource development [2,3]. It is a major challenge posed to countries around
the world to protect the ecological space between and around cities, rationally optimize
the ecological space of urban agglomerations, and build a favorable regional ecological
security pattern [4].

Ecological space provides urban and rural ecosystem services, and is indispensable to
ensure urban and rural ecological security and improve the quality of people’s life [5]. Since
the 1980s, clear, unified conclusions or research methods have not been achieved in research
on ecological land as the most basic material carrier of ecological space elements. Other
countries’ ecological land categorizations tend to regard land as a whole and emphasize the
natural attributes of land [6]. Many scholars have subsequently studied the connotations
of regional ecological land from various perspectives [7–11]. Drawing on the concept and
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classification standards of Long et al. [11], this study defined regional ecological space as
land space, excluding artificially hardened surfaces, with self-adjustment and recovery
capabilities, to which other ecosystem services can provide direct or indirect environ-
mental regulation and biological support, including arable land, woodland, grassland,
and waterbodies.

Since ecological land is the core foundation that supports ecological space, there must
be a guide through effective planning approaches. The protection and control of ecological
space has also become the key to national land space planning. There have been attempts
at this in major cities across the world from the 19th century to date. For example, in 1876,
Frederick Law Olmsted designed the “Emerald Necklace”, an urban park and open-space
system, which was the first example of resolving urban issues by establishing a way to
connect parkways and park green spaces [12,13]. To prevent urban sprawl from erosion to
rural and suburban ecological land, the “Green Belt Policy” [14] was launched in the Greater
London Plan; actions to protect the “Green Heart” in the Netherlands were proposed in
five national spatial plans towards the disorderly expanding Randstad [15]; the urban
agglomerations in the Pearl River Delta in Guangdong, China have effective connections to
more than 200 forest parks, nature reserves, scenic spots, country parks, etc. through the
established greenways [16].

From the perspectives of landscape ecology and geography, most of the current
researches on ecological land used geographic information systems (GIS) and remote
sensing (RS) to analyze the laws of ecological land change and proposed plans and strategies
towards ecological land optimization; in addition, starting from the ecological security
pattern, these researches investigated the relationship between ecological security and
ecosystem services [17,18]. In recent years, many scholars have begun to use qualitative
and quantitative methods, comprehensive models, etc. [19] to investigate the evaluation of
ecological land use suitability and ecological service value. Land use suitability evaluation,
also known as land ecological suitability evaluation, was first proposed by Ian McHarg
who defined land suitability as “the inherent suitability of the land for some specific,
persistent uses. This land is determined by such characteristics as hydrology, geography,
topography, geology, biology, sociology, etc. [20].” From a variety of methods for land
suitability analysis, McHarg’s overlay analysis is the most widely used. The sophisticated
and popular geographic information system (GIS) has effectively overcome such issues
as opacity of multi-map overlay drawings and limited weight of elements and breadth of
evaluation factors [21]. Some scholars have based green space classifications and green
space system layouts on land-use suitability evaluations, and investigated the temporal
and spatial changes in ecological land at different scales from the perspective of data
reconstruction [22]. Additionally, with the rapid development of computer technology, it
will become a new research trend to use mathematical methods such as CA, ant colony
algorithm, grey system theory and Agent for scenario simulations and evaluations of
ecological land [23–25].

As for the research on ecological land in China, the existing studies mainly concen-
trated on the economically developed coastal areas, such as the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei
region [26], Tianjin Binhai New Area [27], and the city of Shenzhen [28]. In contrast, other
regional ecological spaces, such as inland urban agglomerations, have received limited
attention from scholars. The Green Heart project in the Changsha-Zhuzhou-Xiangtan (CZX)
urban agglomeration is currently the only large-scale Green Heart area in an urban agglom-
eration in Chinas; with an area three times that of the Green Heart area in the Randstad
urban agglomeration in the Netherlands (approximately 150 km2), it is the largest urban
agglomeration in the world [29]. Over the years, the rapid expansion of construction land in
Changsha, Zhuzhou, and Xiangtan has posed major threats to the ecological environment
in the Green Heart area, where the ecological land has been invaded continuously. The
protection plans for the Green Heart area developed by the government departments to
protect its ecological environment are human-oriented land management schemes using
primarily qualitative analytical methods. These protection plans are thus too subjective to
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fully reflect the objective laws of conversion between ecological land and construction land,
making them less relevant and effective in protecting the ecological land in the Green Heart
area. It is urgent for us to update the original planning techniques. Therefore, in addition
to the conventional qualitative analytical methods, more objective quantitative analytical
methods were introduced. Specifically, GIS was applied for spatial overlay analysis of
remote sensing image data in different years, with a summary of the characteristics about
the changing quantity and space of ecological land in the Green Heart area. Meanwhile,
using an ecological land conversion matrix, the study analyzed the main direction of flow of
ecological land in the CZX Green Heart area. Based on a land-use suitability evaluation as
well as using the cellular automata (CA) model for simulation prediction of ecological space
change characteristics of the CZX Green Heart area in 2035 under the different scenarios,
the study also leveraged a comprehensive comparison and evaluation of the simulation
results to investigate the key factors affecting the ecological land change in the Green Heart
area. In this way, more relevant and feasible ecological space protection measures can be
developed to provide a strong guarantee for the sustainable development and ecological
land protection of the CZX urban agglomeration.

2. Study Area Overview and Data Sources
2.1. Study Area Overview

The concept for the CZX urban agglomeration Green Heart area was formally proposed
in 2003. As shown in Figure 1, the Overall Plan for the Ecological Green Heart Area of the
Changsha-Zhuzhou-Xiangtan Urban Agglomeration formulated in 2010 stated that the
project would encompass 17 towns and townships, 4 sub-district offices, 124 administrative
villages (neighborhood committees), and 638 settlements across the urban agglomeration’s
three cities, covering a total area of 522.87 km2. The Green Heart area has a subtropical
monsoon climate, with hot summers and cold winters, and four distinct seasons. It contains
many rivers and lakes and thus has abundant water resources. However, due to poor
overall circulation and uneven rainfall distribution, floods, and droughts frequently occur
in summer [30].
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2.2. Data Sources

Land-use data for the CZX urban agglomeration for the five years of 1980, 1990, 2000,
2010, and 2017 published by the Geographical Information Monitoring Cloud Platform
were used as the research data, with a resolution of 500 m × 500 m.

China’s national land-use data product released by the Geographical Information
Monitoring Cloud Platform uses Landsat TM/ETM/OLI remote sensing images as the
main data source. After image fusion, geometric correction, image enhancement and
stitching, the national land-use types are divided into six first-order categories, 25 s-order
categories, and some third-order categories (as shown in Table 1). With a relatively mature
classification system, this data product has been approved by Chinese competent authorities
and widely used by local government agencies. To maintain a scientific and consistent
study, the land-use classification standard of the platform was applied in the present study
instead of using a new classification standard.

Table 1. Land use categories (http://www.dsac.cn/DataProduct/Detail/200804, accessed on
12 February 2022).

First-Order
Categories

Second-Order
Categories

No. Name No. Name

1 Arable land
11 Paddy field
12 Dryland

2 Forestland

21 Woodland
22 Shrubland
23 Sparse woodland
24 Other woodland

3 Grassland
31 High-coverage grassland
32 Moderate-coverage grassland
33 Low-coverage grassland

4 Waterbody

41 Canal
42 Lake
43 Reservoir
44 Permanent glacier
45 Tidal flat
46 Flood land

5
Urban and rural,

industrial and mining,
residential land

51 Urban land
52 Rural settlement
53 Other construction land

6 Unused land

61 Sandy land
62 Desert
63 Saline-alkaline land
64 Marshland
65 Bare land
66 Exposed rock
67 Other

3. Methodology
3.1. Research Approach

Figure 2 shows the research approach of this study. The first step was to collect
relevant data from field inspections, use ArcGIS software to process them, establish a
spatial attribute database, and use 500 m × 500 m grids as the basic units to evaluate
land suitability. The second step involved using ArcGIS software tools (Esri Corporation,
Redlands, CA, USA) to conduct an overlay analysis of five-year ecological spatial thematic
maps. More specifically, a series of dynamic evolution conversion matrices of ecological
space for four periods (including 1980–1990, 1990–2000, 2000–2010, and 2010–2017) were
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constructed. Third, the threshold values predicted by a trained CA model was used to
simulate the spatial distribution of land use in the Green Heart area in 2035. After that,
this study established different simulation scenarios, compared the simulation results,
and analyzed the constraining effect of land suitability evaluation on the evolution of
ecological space.
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3.2. Ecological Land Use Conversion Matrix

A land-use conversion matrix was used to describe quantitatively the circulation state
of a system in system analysis. Moreover, a land-use matrix can be used to directly reflect
the trends and quantities of land circulated in a specific period. Based on its principles
and methods, a series of ecological land conversion matrices that reflect regional ecological
changes were established, including a conversion-in matrix and a conversion-out matrix.
The conversion-in matrix represents the conversion from non-ecological land to ecological
land, reflecting an increase and the source of ecological land. The conversion-out matrix
represents the conversion from ecological land to non-ecological land, reflecting a decrease
in and the direction of the flow of ecological land. This is calculated as follows:

Aij =




A11 · · · A1n
...

. . .
...

An1 · · · Ann


 (1)

where n is the total number of ecological land types, i and j are the pre-conversion and
post-conversion land categories, respectively, and Aij is the area of converted land.

3.3. Dynamic Measurement of Ecological Space

The total area and dynamic measurement of ecological space are the main indicators for
measuring the characteristics of ecological space. The dynamic measurement of ecological
space (Rd) refers to the speed of change of ecological space in a certain period and is used to
describe the dynamic change of ecological space [31]. The calculation formula is as follows:
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Rd = (Ub − Ua)÷ Ua ×
1
T
× 100% (2)

where Ua and Ub are the total areas (km2) of ecological space at the beginning and end of
the study period (T), respectively.

3.4. Evaluating Land Suitability

The following principles were adopted for the indicators of this evaluation process:
(1) factors with a dominant role; (2) factors with obvious differences and critical values;
(3) relatively stable evaluation factors; (4) measurable factors; and (5) relatively indepen-
dent factors. This study used an expert scoring method to determine the importance of
comparison and preliminary scoring of different indicators and then employed the analytic
hierarchy process software (YAAHP) to construct an index system and evaluation index
judgment matrix. After that, the weights of the evaluation factors were subsequently
obtained through the consistency test. Data standardization and uniform value ranges
revealed that the estimated values used for the assumed factors were dimensionless. The
evaluation values were 0–10. The higher the evaluation value, the better the suitability and
the greater the benefit to development and construction.

Referring to the stipulations in the Food and Agriculture Organization’s A Framework
for Land Evaluation [32], a land-use evaluation was carried out on all aspects of the evaluation
units based on the suitability of land use, the strength of restrictions, and the locational
benefits to obtain an overall score for each grid. After data processing, the final evaluation
results were determined. For each delineated spatial unit, the standardized score for
each factor was multiplied by the weight, and was added together to determine the
corresponding overall evaluation value.

K = ∑n
i = 1 xiai (3)

where K represents the comprehensive score of each evaluation unit, i represents the
i-th evaluation factor, xi is the value of the i-th factor, and ai represents the weight of the
i-th factor.

In this study, the main influencing factors were divided into terrain, transportation,
urban and rural construction, and land use obstruction factors. For terrain factors, the
three most representative indicators, namely the slope, elevation, and water system, were
selected. Generally, the greater the slope and the higher the elevation, the poorer the land-
use suitability and the lower the score [33]. Different slopes have different water and heat
conditions and physical and chemical soil properties due to different solar irradiance and
sunshine hours. As a result of different incident angles of the sun, hillside slopes receive
different solar radiation; thus, their temperature and other ecological factors are constantly
changing. Altitude is one of the most relevant factors for changes in mountain topography.
The transportation factors were divided into two categories: external transportation and
internal transportation. Internal transportation is an important locational benefit, whereas
external transportation determines the isolation effect. Accordingly, the two categories
were separated. Urban and rural construction factors mainly consider the impact of current
construction on the land and inherent locational benefits [33].

These factors consider the impact of different land-use types and current construction
intensity. The closer the current centralized construction land is to concentrated construc-
tion land and the higher the construction intensity, the better the construction conditions
and the higher the score. The land-use obstruction factors were divided into the ecological
conservation indicator and the natural and human resources impact indicator. Natural
and human resources include many important natural and human landscapes, such as
nature reserves, forest parks, and scenic spots, which have good economic attractiveness
and development advantages. However, if they are too close, it impacts and undermines
related resources. The ecological conservation indicator refers to the ecological sensitivity
of different vegetation zones in the Green Heart area and divides them into low-sensitivity
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areas, ordinary-sensitivity areas, moderate-sensitivity areas, high-sensitivity areas, and
extremely high-sensitivity areas [34]. The greater the ecological sensitivity, the more fragile
the ecological environment, and the worse the construction conditions, and vice versa.

3.5. Cellular Automata Model
3.5.1. Operating Principle

The CA model is a network dynamics model proposed by Von Neumann in the 1940s
to simulate discrete network interactions and causal relationships in time and space through
simple local operations. It is also a type of parallel computing model [35]. The standard
CA model determines the conversion of the state of the central cell based on the state of its
neighboring cells, which is expressed in the following mathematical formula [36]:

St+1(x, y) = f
(
St(x, y), N

)

The entire cell space is the distribution of state set S at time t in a one-dimensional
space. In the above formula, St+1 represents the state of the cell at the next moment, St

the state of the cell at time t, N the overall state of the cells neighboring the target point,
and f the conversion rule function. Not only does the expansion of land use depend on
the expansion of the state, but it also controls the simulation process by adding some
constraints to the CA model, thereby producing a sustainable and reasonable layout of
land-use expansion.

Based on the suitability evaluation results, the range of alternative construction land
was determined, and a CA model was constructed by taking the total amounts of actual
construction land in 2018 and 2019 as the threshold values for the expansion of land in the
two simulations before and after those dates. Taking the grid covering current construction
land as the initial state, several rounds of cell state change iterations (state change from
non-construction land to construction land) were performed until the total amount of
construction land reached the total construction scale in the specific year, at which point
the simulation ended.

The details of how the CA model works at different stages and the logical decision
rules are illustrated below as well as in Figures 3 and 4.

Step 1 used the 3 × 3 Moore model as the cellular neighborhood model and obtained
all non-prohibited grid attribute tables with five attribute values as the T0 state of the
land boundary.

Step 2 input the T0 state into the recursive function of the CA model and calculated
the new evaluation value of each non-construction land grid based on the conversion rule,
replacing the original evaluation value in the T0 state. The conversion rules are as follows:

valuenew= 0.4 ∗ ∑
rid

valuerid ∗ typerid + 0.6 ∗ valuebe f ore (4)

The new suitability evaluation value of the central grid was calculated as the sum
of the products of value and type of the surrounding adjacent grids and its own original
suitability evaluation value.

Step 3 adjusted the internal parameter v of the CA and selected different growth
rates (non-construction land grids were sorted, from large to small in order of their new
evaluation values, the percentage was set, and the part of the grid with larger evaluation
values became construction land, that is, the type value in the T0 state was changed from
0 to 1).

Step 4 recursed once to arrive at the land boundary growth result in the TT1 state.
Step 5 counted the total number of construction land grids and determined whether

the upper limit of construction land for the preset period had been reached. When it was
reached, the process proceeded to the next step; otherwise, it returned to Step 2 and input
T1 to continue the recursion.
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Step 6 output land-use boundary growth result Tn, where n is the number of recursions,
both the value and type changed, and finally, land-use growth results under different
growth rates were obtained.
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3.5.2. Parameter Optimization

In the CA model, the iteration velocity parameter v was adjusted to obtain multiple
sets of results. Under the models with different parameters, the number of cell transitions
from non-construction land to construction land had a strong positive correlation with the
average land suitability evaluation value of the cell set with the same number of changes.
This demonstrated that the higher the average land suitability evaluation value, the more
frequent cell state changes. As shown in Figure 5, the effect of the experimental data
using 4 sets of different iteration velocity parameters was significantly lower than six and
eight sets of parameters. Therefore, in order to obtain a better simulation result, this study
decided to use the inflection point value of the accuracy evaluation result in the experiment
of eight sets of iteration velocity parameters, as the optimal parameter value.
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4. Results
4.1. Land-Use Suitability Evaluation Results

The second-order land suitability evaluation factors given in Table 2 above were
used in the GIS database with Euclidean distance and then reclassified. Subsequently, all
elements were unified into standardized value ranges according to the evaluation criteria to
obtain single-factor evaluation results for all the factors (Figure 6). Finally, the normalized
score of each factor was multiplied by its previously obtained weight and added together
to obtain the final overall evaluation result. As shown in Table 3 and Figure 7, based on
the overall suitability evaluation results, the overall score for the CZX Green Heart area
was 0.1043–0.5514, which can be divided into five intervals. The total area of land with
scores of 0.1043–0.1367 was 91.08 km2, accounting for 17.42% of the total area; 188.10 km2

of land had scores of 0.1367–0.1465, accounting for 35.98% of the total; 169.62 km2 of land
had scores of 0.1465–0.1537, accounting for 32.44% of the total; 48.06 km2 of land had scores
of 0.1537–0.1727, accounting for 9.19% of the total; and 26.02 km2 of land had scores of
0.1727–0.5514, accounting for 4.98% of the total land area.
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Table 2. Statistical table of land adaptability evaluation factors in the Green Heart area.

First-Order Factor Weight Second-Order
Factor Weight Classification Standards Normalized

Value Range

Terrain factors 0.3068

Slope indicator 0.1655

0–2◦ 10
2–7◦ 7

7–15◦ 4
15–25◦ 1
>25◦ 0

Elevation indicator 0.0911

35–55 m 10
55–75 m 7
75–100 m 4

100–150 m 1
>150 m and <35 m 0

Water system
indicator

0.0501

<50 m 0
50–100 m 7

100–500 m 10
500–1000 m 4

>1000 m 1

Transportation
factors

0.1752

External
transportation

indicator
0.0584

<100 m 0
100–200 m 1
200–500 m 4
500–1000 m 10

>1000 m 7

Internal
transportation

indicator
0.1168

<200 m 10
200–500 m 7
500–1000 m 4

1000–2000 m 1
>2000 m 0

Urban-rural
construction factor

0.1346
Current

construction area
impact indicator

0.1346

<100 m 10
100–200 m 7
200–500 m 4
500–1000 m 1

>1000 m 0

Land use
obstruction factors

0.3835

Ecological
conservation index

0.2876

low-sensitivity area 10
ordinary-sensitivity area 7
moderate-sensitivity area 4

high-sensitivity area 1
extremely high-sensitivity area 0

Natural and
human resources
impact indicator

0.0959

<100 m 0
100–300 m 4
300–500 m 7
500–1000 m 10

>1000 m 1

Table 3. Land area of the various score ranges from the evaluation of land suitability for the CZX
Green Heart area.

Score Range Area (km2) Percentage

0.1043–0.1367 91.08 17.42%
0.1367–0.1465 188.10 35.98%
0.1465–0.1537 169.62 32.44%
0.1537–0.1727 48.04 9.19%
0.1727–0.5514 26.02 4.98%

Total 522.87 100.00%
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4.2. Summary of Current Land-Use Conversion Characteristics

Tables 4–6 show that between 1980 and 2017, the conversion-in area of ecological
space in the study area was only 0.76 km2, the conversion-out area of ecological space
was 49.81 km2, and the mutual conversion area of ecological space was 9.64 km2. The
conversion-out area of ecological space was far greater than the conversion-in area; thus,
the total area of ecological space continuously shrank.
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Table 4. Land conversion matrix in the CZX Green Heart area 1980–2017 (unit: km2).

2017
1980 Grass-

Land
Urban and Rural

Construction Land
Arable
Land

Forest-
Land

Water-
Body

Unused
Land

2017
Total

Grassland 4.50 0.04 4.54
Urban and rural construction land 0.50 800 22.08 26.22 1.00 57.81

Arable land 0.01 160.93 1.95 0.79 163.70
Forestland 0.54 3.14 262.91 0.06 0.75 267.39
Waterbody 2.29 0.81 24.09 27.20

Unused land 1.25 1.00 2.25

1980 total 5.54 8.01 189.44 293.18 25.95 0.75 522.87

Table 5. Land conversion in the CZX Green Heart area 1980–2017 (unit: km2).

Initial Categories

Conversion
Categories

Grass-Land Urban and Rural
Construction Land

Arable
Land Forestland Water

Body
Unused

Land

Grassland 0.50 0 0.54 0 0
Urban and rural construction land 0 0.01 0.25 0 0

Arable land 0 22.08 2.89 2.29 1.25
Forestland 0.04 26.22 1.95 0.81 1.00
Waterbody 0 1.00 0.79 0.06 0

Unused land 0 0 0 0.75 0

Table 6. Total area, change, and dynamic measurement of ecological space in the CZX Green Heart
area 1980–2017.

Year Total Area (km2) Change in Area (km2) Dynamic Measurement (%)

1980 514.11
1990 511.12 −2.99 −0.0581
2000 507.14 −3.98 −0.0779
2010 489.63 −17.50 −0.3451
2017 464.30 −25.33 −0.5174

The trend shown in Tables 4 and 5 and Figure 8 indicates that the total area of ecological
space in the study area decreased annually by 1.84 km2, decreasing by 49.81 km2 between
1980 and 2017 in total. This change can be divided into two stages. The period from 1980
to 2000 was a period of slow reduction. During this period, the total area of ecological
space decreased relatively slowly, with a total reduction of 6.97 km2, an average annual
decrease of less than 0.35 km2. The period from 2000 to 2017 was a period of rapid
reduction. During this period, the total area of ecological space declined by 46.82 km2,
with an average annual rate of 2.75 km2, nearly eight-fold higher than that of the previous
20 years. With regard to dynamic measurement, the degree of change increased sharply
from 2000, and it was highest after 2010, reaching −0.5174%. The reduction in ecological
land was concentrated in the Xiangjiang River area, mainly for new urban construction
land and township construction land.
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Figure 8. Change in ecological space of the CZX Green Heart area 1980–2017.

From 1980 to 2017, there were notable differences in the conversion to non-ecological
uses of the various land-use types, although most of the land was used as urban and rural
construction land after conversion. Arable land and forestland were the main land-use
types to be converted, followed by grassland and water bodies, with 26.22 km2 of forestland
and 22.08 km2 of arable land converted (Figure 9), accounting for 52.65% and 44.33% of
the total converted land, respectively. The study results indicate that the conversion of
ecological space to construction land is highly common, mainly for urban development
and transportation infrastructure.

There are three main reasons for this. One is intensive human activities in the CZX
metropolitan area. To meet human working and living requirements, the size of the central
urban area has expanded continuously, which has inevitably led to the conversion of ecolog-
ical space into urban and rural construction land. Between 2000 and 2010, the integration
process of the three cities of the CZX agglomeration continued to develop, greatly affecting
the Green Heart area. From 2010 to 2017, due to the government’s policies to further
encourage the integrated development of the three cities, their integration gathered pace.
Governments at all levels in the three cities seized the development opportunities and ac-
celerated the development trend for their own benefit. The Green Heart area, located in the
center of the three cities of Changsha, Zhuzhou, and Xiangtan, which occupies a large area
of land, has become a bonus area of the integrated development process. Second, the local
economic benefits derived from construction land are far greater than those from ecological
land, especially forestland. As the Chinese state has strengthened efforts to protect arable
land, forestland has become the primary choice for conversion to construction land, which
is a fundamental reason why forestland is the most converted land type. Third, policies
to guide and protect the Green Heart area conflict with the urban master planning of the
three municipal governments. In this study, the GIS software was applied for stitching,
overlay, and comparison of Green Heart planning [37] and the construction land plan in
the urban master planning of Changsha, Zhuzhou, and Xiangtan [38–40]. It revealed many
inconsistencies between the Green Heart planning and the urban master planning, leaving
much of the ecological land in the Green Heart area occupied for construction (as shown in
Figure 10). This was mainly because the protection plans for the CZX Green Heart area
were prepared by the Hunan Provincial People’s Government, who aimed to take account
of the coordinated development of the CZX urban agglomeration as a whole, regarding
the Green Heart area as the ecological isolation area of the urban agglomeration while
keeping up with the trajectory of ecological conservation; the main objective for the local
governments was development-oriented, as local governments treated the Green Heart
area as a backup area for urban development and construction. Meanwhile, most of the
construction land arranged by the three cities within the Green Heart conflicts with the
protection plans for the Green Heart area, making it difficult to obtain the approval of the
government at a higher level (the provincial government). As a result, many construction
projects never started.
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4.3. Simulation Accuracy Analysis

For a comprehensive research, this study combined the point-by-point comparison
method and Kappa coefficient for calculation to verify the accuracy of the simulation
experiment. The point-by-point comparison method focuses on the consistency of each cell
scale, whereas the overall morphological method pays more attention to the consistency of
the overall layout. From the comparison results, the point-by-point comparison accuracy
simulated in the model experiment reached 89.1%, and the Kappa coefficient was 0.59,
which indicates that the model achieved good results. Table 7 shows the confusion matrix
for the evaluation of the simulation accuracy. In addition, the Moran’s I index, which
reflects the overall shape of the city, was calculated, and the value was 0.477 in 2019, the
value of actual urban land in 2018 was 0.479, and the value of the simulated urban land in
2018 was 0.481. This indicates that the overall form produced by the simulation was highly
similar to the actual form.

Table 7. Confusion matrix for evaluating simulation accuracy.

2018 Simulation 2019 Simulation

Not
Converted Converted Precision Not

Converted Converted Precision

Actual Not converted 1375 128 91.5% 1275 161 88.8%
land use Converted 98 491 83.3% 98 558 85.0%

Total accuracy 89.1% 87.6%

Kappa 0.59 0.56

4.4. Simulation Prediction of Future Development

Based on the number and pattern of ecological green land in the CZX urban ag-
glomeration in 2017, this study fitted the construction land data over the years to predict
construction land in 2035. It used the trained CA model to obtain the predicted value of
the land in 2035 as the threshold and simulated the spatial distribution of land use in the
Green Heart area in 2035, creating two simulation scenarios to obtain the corresponding
spatial evolution patterns. Then, the land use simulation results were compared under
the two scenarios to verify whether the zoning reconstruction strategy based on the suit-
ability evaluation results could play a protective role in the development of ecological
space. Scenario 1: No constraints were set. Under the condition of no control, the guiding
and controlling role of the government was minimized. Under this scenario, the only
constraints were terrain factors, whereas the market and capital were dominant factors in
urban development, and economic development was the only driving force of expansion.
Scenario 2: The coupling suitability evaluation results were used as constraints. From
the perspective of ecological conservation, the CZX Green Heart area was divided into
the following five zones: prohibited construction, strictly limited construction, generally
restricted construction, basically suitable for construction, and suitable for construction [41]
(Table 8 and Figure 11). Based on the zoning in the model, this study then increased
corresponding constraints and predicted the future development of land use.

Table 8. Reconstruction and Zoning of Land in the CZX Green Heart Area.

Score Range Zoning Classification

0.1043–0.1367 Prohibited construction
0.1367–0.1465 Strictly limited construction
0.1465–0.1537 Generally restricted construction
0.1537–0.1727 Basically suitable for construction
0.1727–0.5514 Suitable for construction
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Based on the conversion matrix of land-use types in the Green Heart area from 1980
to 2017 (Table 4), a conversion probability matrix of land-use types was calculated for
1980–2017, and a land-use conversion matrix was calculated for 2017–2035 based on the
areas of land-use types in 2017 (Table 9).

Table 9. Land-use conversion probability matrix for the CZX Green Heart area 2017–2035.

Land Use Type

2017

Grassland Urban and Rural
Construction Land

Arable
Land Forestland Water Unused

Land

1980 Grassland 0.813

Urban and rural construction land 0.09 0.998 0.117 0.089 0.039
Arable land 0.002 0.849 0.008 0.031
Forestland 0.097 0.017 0.897 0.002 1

Water 0.012 0.003 0.929
Unused land 0.005 0.003

Figure 12 and Table 10 show that the total area of ecological space in the CZX Green
Heart area will decrease by 2035 under Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, with reductions of
136.22 km2 and 114.44 km2, respectively. This includes decreases of 36.33 km2 (Scenario 1)
and 30.77 km2 (Scenario 2) of forestland; a decrease of 0.11 km2 of grassland under both
scenarios; decreases of 96.78 km2 and 81 km2 of arable land; and decreases of 3 km2

and 2.56 km2 of waterbodies. Evaluating from the land-use conversion matrix (Table 11)
and the results of Simulation Scenario 1, by 2035, nearly 7 km2 of arable land and more
than 30 km2 of forestland will have been converted to other ecological space, which
indicates that occupation pressures on forest spaces will remain high. The main areas
where ecological space is occupied are distributed through the west of the Green Heart area
and east of the Xiang River. Ecological spaces in Zhuzhou and Xiangtan, in contrast, will
not change significantly. According to the analysis of the dynamic measurement of single
land uses (Table 12), under the two scenarios from 2017 to 2035, the dynamic measurement
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of forestland under Scenario 1 is most negative, reaching −0.75%, followed by water bodies,
reaching −0.61%. Under Scenario 2, the dynamic measurement of water bodies is most
negative, reaching −0.52%, followed by grassland, at −0.13%.
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Table 10. Comparison of predicted ecological space in the CZX Green Heart area (2017 and 2035).

Year Forestland Grassland Waterbody Arable Land

2017 267.39 4.54 27.20 163.70
2035 Scenario 1 231.06 4.43 24.20 156.92
2035 Scenario 2 264.32 4.43 24.64 162.33

Table 11. Land-use conversion matrix for the CZX Green Heart area 2017–2035 (unit: km2).

Land Use Type 2035

Grassland Urban and Rural Construction Land Arable Land Forestland Water

2017

Grassland 3.69
Arable land 0.33 138.98 1.31 5.07
Forestland 25.94 4.55 239.85 0.53

Water 0.33 0.08 25.27

Table 12. Dynamic measurements of ecological space change in the CZX Green Heart area under the
two scenarios (2017–2035).

Land USE type Scenario 1 Dynamic Measurement Scenario 2

Grassland −0.0013 −0.0013
Arable land −0.0023 −0.0005
Forestland −0.0075 −0.0006
Waterbody −0.0061 −0.0052
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In terms of the pattern of ecological space, it does not change greatly compared with
2017. Forestland still accounts for the majority and is relatively concentrated. Comparing
the two simulation prediction scenarios showed that the reduction in the area of ecological
space after setting ecological reconstruction constraints in Scenario 2 was much smaller than
that in Scenario 1, with the change in forestland kept to within approximately 3 km2 and the
change in arable land within 1.5 km2. Therefore, zoning of ecological space reconstruction
based on the land suitability evaluation can effectively protect ecological space and ensure
that ecological network functions are harnessed effectively. There is an overall increase
in the area of construction land; under Scenario 1, the main areas at risk of urbanization
in the CZX urban agglomeration are concentrated in the suburbs of Changsha, Zhuzhou,
and Xiangtan, as well as the junctions of the three cities, with each city cluster becoming
increasingly integrated. There is a notable trend of urban integration caused by the rapid
expansion of city clusters in all directions along major transportation arteries [4]. Scenario 2
is better at maintaining the connectivity of natural ecosystems, preventing disorderly urban
sprawl, and shaping a positive pattern of urban-rural development.

5. Discussion
5.1. Characteristics of Ecological Land Change

Between 1980 and 2017, the area of land converted from ecological space to non-
ecological space in the CZX Green Heart area was much larger than the growth in ecological
space, reaching 49.81 km2. Between 2000 and 2017, there was a rapid reduction in ecological
space, totaling 46.82 km2, giving an average annual rate of more than 2.75 km2, nearly
eight-fold higher than the previous 20 years. In terms of actual land use after 2000, urban
expansion was the main reason for reduced ecological land. With regard to dynamic
measurement, the degree of change increased sharply from 2000, and it was highest after
2010, reaching −0.5174%. In terms of land type, the area of converted forestland was the
largest, reaching 26.22 km2, whereas the area of converted arable land was 22.08 km2,
accounting for 52.65% and 44.33% of all converted land, respectively.

By 2035, the total area of ecological space in the CZX Green Heart area is predicted to
decrease under both Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. The reduction in the area of ecological space
is much smaller under Scenario 2 than that under Scenario 1. The change in forestland is
kept within approximately 3 km2, and the change in arable land is kept within 1.5 km2.
Therefore, the zoning of ecological space reconstruction based on the land suitability
evaluation can effectively protect ecological space and ensure that ecological network
functions are harnessed effectively.

5.2. Ecological Space Protection Strategy

Previous studies have shown that excessive fragmentation of patches of ecological
space is a cause of the deterioration in the overall ecological environment. The elements of
ecological space vary in the Green Heart area. While establishing the entire Green Heart
space system, these elements must be integrated into a complete system to improve the com-
plex ecosystem, ensure the ecological security of the urban agglomeration, and promote the
transformation of industrial ecology. From its inception since 1970s, the Dutch defragmen-
tation program (Meerjarenprogramma Ontsnippering, MJPO) has laid a solid foundation
for the construction of a nature network. This policy also set quantitative growth targets
and proposed the elimination of obstacles to the connectivity from transport infrastructure
to habitat over the years. In 1990, the Dutch government launched the National Ecological
Network program to connect individual ecological units into a continuous and complete
ecological space subject to zoning control [42]. Although zoning control was also adopted
for Amsterdamse Bos, or the Amsterdam Forest, which lies in two municipalities, the
Amsterdam Forest was zoned based on a combination of considerations, including the
distribution of people residing in the cities and surrounding areas, recreational needs, use
intensity, and surveys of background natural resources [43]. The Randstad area has seen
constant changes in its urban development structure in the five spatial plans, developing
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from the initial concept of a single “Green Heart” to a delta “blue-green network”, and
finally a mature urban network and open space system. At the same time, the core concept
of “Green Heart” also follows the requirements of the higher-level planning [44]. Therefore,
the approach to protection of the “Green Heart” area in the Randstad is shifting from
“absolute protection” to a central open space based on the Green Heart. Similarly, “absolute
protection” does not meet the development needs of the CZX urban agglomeration. The
present study was directed towards finding a balance between regional development and
Green Heart protection.

In view of the above experiences, the study took the perspective of ecological conser-
vation, and based on the comprehensive score results of the suitability evaluation, zoned
the CZX ecological Green Heart area for spatial control. This offered the Green Heart area
greater room for development and adjustment while protecting its ecological space. In
addition, the following guidelines were proposed for the spatial planning of metropolitan
regions or urban agglomerations:

(1) Focus on the network construction of ecological spatial planning. With reference to
the experience of establishing a regional ecological network system, create connections for
elements within the ecological space, provide habitats for wild animals and plants, and
consider policies for restoration of habitat fragmentation due to infrastructure, with an
emphasis on ecological connections between urban agglomerations.

(2) Focus on spatial differences and diversity. Depending on the characteristics and
the nature of different spaces, set development strategies and goals, improve the natural
and cultural quality of the spaces, meet different usage requirements, and promote the
quality of life for urban residents.

(3) Encourage cooperation among non-governmental organizations and engagement
from the public. The prospect of regional development is related to the whole popula-
tion, involving different authorities and individual participants. Healthy and orderly
development in the region can be achieved in the future only with concerted efforts.

(4) Strictly implement policies of ecological conservation and reasonably delineate
redlines for ecological conservation. Redlines for ecological conservation refer to the areas
with special important ecological functions whose protection must be strictly enforced.
The delineation of redlines for ecological conservation is a rigid demand for maintaining
ecological security, an important measure to improve ecosystem service functions and build
a complete ecological security pattern, and an essential guarantee to contain the destruction
of the ecological environment [45].

6. Conclusions

Using ArcGIS and other software for data processing, this study established a spatial
attribute database for suitability evaluation, and quantitatively analyzed the main changes
in ecological land in Changsha-Zhuzhou-Xiangtan (CZX) Green Heart area by constructing
a land use conversion matrix of the ecological space. On this basis, a trained cellular
automata (CA) model was used to simulate and predict the spatial distribution of land
use by 2035 in the ecological “Green Heart” area under different scenarios. The simulation
results were compared, analyzing the constraining role of land use suitability evaluation
on ecological space evolution. To sum up, the study had the following findings:

1. For the suitability evaluation, four categories and seven sub-categories of land-
use suitability factors were selected, and an index evaluation system was constructed
with a combination of the analytic hierarchy process and evaluation. Based on the land-
use evaluation, a final comprehensive evaluation result was obtained using weighted
indicators, which allowed this study to divide the CZX Green Heart area into five categories:
prohibited construction, strictly limited construction, generally restricted construction,
basically suitable for construction, and suitable for construction zones. This provides a
reliable method for regulating the use of ecological space in urban agglomerations.

2. The land-use conversion matrix quantitatively reflected the main characteristics
of land use changes in the CZX urban agglomeration’s ecological space. It was a useful
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tool for summarizing the main driving factors of ecological land change, thereby further
investigating the degree to which the driving factors impacted and damaged the local
ecological environment.

3. The comparison of the two results predicted by the trained CA model produced
sound results. On the one hand, the CA model combined the data obtained at the local
small scale with the neighborhood conversion rules, and it used computers to simulate
the dynamic characteristics of the system at a large scale [46]; on the other hand, the CA
model effectively simulated and revealed ecological processes through the given special
conditions; in addition, its data structure facilitated high integration with systems such as
GIS [47].

However, with limited access to data resources and simulation techniques, the present
study has shortcomings and requires improvements. This study used different software
to separate GIS and CA model, generating potential errors in data conversion between
software. Based on GIS with programming function, future research can further develop
models to reduce errors in an integrated study. The CA model also has some limitations,
including the following: (1) it uses cellular automata for iteration, which consumes much
computing time and is impacted by the size of the surrounding neighborhood, especially
when the object of study is on a large scale; (2) the temporal and spatial resolution in an
ecological spatial pattern analysis has a great influence on the results, so the simulation
results are highly dependent on the resolution; (3) the main principle of the CA model is a
cell learning the state of the adjacent cells, from which the entire region is deduced, so the
focus is more on the interaction between cells in a spatial neighborhood and less on the
influence of macroscopic factors on spatial processes [25]. In order to solve the above issues,
attempts can be made to improve the cellular automata. On the one hand, its termination
conditions can be defined to reduce the number of iterations of the cellular automata and
improve its operating efficiency. On the other hand, more accurate multi-level vector data
can be used; the construction of a spatial unit system that is hierarchical, nested, and
recursive for multi-level urban planning would allow the multi-level spatial control and
conduction effects to be applied to the vector cells at different levels to realize the linkage
control of land conversion simulation in the whole process and in all aspects [48].

Therefore, besides further in-depth discussions on the socio-economic driving factors
affecting ecological space changes, the future study will continue to use updated simulation
techniques to analyze the impact of ecological space reconstruction on regional ecological
functions, especially the ecological effects of ecological space reconstruction. More typical
regions will be selected for comparative simulation experiments, so as to increase the
scientific and practical significance of the relevant findings.
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Abstract: Under the background of New-type Urbanization, with the continuous advancement
of urbanization and the all-round development of cities, all kinds of demands are also rising. In
the case of demand, it is difficult to quickly adjust from the land supply side and to guide the
optimization of the structure and layout of land use is one of the methods to achieve this based on
the current situation and shortage of urban land use structure and spatial arrangement. Because of
the complexity, uncertainty and dynamics of the land use system, it is necessary to use an uncertain
model to accurately describe and propose the approximate optimal solution, so this study analyzes
the influencing mechanism of land use and optimize the land use structure under uncertainties
by using a Bayesian network and fuzzy mathematical programming. Based on the results of the
two stages of analysis, the cellular automata simulation is completed. The framework is applied to
Chongzhou city in western China. The results indicated that the optimal land space for cultivated
land is in the middle and the south based on the joint influence probability of arable land and urban
construction land. The conversion probability of the area near the east is low, and the joint impact
probability of construction land in all areas is generally similar except for the western protection
area. After the optimization of the fuzzy planning, the optimal construction land scale is 69.42 km2.
Under the condition that the cultivated land’s red line is guaranteed, there is still 98.87 km2 of space
for the increase in cultivated land. It is found through simulation that the increase in construction
land would occur in the central and western parts of Chongzhou, which may be caused by the
urban siphon effect. According to Monte Carlo verification, when the conversion probability exceeds
50%, the cultivated land could be turned into urban construction land, with an accuracy of 91.99%.
Therefore, this proposed framework is helpful to understand the process of land use and provides
a reference for making scientific and reasonable territorial spatial planning and guiding land use
practice under uncertainties.

Keywords: two-stage land use; Bayesian network; fuzzy mathematical programming; Chongzhou
city; uncertainty

1. Introduction

Land-use systems are complex, diverse and large, and the academic community tries
to narrow the boundaries of land-use systems from the perspective of scenario setting
to facilitate the use of various models and methods for research [1]. In terms of land
use simulation, different land use systems, methods and models derive different driving
mechanisms [2–4] containing various assumptions in the simulation process, which provide
new ideas and angles for exploring the uncertainty in land use system and form our
understanding of land use system today. Although there are systematic differences in
scenario-based land use simulation and modeling, uncertainty does not change with
the model methods and scenarios set [5], namely, changes caused by changing model
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parameters and modifying a hypothesis do not change the uncertainty as well. Reducing
uncertainty in land use forecasts is desirable, and some technical efforts can be made, but it
is problematic to determine an “accurate” model for a specific purpose. Compared with
other systems, the complexity and hugeness of land use systems do not allow repeated
proofreading and collection of data that occurred in the past, which makes it more difficult
to test the validity of simulation. Reducing such known uncertainties is a common problem
faced by experts and scholars. What academics need to pay attention to is how to improve
their understanding of the laws of land use systems and how to use these uncertainties to
guide land use. It is a current problem that needs to be solved urgently, and it is also the way
used to guide practice in a timely manner. Moreover, with the continuous advancement of
urbanization and the all-round development of cities, all kinds of demands are also rising,
so it is not feasible to reduce the demand in a short period of time [6]. Therefore, in the
case of demand, it is difficult to quickly adjust from the land supply side, and to guide and
play the role of land in the supply side reform elements may be one of the solutions.

With the development of land use research, more and more scholars have been in-
spired to capture uncertainty. The uncertainty of spatial factors will affect land use decision
making, and incorporating uncertainty into the optimization of land use structure has
gradually become one of the important modeling directions of the future [7,8]. Land use
structure optimization and spatial optimization together provide an important theoretical
basis for the formulation of territorial spatial planning. Territorial spatial planning is an im-
portant guide for land use practice, and planning often has problems with unclear planning
intentions and inaccurate spatial grasp at the driving level of land use changes [9]. This is
due to the inappropriate perception by the framers of uncertainties and laws in land use.
In addition to emphasizing the situational and social construction in space [10], planning
should also objectively describe and measure the actual existence and summarize it, includ-
ing correctly understanding the law of land use and identifying various uncertainties [5].
Uncertainty is inherent. Although the tools used to study land use change may never know
all the information, some uncertain methods are still expected to be applied to express and
capture some of the uncertainties. Some representative studies are as follows, Verstegen
et al. (2012) constructed a PCraster land use change model, which integrated the functions
of visualization, simulation and uncertainty analysis. Van et al. (2012) simulated land
supply with known drivers of land use, and then analyzed uncertainty using the Monte
Carlo method. Meyer et al. (2012) used Bayesian network to help assess the uncertainties
brought about by stakeholder knowledge modeling. Different from the uncertainty of
spatial influencing factors, the uncertainty in the optimization of land use structure is often
ignored. Most studies used ordinary planning to balance the land use demand of various
sectors [11–15]. However, it is necessary to consider the uncertainty in the optimization of
the land use structure. In order to perfect the research on this aspect, fuzzy mathematical
programming is applied to it. Moreover, the uncertainty in the land use system has not
been widely studied, and there are few relevant data. Some studies that take into account
this problem are also always described as random distributions [16], which means that
some research choses to avoid uncertainty and generally define the sources of uncertainty.
The related research only analyzed the uncertainty of the influencing factors, but seldom
applied the results obtained by the uncertainty method to the spatial simulation.

Mathematical models are widely used in optimization research in various fields to
solve the problems of multi-constraint conditions and multi-objective optimal configuration.
In the field of land use, mathematical planning has long been applied. The mathematical
programming model is the optimal allocation scheme determined by mathematical pro-
gramming theory [17–27]. For example, integer programming [28,29] is used to solve the
optimization problem of integer variables. Dynamic programming [30] is used to solve
the optimal problem of decision-making processes. Linear programming [31,32] is used to
solve the one-dimensional optimal allocation problem. Nonlinear programming [33–35]
is used to solve multi-dimensional allocation optimization problems. Among them, the
use of integer programming needs to limit the variable to integers, so the scope of ap-
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plication is not wide enough. Dynamic programming can realize the optimization of the
dynamic decision-making process of linkage, but there may be a multi-dimensional solution
dilemma. Generally, the time cost is high. Linear programming is simple to solve and
more applicable than other kinds of programming, but only for simple linear programming
problems. Fuzzy programming, random programming, chance-constrained programming,
parameter programming, etc., are all linear programming methods. Stochastic programming
is mainly used for stochastic processes, which can be solved by intelligent models. Param-
eter planning is applicable to exploring the influence of parameter changes on the final
results and has a specific scope of application. Both types of planning are scenario specific.
Fuzzy programming and chance-constrained programming have a relatively wide range of
applications. They can express the general decision-making process and can be solved even
when constraints are violated and the value of variables is not clear. The results can be used
as a reference for decision makers. The applicability of nonlinear programming is not as
broad as that of linear programming because of its multi-dimensional characteristics, but
nonlinear programming has better performance for some complex problems.

In view of the shortcomings of the above models, the purpose of this paper is to fully
consider the uncertain factors in the land use system and optimize the land use quantity
and the spatial layout by combining cellular automata model so as to provide quantitative
support for decision makers. Based on the complexity, uncertainty and dynamic characteris-
tics of land use systems, the modeling method of capturing uncertainty is used to find more
spatial information from the perspective of uncertainty, and the function of multiple spatial
impact factors was constructed to depict the law of land use impact. To a certain extent,
this expands the depth of the analysis of influencing factors, provides certain theoretical
significance for the study of land use development and further deepens the cognition of
the uncertainty in the process of land use. Under the background of the new urbanization
strategy proposed by the Chinese government to pay more attention to the coordinated
development of population, economy, society and ecological environment [36], based on
the current situation and shortage of urban land use structure and spatial arrangement,
combined with regional development policies, starting from the reform of land supply side
structure, using the method of Bayesian network and fuzzy mathematical programming,
this paper makes an in-depth analysis of the influencing mechanism of land use and the op-
timization of land use structure in two stages. It is helpful to provide theoretical support for
the formulation of territorial space planning. The optimization result aiming at economic
carbon efficiency is combined as well to provide a certain reference for the sustainable
development of urban land use. China’s New-type Urbanization and agriculture-oriented
cities will be used as case demonstration.

2. Methodology
2.1. Two-Stage Land Use Optimization Model

Figure 1 shows a two-stage land use optimization framework under uncertain con-
ditions. This study divides land use analysis into two stages. The first stage is to analyze
land use influencing factors through a Bayesian network. It performs well in dealing with
uncertainties and can reflect a more real world. The second stage is to optimize land use
through fuzzy mathematical programming. In addition to economic and social constraints,
this stage also involves environmental constraints marked by carbon emissions. In order to
link the two stages, cellular automata are used to finally realize the analysis results of the
two stages, and the neighborhood influence is added.
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Figure 1. Two-stage optimization framework.

2.1.1. Bayesian Network for Land Use

For the occurrence or non-occurrence of land use events, there are usually only two
probabilities of 1 and 0, that is, either occurrence or non-occurrence. Few studies have
considered the occurrence probability of land use events, and Bayesian network has the
ability to solve this problem. Bayesian network is particularly flexible, and new information
can often be found during modeling to improve the performance and applicability of the
network [37]. It is a way to deal with uncertainty [12] and provides more information
for interpretation of the evaluation results. Bayesian network clearly shows the complex
relationship between land use change, its driving factors and its change process with its
good graphical description method. Although the influence of each uncertain factor on
the estimation results can be measured by sensitivity analysis, it requires the estimation
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of complex partial derivatives. Bayesian network not only does not need complex differ-
entiation, but it is closer to the reduction of the real situation, in which the actual process
is probabilistic in nature [38]. A node X points to another node Y, where X is the parent
of Y. All parent nodes can be used as a set X = {x1, x2, . . . xk}, child nodes can also be
represented by the set Y = {y1, y2, . . . yk}, represented as a directed acyclic graph, which
is the advanced form of Markov chain. The analysis of land use suitability can also be
completed by Bayesian network. The Bayesian formula is shown in Formula (1):

P(X|Y) = P(Y|X)·P(X)

P(Y)
(1)

In Formula (1), P(X|Y) represents the probability that the parent node X is in a certain
state under the condition of child node Y, that is, the posterior probability. P(Y|X) is the
same. P(X) is the prior probability of X without regard to Y, and P(Y) is the same thing.
According to Bayesian theory, in land use analysis, it is usually assumed that all factors are
independent of each other, so their relationship can be expressed by the joint probability
Formula (2):

P(x1, x2, . . . xk) = P(xk|x1, x2, . . . xk−1) · · · P(x2|x1)P(x1) (2)

The construction of a Bayesian network involves qualitative and quantitative steps.
The first step is to formulate the node and its network structure, and the second is to
calculate the parameters of each node. It is found that policy and socio-economic factors
show complex and close links under the influence of natural factors such as resource
endowment and spatial geographical characteristics [4]. At the same time, the design
and implementation of land planning will be affected by local socio-economic factors
and external processes [6]. This study extracts candidate variables from spatial data,
constructs the network structure according to common sense, expert knowledge and
statistical correlation between variables and avoids creating parameter sets with excessive
data as much as possible [39]. Therefore, in terms of spatial factor analysis, historical
state, elevation, slope, accessibility, natural endowment and other factors are taken into
consideration in the construction of the Bayesian network, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. First
is the linear features of the impact of land use, railway effects on the city of the population,
material and information exchanges with the outside world, belonging to the clear on the
larger influence on urban development tool, so it leads to the improvement of the region
and all aspects of development, both in cultivated land activities and urban economic
activities, and can produce a good liquidity. In addition to assuming the connection with
the city, the highway also serves as a bridge for communication within the city, facilitating
the effective connection and interaction of internal elements. So linear features can lead
to strip development around them. Secondly, point features have a certain radiating
effect on urban construction, such as scenic spots and commercial centers. These point
features are active centers of population and capital in cities, which attract population
and investment, are easier to form intensive land use and have more potential to lead
development. Moreover, natural endowments are vital to both urban and agricultural
development. For agriculture, water supply will directly have an important impact on
crop quality and yield. Rice, the main food crop in Chongzhou City, will have its yield
affected by the lack of water resources. At the same time, water is an important resource
guarantee for urban construction. Sufficient water supply will support urban life and
production and, vice versa, will limit urban sustainable development. In order to improve
the quality of water resources, provide a good resource endowment for urban life and
production and improve the ecological and landscape conditions of the city, Chongzhou
City has implemented measures such as the ‘water control ten’ river (lake) chief system,
black and odorous water treatment and comprehensive water environment management.
Therefore, this shows that the current agricultural development and urban construction
are both limited by water and dependent on water.
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Bayesian network can help to search various laws in land use systems, and Gaussian
radial basis functions can help to express these laws. The various influencing factors of
land use change have different forces, so the attraction of each factor to different land types
is also different. For example, the closer the area is to the city center, the easier it is to
develop into urban construction land. The attraction of the city center is higher than that of
the county center and the town center. The land close to the highway is easier to form strips
of urban construction land on both sides of the highway, and the higher the grade of the
highway, the easier it is. Similarly, rivers have a huge impact on urban development, and
urban construction land is often gathered along the banks. Therefore, there are differences
in the influence ranges of different influencing factors. It is generally believed that there
is a certain rule with distance. In order to express the difference of forces generated by
distance, a Gaussian radial basis function is adopted, as shown in Formula (3):

Pk(xk|m) = exp

(
− 1

2σ2
k
(xk − xk)

2

)
(3)

where Pk(xk|m) represents the probability of developing into a certain land type, and σ
represents the standard deviation of the influencing factor variable. The larger the value
of σ, the wider the influence range of the variable, while the smaller the value, the more
concentrated the influence range. xk represents the value of the variable, and xk represents
the central value, that is, the variable value most likely to develop into the target land type,
at which time the probability of Pk(xk|m) reaches the maximum.
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2.1.2. Land Use Optimization Mathematical Programming Model

Next, we estimated the uncertainty in the land use system is crucial for investigating
land use policies, evaluated urban risk response strategies and quantified the impact of
land use change on climate and the environment. Uncertainty involves a wide range, and
this study uses a small entry point to express one aspect of the uncertainty, namely, the
uncertainty of the target conditions for economic carbon efficiency, as shown in Formula (4):

Max Z =
∑n

i=1 xi·UBi

∑n
i=1 xi·WCi + ∑n

i=1 xi·PCi + ∑n
i=1 xi·ECi + ∑n

i=1 xi·SCi + AC
(4)

In Formula (4), xi represents the area of each type of land; Max means the maximum
economic benefit; and UBi represents the level of economic benefit generated per unit land
area (kg/km2). In this study, the gross output of primary industry, secondary industry and
tertiary industry represents the gross output of cultivated land and urban construction
land. UBi is the ratio of the gross output of each type of land to the area of each type of land
before optimization. Min represents the minimization of carbon emission. WCi represents
the carbon emissions (kg/km2) generated by wastewater quantified on all kinds of land,
which can be obtained by the ratio of the amount of cultivated land wastewater and urban
wastewater to the area of all kinds of land obtained from statistical data. PCi is the carbon
emission from human body on various types of land (kg/km2). ECi represents the carbon
emission from energy consumption of various types of land (kg/km2). SCi represents
the carbon emissions from solid waste generated from various types of land (kg/km2).
AC stands for carbon emissions from livestock and poultry farming. In order to more
clearly understand the relationship between economic efficiency and carbon emissions,
this research integrates economic benefit targets and carbon emission targets to explore
the economic carbon efficiency, that is, how much economic benefit each unit of carbon
emission produces and whether it is achieved between the sacrifice of the climate and the
economic benefit balance. Therefore, the objective function is optimized.

(1) Environmental constraints

Since both agricultural and urban development have an impact on the soil and water
environment, it is necessary to consider the status of soil. In the Formula (5), r represents
soil and water loss rate (%). Ar represents the area of loss (km2). Both farmland operation
and urban production and living will produce sewage. If sewage is discharged into the
environment without treatment, it will not only pollute the water environment but also
cause excessive heavy metals and poisons in the soil, which will increase the burden of the
ecological environment and make it unbearable, affecting the environmental sustainability.
In the Formula (5), Gi represents the sewage discharge coefficient (ton/km2) generated
on a certain type of land, which can be obtained by the ratio of sewage discharge to the
area of each type of land before optimization. PG denotes sewage treatment plant capacity
(tons). Both agricultural production and urban production and life need to consume a large
number of solid materials and produce a large amount of solid waste. Considering that the
rural solid waste is treated on-site, which is not easy to count, only the solid waste generated
in the city is considered. However, the processing capacity of urban solid waste is limited,
so certain constraints must be met. In Formula (5), USWi represents the discharge coefficient
of solid waste generated on a certain type of land (ton/km2), which can be obtained by the
ratio of the amount of solid waste generated by the city to the area of urban construction
land before optimization. PSW stands for solid waste disposal capacity (tons).

n
∑

i=1
r·xi . Ar

n
∑

i=1
Gi · xi . PG

n
∑

i=1
Gi · xi . PG

(5)
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(2) Economic constraints

The fixed asset investment required for agricultural production includes mechanical
farming, electromechanical irrigation, mechanical seeding, mechanical harvesting, trans-
portation roads and production facilities, etc. For Sichuan Province, with many mountains
and hills, it belongs to an area with a high level of mechanization, so the investment ratio
of fixed assets is also large. The fixed asset investment in urban construction has been the
main part of the total investment. In Formula (6), DSFAI represents the total investment
(CNY 100 million); SFAIi represents the investment per unit land area (CNY 100 million). In
this study, the fixed asset investment in primary industry, secondary industry and tertiary
industry represents the fixed asset investment in cultivated land and urban construction
land respectively. ISFAI represents import investment (CNY 100 million). OSFAI rep-
resents export investment (CNY 100 million). According to Formula (6), the per capita
annual ration consumption is about 135 kg:

n

∑
i=1

(SFAIi · xi) + ISFAI −OSFAI & DSFAI (6)

(3) Social constraints

Agricultural products are one of its main production targets in the key county-level city
for agriculture and ecological protection, so the balance of the food supply is particularly
important. In Formula (7), USi represents the amount of grain produced per unit land
area (kg/km2), which can be obtained by the ratio of grain yield to cultivated land area
before optimization. D stands for grain demand (kg). Agricultural production and urban
secondary and tertiary industries both need labor. In Formula (7), ULi represents the labor
force per unit land area (person/km2). In this study, the employees in the primary industry,
the secondary industry and the tertiary industry represent the labor force on cultivated
land and urban construction land, and the ratio of them to each type of land area before
optimization is taken as the value of ULi. TL stands for total labor force (people).

n
∑

i=1
xi·USi & D

n
∑

i=1
(ULi · xi) . TL

(7)

(4) Programming constraint

The planning conditions mainly include the restriction of cultivated land protection
red line and the restriction of construction land area. In Formula (8), FC represents
the minimum cultivated land protected area (km2). FB refers to the maximum area of
construction land (km2) A 338 km2 farmland protection red line has been set, accounting
for 31.62% of the total area.

xi ≥ FC, i = 1
xi ≤ FB, i = 2

(8)

(5) Other Constraints

xi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2 (9)

In Formula (9), x1 represents cultivated land. x2 represents urban construction land.

(6) Carbon effect estimation

Before estimating the carbon effect, it is necessary to define the organizational bound-
ary. The organizational boundary set in this study is the carbon effect within the range
of cultivated land production activities and urban consumption, which mainly includes
carbon sources, carbon emissions generated by mechanical farming and urban produc-
tion and living energy consumption in cultivated land activities, carbon emissions from
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farmland and municipal wastewater treatment, carbon emissions from municipal solid
waste treatment, carbon emissions produced by the human body and carbon emissions
from livestock and poultry farming. In terms of carbon sinks, cultivated land, shrub land,
woodland and water are all included.

2.1.3. Cellular Automata Simulation

Cellular automata determines cellular state through transformation rules [40]. The
improved transformation rules not only include the influence of cellular state and neighbor-
hood action at the previous moment but also include quantified social, economic, spatial
and other factors:

St+1 = f (St, N, . . .) (10)

In Formula (10), S refers to the set of all possible states, f is the transition rule, N is
the neighborhood of the cell, t moment is the current moment and t + 1 represents the next
moment. In fact, cellular automata take into account spatial explicit weighting factors in
suitability, rather than completely random allocation. Each cell’s land type is considered the
primary type, and that cell is masked, while all other land types are considered the “claim”
type and compete for that cell. The “claim” type of cell that influences the possibility of
the future land type of the principal cell must be both inherently suitable and close to the
principal cell. This study adopts a neighborhood range of 3 × 3, with a kernel as shown in
Figure 4.
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This study defines three basic scenarios affecting land use change and the basic
settings for each scenario. The first situation is the role of neighborhood. If there is an
urbanized area around, the central cell is also inclined to develop into an urbanized cell
under the influence of the neighborhood state, which is manifested as the concentration
of the urbanized area. In the second case, the protected area is regarded as the forbidden
area for development, and it will not be developed into an urban area no matter whether it
has the conditions for the development of urban area. Third case: In the case of limited
city size, in order to ensure the balanced improvement of various functions of the city, it is
not feasible to consider only a single goal. Therefore, the consideration of the red line of
cultivated land protection and the control of construction land scale is added. This paper
mainly studies two types of land with fierce competition, namely, cultivated land and
urban construction land.

3. Case Study

Chongzhou is located in southwestern China, covering an area of 1089 km2, located
between 30◦30′~30◦53′ N and 103◦07′~103◦49′ E (Figure 5.). In terms of geographical
conditions, the terrain of Chongzhou is high in the northwest and low in the southeast.
The west is mostly high mountains, and the terrain is steep. High mountains account for
38.4% of the total area. It has mild climatic conditions, abundant agricultural conditions,
more rainfall and less sunshine. In terms of history and culture, Chongzhou is one of
the cradles of ancient Shu civilization and the birthplace of agricultural civilization. In
terms of economy and society, the GDP of Chongzhou in 2017 was CNY 30.04 billion,
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and the proportion of primary, secondary and tertiary industries was 12.1:49.5:38.4. The
permanent resident population is 664,800, and the number of people employed in the
primary, secondary and tertiary industries is 110,500, 282,800 and 149,600, respectively.
Chongzhou is located in the west of Chengdu City, in the middle and upper reaches of
Minjiang River, and is an important water source and ecological conservation area of
Chengdu Plain. According to the strategy of “advancing to the east, expanding to the south,
controlling to the west, transforming to the north, and providing excellent” in the General
Plan of Chengdu City (2016–2035), Chongzhou is mainly responsible for the development
of green industries and providing ecological services. Meanwhile, it strictly implements the
ecological red line control, with cultivated land and woodland occupying the main position.
According to existing data, generally speaking, cultivated land and urban construction
land are mainly distributed in the central and eastern regions. Agriculture and urban
construction will form a competitive relationship in terms of terrain. Thus, elevation and
slope both constitute the main influencing factors of agricultural development and urban
construction. In addition to the above linear features, namely, point features, elevation and
slope conditions, for agricultural development, there are also natural conditions such as
rainfall, soil productivity and heat that have a certain impact on the characteristics and
productivity of agricultural products in the region. Taking into account the accessibility of
data, this study selects rainfall as a representative to participate in the construction of the
Bayesian network. In order to test the performance of the model, the Bayesian network
modeling was replicated in Chongzhou ecological service zones, agricultural protection
zones and major urban areas within Chengdu. On the one hand, natural endowment drives
the stepwise development of land use. On the other hand, as one of the key pilot cities of
New-type Urbanization in western China, it is still in the stage of urban expansion with
highly developed social and economic activities, so it is suitable for this model. The general
situation of Chongzhou is shown in Figure 6.
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The data mainly came from Chengdu Yearbook 2018, Chongzhou Yearbook 2018 and
Sichuan Statistical Yearbook 2018, which recorded the economic and social data in 2017.
The elevation and spatial land use data are from the geographical science and resources
institute of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Tsinghua University; China’s present
situation of land use remote sensing monitoring database 30 m global land use data (http:
//data.ess.tsinghua.edu.cn/fromglc2017v1.html accessed on 6 March 2019) and spatial
rainfall data were collected from National Tibetan Plateau Scientific Data Center [41,42];
and spatial data such as roads, water systems, attractions and commercial centers are
derived from OpenStreetMap database. According to China’s industrial structure and
the status quo of land use, combined with the classification standard of China’s land use
status in 2017, this study divides land types into cultivated land, woodland, shrubby
land, water area, protected area and urban construction land. The data on livestock and
poultry rearing quantities, feeding cycles, electricity use, fuel use and management costs
are from Chongzhou Yearbook 2018, Sichuan Statistical Yearbook 2018, Sichuan Survey
Yearbook 2018, National Cost-Benefit Compilation of Agricultural Products 2018 and
statistical data of Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, PRC (http://zdscxx.moa.gov.
cn:8080/nyb/pc/search.jsp accessed on 14 December 2021). Nitrogen emissions, CO2, CH4
and N2O emissions factor from the 2006 national greenhouse gas inventory guide, the
provincial greenhouse gas inventory preparation guide (2011) and the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization (http://www.fao.org/faostat/zh/#data/GM accessed on
16 July 2021). Data on the CO2-eq emission factors of standard coal are from China Energy
Statistical Yearbook 2018, and the CO2-eq emission factor of electric power data are from
literature. [43,44]. To avoid double counting, the organization boundaries of this study are
beef cattle, pigs, mutton sheep and meat poultry, as well as the production area, feed area
and management area of breeding in Chongzhou [45,46], as shown in Figure 7.

The classification of land use, the sign of land use conversion and the carbon emission
form of the study are explained as follows: (1) Biomass storage and carbon sequestration
of agricultural products are not considered in this study. (2) Because of the forest and
herbs, there are many different crops and the waters of the biomass, and this paper
summarizes land use cover change by the change of land type. The vegetation on the land’s
net ecosystem productivity (NEP) is also changed, and combined with the geographical
position and climate characteristics, they determine the net ecosystem productivity of
different land types. The average carbon sequestration capacity of different land types is
also calculated. (3) The carbon emission form studied in this paper is CO2, that is, CO2
generated by various land use activities.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Influencing Factors of Land Use: Bayesian Network

A Bayesian network is constructed and completed in Netica software (www.norsys.com,
accessed on 16 July 2021), using data from railways, highways, scenic spots, commercial
centers, slopes, water area, rainfall, elevation and other data processed by ArcGIS. Consider-
ing that the area of the research area is the size of a county, this research created 500 random
sample points to train the Bayesian network with the sample data. Since the creation of
random points results in the absence of values in the attributes of some points, 4 points
were eliminated, and the total sample size became 496. The coordinate system of all kinds
of spatial data was unified as GCS_WGS_1984, and all data processing was carried out in
this coordinate system. The vector spatial data were converted to raster data through the
element-to-raster operation, and the pixel size was 250 × 250 m. By generating the nearest
neighbor table and extracting the point of arrival, all kinds of spatial attributes were linked
with land use, and the attribute characteristics of each grid cell were obtained. Statistical
spatial attribute data were the input type of the Netica software. Modules are constructed
in Netica, and each module was divided into 10 continuous interval states. The initial
probability of each module is equal so as to conduct initial exploration, determine parent
nodes and child nodes according to the model design and form a directed acyclic graph.

Figure 8 shows the probability map of influencing factors of cultivated land, and
Figure 8 shows the probability map of influencing factors of urban construction land. DEM
is the height, Slope is the slope, Accessibility is the accessibility to all kinds of lines and
points, and so on. A state refers to protected areas, B state refers to cultivated land, C
state refers to woodland, D state represents shrub land, E state represents water area and F
state represents urban construction land. Among them, the data of accessibility, natural
endowment and farming are only statistical data without spatial data, so the preliminary
determination is based on the expert knowledge, so that the follow-up research can be
carried out smoothly.
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According to the results of the Bayesian network in Figure 8, the linear ground features
have the same characteristics for cultivated land and urban construction land, that is, the
closer the land is to railways, highways, scenic spots and commercial centers, the easier it is
to develop into cultivated land, and the trend of decline is from near to far. Due to the large
amount of data, all the data of the 496 sample points were not included in this paper, so
the sample data were explained in words. The first is the influence brought by the railway.
As an important means of transportation to other places, the railway has a wider scope of
influence than other linear ground objects. In Figure 8, the states of the “Distancetorailway”
node are divided into 10, each state represents a continuous interval, and the value from A
to J is increasing. The value of the sample can correspond to one of the intervals, so as to
achieve the purpose of grading. The same applies to other state nodes. The distance to the
railway has an interval length of 4740 m, as shown in Figure 8, and the state of intervals A
and B, about 9 km within range, has the greatest attraction of arable land. With the increase
in distance, the influence is more and more weak. The domestic railway’s furthest distance
influence is also not reduced to 0, which shows that the influence of the railway is wide,
but the impact is only large in a certain neighborhood. The distance to the highway is
570 m, the distance to the scenic spot is 2690 m and the distance to the commercial center is
1710 m. The reason why the length of the interval is different is because of the limitation of
computing speed and memory. As can be seen from the figure, the influence rules of the
three are roughly the same. The optimal impact distance of highway is interval A, about
500 m; the best impact distance of the scenic spot is between A and B, which is about 5 km.
The optimal impact distance of the commercial center is between A and B, which is about
3.5 km. In terms of natural endowment, in view of the accessibility of data, elevation, slope
and rainfall are selected as state nodes. Among them, rainfall can be seen as a general
trend, and regions with greater rainfall have better conditions for agricultural development.
Compared with the data integrity of other modules, the anomaly in interval F in the figure
may be due to insufficient rainfall data sampling. The probability of elevation’s influence
on land use state transition presents a “cliff” distribution, that is, more than 67.3% of the
cultivated land is distributed below 800 m, which indicates that greater elevation will have
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a great limitation on the current agricultural development in Chongzhou. The slope is the
same. Moreover, 70.1% of the cultivated land is below 5◦, and more than 5◦ will have great
restrictions on mechanized farming. The slope is divided into five grades according to the
relevant provisions of topographic slope classification technology in the second national
land survey: I (0◦~2), II (2◦~6), III (6~15), IV (15~25) and V (>25), and above 25 degrees
will forbid land reclamation. In fact, the cultivated land in Chongzhou is below the degree,
so the slope has a great limitation on agricultural development, which is a factor that must
be taken into account in the study. The influence of water sources is similar to that of roads,
and it has a greater influence on cultivated land within the range of about 1.7 km between
A and B and decreases with the increase in distance. In terms of land use evaluation,
mechanized tillage does not play a decisive role in land state. Areas with good natural
endowment are more likely to be converted to arable land.

As can be seen from Figure 9, 59.5% of the construction land elevation is mainly kept
below 800 m, and 57.3% of the construction land slope is kept below 5◦. The optimal impact
distance of the water area is within the range of about 1.7 km between A and B. In the
two state intervals of A and B, within about 9 km, the railway has the greatest attraction
to urban construction land. The optimal impact distance of highway is interval A, about
500 m; the best impact distance of the scenic spot is between A and B, which is about 5 km.
The optimal impact distance of the commercial center is between A and B, which is about
3.5 km.
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4.2. Comparative Analysis of Influence Factors

It is generally believed that all influencing factors, except elevation, slope and rainfall,
should present the distribution as shown in Figure 10a if their influences on land use are
equidistant attenuations. However, this is not the case in fact. In this study, the influence of
various factors on land use under uncertain conditions was obtained through a Bayesian
network, and different results were obtained, as shown in Figure 10b. Firstly, the influence
of various factors on land use is not inversely proportional to the distance. Secondly, the
influence rules of various factors are not consistent. For example, the attenuation rate of
railway influence is slow, while that of highway influence is faster. In order to express
the influence law of each factor on land use, Gaussian radial basis function is used to
express the non-inversely proportional and different influences. According to the Bayesian
network constructed in Netica, the mean value and standard deviation of the influence
probability of each factor can be obtained to determine the Gaussian radial basis function
to express the influence probability of each factor. Figure 11 shows the Gaussian radial
basis function curve of the influence factors of cultivated land drawn in MATLAB R2019a.
Figure 12 shows the Gaussian radial basis function curve of influencing factors of urban
construction land. Figures 11 and 12a from left to right in turn show: road (green), water
(magenta), business center (yellow) and attractions (red) and railway (blue). It can be
seen that under the same coordinate measurement, the influence of railway is one of the
widest, the highway has the narrowest scope of influence but rail impacts few and far
between. Although the road influence area is narrow, the road network is complex, and its
influence cannot be underestimated. Second, the influence of the water range is relatively
narrow, and the publicizing states of drainage systems are mainly the Golden Horse river,
Minjiang river is flow and Black Rock stream (into Dujiangyan). The condition (within the
territory of the longest) and the size of the tributary of about 180. Figure 11b shows rainfall
(magenta, in millimeters), Figure 11c shows slope (red, in degrees) and Figure 11d shows
elevation (blue, in meters). Slope (red, in degrees) is shown in Figure 12b and elevation
(blue, in meters) is shown in Figure 12c. The analysis is described in Section 4.1.

4.3. Affect Probability Distribution

According to the characteristics of the Bayesian network, the probabilities of each node
are independent from each other, so the joint influence probability of each factor can be
calculated, which is used to express the relationship between each factor and is conducive
to the transformation of independent influence probability to comprehensive influence
probability. Figure 13 shows the spatial distribution of the joint influence probability of
cultivated land. Figure 14 shows the spatial distribution of probability of joint impact
of urban construction land. As you can see, in terms of the probability rule, arable land
and urban construction land are in competition, but from the point of spatial distribution,
cultivated land is the best space in central and southern areas, and the near eastern area
transition probability is low and water systems are mainly distributed in the central,
southern and western states. The water supply in the east is not only relatively weak, but it
is also located in the direction leading to the center of Chengdu and a cluster of industrial
parks. The suitability probability of urban construction land is relatively smooth, except for
the low probability of the western protection area (brown-red part), the other parts of the
suitability probability have little difference. The low suitability probability of a small piece
of cultivated land and urban construction land in the south is caused by water area factors.
Compared with other areas, this area is far from water area, so the overall probability will
be slightly affected.
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 Figure 10. Spatial expression of various influencing factors (a) and influence probability distribution (b).
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4.4. Optimization Analysis of Land Use Structure

To solve the fuzzy mathematical programming problem in MATLAB R2019a, it is
necessary to turn the fuzzy mathematical programming problem into the general program-
ming problem. The parameters of constraint conditions include three types, including
environmental parameters, economic parameters, social parameters, planning parameters
and parameters of objective function, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. Finally, the value of λ is
2 × 10−8; x1 = 436.87 km2, that is, the area of cultivated land is 436.87 km2; x2 = 69.42 km2,
that is, the area of construction land is 69.42 km2; z = 98.38 CNY/kg, that is, the economic
benefit brought by 1 kg carbon emission is CNY 98.38. The original construction land scale
of Chongzhou was 68.5 km2, while the construction land scale is controlled to 70 km2, and
the optimized result is 69.42 km2. Therefore, it can be seen from the solution results that
the construction land scale of Chongzhou in 2017 is within a reasonable range and can be
increased appropriately but should not be too much. The cultivated land protection red
line is 338 km2, and the optimized results show that Chongzhou can have 436.87 km2 of
cultivated land. It is suggested that in addition to the reclamation of wasteland, greater
efforts can be made in land consolidation and reclamation to make full use of high-quality
agricultural resources. The cultivated land protection red line is 338 km2. According to
the calculation, the economic benefit of 1 kg carbon emission in Chongzhou is CNY 98.38,
which belongs to the high economic carbon efficiency. In addition, Chongzhou is not
a heavy industrial city with key carbon emission departments as its pillar industry. Its
agriculture and tertiary industries are developed, and the secondary industry is dominated
by green and intelligent industries. The annual carbon sink of Chongzhou is 2.3 × 109 kg,
with a strong natural carbon neutralization field, which to a certain extent ensures that the
carbon emissions generated in Chongzhou will not cause climate pressure in Wenchuan,
Dujiangyan, Dayi and other surrounding areas and can be neutralized by itself.
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Table 1. Constraint parameters.

Constraint Type Constraint Parameters Unit Value

Environmental parameters

Soil erosion rate % 2
Erodible area km2 8

Cultivated wastewater per unit area kg/km2 6.48 × 106

Municipal wastewater per unit area kg/km2 18.91 × 106

Total capacity of wastewater treatment kg/year [1 × 1010, 1.2 × 1010]
Solid waste per unit area kg/km2 58.39 × 103

Total capacity of solid waste treatment kg [7 × 107, 7.3 × 107]

Economic parameters

Unit farmland fixed assets investment yuan/km2 4.16 × 106

Unit urban fixed assets investment yuan/km2 4.01 × 108

Import investment yuan 6.84 × 108

Export investment yuan 0
Total investment yuan [2.93 × 1010, 3 × 1010]

Social parameters

Unit grain output kg/km2 2.51 × 105

Total grain demand kg [8.97 × 107, 9 × 107]
Unit cultivated labor people/km2 251

Unit urban labor force people/km2 6 312
Total labor force people [5.42 × 105, 6.65 × 105]

Planning parameters
Cultivated land protection red line km2 338

Limits on the scale of construction land km2 70
Non-negative restriction km2 0

Table 2. Objective function parameters.

Objection Parameters Unit Value

Economic benefits per unit of land area yuan/km2 8.60 × 106

yuan/km2 4.41 × 108

Carbon emissions from farmland wastewater treatment kg/km2 6.80 × 103

Carbon emissions from municipal wastewater treatment kg/km2 19.85 × 103

Carbon emissions from solid waste disposal kg/km2 62.28 × 103

Carbon emissions from livestock and poultry production kg 9.59 × 107

Carbon emissions from people ploughing land kg/km2 19.85 × 103

Carbon emissions from urban construction land kg/km2 498.68 × 103

Carbon emissions from energy use on cultivated land kg/km2 1.07 × 103

Carbon emissions from urban energy use kg/km2 2.89 × 106

Finally, considering the application of two stage results, based on the parameters
obtained from the Bayesian networks and fuzzy mathematical programming, we build
the cellular automata (CA) by considering the impact of land use change of three kinds of
basic situations, that is, the role of the neighborhood, the areas of conservation should be
prevented from developing into urban areas as well as planning restrictions, as mentioned
in Section 2.1.3. The spatial simulation of the optimized results is obtained. As shown in
Figure 15, the gray area represents the protected areas and water areas that are prohibited
from development and utilization, the green area represents the cultivated land, and the
red area represents the construction land. By comparing the land use changes before
and after simulation, it can be clearly seen that the construction land increment circled in
yellow is located in the central and western parts of Chongzhou, as shown in Figure 15a.
Correspondingly, the amount of cultivated land in this region will decrease, but the total
area of cultivated land has space to increase. From the point of urban agglomeration, the
region in the radiation zone between the state and the Chengdu core are more likely to
develop into urban construction land, but the zone influenced by publicizing internal
stated may also be influenced by external conditions, such as the urban siphon effect. Small
cities such as Chongzhou are more susceptible to the siphon effect of large cities such as
Chengdu, which is reflected in space.
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4.5. Behavior Rule Validation

In the 1940s, the Monte Carlo method was proposed. Monte Carlo is an experimental
probabilistic method, which is based on a large number of randomized trials to describe
the complex uncertainty problems encountered in practice [47]. It is a method that can
be systematically and comprehensively explored, which is superior to the parameters
of isolation, effectiveness analysis and single-class models in performance, especially in
the ability to show the coupling error caused by coupling through the Monte Carlo test.
Therefore, this study uses Monte Carlo thought to verify the transformation rules and
completes simulation and calculation with ArcGIS and Excel. The Monte Carlo method
determines the transition state of land use for each unit based on probability, is a more
scientific method to deal with uncertain factors of land use. Considering the size of the
study area, this study sampled 100,000 random points in the urban area, which can basically
cover the whole area closely. Figure 16 shows the distribution of random points in a part
of the area. In addition to the reserve, other non-urban cells into urban construction land
cells have certain regularity and transformation rules. In order to verify the rationality
of the conversion rules obtained in this study, according to the Monte Carlo idea, when
the number of random points is large enough, the situation close to the actual situation
can be calculated, that is, when the joint influence probability reaches that value, the
cell transformation will occur. The verification results show that if policy restrictions are
not taken into account, when the probability of the joint impact formulated in this study
exceeds 50%, the state of cell can be changed under the condition of natural development
and converted into a cell of urban construction land with an accuracy of 91.99%.
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5. Discussion

Based on the current situation and shortage of urban land use structure and spatial
arrangement, this study analyzes the influencing mechanism of land use and optimize
the land use structure under uncertainties by using a Bayesian network and fuzzy math-
ematical programming. Based on the results of the two stages of analysis, the cellular
automata simulation is completed. The results indicated that, according to the joint in-
fluence probability of arable land and urban construction land, the best land space for
cultivated land is in the middle and the south, while the conversion probability of the area
near the east is low. Except for the western protection area, the joint impact probability of
construction land in the other parts is generally similar. From the perspective of structure,
the construction land increment of 1.5 km2 can achieve the control of the construction
land scale. After the optimization of fuzzy planning, the optimal construction land scale
is 69.42 km2. Under the condition that the cultivated land red line is guaranteed, there
is still 98.87 km2 of space for the increase in cultivated land. In order to make full use of
high-quality agricultural resources conditions, the obtained parameters were applied to
the simulation, which appeared that the increase in construction land would occur in the
central and western part of Chongzhou, which may be caused by the urban siphon effect.
According to Monte Carlo verification, when the conversion probability exceeds 50%, the
cultivated land could be turned into urban construction land, with an accuracy of 91.99%.
Therefore, this proposed framework is helpful to understand the process of land use and
provides a reference for making scientific and reasonable territorial spatial planning and
guiding land use practice under uncertainties.

Under conventional constraints, this study uses a small entry point to express one
aspect of the uncertainty, namely, the uncertainty of the target conditions for economic
carbon efficiency. The data were compared with Van et al.’s (2012) simulated land supply
with known drivers of land use, and then the uncertainty was analyzed using the Monte
Carlo method. Meyer et al. (2012) used a Bayesian network to help assess the uncertainties
brought about by stakeholder knowledge modeling. This study considers the uncertainty
in the optimization of land use structure and applied the results obtained by the uncertainty
method to the spatial simulation.

As shown in the above results, the two-stage land use analysis framework constructed
in this study has a good optimization effect. According to the analysis of spatial influencing
factors, in the spatial pattern, cultivated land and urban construction land constitute a
competitive relationship, and cultivated land is at a competitive disadvantage. If the con-
struction land is not controlled, the agricultural space is bound to cause pressure. From the
perspective of land use structure, Chongzhou can realize the growth of construction land
and cultivated land area under this optimization framework, but the spatial distribution
may change dynamically. Taking construction land as an example, this study simulated
its spatial distribution, and the results shows that the increase could occur in the central
and western part of Chongzhou, which may be caused by the radiation force of various
conditions inside Chongzhou and the radiation force of the external core area of Chengdu.
Although the development of the protected area is restricted, it does not constitute the
conditions for the development of the urban area. Based on the analysis results of land
use in Chongzhou, it can be seen that the spatial influence factors can objectively reflect
the law of land use in Chongzhou, and the driving effect of all kinds of spatial influence
factors on land use in Chongzhou is significant. The constructed Bayesian networks can
capture the uncertainty of spatial influencing factors, especially in the case that all land use
information cannot be captured at present, which highlights its advantages in applicability.
In addition, fuzzy mathematical planning can supplement the role of land use planning
on land use to a certain extent, quantify the impact including economy, environment and
policy, help to understand the development of land use in an all-round way and provide
some support for optimizing land use so as to promote the orderly, controllable and di-
versified development of cities. Based on the results of this study, this paper will provide
some thoughts for urban land use from the following aspects: Firstly, based on the concept
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of sustainable development, more consideration should be given to the environmental
benefits and carbon emissions of land use under uncertain and flexible conditions, so as to
formulate more promising land plans for cities. Second, based on the influencing factors of
land use, planning should correctly grasp the law of land use development, strictly protect
high-quality land and guard against the expansion of inefficient use of construction land.
The third aspect is to rationally plan functional areas according to different geographical
locations of urban space, give full play to regional resource endowments and advantages
and formulate more targeted land schemes.

Due to the limitation of current technology and foundations, there is still room for
improvement and optimization in this study. The goal of this study is to provide support for
the decision-making system, which can reflect the information and elements needed in the
decision-making process to a certain extent. The Bayesian network and fuzzy mathematical
programming method can capture more uncertainty, which is verified to be correct to in
some sense, but the construction of the model is limited to the primary stage and cannot
reflect all information and components. The real system is often much more complex than
the idea, so it needs to be further explored to clarify more details inside the model, which
have been rarely probed so far. The current challenges also include the quantification of
external influencing factors, the accessibility of spatial data and the reasonable setting of
fuzzy parameters. The uncertainty of land use will continue to exist in the future. Although,
considering specific problems, the choice of models and methods may be different, it is
still necessary to ensure that models and methods do not have a dominant impact on the
research results, and more attention should be paid to practical problems.

6. Conclusions

From the perspective of land supply-side structural reform, this study took cultivated
land and urban construction land in Chongzhou in 2017 as the main research objects, carried
out a two-stage study on land use optimization and drew the following conclusions. The
spatial distribution of joint impact probability of cultivated land and urban construction
land shows that the best land space of cultivated land is in the middle and south, while
the regional conversion probability near the east is low, which may be caused by the
distribution of water sources and rainfall. The joint impact probability of urban construction
land is relatively smooth. Except for the probability of the western reserve being low, the
joint impact probability of other parts is generally similar. Compared with other areas,
this area is far from the water area, so the overall probability is slightly affected. From
the perspective of spatial performance, the form of urban construction land is relatively
concentrated, while cultivated land is located in the periphery of urban construction land.
In the long run, urban construction land has the dynamic characteristics of “catching
up” with cultivated land. If the scale of urban construction land is not controlled and
high-quality cultivated land resources are not protected, there will be a risk of imbalance
in urban spatial structure, and the space of forest land, irrigated grassland and protected
areas will be more tense. In addition to the reclamation of wasteland, Chongzhou can also
make greater efforts in land consolidation and reclamation to make full use of high-quality
agricultural resource conditions. Construction land can be appropriately increased, but
it should not exceed the scale control of construction land. The carbon emissions from
production, construction and living in Chongzhou can be fully absorbed by the local carbon
sink, which can be self-sufficient, and the carbon emissions are well controlled. Therefore,
Chongzhou plays an important role as an ecological conservation area in Chengdu. The
results show that the increase in construction land can occur in the central and western
parts of Chongzhou, which may be caused by the radiation force of various conditions
inside Chongzhou and the external radiation force of the core area of Chengdu. The
Monte Carlo verification results show that when the conversion probability is more than
50%, the cultivated land can be turned into urban construction land, with an accuracy of
91.99%, passing the test. In addition, the study provides a methodological reference for
the formulation of more sustainable and ecologically friendly land schemes, explores the
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land use impact mechanism and land use impact under uncertain conditions, expands
the perspective and method of land use impact mechanism research, further deepens
the understanding of uncertainty in land use process and provides certain theoretical
significance for land use development research.
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Abstract: Habitat quality and ecosystem service value (ESV) are important foundations for sustainable
development. Baoding, as the strategic hinterland of Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei, is of great significance
to regional ecological conservation and sustainable urban development. Based on land-use data
from 2000 to 2020, the land-use scenarios of natural development (ND), water protection (WP),
forest rehabilitation (FR), and cultivated land protection (CP) in 2030 were predicted by the PLUS
model and adopt the InVEST model and equivalent ESV table to assess ecological sustainability. The
results show that: (1) From 2000 to 2020, the construction land in Baoding has increased by 812 km2,
and the cultivated land and forest land decreased by 708 km2 and 154 km2. Habitat quality is
obviously deteriorating in 4.66% of the city. (2) Under different scenarios, the order of habitat quality
is CP > FR > WP > ND. The habitat quality under each scenario is dominated by medium habitat
quality. (3) Under different scenarios, the order of ESV is FR > CP> WP > ND. The fluctuation of forest
land and cultivated land scale is affecting the ESV. (4) CP and FR will form a land-use pattern that has
“high ecological quality and value”, which better balances the economic development and ecological
protection of Baoding. This research study will provide a reference for the effective allocation of land
resources and will guide the formulation of urban land space planning policy in Baoding.

Keywords: land use; habitat quality; ecosystem service value; PLUS-InVEST model; multi-scenario
simulations

1. Introduction

To achieve urban–rural integration in the new era, harmonizing regional ecological
quality and ecological values is key to promoting regional economic sustainability at the
macro level [1,2]. Thus, it is important to accurately assess the future evolution of regional
habitat quality trends and calculate the future value of regional ecosystem services. Land-
use change represents an important link between human socio-economic activities and
natural environment evolution, habitat quality, and ecosystem service values (ESV) [3,4].
Currently, the analysis and prediction of land-use change can be achieved using various
models; for example, Logistic-CA [5], CLUES [6,7], and FLUS [8,9], which are based on
meta-cellular automata (CA) [10], have been widely used for the spatial optimization of
land-use patterns as well as ecological red line delineation. The PLUS model, which is
a novel land-use simulation model, exhibits higher simulation accuracy than that of the
above-mentioned models and can be better integrated with planning policies to support
regional sustainable development studies [11]. For instance, Li et al. coupled the grey
multi-objective optimization model (GMOP) and the PLUS model to analyze the spatial and
temporal evolution of ESV in the Sichuan–Yunnan region for 2026 under three scenarios: the
business-as-usual scenario, the ecological development priority scenario, and the ecological
and economic balance scenario [9]. Moreover, Lin et al. obtained the spatial and temporal
distributions of carbon stocks in Guangdong Province from 1990 to 2020 by using the
InVEST and PLUS models [12], while Lin et al. used the PLUS model for simulating
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land-use and land-cover change in the Fuxian Lake basin [13]. The above-mentioned
studies demonstrated the applicability of the PLUS model for the analysis and prediction
of land-use change.

Land-use change tends to affect the regional habitat quality, which is the ability of an
ecosystem to provide space for sustainable survival and the development of suitable indi-
viduals and populations within a certain spatial and temporal scale [14,15]. Stable habitats
are the prerequisite and basis for ecosystem services and functions, and they are essential
for maintaining and enhancing biodiversity [16]. Habitat quality assessment methods have
evolved from single-indicator analyses to multi-indicator integrated measurements and
then to distributed model dynamic assessments. With the increasing concern for urban
ecological environments and the quality of life, researchers constructed mathematical mod-
els such as ARIES [17], SolVES [18], and InVEST [19,20] to carry out a long time-series
dynamic assessment, among which the InVEST model based on the distributed algorithm
of 3S technology has been widely used. Furthermore, changes in land-use type can affect
the structures, processes, and functions of ecosystems, which in turn significantly affect the
ESV [21]. Accordingly, scholars studied spatial and temporal changes in ESV in different
study areas [22,23], watersheds [24], and ecological zones [25]. Previous studies used the
InVEST model to measure habitat quality in different regions, which effectively assesses
the impact of changes in natural and social conditions on ecosystem service quality. Con-
sequently, combining the InVEST and ESV will explore the synchronicity of ecological
“quality” and “value” to characterize the relationship between ecological development and
ecological economy.

With economic development and changes in urban spatial structure, Baoding, as an im-
portant city in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei city cluster, is facing ecological and environmental
problems such as air pollution, water shortage, degradation, and the shrinkage of wetland
and loss of biodiversity [26,27], which have become bottlenecks limiting the development
of the region. In 2017, it was listed by the Ministry of Housing and Construction as the
third batch of pilot cities for “Double Urban Repairs” [28]. To relieve the pressure on the
ecological environment of Baoding and promote the development of ecological industries
and the ecological integration of Beijing, Tianjin, and Hebei, this paper checks the ecological
development-related policy documents of Baoding between 2000 and 2020 and innovatively
extracts four policy focuses as the basis for setting scenarios, while combining the results
of the scenarios with the highest ecological quality and value for re-validation to provide
a reference for the effective allocation of land resources and the spatial planning of land
under ecological protection.

2. Materials and Methods

This paper uses the PLUS model and multi-period high-precision land-use data to
identify the land-use change patterns in Baoding from 2000 to 2020 and to simulate the land-
use situation in Baoding in 2030 under the guidance of four important urban development
policies. On this basis, the InVEST model was used to calculate the habitat quality of
Baoding in different periods and situations, and the ecological service value equivalence
table was introduced to estimate the value of ecosystem services in different situations in
Baoding to identify the land-use pattern of “high ecological quality-high ecological value”,
and to further validate this land-use pattern. The land-use model was further validated
to provide reference for the effective allocation of land resources and land space planning
under ecological protection (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Research Framework.

2.1. Overview of the Study Area

Baoding is in the western part of the central Hebei province and between the eastern
foothills of Taihang Mountains and the western part of the Jizhong Plain (113◦45′32′ ′–
116◦19′41′ ′ E and 38◦14′29′ ′–39◦57′3′ ′ N) (Figure 2). It is adjacent to Beijing and Zhangjiakou
in the north, Langfang and Cangzhou in the east, Shijiazhuang and Hengshui in the south,
and Shanxi in the west. The topography of the city is high in the northwest and low in the
southeast, while the landscape consists of mountains and plains and an uneven regional
distribution of river resources. Furthermore, 5 municipal districts, 4 county-level cities,
and 15 counties are under its jurisdiction, thereby exhibiting a total area of 22,190 km2,
a resident population of 11,546,000 in 2020, a GDP of CNY 335.33 billion (accounting for
9.38% of the total GDP of Hebei Province) and one of the best economic growth rates in the
province [29].

Figure 2. Location of the study area.
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2.2. Data Source

The main data sources used in this study include the following: (1) Baoding grain
production data and acreage data from the Baoding Statistical Yearbook and grain price
data from the National Compilation of Cost and Benefit Information on Agricultural Prod-
ucts [30]; (2) land-use data from the Globeland30 global surface use database (http://www.
globallandcover.com, accessed on 10 September 2022), in which the images for the land
cover classification of development and update of GlobeLand30 are mainly 30 m multispec-
tral images, including Landsat TM5 ETM+ [31]; (3) elevation data from the geospatial data
cloud platform of the Computer Network Information Center of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences (http://www.gscloud.cn, accessed on 10 September 2022), with a spatial resolution
of 30 × 30 m; (4) temperature and precipitation data from the National Science and Tech-
nology Infrastructure Platform at the National Earth System Science Data Centre—Loess
Plateau Sub-Center (http://loess.geodata.cn, accessed on 12 September 2022) [32]; (5) GDP
and population data from the Resource and Environment Science Data Registration and
Publication System; (6) roads, water, and railway data are cited from the National Geo-
graphic Information Resources Catalogue Service (www.webmap.cn). To unify the spatial
accuracy of the data, the above data were processed by using the cropping and resampling
tools of ArcGis 10.5 to convert them into 30 m × 30 m raster files.

2.3. Research Methodology
2.3.1. PLUS Model

Based on the metacellular automata model, the PLUS model integrates a land ex-
pansion strategy analysis module and a simulation model of future land-use changes
via multi-class random patch seeding [11]. First, it analyzes the spatial characteristics
of various land-use expansion forces and elucidates the driving factors between the two
phases of land-use data. Second, it employs the random forest algorithm to sample and
calculate the land-use expansion forces one by one to obtain the development probability
of each land-use type. Finally, based on the roulette wheel strategy, it combines random
patch generation, the transition transfer matrix, and the decreasing threshold mechanism
to achieve optimization and to determine the final land-use pattern.

• Selection of land-use change factors

Land-use change factors are affected by multiple factors. On the basis of considering
the accuracy and reality of the model, the factors of the natural environment, social economy,
and traffic accessibility are comprehensively considered. According to the principles of
availability, quantification, and the consistency of driving factors, 10 driving factors were
selected (Table 1).

Table 1. Land-use change factors.

Influencing Factors Driving Factors Data Source

Natural environmental

Elevation Computer Network Information Center of the Chinese Academy of Sciences
(http://www.gscloud.cn, accessed on 10 September 2022)Slope

Average annual precipitation National Science and Technology Infrastructure Platform-National Earth
System Science Data Centre–Loess Plateau Sub-centre

(http://loess.geodata.cn, accessed on 12 September 2022)Average annual temperature

Distance to water National Geographic Information Resources Catalogue Service
(www.webmap.cn, accessed on 8 September 2022)

Social economy GDP Resource and Environment Science Data Registration and Publication System
(https://www.resdc.cn, accessed on 9 September 2022)Population

Traffic accessibility
Distance to railway National Geographic Information Resources Catalogue Service

(www.webmap.cn, accessed on 8 September 2022)Distance to high speed
Distance to the road
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• Setting neighborhood effects

The neighborhood effects can reflect the expansion capacity of different land types [33].
When applying the PLUS model, it is necessary to determine the ease of interconversion
between different land-use types by using neighborhood weights as follows [11]:

Ωt
i,k =

con
(

ct−1
i = k

)

n× n− 1
×wk (1)

where con
(

ct−1
i = k

)
represents the total number of grid cells occupied by land-use type k

at the last iteration within the n × n window (n is generally taken as 3) [34]; and wk is the
weight among the different land-use types between [0, 1]. The neighborhood weights are
set based on existing research results and the actual conditions of Baoding (Table 2).

Table 2. Neighborhood weights parameters.

Type of
Land-Use Neighborhood Weights Type of

Land-Use Neighborhood Weights

Cultivated land 1.00 Forestland 0.69
Grassland 0.11 Shrubland 0.00
Wetland 0.00 Water 0.01

Construction land 0.24

• Verification of model accuracy

The PLUS model is often tested using point-by-point comparisons or random vali-
dations. Random validations are generally suitable for large-scale simulations, whereas
point-by-point comparisons are suitable for relatively small areas [35]. In this study, based
on the actual land-use data in the Baoding, this study uses a Kappa coefficient and overall
accuracy to test the simulation accuracy of the model. The overall accuracy (OA) refers to
the ratio of the number of correctly classified class cells to the total number of classes. The
Kappa coefficient is often used to compare the similarity between two images [13]. The
expression of the kappa coefficient is as follows:

kappa =
P0 − Pc

Pp − Pc
(2)

where P0 is the observed agreement rate between the reference map and the simulation
results; Pc is the expected proportion of correct simulations in the random case; and Pp is the
proportion of correct simulations in the ideal classification case and is generally taken as 1.

The results show that the Kappa coefficient of the predicted images in 2020 is 0.869
and the overall accuracy is 0.925, indicating that the PLUS simulation results are spatially
consistent and exhibit good applicability. Thus, this approach can be used for future
land-use simulation models based on Baoding.

2.3.2. Scenario Setting

Baoding is the ecological environment support area of Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei. Ac-
cording to the characteristics of land-use change in Baoding and the guidance of urban
development policies, this study set up 4 scenarios, natural development, water protection,
forest rehabilitation, and cultivated land protection, to predict the land-use change in Baod-
ing in 2030. Simulation parameters include the land-use demand, conversion constraint,
transition matrix, and neighborhood weights.

1. Natural development: This scenario simulates habitat quality and EVS development
until 2030 when the land is not affected by any policies and fully complies with the
current situational changes from 2000 to 2020, so no restricted area and land-use
change restrictions are set in this scenario. Based on the high-precision land-use data
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released by the government in 2000, 2010, and 2020, the Markov chain of the PLUS
model was used to identify the changing rules for various types of land in the past
20 years, and the identification results were used as the basis for land-use changes in
this scenario. It is also the control group.

2. Water protection: Baoding’s rich wetland resources are important for the ecological
management of northern China and the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei ecosystem [36]. The
scenario simulates habitat quality and EVS development until 2030 under water pro-
tection policies. The scenario is based on the State Council’s “Wetland Protection Plan
for Hebei Province [37]“ and the “Baoding Ecological and Environmental Protection
Plan [38]“, which propose increasing the wetland and water protection rate in Baoding
by 9% by 2030 and to enhance the stability of wetland and water ecosystems, as well
as the core strategy of converting degraded cultivated land into wetland and water.
Firstly, this condition was input into the model to adjust the land demand predicted
by a Markov chain. Then, the existing wetland and water were used as restricted areas
and the change of wetland and water was restricted. Next, neighborhood weight pa-
rameters were set according to Table 2. Lastly, the proportion and spatial distribution
of land-use under this scenario were obtained.

3. Forest rehabilitation: Forestland is the root of the survival and development of forests
and wildlife and has an important position in maintaining ecological security. Forest-
land resources in Baoding play an important role in the ecological space of Beijing–
Tianjin–Bao and the water conservation of the Yanshan–Taihang Mountains. The
scenario simulates habitat quality and ESV development to 2030 under forestland
conservation policies. The scenario is based on the government’s documents, in-
cluding the “Baoding Forest and Water Ecosystem Construction Plan [39]“, which
proposes an optimal proportion of forested land in Baoding of 35% by 2030, and the
State Council document “New Round of Returning Cultivated Land to Forest [40]“
and “14th Five-Year Plan for Forestry and Grassland Protection and Development in
Hebei Province”, which specifically propose the conversion of severely sandy land
to forestland. The core strategy involves converting cultivated land into forest land.
Firstly, this condition was input into the model to adjust the land demand predicted
by the Markov chain. Then, the existing forestlands in the nature reserve were used
as restricted areas and the change of forestland was restricted. Next, neighborhood
weight parameters were set according to Table 2. Lastly, the proportion and spatial
distribution of land-use under this scenario were obtained.

4. Cultivated land protection: Cultivated land is an important foundation for consol-
idating and improving food production capacity and ensuring national food secu-
rity [36], and Baoding’s cultivated land resources are important for the construction
of the Beijing–Tianjin Agricultural Circle, the Yanshan–Taihang Mountains, and the
pre-mountain agricultural area. The scenario simulates habitat quality and ESV de-
velopment up until 2030 under cultivated land protection policies [41]. The scenario
is based on the State Council’s documents 24 and 44 of 2020 and the Baoding gov-
ernment’s “Spring Thunder Action” for cultivated land protection from 2021, which
strictly controls the extent of existing cultivated land and focuses on improving its
quality according to the optimal protection model. Firstly, this condition was input
into the model to adjust the land demand predicted by the Markov chain. Then, the
existing permanent basic cultivated land was used as restricted areas and the change
of cultivated land was restricted. Next, neighborhood weight parameters were set
according to Table 2. Lastly, the proportion and spatial distribution of land-use under
this scenario were obtained.

2.3.3. InVEST Model

The habitat quality module of the InVEST model assesses habitat quality, while reflect-
ing the genetic variation and species reproduction potential; this is achieved by considering
the sensitivity of each land cover type relative to threat factors as well as the intensity
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of external threats [42]. Consequently, the statuses of different resources and conditions
in the environment are determined for the survival and development of individuals or
populations. The relative impacts of each threat and the distance between the habitat grid
and the threat need to be calculated before habitat quality can be calculated using the
InVEST model. The formula is as follows:

irxy = 1−
(

dxy

dr max

)
if linear (3)

irxy = exp
(
−
(

2.99
dr max

)
dxy

)
if exponential (4)

where dxy is the linear distance between grid cells x and y, and dr max is the maximum
effective distance of threat r’s reach across space.

Habitat degradation is calculated as follows:

Dxj =
R

∑
r=1

Yr

∑
y=1

(
wr

∑R
r=1 wr

)
ryirxyβxSjr (5)

where y indexes all grid cells on r’s raster map, and Yr indicates the set of grid cells on r’s
raster map.

The final measure of biodiversity and ecosystem function is based on a habitat quality
index, which is calculated as follows:

Qxj = Hj

(
1−

Dz
xj

Dz
xj + kz

)
(6)

where Qxj is the habitat quality index for land-use type j in grid x, and Hj is the habitat
suitability for land-use type j, Dxj is the habitat degradation for land-use type j in grid x, k is
the half-saturation constant, and z is the default parameter of the model (usually taken as 2.5).

Since the sensitivity of different land-use types varies toward habitat quality threats,
only the impact of human activities on the habitat is considered; the more sensitive the land-
use unit, the lower its ability to resist disturbances and the more severe the degradation.
Habitat suitability and its sensitivity to different threat factors were determined based on
relevant information regarding Baoding and previous studies in the neighboring areas [43]
(Table 3). Four types of areas with high population activity were selected as stressors,
namely: cultivated land, construction land, roads, and railways (Table 4).

Table 3. Sensitivity parameters of different land types to habitat threat factors.

Type of Land-Use Habitat
Suitability

Threats Factors

Cultivated
Land

Construction
Land Railways Roads

Cultivated land 0.5 0.3 0.9 0.7 0.7
Forestland 1 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.7
Grassland 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.55 0.55
Shrubland 1 0.5 0.7 0.35 0.35
Wetland 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.4 0.4

Water 0.9 0.8 0.85 0.7 0.65
Construction land 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 4. Threat factor parameters.

Threats Factors Maximum Duress Distance/km Weight

Cultivated land 3 0.5
Construction land 5 0.8

Railways 5 1
Roads 3 0.6

2.3.4. Calculating the ESV

The ESV in Baoding was determined by referring to the model proposed by Costanza et al. [21].
Then, it was combined with the ESV equivalent factor proposed by Xie et al. [22,23]. The standard
equivalent is the economic value of the natural food produced by one hectare of cropland
in a year at the national average yield level. It is generally considered to be equivalent to
one-seventh of the economic value of food produced on a hectare of cropland at market
prices [44,45]. Table 5 shows the ESVs of grain yield per unit area of the ecosystem in
Baoding (1567.76 CNY/hm2/a).

ESV =
m

∑
f=1

n

∑
i=1

(Cf × Efi ×Ai) (7)

where ESV is the ecosystem service value in CNY/yr, i is the land-use type and n is the
number of land-use types (n = 7 in this study), f is the ecosystem service type and Ai is the
area of land-use type i in hm2. Efi is the equivalent value of ecosystem service f for land-use
type i, m is the number of ecosystem service types (m = 11 in this study), and Cf is the
economic value of 1 unit of ecosystem services in CNY hm−2yr−1. This equation can also
be represented as follows:

E =
1
7

n

∑
i=1

mipiqi
TotalArea

(8)

where E is the economic value of 1 unit of ecosystem services, i is the grain crop type, mi is
the average price of grain crop i in Baoding, pi is the yield of grain crop i in kg/hm2, qi
is the planting area of grain crop i in hm2, and TotalArea is the total area planted in grain
crops (hm2).

Table 5. ESVs per unit area of the ecosystem (CNY/hm2).

Types of Ecosystem Services Cultivated
Land

Forest
Land

Grass
Land Water

Food production 1332.60 395.86 365.81 1026.89
Supply
Services Raw material production 627.11 909.31 538.27 572.24

Water supply 31.36 470.33 297.88 8528.65

Gas regulation 1050.40 2990.52 1891.77 2092.97
Mediation
Services Climate regulation 564.40 8948.03 5001.18 4617.08

Purifying the environment 156.78 2622.09 1651.38 7172.54
Hydrological regulation 423.30 5855.61 3663.35 99,137.77

Soil conservation 1614.80 3641.14 2304.62 2539.78
Support
Services Maintaining nutrient circulation 188.13 278.28 177.68 195.97

Biodiversity 203.81 3315.83 2704.40 8168.07

Cultural
Services Aesthetic Landscape 94.07 1454.10 877.95 5189.31
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3. Results
3.1. Analysis of Land-Use Change
3.1.1. Characteristics of Land-Use Change from 2000 to 2020

During 2000–2020, the land-use of Baoding was dominated by cultivated land, forest-
land, and construction land, with the sum of the areas of these land types accounting for
over 90%, cultivated land and forestland accounted for 49% and 34% of the total area on av-
erage per year, respectively (Table 6). Over the past 20 years, forestland in the middle- and
low-lying mountainous areas of Baoding was gradually converted to cultivated land and
construction land (Figure 3). Meanwhile, the grassland area in the hilly region, which acts
as a border between the mountainous area and the plain area, slightly increased. Overall,
the expansion of construction land in the plain area is prominent, and the main urban area
shows a clear trend of expansion toward the north.

Table 6. Proportion of land-use types in Baoding from 2000 to 2020 (%).

Year

Type of Land-Use

Cultivated
Land

Forest
Land

Grass
Land

Shrub
Land

Wet
Land Water Construction

Land

2000 49.96 33.85 5.37 0.01 0.03 0.46 10.32
2010 50.18 33.93 5.18 0.01 0.03 0.44 10.24
2020 46.77 33.16 5.56 0.02 0.03 0.49 13.97
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Cultivated land and forestland account for the highest share of the total area of
Baoding. However, the area of cultivated land and forestland slightly increased during
2000–2020, which was followed by a significant reduction; that is, cultivated land decreased
from 11,090 km2 in 2000 to 10,380 km2 in 2020, while forestland decreased from 7510 km2 in
2000 to 7360 km2 in 2020. Accordingly, there is a dire need to conserve cultivated land and
forestland. In 20 years, the area of construction land grew by 812 km2, which represents the
highest increase in the area of any land type. Meanwhile, the area of wetland has decreased
by 0.53 km2, and the area of water areas has increased by 5 km2; this contrasting trend
shows that some wetland gradually transformed into water lands, and that the ecological
protection of the wetland is necessary. Grassland and shrubland slowly increased over
these 20 years by 41 km2 and 4 km2, respectively. Overall, the land-use patterns in Baoding
show a significant increase in construction land, a significant decrease in cultivated land
and forestland, and a slight shift in other land types.

3.1.2. Land-Use Simulation under Different Scenarios

Land-use simulations for 2030 were carried out based on the neighborhood weights
in Table 2 and the transfer cost matrix under different scenarios. Compared with the 2020
land-use data, the change in the land-use areas in Baoding in 2030 varied under different
scenarios (Table 7); the specific scenario settings and corresponding results have been
mentioned below.
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Table 7. Proportion (%) and decadal change (km2) of land-use types in Baoding under different
scenarios in 2030.

Type of
Land-Use

Natural
Development

Water
Protection

Forest
Rehabilitation

Cultivated Land
Protection

Proportion Decadal
Change Proportion Decadal

Change Proportion Decadal
Change Proportion Decadal

Change

Cultivated land 44.33 −540.54 44.33 −540.54 42.99 −837.91 46.77 0.00
Forestland 32.58 −129.71 32.62 −120.78 35.00 407.82 33.87 156.46
Grassland 5.69 28.64 5.69 28.64 5.69 28.64 4.82 −164.25
Shrubland 0.02 −0.03 0.02 −0.12 0.02 −1.21 0.02 −0.12
Wetland 0.01 −3.60 0.03 1.66 0.02 −2.47 0.03 0.00

Water 0.51 5.69 0.55 13.32 0.52 7.82 0.49 0.11
Construction land 16.86 639.55 16.76 617.83 15.76 397.31 14.01 7.80

Natural development scenario: The increase in construction land area is higher than
the other three scenarios, and cultivated land and forestland are still the main contributors
to the increase in construction land area. Under this scenario, the forestland area in Baoding
decreased by 130 km2, and the cultivated land area decreased by 541 km2 (becoming the
largest land type to be transformed). Meanwhile, the area of construction land increased
by 636 km2, whereas the area of other land types only changed slightly. Based on the
spatial distribution of land-use changes (Figure 4), there is a tendency for cultivated land to
transform into forestland in the northwestern part of the mountainous area and at the edge
of the nature reserve in the southwestern part of Baoding. Nevertheless, construction land
in the northern part of the hilly area, the northeastern part of the plain area, and the central
city will continue to expand outward along the urban edges, whereas construction land in
the southern part of the plain area is likely to transform into cultivated land.

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of land-use change under different scenarios in 2030.
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Water protection scenario: The land-use change trend in this scenario is similar to
ND, the reduction in forestland and cultivated land has not been effectively curbed, but
the transfer of ecological land is lower and the range of change is smaller. Meanwhile, the
water body and wetland will, respectively, increase by 13 km2 and 2 km2, because a series
of ecological restoration and comprehensive management measures have been carried out
in the upstream rivers of Baiyangdian Lake, the water area along the rivers and lakes in the
mountainous and hilly areas has increased.

Forest rehabilitation: The area of cultivated land in Baoding was further compressed
compared with the ND, with a reduction of 838 km2, which was the largest reduction in the
four scenarios. The expansion of construction land was still obvious, but its expansion rate
was effectively controlled from 3% in the ND to 2% because the development of construction
land will also be restricted to a certain extent when returning cultivated land to forest.
Meanwhile, cultivated land in mountainous and hilly areas (mainly concentrated in the
southwest with complex terrain and developed water systems) transferred to woodland.

Cultivated land protection: Under the CP, land use was maintained correspondingly
with the land-use situation in 2020. The area of cultivated land remained unchanged, the
area of forestland increased by 156 km2, the area of grassland decreased by 164 km2, and
the area of construction land only increased by 8 km2. With respect to the areas of land-use
change concentrated along the southwest waters of mountainous areas, cultivated land
protection manifested as the transfer of grassland to forestland at the edge of the water body
and the transfer of grassland to construction land at the junction of hilly area and plain
area, and the expansion of construction land in plain areas no longer has the phenomenon
of large-scale diffusion due to the strict restriction of cultivated land protection systems
and policy guidance with respect to national stock development.

3.2. Analysis of Habitat Quality Change
3.2.1. Characteristics of Habitat Quality Change from 2000 to 2020

Based on previous studies on habitat quality and the actual situation in Baoding [46],
the natural breakpoint method was used to classify habitat quality into five categories: very
low (0.0–0.1), low (0.1–0.4), medium (0.40–0.68), high (0.68–0.90), and very high (0.90–1.0).
Table 8 shows that the habitat quality in Baoding is relatively stable between 2000 and
2010, exhibiting an average change of 67 km2 or <1% for all land types. However, during
2010–2020, the changes in habitat quality increased sharply, with an average annual change
of 413 km2 being observed for all land types. In particular, the low habitat quality area
increased by 827 km2, the medium habitat quality area decreased by −874 km2, and the
habitat quality in other areas changed relatively slightly (1% on average). Therefore, a
continuous transformation trend of medium habitat quality areas to low habitat quality
areas was observed.

Table 8. Proportion of each habitat quality category in Baoding from 2000 to 2020 (%).

Year
Habitat Quality Rating

Very Low Low Medium High Very High

2000 10.32 5.36 49.97 0.31 34.03
2010 10.25 4.68 50.71 0.33 34.04
2020 13.97 5.59 46.77 0.34 33.32

To further analyze the changes in habitat quality, the spatial distribution of habitat
quality in Baoding was calculated (Figure 5). The land-use type is mainly woodland
and the ecological environment faces decreased human disturbance, thereby exhibiting
strong stability. Areas with low and medium habitat quality are mainly concentrated in
mountainous counties and towns because these contain large construction, agricultural,
and forestlands; since they exhibit a strong heterogeneity, habitat degradation is higher.
Habitat quality in hilly areas is mainly influenced by the land-use types controlled by
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natural factors within the area; for example, water and grasslands dominate the land-use
types along the irrigation areas and reservoirs in the southwestern part of Baoding, with
patches of woodland being fragmented and interspersed with grasslands, thereby resulting
in a low overall habitat quality. In plain areas, due to the significant increase in urban
land-use and human activity, habitat quality is degrading and has been mainly categorized
as low and medium.

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of habitat quality from 2000 to 2020.

The ESV in Baoding from 2000 to 2020 showed a decreasing trend year by year, which
was CNY 340, 339 and 332 billion. Forestland has the highest ESV, with an average value
of CNY 230 billion (accounting for 68% of the total value); this indicates that although
forestland is not the largest land type in Baoding, it plays a more important role in ecological
protection and development. Cultivated land, which is the largest land type in terms of area,
has an average ESV of CNY 68 million (accounting for 20% of the total value). Because of
economic, social, and regional development, cultivated land is more prone to encroachment.
Furthermore, it plays the role of restraining the uncontrolled expansion of construction land,
which has a significant positive impact on ecological development. Variations in the ecological
value of water, and grassland are low, indicating that changes in these regions have less
influence on the ESV in Baoding. Therefore, when formulating relevant policies, government
departments can consider improving or protecting forestland and cultivated land to improve
the ecological quality of Baoding’s regional environment to maintain its ecosystem.

3.2.2. Habitat Quality Simulation under Different Scenarios

Under the natural development scenario, the area of medium and high habitat quality
changed to low habitat quality (Table 9). The area of low habitat quality expanded by
636 km2, the area of medium habitat quality decreased by 539 km2, and the area of high
habitat quality decreased by 124 km2. The natural development focuses on meeting the
needs of future population growth and urban construction, while the infrastructure of
the old city has difficulty bearing the load and cannot meet the conditions for the large-
scale development of new projects, which results in the annexation of cultivated land and
forestland by construction land to maintain the expansion trend, resulting in a significant
decline in habitat quality. The ESV of the scenario is calculated to be CNY 33 billion
(Table 10).
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Table 9. Proportion (%) and decadal change (km2) of habitat quality in Baoding under different
scenarios in 2030.

Type of
Land-Use

Natural
Development

Water
Protection

Forest
Rehabilitation

Cultivated Land
Protection

Proportion Decadal
Change Proportion Decadal

Change Proportion Decadal
Change Proportion Decadal

Change

Very low 16.84 636.02 16.77 619.55 15.76 397.37 13.35 −137.85
Low 5.68 20.12 5.68 20.56 5.67 19.10 4.81 −173.46

Medium 44.34 −539.33 44.34 −539.76 43.01 −835.66 47.44 147.63
High 0.38 7.06 0.38 8.04 0.35 0.16 0.34 0.10

Very high 32.76 −123.87 32.83 −108.39 35.21 419.03 34.06 163.58

Table 10. ESV in Baoding under different scenarios in 2030 (CNY billion).

Type of Land-Use 2020

2030 Scenario Simulation

Natural
Development

Water
Protection

Forest
Rehabilitation

Cultivated Land
Protection

Cultivated land 6.52 6.18 6.18 6.00 6.52
Forestland and shrubland 22.74 22.34 22.37 24.00 23.22

Grassland 2.40 2.46 2.46 2.46 2.08
Water and wetland 1.59 1.62 1.80 1.66 1.59

Total 33.25 32.60 32.80 34.11 33.42

Under the water protection scenario, the changing trend with respect to habitat quality
was similar to natural development (Figure 6), but the decrease in habitat quality was lower.
The low habitat quality area increased by 620 km2, the high habitat quality area decreased
by 108 km2, and the higher habitat quality increased by 8 km2. Meanwhile, the habitat
improvement area is concentrated on the coast of Yishui Lake in the central part of Baoding
where social capital is introduced to protect and comprehensively develop the lake, and a
national water conservancy scenic spot will be established so that the habitat quality along
the coast of Yishui Lake will continue to improve. The total value of ESV in this scenario is
CNY 33 billion, an increase of CNY 207 million compared with the natural development.

Under the forest rehabilitation scenario, the area of low habitat quality area increased
by 397 km2, and the area of high habitat quality area increased by 419 km2. The project of
returning cultivated land to forest in Baoding involves 17 counties and 210,000 farmers. The
entire area has a wide coverage and the mountainous area has also been protected in a large
area. Therefore, the area of habitat quality improvement has increased significantly, and
it is mostly concentrated on key areas such as both sides of traffic arteries, around towns,
around lakes and reservoirs, and eco-tourism areas, initially forming the first ecological
barrier of sandstorm invasions to the south. The ESV reached CNY 34 billion, an increase
of CNY 859 million over 2020.

Under the cultivated land protection scenario, the low and very low habitat quality
areas respectively decreased by 138 km2 and 173 km2, and the medium and high habitat
quality areas increased by 147 km2 and 164 km2. Cultivated land protection is related
to national food security. Baoding has carried out strict non-agricultural and non-grain
supervision on permanent basic cultivated land. Thus, the amount of cultivated land is
effectively guaranteed in this scenario, slowing down the expansion rate of construction
land. However, the cultivated land use in the western mountainous and hilly areas of
Baoding is greatly affected by natural conditions, and its own ecological environment is
relatively fragile, which makes the middle habitat quality level area increase compared
with other scenarios. The ESV of the cultivated land protection scenario was CNY 33 billion,
and it increased by CNY 164 million compared with 2020.
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Figure 6. Spatial distribution of habitat quality change under different scenarios in 2030.

3.3. Verification of Combination Scenario

The results of the four scenarios show that the habitat quality of the cultivated land
protection scenario is the best and the ecosystem service value of the forest rehabilitation
scenario is the highest, so combining the cultivated land protection and forest rehabilitation
scenarios can balance urban economic development and ecological protection. In order
to verify this conclusion, a combination scenario was established, which combined the
cultivated land protection and forest rehabilitation scenarios as follows: the forestland cover
reached 35%; the probability of transferring cultivated land to forestland appropriately
increased; the existing forestland was used as the restricted conversion area; the probability
of transferring cultivated land to grassland, water, and construction land was reduced; the
permanent basic agricultural land was used as the restricted conversion area. The results
are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Spatial distribution of habitat quality and land-use in 2020 and 2030 under combination scenario.
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The combination scenario increased the area of forestland and water by 408 km2

and 10 km2, decreased the area of cultivated land by 246 km2, and increased the area
of construction land by 6 km2. The low and medium habitat quality areas decreased by
153 km2 and 193 km2, respectively, and the high habitat quality area increased by 432 km2,
and this is the scenario with the highest decrease in low habitat quality and increase in high
habitat quality area. The value of ecosystem services for this scenario is CNY 34.2 billion, an
increase of CNY 886 million from 2020, which is higher than the other four scenarios. This is a
land-use model that meets the goal of “high ecological quality-high ecological value”.

In order to explore the specific changes in land use, four scenic areas with a significant
shift in habitat quality levels from low to high were selected. For example, a1 in Figure 7
is the Baishi Mountain Scenic Area. The area has been actively reforested in recent years.
The forest plantation of Chinese herbs is used as an effective method for adjusting the
structure of plantation and increasing farmers’ income. Therefore, b1 shows that the
cultivated land in this scenic area is transformed into forestland. As a2 is the scenic area of
Longmen Mountain, the area has been gradually greening and building up the surrounding
forestable barren hills in recent years. Therefore, b2 shows that the forestland in this scenic
area increased. For example, a3 is the Xibaipo scenic area (national 5A level scenic area).
In recent years, driven by the scenic spot, the surrounding villages and towns actively
carried out the construction of a beautiful countryside and strengthened the protection
and construction of the forest around the village. Therefore, b3 shows the change from
grassland to forestland at the edge of water bodies in this scenic area. For example, a4 is
Xidayang Reservoir. The function of this reservoir has changed from flood control and
water supply to water conservation reserve. Therefore, b4 shows the increase of forestland
on the north side of the reservoir. Since the cultivated land in this area is a restricted
conversion area, b4 shows the conversion from grassland to forestland.

4. Discussion

The research data of this paper are from the National Bureau of Statistics. It includes
statistical monitoring data with a 10-year cycle, which is consistent with the national
development process and the implementation cycle of relevant policies. Therefore, the
research also takes a 10-year cycle to observe the dynamic changes of land use, habitat
quality, and ESV. However, in future, if the real-time ecological assessment with shorter
cycles can be supplemented, it will be more effective for supporting assessments. We hope
to continue to explore this content in future work.

This paper provides model-driven research results, which are different from the very
complex actual ecological and habitat changes and issues. However, via a comparative
study, it can be observed that the changing trend with respect to urban land use, habitat
quality, and ESV expressed by the model is consistent with the actual situation. In future,
we hope that more accurate simulation results can be obtained by improving data accuracy
and model simulation accuracy in order to guide urban development more specifically.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

In this paper, the PLUS-InVEST model and ESV were used to simulate and analyze
the evolution of land use and habitat quality in Baoding. The spatio-temporal change and
driving mechanism have the following characteristics:

1. Cultivated land and forestland are the two types of land with the largest proportion
in Baoding. The combination scenario verifies that the overall habitat quality and ESV
of the city are optimal under the priority protection of cultivated land and forestland.
In the future, cultivated land protection and forest rehabilitation scenarios should
continue to be used as the main policies to guide urban development, strictly delineate
the scope of cultivated land protection, and improve the forestland’s coverage to the
optimum level.

2. Habitat quality in Baoding contrasts significantly between the forestland in the north-
west and the cultivated and built-up land in the southeast. The existing ecological
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tourism area and reservoir within the forestland are important ecological barriers for
protecting the city from infringement and should be protected with emphasis. The
land-use situation in the cultivated land and construction land area is complex, and
the efficiency of land resource use should be improved by strengthening rural land
improvement and urban infrastructure construction.
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Abstract: Compared with industrial monoculture, agroforestry has been perceived as a more sustain-
able approach to landscape management that provides various landscape-specific benefits. However,
little is known about agroforestry’s influence on the comprehensive sustainability of agricultural
landscapes. This study focused on the importance of agroforestry and its influence on landscape
sustainability, using 118 China National Important Agricultural Heritage Systems (China-NIAHS)
as cases. In each China-NIAHS, we evaluated the importance of agroforestry and the landscape’s
comprehensive sustainability and explored their correlation. The findings indicate that agroforestry
is important in most China-NIAHS. Agroforestry’s importance is strongly correlated with most sus-
tainability indicators, including biodiversity, income diversity, resource utilization, hydrogeological
preservation, and water regulation. Based on the findings, we discuss the role of agroforestry in
promoting sustainability and provide suggestions for sustainable management and policymaking for
agricultural landscapes on a national scale.

Keywords: agricultural landscape; agricultural heritage; agroforestry; landscape sustainability

1. Introduction

More than 10% of the earth’s land surface is covered by agricultural landscapes [1].
These landscapes are shaped by agricultural practices that have been adapted to specific
environments for centuries [2]. Agricultural heritage landscapes are prominent examples
of the results of these traditional human–nature interactions that continue to be used
today [3]. They are appreciated worldwide as being rich in interrelated natural and cultural
values [4,5]. To promote the understanding and conservation of agricultural heritage
landscapes, in 2002, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
launched the Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems (GIAHS). In response to
the GIAHS, since 2012, China’s Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs has engaged in a
long-term project to survey and protect agricultural heritage landscapes throughout China,
proposing a list of China’s National Important Agricultural Heritage Systems (China-
NIAHS). So far, 118 sites have been identified in the China-NIAHS (Figure 1). They are
referred to as the “national treasures,” or “pearls of traditional wisdom” [6].

However, the current affection for modern agricultural approaches has been threat-
ening the sustainability of many agricultural heritage landscapes [7–9]. Given that only
nine plant species account for almost two-thirds of the total crop yield of agriculture [10],
industrial monoculture has been a prevailing alternative to traditional agriculture. Despite
its recognized economic benefits, the spread of industrial monoculture has been criticized
for its negative social and environmental impacts [11]. For example, industrial monoculture
is associated with soil depletion [12], inefficiency in capturing nutrients and water [13],
exotic species invasion [14], biodiversity loss [15], susceptibility to pests and diseases [16],
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and deterioration of cultures and local livelihoods [13]. Furthermore, these issues appear
to have been aggravated as a result of climate change and resource scarcity.

Figure 1. Examples of China-NIAHS that are characterized by agroforestry: (a) Hani Rice Terraces
System; (b) Xiajin Ancient Mulberry Grove System; (c) Diebu Zhagana Agriculture-Forestry-Animal
Husbandry Composite System; (d) Xin’an Traditional Cherry Terraces System; (e) Yangbi Walnut-crop
Mixed System; (f) Yangshan Peach-Poultry Agricultural System (https://www.ciae.com.cn/list/zh/
agricultural_heritage/video.html, (accessed on 22 February 2022)).

The multiple problems associated with modern agriculture prompt an investigation
of the sustainability of agricultural heritage landscapes [17]. Sustainability emphasizes a
long-lasting reconciliation of human development and environmental protection [18]. To
understand and assess sustainability, the ecological, economic, and social benefits people
obtain from landscapes have been identified [18,19]. The United Nations Sustainable De-
velopment Goals (SDG) outline a global agenda for sustainability [20]. While sustainability
is relevant at multiple scales, there has been agreement that sustainability research and
application to guide sustainable agricultural and rural development would be more op-
erational at a landscape scale [21,22]. In this regard, instead of just calculating the values
of assessment indicators, many studies focus on identifying the determinants shaping the
sustainability of agricultural heritage landscapes [23], including those relating to labor
involvement (including available laborers, intergenerational inheritance, off-farm activi-
ties, laborer’s level of management experience, etc.) [24], production diversity (including
biodiversity, structure of mixed crop-livestock systems, etc.) [25], landscape management
(including forest conservation, irrigation systems, etc.) [26], and overall environment (in-
cluding regional natural and cultural contexts, global climate change and droughts, the
dynamics of public policies and local agencies, etc.) [27].
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Although previous research has investigated a variety of factors that may influence
landscape sustainability, the sustainability of agricultural heritage landscapes is usually
assessed by the impact of different landscape management approaches [28,29]. A promi-
nent landscape management approach characterizing agricultural heritage landscapes is
agroforestry. Agroforestry, in which woody perennials are deliberately grown on the same
land management units as crops and/or animals in spatial or temporal arrangements [30],
is assumed to be important for the following two reasons: first, because GIAHS and China-
NIAHS are named after crops, trees, and livestock, agroforestry appears to be the mainstay
of the agricultural heritage landscapes. Second, agroforestry, involved in diverse landscape
managements approaches, is an integral part of a sustainable working system that recon-
ciles the values of various components (land, plant, animal, labor, irrigation, etc.) [31–33].
However, there is a lack of systematic research clearly explaining the relationship between
agroforestry and sustainability compared with other determinants.

Derived from indigenous ecological practices within the context of traditional agri-
culture, agroforestry offers various benefits by combining the most desirable attributes of
crops, trees, and livestock [34]. For example, agroforestry offers environmental benefits
(including carbon sequestration, biodiversity conservation, soil enrichment, and water
quality [35]), enhances local livelihoods [36], and provides social value [37]. In addition,
it represents a valid means of supporting climate change mitigation while maintaining
traditional systems and cultural services [38], as it entails a deep understanding of the
human role in landscapes, considering indigenous knowledge and landscape management,
aesthetic values, inherited cultural patterns, and people’s spiritual identities [39]. Although
agroforestry has been increasingly studied in recent years, most previous studies focused on
individual cases, particularly on production and ecological functions. For example, He et al.
(2020) studied the agrobiodiversity potential of the Shexian Dryland Stone Terraces [40]. Bai
et al. (2016) investigated the water regulation of the Hani Rice Terraces [41]. Prior research
has seldom, however, considered agroforestry as a sustainable approach to landscape
management which embraces the complexity of socioecological systems [42]. Nor have
agroforestry’s effects on sustainability at a national or regional scale been examined using
a larger sample size. Meanwhile, the economic and social aspects of agroforestry were
frequently ignored in assessing its sustainability.

Considering agroforestry as a landscape management approach, this paper examined
agroforestry on the Chinese national scale using 118 of the China-NIAHS as cases (most
do not have a clear boundary, with scales varying from approximately 0.6 to 25,000 km2).
We explored agroforestry’s importance and impact on the sustainability of agricultural
heritage landscapes. Specifically, we addressed two research questions: (1) How impor-
tant is agroforestry in China-NIAHS? (2) How does agroforestry influence the landscape
sustainability of China-NIAHS?

To address the research questions, we collected and interpreted information about
China-NIAHS from multiple sources. For each site, we measured the importance of
agroforestry and evaluated landscape sustainability using multidimensional indicators.
The impacts of agroforestry’s importance on landscape sustainability were then examined
using correlation analysis. Finally, we discussed the mechanisms of the impacts and the
implications for the sustainable development of agricultural heritage landscapes at the
national scale.

2. Materials and Methods

Four research phases were undertaken to investigate the importance of agroforestry
and it impacts on the landscape sustainability of China-NIAHS (Figure 2):

1. Collection of detailed information about China-NIAHS;
2. Evaluation of the importance of agroforestry;
3. Establishment of the assessment indicator system to measure the landscape sustain-

ability of China-NIAHS;
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4. Correlation analysis between the importance of agroforestry and the landscape sus-
tainability of China-NIAHS.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the research process.

2.1. Data Sources

In the first phase, a review of all the application files for the China-NIAHS (available at
the China Agricultural Digital Resource website) and GIAHS (available at the FAO website)
was conducted to obtain detailed information about the importance of agroforestry and its
impact on landscape sustainability [43,44]. As of March 2022, there were 118 sites on the
list of China-NIAHS. Besides these two authoritative platforms, we studied the literature in
this field across multidisciplinary institutions (including scientific institutions, colleges, and
community groups) [45]. We comprehensively analyzed the descriptive text information,
research results, and photographic and video materials based on the database from those
diverse sources. Considering such a wide range of sources avoids oversimplification and
subjective bias, allowing for a more thorough assessment [46].

2.2. Evaluation of the Importance of Agroforestry in China-NIAHS

The second phase was to determine whether agroforestry is important in the 118 China-
NIAHS. As importance is a value judgment that may be assessed by detailed quantitative
and qualitative data, this phase primarily focused on the manual interpretation that con-
verts the descriptive data (including numeric/text descriptions and visual information)
into the indicative score. Some measures were taken to increase the objectivity of this
process. First, the interpretation was guided by three explicit standards that were closely
related to the importance of agroforestry based on the existing literature [47,48]: (1) spatial
distribution of agroforestry (at edges, scattered, or aggregated), (2) diversity of agriculture-
producing species, and (3) diversity of ecosystems at the landscape scale (farms, orchards,
fish ponds, pastures, natural forests, etc.). The specific criteria for scores ranging from 1
to 5 are summarized in Table 1. Second, to reduce bias, the scoring process for each of
the 118 China-NIAHS was based on the multiple information sources mentioned above as
cross-references.
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Table 1. Standard and score table of the importance of agroforestry in the China-NIAHS.

The Criterion of the Importance of Agroforestry Land-Use Modes Given Score Importance Score

Agroforestry Does not Exist in the China-NIAHS 0 0

Agroforestry exists in
the China-NIAHS

Spatial distribution of
agroforestry

Only a small amount distributed at the edges 1

X1

The average of X1,
X2, X3

Scattered with low density 3

Aggregated with high density 5

Diversity of
agriculture-producing

species

Little diversity/varieties in single agriculture (≤2) 1

X2

More diversity/varieties in single agriculture (>2) 2

Involved in any two: agriculture, forestry, and
husbandry, with little diversity/varieties (≤4) 3

Involved in any two: agriculture, forestry, and
husbandry, with more diversity/varieties (>4) 4

Involved in agriculture, forestry, and husbandry with
more diversity/varieties 5

Diversity of ecosystems
at the landscape scale

Involved in a small number of ecosystems (<3) 1

X3Involved in a medium number of ecosystems (3 or 4) 3

Involved in a large number of ecosystems (≥5) 5

2.3. Landscape Sustainability Assessment of China-NIAHS
2.3.1. Indicator Selection

The third phase established an indicator system after a well-rounded study of di-
verse elements that reveal landscape sustainability. The FAO chose five official criteria
for identifying the GIAHS: (1) food and livelihood security; (2) agrobiodiversity; (3) local
and traditional knowledge systems; (4) cultural value systems and social organizations;
and (5) landscape and seascape features. A survey by Santoro et al. (2020) measured the
contribution of agroforestry to sustainable developments of 59 GIAHS using five indicators:
(1) timber, fuelwood, food, and by-products; (2) biodiversity; (3) landscape; (4) hydrogeo-
logical protection and water regulation; and (5) structural/management characteristics [49].
Zhao et al. (2020) adopted five indicators: (1) economic contribution; (2) social equity; (3)
environmental protection; (4) ecological resources; and (5) disaster resilience [50].

Based on the principles and research mentioned above, we selected seven indicators:
(1) growth rate of disposable personal income (DPI); (2) income diversity; (3) biodiversity;
(4) hydrogeological protection and water regulation; (5) resource utilization; (6) visual
landscape characteristics; and (7) indigenous knowledge and management (Figure 3). The
selection of indicators followed several principles:

(1) Comprehensiveness. Sustainability assessment needs to consider multiple factors
that reflect the needs of humans [32,42]. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) are
part of a program designed by the United Nations to steer global development policies
and funds, from 2015 to 2030, to achieve long-term social, economic, and environmental
goals [51]. As illustrated in Figure 3, the seven selected indicators are well-matched with
SDG indicators and cover sustainability’s ecological, economic, and social dimensions,
making the indicator system more comprehensive.

(2) Validity. The designation of China-NIAHS is the result of an examination proce-
dure based on qualitative criteria. The seven selected indicators are well-matched with
official criteria for identifying the China-NIAHS. Therefore, the system’s validation is
ensured by the engagement of stakeholders in this field.

(3) Operability. The growth rate of the DPI was taken from each county’s 2020
National Economic and Social Development Bulletin. Information on other indicators was
found in the text and graphical descriptions of all application files, because these files
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conform to the official criteria for recognizing China-NIAHS and GIAHS. To ensure the
reliability of the evaluation results, we also referred to relevant research literature.

Figure 3. Matching diagram of landscape sustainability assessment indicators and official criteria for
identifying the China-NIAHS, GIAHS, and Sustainable Development Goals.

2.3.2. Indicator Weight Assignment

Our assessment system for landscape sustainability uses qualitative indicators to
evaluate China-NIAHS. Thus, it relies on the participation of field specialists and re-
peated multidisciplinary surveys. This study integrated the Delphi method (DM) with
an analytic hierarchical process (AHP) to calculate the indicators’ weights [52,53]. The
qualitative questionnaires were distributed individually to ten specialists using the DM.
The relative importance of each indicator was determined through comparison using AHP,
based on qualitative questionnaires conducted by field specialists. Then, we gathered
the specialists’ opinions and checked for consistency (<0.10) [54]. After three rounds of
anonymous consultation and feedback adjustment, a highly consistent opinion was reached
(consistency test result = 0.0176). Table 2 shows the finalized sustainability assessment
indicator system and weights.
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2.3.3. Indicator Score Evaluation

To better understand the comprehensive landscape sustainability in each nominated
area, this study assessed the degree of each indicator using primary data from the China-
NIAHS, assigning a score from 0 to 3.

The indicator of the growth rate of DPI was linearly transformed to standard values,
with the formula for data adjustment in the range of 0–3 being:

If x > ~10%, x′ = 3; If x < 10%,

x′ =
x− lower(x)

upper(x)− lower(x)
∗ 3

where, x is the original data, and x′ is the recalibrated standard value with a threshold
between 0–3. Negative values are equivalent to 0.

Except for the growth rate in DPI, we manually judged the six indicators according
to application files from an authoritative platform (China Agricultural Digital Resource
website) with multi-source information. This is because it was impossible to individually
measure such a large number of China-NIAHS, each operating at different scales and
without clear boundaries, with a comprehensive assessment. In addition to operability,
several measures were taken to ensure the appropriateness of the procedure:

(1) Collection of reliable data. The application files we used were produced by
different stakeholders (including agricultural and cooperative departments, agricultural
organizations, research institutions and local governments) and examined by Chinese
experts qualified in the field. Thus, the information derived from China-NIAHS application
files not only reflects diverse values, but is also reliable, with less bias.

(2) Cross-reference of multi-source information. We verified the data by seeking
multi-source information (including heritage reports, literature, websites, etc.) as a cross-
reference. Such a wide range of sources can also avoid oversimplifying the complexity of
agricultural heritage, allowing for a more comprehensive assessment of sustainability.

(3) Clear and consistent scoring standard. Rather than being a goal or condition,
sustainability is viewed as a process for sustainability-enhancing decision making [55]. In
response, we converted the descriptive data based on detailed China-NIAHS information
into indicative data. As brief examples show in Table 3, the relative degrees were scored
from 0 to 3 with a clear standard, consistent across all sites.

2.4. Correlation between Agroforestry and the Landscape Sustainability of China-NIAHS

In the fourth phase, Pearson’s correlation coefficient (P) was used to analyze the
degree of correlation between the scores showing the importance levels of agroforestry
and the scores of multiple indicators of China-NIAHS sustainability. Pearson’s correlation
coefficient is one of the most common parametric tests for understanding bivariate infer-
ential relationships [56]. Its value, which corresponds to the statistical significance of the
coefficient, varies from −1 to 1, with a value closer to 1 suggesting a stronger bivariate
correlation. The calculation formula is as follows:

P =
cov(X, Y)

σXσY
=

E((X− µX)(Y− µY))

σXσY
=

E(XY)− E(X)E(Y)√
E(X2)− E2(X)

√
E(Y2)− E2(Y)

where, cov (X, Y) is the covariance (an indicator reflecting the degree of correlation between
two random variables), and σXσY is the standard deviation.
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3. Results
3.1. Importance of Agroforestry to the China-NIAHSs

Agroforestry can be found at a total of 109 China-NIAHS (91.5%), indicating that the
practice is widespread throughout China. A total of 10 sites received a score of 0 (8.5%),
15 received a score of 1~<2 (12.7%), 24 received a score of 2~<3 (20.3%), 26 received a score
of 3~<4 (22.0%), and 43 received a score of 4~<5 (23.7%). In general, the importance of
agroforestry is higher in southern China than in northern China (particularly in arid/semi-
arid northern China and in the northeast plain). Although the importance of agroforestry
in China-NIAHS varies, the results indicate that agroforestry plays a fundamental role in
more than half of the China-NIAHS (scores of 3~<5) (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Proportion of different scores showing the importance of agroforestry in China-NIAHS.

3.2. Correlation between the Importance of Agroforestry and the Landscape Sustainability of
China-NIAHS

Figure 5 maps the correlation between the importance of agroforestry and landscape
sustainability in 118 China-NIAHS. It shows that China-NIAHS that accord greater im-
portance to agroforestry (green solid circles with larger diameters) usually have higher
landscape sustainability scores (open circles with larger diameters).

Considering the wide spatial variety in natural and cultural conditions among the
118 China-NIAHS, we analyzed the importance of agroforestry and landscape sustainability
within a specific context. According to the distribution of the results in the eight agricultural
zones (compiled by the National Agricultural Regionalization Committee), the landscape
sustainability of China-NIAHS varies consistently with the importance of agroforestry
(Figure 6). It suggests that the correlation applies to different regions of China.

Specifically, as agroforestry gains importance, most indicators and their weighted
sums rise, indicating a positive correlation (Figure 7). Among these indicators, agroforestry
is deemed crucial for income diversity, biodiversity, resource utilization, hydrogeological
protection, and water regulation, while achieving slightly lower values for visual landscape
characteristics and indigenous knowledge and management. However, it is difficult to
identify the correlation between the importance of agroforestry and the growth rate of DPI.
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Figure 5. Map of the evaluation results and the relationship between the importance of agroforestry
and China-NIAHS landscape sustainability.

Figure 6. Distributions of the scores regarding the importance of agroforestry and landscape sustain-
ability of China-NIAHS in different agricultural zones.
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Figure 7. Diagram of the relationship between the importance of agroforestry and multiple indicators
of China-NIAHS’s landscape sustainability.

Figure 8 shows the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between any two indicators. There
is a statistically significant correlation between the importance of agroforestry and the
weighted sum of China-NIAHS landscape sustainability (p = 0.76), despite a wide range of
values for any two indicators (0.02 ≤ p ≤ 0.94). Four out of seven indicators suggested a
strong correlation between the importance of agroforestry and the landscape sustainability
of China-NIAHS due to their high coefficient values (p ≥ 0.50). These indicators are
biodiversity (p = 0.78), resource utilization (p = 0.74), hydrogeological preservation and
water regulation (p = 0.67), and income diversity (p = 0.52). These findings suggest that
agroforestry provides substantial ecological and economic value.

The importance of agroforestry is seen to have a medium correlation with indigenous
knowledge and management (0.31) and visual landscape characteristics (0.34), as the value
falls between 0.30 and 0.50. According to the findings, the social benefit that agroforestry
could provide appears to be less significant than the ecological and economic benefits.
However, social indicators may be more challenging to measure than ecological and
economic indicators because they depend on complex, long-term processes that are difficult
to identify.

Neither the importance of agroforestry nor any of the configuration indicators ana-
lyzed have a significant correlation with the growth rate of DPI (0.02≤ p≤ 0.10). Compared
with the strong correlation between agroforestry and income diversity (p = 0.52), this slight
correlation (p = 0.05) indicates a gap between income diversity and the growth rate of DPI.
This should be addressed with more ecological subsidies or mechanism adjustments, which
will require joint efforts by the stakeholders in multiple fields.
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Furthermore, there was a strong correlation (p ≥ 0.75) between any combination of
any two of the following—income diversity, biodiversity, and resource utilization. This
correlation revealed the co-benefit of ecological and economic indicators.

Figure 8. Pearson’s correlation coefficient plots of the importance of agroforestry and multiple indica-
tors of landscape sustainability. Note: Pearson’s correlation coefficients are commonly classified into
very high degree/strong correlation (|p| ≥ 0.75), high degree/strong correlation (0.50 ≤ |p| < 0.75),
moderate degree/medium correlation (0.30 ≤ |p| < 0.50), low degree/small correlation (|p| < 0. 30),
and no correlation (p = 0).

4. Discussion
4.1. The Specific Roles of Agroforestry in the Landscape Sustainability of China-NIAHS

The results revealed a strong correlation between the importance of agroforestry and
the landscape sustainability of China-NIAHS. The analysis of the China-NIAHS dossiers
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and many studies highlighted the fundamental roles that agroforestry plays in influencing
landscape sustainability, which can be discussed and categorized into the following three
different types.

First, agroforestry is crucial for hydrogeological protection and water regulation
(p = 0.52). This is consistent with previous research conducted on the GIAHS in Asia [49].
This function of agroforestry can be seen in the China-NIAHS that are characterized by
steep cultivated slopes with terraced landscapes, such as the Hani Rice Terraces System
(Yunnan) and the Pidu Forest Farming Culture System (Sichuan). At these sites, forests
are mainly located at the upper fringes overlooking the terraces, where they can regulate
the impact of precipitation and prolong the water supply. They retain water and slowly
release it to the terraces below, avoiding excessive water flow. At the same time, the
forest roots help to stabilize soil and prevent landslides, as in the Xiajin Ancient Mulberry
Grove System (Shandong) and the Jiaxian Traditional Chinese Date Gardens (Shaanxi). In
addition, some agroforestry land use has an indirect role in water resource regulation. For
example, in the Wannian Traditional Rice Culture System (Jiangxi), mountain springs flow
from the surrounding mountains and forests bringing nutrients (especially tree litter and
soil minerals) that nurture high-quality rice crops.

Second, agroforestry optimizes resource utilization in China-NIAHS (p = 0.74). Ac-
cording to the ecological niche theory, the distinct niches of different species in agroforestry
actively complement each other in space and interaction [57]. The aboveground canopy
and underground root system, in particular, may fully utilize light, water, and nutrients by
generating a spatially vertical stratification [58,59]. Compared to common field farms, the
Qianxi Chestnut Compound Cultivation System (Hebei) and the Pinggu Juglans Hopeiensis
Production System (Beijing) enhance light energy consumption rates by 13% to 31% and
water utilization rates by 10.3% to 15.2%, respectively [58,60]. In addition, the optimal
resources utilization by agroforestry is also linked to the microclimate created by forests.
This microclimate is conducive to the growth of cultivated crops in the undercanopy. In
the Kuaijishan Ancient Chinese Torreya Community (Zhejiang) and the Pu’er Ancient Tea
Garden and Tea Culture System (Yunnan), woody plants provide moderate shading and
regulate temperature, light, wind speed, and humidity [58,61].

Last but not least, agroforestry plays a productive role in local communities. On the
one hand, it can promote yield through the above-mentioned efficient use of environmental
resources [59]. For example, the increase in yield due to the forest network of northern
China is generally 25–50% [62]. On the other hand, the wide range of products it provides
(such as timber, firewood, fruit, food, herbs, fodder, etc.) contributes significantly to
income diversity (p = 0.67). In the Diebu Zhagana Agriculture-Forestry-Animal Husbandry
Composite System (Gansu), local forests (composed mainly of conifer species, including the
protected Taxus chinensis) provide grazing for pigs, timber for house construction, firewood
for heating, as well as fertilizers, such as bedding and wood ash. Additionally, medicinal
herbs and around 88 species of medicinal and edible fungi are found in local forests [63].
Significantly, this income diversity contributes to residents’ livelihoods. For example, in the
Dazhai area of the Longji Terraced Fields in Longsheng (Guangxi), the income provided by
terraced crops and forest by-products provides residents with a 97.7% higher income than
non-residents [64].

4.2. Implications and Suggestions for China-NIAHS-Related Landscape Management
and Policymaking

This study not only provides a detailed picture of China-NIAHS, but also gives insight
into management strategies and policymaking. On the one hand, the findings assist in
identifying China-NIAHS that lack sustainability. Most of these are located in North
and Central China, where effective conservation plans should be implemented. To better
protect and manage these at-risk China-NIAHS, the policy and economic pathways for
rural development should vary according to the differences in economic, ecological, and
social sustainability.
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On the other hand, landscape sustainability has a strong correlation with the im-
portance of agroforestry, and much more so with agriculture-producing species, as we
discovered in our study. This finding supports previous studies indicating that agricultural
diversity can improve landscape sustainability [65]. Considering agroforestry’s multiple
fundamental roles in promoting landscape sustainability, this realization should help pro-
mote agroforestry and its role as an integral part of a worldwide multifunctional working
landscape. In response, agroforestry can be intensified or expanded to include more mixed
species. Due to the interactions among elements, it may supply a great variety of benefits.
As a result, agroforestry is more reliable than grant policies and subsidies for a single
element when adopted in practice.

Agroforestry was shown to have a lower correlation with indigenous knowledge and
management (p = 0.31) than with ecological and economic variables. This is conceivable
because China-NIAHS are huge, complex systems with differing temporal dynamics. Thus,
it is difficult to obtain information regarding the roles of indigenous knowledge and
management, which are frequently inadequately described.

Even so, the analysis of the China-NIAHS dossiers and many studies has highlighted
the widespread presence of indigenous knowledge and management, regardless of the
importance assigned to agroforestry [66,67]. While some practices are slowly disappearing
due to radical social and economic changes, most still survive and play a fundamental role
in maximizing the sustainable use of resources [68,69], which is regulated by prohibitions
on land-use tied to indigenous belief systems. For example, given that forests conserve
soil and water, indigenous villages have consistently developed a belief system centered
on sacred forest worship as part of their long-term cultivation of crops and habitation
of settlements. Thus, logging and hunting are not permitted in forest areas managed by
local communities under village regulations. These belief-based prohibitions on land-use
are essential to terraced China-NIAHS, such as the Congjiang Rice-Fish-Duck System,
the Diebu Zhagana Agriculture-Forestry-Animal Husbandry Composite System, and the
Hani Rice Terrace System. This kind of bottom-up approach tailored to local conditions
outperformed top-down rural planning regarding sustainability [70,71]. Consequently, we
suggest that indigenous knowledge and management, as well as related belief systems
collected from local stakeholders, could be integrated into planning and policymaking
involving China-NIAHS [72].

4.3. Limitations and Outlook

This study built an approach to evaluating sustainability that aids in developing
a trans-regional or national collaboration platform for interdisciplinary China-NIAHS
research. However, limitations in terms of the data and objectivity of this study remain.

First, there is a lack of access to certain necessary data. On the one hand, we ex-
cluded some indicators for which data is not available, making the assessment system less
comprehensive. On the other hand, the data for some indicators might not correspond
to the actual situation. For example, the data on indigenous knowledge and manage-
ment largely depends on the accessibility of information provided by the government and
other organizations.

Second, interpretation of the Pearson’s correlation coefficient largely depends on the
context and purpose of the research. For example, there is likely to be a complex, non-linear
relationship between the importance of agroforestry and the growth rate of DPI. Pearson’s
correlation coefficient could not entirely reflect this.

Third, even though this study was based on a thorough investigation of multi-source
data, the indicator values were determined mainly by manual qualitative assessment, which
is somewhat subjective. Therefore, future research requires a combination of subjective
and objective methods to assign values in the evaluation system. As a prerequisite, more
quantitative, site-specific spatial data that explore land-use modes and sustainability at
multiple times and geographical scales should be obtained.
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As this study aimed to provide general knowledge of agroforestry’s effect on landscape
sustainability, we did not conduct field surveys on each of the 118 China-NIAHS. Such a
large number of sites challenged our attempt to initiate field-derived investigations and
in-depth interviews in a traditional manner. Thus, place-specific case studies are needed
in the future to gain more specific knowledge concerning the sustainability-enhancing
mechanism by which agroforestry shapes the agricultural heritage landscapes.

There are only 118 sites on the China-NIAHS list. Given China’s long history of
agriculture, more agricultural heritage sites are waiting to be explored. Figure 4 shows
that south China is home to the majority of the current China-NIAHS. However, the
agricultural diversity of north China, especially northwest China, seems to have been
ignored. Combining agricultural diversity and biological abundance datasets will allow
more agricultural heritage sites to be designated in the future.

Additionally, since China-NIAHS represent unique regional conjunctions of landscape
conservation, green economy, tourism, and cultural interchange [73,74], different contexts
should be considered on a national and regional scale. Although we found a correlation
between the importance of agroforestry and the landscape sustainability of China-NIAHS
applied to different agricultural zoning, future research is needed to investigate spatial
variability at a finer scales in response to comprehensive contexts (biological abundance,
habitat condition, water system, socioeconomic situation, labor migration, distribution of
traditional villages, etc.).This could help with targeted agricultural sustainability and rural
planning strategies.

The current enthusiasm for a single agricultural ecosystem, without considering social
sustainability, entails a certain risk [75]. This is particularly problematic if applied to
agricultural heritage landscapes, given their long-lasting, dynamic interactions between
humans and nature, inherited cultural patterns, and people’s identities and values. Working
as a technique lens for social sustainability, indigenous knowledge and management may
enrich sustainability research, as they deepen the understanding of the role of humans
in ecosystems. There have been calls for closer communication and cooperation between
sustainability research and indigenous knowledge and management, implying a promising
field for future research. As the study material shows, there is a lack of a precise and
uniform approach to dealing with indigenous knowledge and management. Therefore, the
first step is to standardize the description of indigenous knowledge and management of
agroforestry based on a detailed scientific investigation in field-derived case studies. Thus,
these nonmaterial landscape values can be measured explicitly in a qualitative, quantitative,
or spatial way. This will motivate us to work toward a prosperous future, with a productive
landscape and the coexistence of humans and nature.
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Abstract: This paper constructs an evaluation index system for the suitability of community home
and institutional elderly care land development, respectively, from different elderly care modes with
the data of urban POI, OSM road network, and expert questionnaires in Changsha urban area in 2021,
in order to alleviate the pressure of insufficient land for elderly care brought on by the increasingly
serious aging problem. The suitability evaluation index system is based on the intersection of Thiessen
polygons with the current elderly care facilities as the center point as the supplementary land for
the elderly and explores the optimization path of the land for the elderly in combination with the
existing residential land in Changsha. The results show the following: 1© The spatial variation of
land suitability for both community home and institutional elderly facilities is significant, exhibiting
a pattern of “high in the middle and low in the surroundings, with high-value areas clustered in the
center of the city, decreasing in suitability toward the periphery, and occasional scattered clusters
in the suburbs.” Among them, Furong District has the highest proportion of suitable areas for the
elderly; 2© Utilizing Changsha’s Tianxin and Yuhua districts as case studies, the optimal path of land
use for the elderly are investigated to provide a foundation for land use planning for the elderly in
Changsha.

Keywords: elderly land; POI; suitability evaluation; layout optimization; stock land

1. Introduction

Land for the elderly, as we all know, refers to the land inhabited by homes and facilities
that provide life care, rehabilitation care, and trusteeship services for the elderly [1]. To
be sure, the clear message is that the first half of the 21st century will be the most rapidly
developing and problematic period for the aging of China, which may have been due to
the population born at the peak in the mid-20th century successively entering old age and
the decline of the population fertility rate in recent years [2–4]. Of all the countermeasures
that have been put forward in response to this phenomenon, the far-reaching one is the
“Tenth Five-Year Plan for the Development of China’s Aging Industry” [5], which, of notice,
clearly incorporates the aging industry into the plan of economic and social development
and sustainable development strategy. In February 2022, the State Council issued the “14th
Five-Year Plan” National Aging Care Development and Elderly Service System Plan [6],
proposing not only to increase investment in various types of elderly care facilities but also
to plan and deploy land scientifically for new elderly care service facilities to support and
renovate old-age facilities with stock land.

Indeed, developed countries have entered the aging society earlier [7]. Mounting stud-
ies on topics, such as elderly care models [8–10] and land planning for elderly facilities [11],
have provided extensive references for the research work of scholars in China. Since China
entered the aging society in the 1980s, the research enthusiasm for population aging, pen-
sions, and other related issues has been growing, and the initial research fields mostly
involved demography [12], sociology [13], economics [14], and so forth. Only in the 1990s
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did research on pensions begin based on the perspective of geography [15], covering the
spatial and temporal evolution of aging [16], the spatial distribution of elderly facilities [17],
and the location of elderly facilities [18]. In recent years, my country’s fertility rate has
continued to decline and the life expectancy of the elderly has continued to increase. The
elderly population has expanded rapidly and the demand for elderly care has continued to
increase. This has greatly stimulated the demand for elderly care service facilities by the
elderly population in my country. The final analysis is the demand for land for elderly care
facilities. Research on the demand for elderly care is mainly reflected in the study of factors
influencing the demand for elderly care [19] and the study of matching the supply and de-
mand for elderly care [20]. Research on land use for senior care facilities has focused on two
aspects: On the one hand, it focuses on land use policies for eldercare. Scholars have gone
through a process of research on land use policies for eldercare facilities, from exploring
how to establish norms for eldercare facilities’ land use, to analyzing the shortcomings of
the existing system [21–23], and then proposing how to effectively guarantee the regulatory
system for land use for elderly facilities [24]. Second, the optimization of land use planning
and layout of elderly facilities [25]. Scholars have discussed the differences in elderly care
models [26], the accessibility of elderly care facilities [27], the balanced layout of elderly
care facilities [28], and the architectural design of elderly care facilities [29], respectively.

The current models of care for the elderly in China are traditional family care, community-
based home care, and institutional care. The last two pertain to social elderly care. In social
care for the elderly, the majority of academic research assesses primarily the single care model
in community home care facilities or institutional care facilities. The research results can reflect
the conditions of facilities at different levels in a more specific way, but the research results
are not comprehensive [30]. From the perspective of elderly care needs, the index evaluation
system of the suitability of land use for elderly care for two types of elderly care modes is not
perfect [31], as there is a lack of research on the layout optimization strategy proposed for
the two types of elderly care modes. From the perspective of the data basis of research, most
of them are based on social and economic statistics and questionnaire data. In recent years,
they have gradually started to make use of big data, POI data and other multi-source data for
Spatio-temporal analysis [20,31]. In light of this, using ArcGIS 10.2 software and data from
multiple sources, this paper evaluated the suitability of urban construction land development
for elderly care in Changsha City, analyzed its spatial distribution characteristics in-depth,
and proposed layout optimization suggestions for Changsha Bureau of Natural Resources.
To actualize the creation of a caring city for the elderly and to meet their requirements for a
better living, in order to actively respond to the emergence of an aging society, is of immense
importance. The specific research ideas of this paper are as follows (Figure 1).
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Changsha is an essential city for the economic development of central China. Changsha’s
GDP reached 121 million yuan in 2020, while the city’s population reached 7.4729 million by
the end of the year. However, the degree of aging is quite severe. It is usually accepted that a
region has entered an aging society when the proportion of the elderly population aged 65
and older exceeds 7% of the overall population [32]. According to the findings of Changsha’s
seventh census [33], in 2020, the elderly population aged 65 and older made up 11.11% of the
city’s total population, and the city has entered an aging society. In the early stages of the
project, the team conducted interviews with the Pension Section of the Civil Affairs Bureau of
the Furong District Government and learnt that the demand for elderly care in Changsha’s
metropolitan region is high but the supply of land for the elderly is inadequate. Therefore,
this study takes the urban area of Changsha City as the research area (Figure 2), including
Furong District, Yuhua District, Tianxin District, Kaifu District, Yuelu District, Wangcheng
District, and Changsha County. This region is the pioneer of Changsha’s urban development
and also the region with the most rapid economic growth. The urban area is a gradual slope
built of terraces of varying heights. The land is more elevated in the south than in the north.
The Xiangjiang River travels from south to north through the urban region in the center of
China. The urban area’s transportation network and infrastructure are relatively complete,
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and the elderly population density is relatively high (Figure 3). It is the favored location for
creating and developing land for senior care facilities.
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2.2. Data Sources

POI usually called points of interest, it refers to the point data in the Internet electronic
map, which basically contains four attributes: name, address, coordinates, and category.
Therefore, POI data have the natural advantage of big data mining based on spatial location.
Additionally, POI data have strong expression ability and timeliness. In our study, POI
data were obtained by applying for a Key on the AutoNavi Open Platform, and using
programming code to obtain the POI data of the city in the API (Application Programming
Interface) interface of the AutoNavi map. The acquired POI categories are parks, factories,
residential communities, bus stations, subway stations, medical and health facilities and
elderly service facilities, and the data include basic attribute information such as latitude
and longitude coordinates, location information, and facility names. The output coordinates
are WGS84 geographic coordinates Tie. The invalid data were eliminated and the final POI
data were obtained as shown in Table 1. The urban road network data are obtained from
Changsha OSM (Open Street Map) data and visualized by converting the OSM data file
format with the Changsha city administrative division vector range as the boundary. We
obtain the railroad, traffic roads, and life roads in Changsha, among which traffic roads
include main roads, highways, and expressways, etc.; life roads mainly include secondary
and tertiary roads in the city. Other data include Changsha City 2022 first quarter stock
land data from the Changsha Natural Resources and Planning Bureau website; population
data such as the number of the elderly population in each district and county in the study
area from the 7th Census; other relevant socio-economic data sources such as the 2020
Changsha City Statistical Yearbook [34].

Table 1. POI data volume.

Data Source Classification Quantity

POI data

Park 218
Factory 1555

Residence 4262
Public transport stations 4244

Subway Stations 135
Medical and Health Facilities 601

Senior Care Facilities 200

2.3. Indicator System
An Evaluation Index System for the Suitability of Elderly Land Development

The current study proposed a model for evaluating the suitability of land development
for community home and institutional elderly care facilities based on the land requirements
of various elderly care models. The majority of the sites for community-based elderly
care facilities are located in communities or residential areas, and since certain restrictive
factors were avoided in the land use regulations of residential areas, it was unnecessary to
separately consider indicators such as noise pollution from railroads and air pollution from
factories in the selection of indicators. Adopting the combination of the Delphi method
with AHP. This method combines subjectivity and objectivity, making the weights trust-
worthy. The Delphi method is a significant evaluation based on specialists’ comprehensive
comprehension of the evaluation item and their own extensive expertise. The analytic
hierarchy process is to make pairwise comparisons between indicators to determine the
degree of importance so that the evaluation can be endowed with logic. To make expert
scoring findings more reasonable and objective, 27 experts in land resource management,
land planning, and urban planning-related domains were invited to participate in two
rounds of scoring to determine the weight value. The hierarchical analysis approach was
executed using yaahp software, and the weights of the detected indicators were compatible
with the major trends of the weights of the expert scoring method, as well as the final
comprehensive weight values for each indicator (as shown in Tables 2 and 3).
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Table 2. Results of evaluation index weights for suitability of land development for institutional
elderly facilities.

Target Layer Guideline Layer Indicator Layer Expert Scoring
Method Weights

AHP
Weights

Final
Weights

land development
for institutional
elderly facilities

Environmental
Factor B1

Park Distance C1 0.09 0.12 0.11
Water system lake distance C2 0.07 0.05 0.06

Factory distance from C3 0.06 0.03 0.05
Rail distance C4 0.06 0.02 0.04

Residential land use distance C5 0.09 0.09 0.09

Supporting
facilities factor B2

Bus stop distance C6 0.07 0.1 0.08
Subway Station Distance C7 0.06 0.08 0.07
Distance of traffic road C8 0.06 0.04 0.05

Living road network density C9 0.07 0.06 0.07
Hospital distance C10 0.11 0.28 0.20

Socio-economic
factors B3

Population density of the elderly
aged 65 and over C11 0.09 0.02 0.05

GDP per capita C12 0.07 0.04 0.06
Disposable income per capita C13 0.10 0.06 0.08

Table 3. Results of evaluation index weights for the suitability of land development of community
home care facilities.

Target Layer Guideline Layer Indicator Layer Expert Scoring
Method Weights

AHP
Weights

Final
Weights

land development
for community

home care facilities

Environmental
Factor B1

Water system lake distance C1 0.11 0.07 0.09
Park Distance C2 0.16 0.13 0.15

Supporting
facilities factor B2

Bus stop distance C3 0.08 0.13 0.11
Subway Station Distance C4 0.07 0.07 0.07

Traffic road distance C5 0.05 0.03 0.04
Density of living road network C6 0.08 0.08 0.08

Hospital distance from C7 0.13 0.29 0.21

Socio-economic
factors B3

Population density of the elderly
aged 65 and above C8 0.12 0.07 0.09

GDP per capita C9 0.08 0.03 0.05
Disposable income per capita C10 0.10 0.11 0.10

2.4. Methodology
2.4.1. Buffer Analysis

A buffer is an extent that can affect or serve a geospatial target. A buffer is a neighborhood
size S of a spatial entity Oi determined by a neighborhood radius R, defined as follows.

Si = {x|d( x, Oi) ≤ R} (1)

In the above equation, Si denotes the set of points whose distance from Oi is less than
or equal to R, i.e., the buffer of Oi; d is the minimum Euclidean distance from any point x
within Si to Oi, which is used to represent the radiation range of the spatial entity to the
neighborhood.

In this study, it was assumed that the distance of the land for elderly facilities from
parks, water lakes, residential land, bus stations, subway stations, and hospitals was
smaller, and the assigned score was higher and decreasing; factories and railroads were
polluting, and the further the distance was, the higher the score was, while the main roads
of the city were moderate indicators, and the distance was too close to have certain noise
pollution, but the distance is too far to reduce the traffic convenience, and the assigned score
is larger and then smaller. The buffer distance is set with reference to the Urban Residential
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Area Planning and Design Standards, and the delineation of the community living circle is
mainly based on the behavioral activities of the residents. The average walking speed of the
elderly group is 3–5 km/h, and the walking distance of the general 15-min living circle is
about 1250 m. Combined with the relevant studies of previous authors [31,35], the specific
distance range and the corresponding scores are shown in Table 4. Buffer zone analysis
plays an important role in the planning and layout of pension facilities [25]; therefore, this
paper uses buffer zone analysis to evaluate the factors of the land use index system for
elderly facilities to pave the way for obtaining suitability evaluation results.

Table 4. Buffer distance setting and assignment results.

Indicators Buffer Setting Distance (m) Corresponding Score

Park Distance 500; 1000; 1500; 2000; 2500 5; 4; 3; 2; 1
Water system lake distance 300; 500; 800; 1000; 1200 5; 4; 3; 2; 1

Factory Distance 500; 800; >800 −2; −1; 0
Rail distance 500; 800; >800 −2; −1; 0

Residential land distance 500; 1000; 1500; 2000; 3000 5; 4; 3; 2; 1
Bus stop distance 200; 400; 600; 800; 1000 5; 4; 3; 2; 1

Subway Station Distance 200; 400; 600; 800; 1000 5; 4; 3; 2; 1
Distance from traffic-oriented

roads 100; 200; 300; 4000; 500 −1; 4; 3; 2; 1

Hospital Distance 500; 1000; 1500; 2000; 3000 5; 4; 3; 2; 1

2.4.2. Thiessen Polygon

The key point of the Thiessen polygon (Voronoi) algorithm is to construct a triangular
network for discrete data points in a reasonable way. Irregular triangular nets (ITNs)
conforming to Delauuay’s criterion are delineated among all points [36].

Let there be a set of discrete points (Xi, Yj) on the plane region B (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k;
j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k; k is the number of discrete points) if region B is divided into k mutually
adjacent polygons by a set of straight line segments such that.

(1) Each polygon contains and contains only one discrete point;
(2) If any point (x1, y1) on region B lies within the polygon containing the discrete point

(xi, yj), then the following:

√
(x1 − xi)

2
+ (y1 − yj)

2
<
√
(x1 − xj)

2
+ (y1 − yi)

2 (2)

holds when i 6= j

(3) If the point (x1, y1) lies on the common side of two polygons containing the discrete
point (xi, yj), then the following:

√
(x1 − xi)

2
+ (y1 − yj)

2
=
√
(x1 − xj)

2
+ (y1 − yi)

2 (3)

holds.
The resulting polygon is called a Thiessen polygon. The triangle formed by connecting

the discrete points within every of two adjacent polygons with a straight line is called a
Thiessen triangle.

Thiessen polygon can be used to visualize the service area of senior care facility sites
and show the size and service area of each senior care facility site and other characteristics,
providing a reference for facility layout optimization. This paper constructs Thiessen
polygons with the current status of the elderly care facilities as the center point, and the size
of each Thiessen polygon shows the coverage of the elderly care facilities. The different sizes
of polygons indicate the unbalanced coverage of elderly care facilities. Therefore, when
optimizing the layout, the Thiessen polygons of the current facilities are superimposed
on the suitable area, and the candidate points are arranged as much as possible at the
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intersection of the Thiessen polygons in the suitable area or overlapping sides, to provide a
reference for optimizing the layout of elderly care land [37].

2.4.3. Suitability Evaluation

The suitability evaluation of this study is to carry out corresponding raster transforma-
tion on the single factor evaluation scores obtained from buffer analysis and road network
density analysis, and use the weighted sum tool in ArcGIS platform to carry out weighted
summation of data scores and weights, thus obtaining suitability evaluation value [38],
which is calculated as follows:

Si=

n

∑
i=1

(WiCi) (4)

Si is the score of evaluating the suitability of land use for elderly care facilities; Wi is the
weight of the suitability factor of item i; Ci is the score of the ith item suitability factor; n is
the number of index factors.

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Spatial Distribution Characteristics of Land Development Suitability for Elderly Facilities

The spatial distribution characteristics can show the spatial difference and the non-
equilibrium between regions in the suitability of land use for elderly care facilities. The
evaluation scores and spatial distribution characteristics of the suitability of land devel-
opment for elderly care facilities were obtained by the ArcGIS platform. In Changsha,
the geographical distribution of land suitability for elderly facilities verified a pattern of
“high in the middle and low in the surrounding region, with high-value clusters in the city
center and distributed outward, and infrequent scattered clusters in the suburbs.” Due
to its favorable environment, convenient transportation, obvious advantages in medical
resources and high quality of economic development, the core area of Changsha shows the
spatial distribution characteristics of high-value agglomeration. Furong District is highly
suitable for the whole area. As the political and cultural center of Changsha in the early
stage, resources and environment are at a high level. Gaotangling, Yujiapo, Dingzi Bay and
Moon Island are sporadically distributed with the high-value areas of Xianglong, Xingsha,
and Quantang in Changsha County, because the former is generally dependent on better
medical facilities and transportation conditions, while the latter is closely connected with
the municipal district. Low-value areas were most concentrated in Wangcheng District and
Changsha County, with a small number distributed at the edges of the city-administered
districts, such as Ladou River, Qingzhu Lake, and Shaping Street in the northern part
of Kaifu District; Dato in the southern part of Tianxin District; the southeastern part of
Yuhua District; and over half the southwestern part of Yuelu District. In comparison to
other districts, Yuelu district has the highest proportion in low-value area due to its low
development intensity, short construction period, and inadequate supporting facilities.

3.2. Comprehensive Evaluation Grade Analysis of Land Suitability for Elderly Facilities

As depicted in Figure 4, the GIS natural breakpoint approach was used to reclassify the
evaluation results of the community home and institutional aged sites into four categories:
inappropriate, less suitable, more suitable, and suitable.

(1) Suitable area. The land use characteristics in this type of area are optimal for senior
facilities. The index range of community home suitable area is 2.95 to 4.82, accounting
for 9.99% of the study area; the index range of institutional suitable area is 2.73 to 4.42,
accounting for 10.06%, and the distribution of the two is very similar, concentrated
in the municipal district and distributed in a row, and clustered sporadically in the
north and south direction of the suburbs and the township centers on the outskirts of
the city.

(2) More suitable area. Its construction and development conditions are second only
to the suitable construction area, but certain indicators have disadvantages and
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the development is constrained to some extent. The community home range is
1.55–2.73, accounting for 13.76%; the institutional range is 1.63–2.73, accounting for
12.37%. Spatially, they are all concentrated around the municipal district, extending
in the north-south direction, and clustered in a point-like manner in the townships of
Changsha County and Wangcheng District.

(3) Less suitable areas. There are more negative characteristics in this category, which
hinders the total development of property for senior amenities. The range of the
community house index is 0.92 to 1.78, representing 30.25%; the range of the institution
index is 0.79 to 1.63, representing 26.7%. Overall, the distribution is comparable, with
residential land use and transportation route direction accounting for the majority of
the dispersion outside of the municipal area.

(4) Unsuitable area. This category is spread in regions where all indicators are deficient,
and it is nearly inappropriate for development and construction usage as land for
senior care institutions. The range for community homes is between 0.28 and 0.92, ac-
counting for 45.88% of the total area, whereas the range for institutions is between 0.11
and 0.79, accounting for 50.14%of the total area, indicating that the land requirements
for institutional elderly facilities are higher and more stringent for all indicators.
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(a) Community Home; (b) Institution.

The more suitable and suitable areas in the study area are mainly concentrated in
the central part of the city, accounting for a smaller proportion, but both transportation
conditions and medical facilities and other resources occupy a considerable advantage:
Superior transportation conditions can save time costs for children visiting the elderly, and
are also convenient for the elderly to travel, reducing the sense of isolation of the elderly;
also, sound medical facilities are the primary factor in the selection of land for elderly
facilities. More than half of the total is comprised of less suitable and unsuitable regions,
which are primarily located in the city’s suburbs. We should expand road investment and
medical facility building to establish the groundwork for conserving backup resources for
land for senior care facilities.

The area ratio of different grades among administrative districts is shown in Table 5,
Furong District is mainly suitable, and more suitable areas and the majority of suitable areas,
which is the most suitable for the development of elderly care business; Tianxin District and
Yuhua District are mainly suitable and more suitable areas, there are no unsuitable areas,
and there are obvious advantages for the development of elderly care business. In Kaifu
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District, there are some unsuitable areas and a few unsuitable areas, and the advantage of
the northern area is weak. Wangcheng District and Changsha County have more than half
of the unsuitable and less suitable areas, and most of the areas in them are less suitable.

Table 5. Distribution of area share of suitability class.

Type
Districtc

County Grade Furong
District

Kaifu
District

Tianxin
District

Yuhua
District

Yuelu
District

Changsha
County

Wangcheng
District

Land for
institutional

elderly facilities

Unsuitable area 0.00% 7.89% 0.00% 0.00% 40.46% 60.56% 49.70%

Less suitable area 0.00% 29.76% 14.13% 5.08% 23.51% 27.97% 34.25%

More suitable area 9.16% 29.39% 18.62% 23.73% 15.25% 9.20% 12.67%

Suitable area 90.84% 32.96% 67.26% 71.19% 20.78% 2.26% 3.38%

Land for
community home

care facilities

Unsuitable area 0.00% 7.83% 0.00% 0.00% 38.65% 56.16% 46.02%

Less suitable area 0.00% 27.76% 6.26% 5.28% 26.13% 31.50% 38.02%

More suitable area 6.74% 32.39% 24.88% 22.80% 16.80% 10.67% 13.72%

Suitable area 93.26% 32.02% 68.86% 71.92% 18.42% 1.67% 2.25%

3.3. Suggestions
3.3.1. Optimization of Layout Suggestions

To further verify the matching degree between the suitability evaluation of land use
for elderly facilities and elderly facilities, this research visualized the results of the overlay
suitability evaluation of the current elderly facility points and constructed ideal Thiessen
polygon with the current elderly facility points as the center, and the intersection of Thiessen
polygon had the characteristics of maximum coverage and facility balance, i.e., fairness, as
shown in Figure 5. It was observed that the fit between the current elderly facilities and
the suitability evaluation results was high, and the regional differences and unevenness
of spatial distribution were very significant. The Thiessen polygon of both models shows
the characteristics of a small geometric area in the urban center and gradually increasing
or even multiplying towards the periphery, which indicated that the demand for elderly
care in the urban center can be well met, while the supply in the periphery was insufficient,
and the single elderly care facility in the periphery radiates too large an area and serves
people even across several towns, so the pressure on the elderly care facilities was huge
and it is difficult to meet the demand for elderly care facilities of the elderly population
in the urban periphery. It was difficult to meet the needs of the elderly population in the
urban periphery, and it also reflects the unbalanced distribution of resources among towns.

Urban centers and suburbs, with a high density of elderly population and obvious
advantages of resources within the city, should lay out community home care facilities in
each street as much as possible, and their best location should be in the Thiessen polygon
intersection as well as in the suitable construction area, such as Xingsha, Quan Tang,
Mapoling, Dongan, Yuehu, Qingshui Tang, Xinhe, Guanshaling, Moon Island, Liuyang
River, Xianglong, Pioneer, Yanghu, etc.; for institutions, suburbs can be laid out in the
southeastern part of Lukou Town, the eastern part of Quan Tang and the junction of
Huanghua Town in the suburbs, Xianglong, and the area of Moon Island. The distribution
of the elderly population in the urban fringe towns is more scattered and less dense, plus
the traffic and medical conditions are far less than those in the urban center, so the demand
for community home care facilities is smaller, and it is more suitable to add large elderly
institutions to meet the needs of a larger range of elderly people, such as the lack of elderly
resources in the northeastern part of Changsha County, and the addition of Junction Town,
Fulin Town, Qingshanpu Town, and Baisha Town can greatly alleviate the pressure of
existing elderly institutions. Therefore, giving full play to the role of institutional senior
care facility sites in distant suburbs is crucial to improving the senior care problem in
suburban villages.
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3.3.2. Exploring Strategies for Redeveloping the Stock of Land

This study explores the potential of urban stock land from the perspective of proposing
an optimization technique for land usage in senior care. To obtain the appropriate urban
construction area, the suitable area of suitability evaluation is extracted and superimposed
with the urban construction area retrieved from the land use status map. The visualization of
community home care facilities in Yuhua District and Tianxin District and the construction of
the Thiessen polygon, combined with the stock of residential land in the first quarter of 2022
in Changsha City, as an alternative location for future supplementary or reserved land for
elderly care facilities. Since most of the stock land in the Changsha urban area is concentrated
in Yuhua District and Tianxin District, and there is a relative lack of pension facilities in the
border areas of these two districts, there is a large area of Thiessen geometry and Theisen
geometry, indicating that a pension facility must serve a larger area. Since the service range of
community home pension facilities typically includes the street level, the new points should
be picked as much as possible in areas with big Thiessen polygons. In the interim, the new
points should be satisfied in the city’s acceptable building area and stock land, and alternative
land locations for the new elderly care facilities should be provided, as depicted in Figure 6.
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4. Conclusions and Discussion
4.1. Discussion

This paper takes Changsha urban area as the research object and evaluates the suitabil-
ity of its land use for elderly facilities by using multi-source data such as POI data, OSM
road network data and current land use data, and further discusses the layout strategy of
land use for elderly facilities by interviewing the Elderly Section of Changsha Municipal
Government, which can help alleviate the aging phenomenon in Changsha as well as pro-
vide reference for the planning of land use for elderly facilities in Changsha. The research
results show that the suitable land for elderly care facilities in Changsha City is mainly
concentrated in the central part of the city. The spatial distribution of elderly care facilities
is uneven, and it is necessary to implement a stepped layout of elderly care facilities of
different scales. For the source of land for elderly care facilities, the transformation of
urban stock land can be emphatically considered. To ensure the effective supply of land for
elderly care facilities, it is necessary to gradually strengthen institutional guarantees.

This study also has certain limitations. Due to the confidential nature of the data on
the old population at the block level, the density of the elderly population can only be
represented at the district level, so limiting the scope of the study and affecting its depth.
In terms of evaluation factors, the selected buffer zone analysis approach is insufficiently
unique and fails to account for the real route, which needs to be further optimized. Due to
changes in the age composition, ethnic composition, and customs of the population, the
special requirements for elderly care facilities and associated land use environment, such
as self-care and non-self-care, and disregard for the preferences of the elderly, vary. The
evaluation of the suitability of aged care land for various age groups, customs, and habits
can be further refined and maximized through the use of extensive questionnaires and
future research. In addition, due to data restrictions, this research only conducts empirical
analysis from the standpoint of residential land stock, although the actual area that can be
utilized for senior care is far more. Future studies should include field considerations for
crucial locations, and data sources should be broadened to ensure quality. The conclusions
of the analysis are more objective and rational.

4.2. Conclusions

(1) The spatial distribution characteristics of “strong in the middle and weak in the sur-
roundings” are shown in the evaluation of the suitability of land for elderly facilities.
The suitable areas are mainly concentrated in the central part of the city, while the
less suitable and unsuitable areas are mainly concentrated in the suburbs and account
for more than half of the area. In order to meet the expanding demand for land for
elderly facilities, we should also continuously improve the construction of medical
and transportation infrastructure in the suburbs to improve the suitability of land for
elderly facilities and reserve backup resources.

(2) The Thiessen model centered on senior care facilities shows that the spatial distribu-
tion of senior care facilities in different modes varies significantly, with community
home senior care facilities concentrated in urban centers and institutional senior care
facilities spread throughout urban areas, but both have in common that the number
of facilities in central cities is significantly higher than that in suburban areas, and the
allocation of senior care facilities in urban and rural areas is less balanced.

(3) To optimize the spatial layout of land for elderly facilities, the following strategies
are proposed. 1© Enhance the hierarchical structure of senior care institutions in
accordance with Changsha Civil Affairs Bureau’s design in order to establish a three-
tiered senior care service structure of “district-county-community-street (township)”
that connects urban and rural areas effectively. For different types of land proposed
for the elderly: the land for the elderly under the jurisdiction of the city due to
its high suitability and dense elderly population, to the streets as a unit, with an
emphasis on the layout of community home care facilities to provide basic protection
for the elderly. In the suburban areas, the elderly population is relatively dense, the
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traffic and medical facilities are complete, and the overall suitability is good, so the
investment in community home and institutional elderly care facilities should be
increased; in the peripheral areas of the city, more medium- and high-end elderly
institutions can be built; in the distant suburbs, combined with the characteristics of
its extensive and sparse population, large elderly institutions should be set up around
the township centers, the more suitable areas with developed traffic networks and
better medical facilities to expand the scope of services should be expanded. 2© Based
on the evaluation results of suitability of senior citizen land constructed in this paper,
and from the perspective of urban stock land, we actively explore the potential senior
citizen land, and take Tianxin District of Yuhua District as a case study, and propose
alternative sites for new senior citizen facilities to effectively relieve the pressure on
community senior citizens.
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Abstract: Based on the panel data of 41 cities in the Yangtze River Delta region from 2006–2018, this
paper constructed an index system of measuring green urban land use efficiency (green land use
efficiency), including input-expected output-unexpected output (input-expected output-unexpected
output) and used the unexpected output-SBM model to calculate the green land use efficiency of
the region. The spatial and temporal evolution characteristics of urban land green use efficiency in
this area were studied by the Dagum Gini coefficient, decomposition, and exploratory spatial data
analysis. The results show that (1) the temporal evolution characteristics of green land use efficiency
in the whole region of the Yangtze River Delta, provinces (municipalities directly under the central
government), and cities all show an upward trend of fluctuation. Among them, the green land use
efficiency of the whole region is between 0.258 and 0.377, the gap in the green land use efficiency of
the provinces (municipalities directly under the central government) is accelerating, and the green
land use efficiency of the cities is gradually advancing to the middle and high efficiency areas. (2)
Spatial evolution: On the one hand, the spatial difference in the green use efficiency of urban land in
this region is gradually expanding. On the other hand, the green use efficiency of urban land in this
region has a significant positive spatial correlation, the agglomeration pattern is dominated by high
agglomeration and low agglomeration, and the low high agglomeration is supplemented.

Keywords: land green use efficiency; unexpected SBM model; spatiotemporal evolution characteristics;
Yangtze River Delta

1. Introduction

China’s economy is in the transition period from “high-speed” development to “high-
quality” development. The Fifth Plenary Session of the 19th CPC Central Committee
proposed “promoting green development and promoting harmonious coexistence between
human and nature”, in which “green development” is an indispensable part of “high-
quality development”. The so-called green development refers to sustainable development
in line with the requirements of ecological protection and environmental friendliness. It
is required to realize low-carbon, environmental protection and the efficient utilization
of production factors in each development link. As one of the most important means of
production, land is the material basis of all economic and social elements and also the space
carrier of economic and social development. It should play an important role in green
development. This requires the implementation of the concept of harmonious coexistence
and sustainable development between man and nature in the process of land use and the
realization of the unity of economic and ecological benefits of land use. This process is
defined as green land use [1]. Along with the process of urbanization in China, urban
construction land is rapidly expanding. At the same time, it is facing the dilemma of total
shortage, disordered utilization planning, high pollution, and low efficiency, which have
become the shackles of the comprehensive green transformation of economic society.

The Yangtze River Delta is one of the regions with the most developed economy in
China, the highest level of urbanization, the highest concentration of high-end talents, and
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the strongest innovation ability, but the contradiction between people and land is particu-
larly serious. The shortage of land resources, serious pollution, low utilization efficiency,
and multiple other problems restrict the pace of green development in the Yangtze River
Delta. In order to change the current situation of development and pollution, the region
actively seeks the practice road of coordinated development of ecological environment
protection and economic and social progress. In order to improve the efficiency of land
use, we should develop the leading area of ecological and green integration in the Yangtze
River Delta, promote space sharing, and so on. However, with the development of practice,
the traditional method of measuring land use efficiency only from the economic point of
view cannot meet the demand, and it is necessary to increase the ecological perspective,
including the concept of green development. Therefore, it is necessary to measure the green
efficiency of urban land in Yangtze River Delta and explore its change trend. Therefore, we
must use a reasonable measurement system to explore the efficiency of urban land green
use in the Yangtze River Delta in order to promote the efficient and green use of urban land
in the Yangtze River Delta.

Integrating the concept of green development into the process of urban land use
and its quantitative analysis is the premise and basis for improving the efficiency of
urban land green use and realizing the coordinated development of economic growth
and environmental protection. It is also a hot topic in economics, management, and land
science. The research of land use efficiency starts from theoretical research and gradually
develops to empirical analysis. In the theoretical research stage, scholars mainly focus on
the influencing factors of land use efficiency [2,3], index systems [4], path selection [5],
and management systems [6]. In the empirical research stage, with the deepening of the
research, the calculation method of land use efficiency is more scientific, the connotation is
constantly enriched, and the research angle is more extensive. The calculation method of
land use efficiency mainly experienced three stages: the single index method, the multi-
index method, and the DEA model [7–11]. At present, the improved non-radial, non-angle,
and non-expectation SBM model based on the traditional DEA model has become the
mainstream method to measure multi-objective land use efficiency. The connotation of
land use efficiency is further enriched, and the concept of green land use efficiency emerges
as the times require and has become the research focus of relevant scholars [12–14]. As the
concept of land green use efficiency is put forward and the calculation method is improved,
the spatial-temporal differences and the sources of differences of green land use efficiency
have become the focus of further research. Scholars use the Dagum Gini coefficient [15],
exploratory spatial data analysis [16], the Theil index [17], kernel density estimation [18],
and other methods to analyze the spatial-temporal evolution and difference degree of
urban land use efficiency at different spatial scales.

At present, some scholars have carried out relevant research on the urban land use
efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta [19–21], but no research has been carried out on the
green land use efficiency of all 41 cities in the Yangtze River Delta, and no scholars have
used the Dagum Gini coefficient and decomposition method to analyze the differences
and sources of green land use efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta. Therefore, this paper
constructs the measurement index system of “input expected output unexpected output” of
green urban land use efficiency, calculates the land use efficiency of all cities in the Yangtze
River Delta, and studies its spatial-temporal evolution characteristics by using the Dagum
Gini coefficient, decomposition, and exploratory spatial data analysis.

2. Research Area, Indices Selection, and Methods
2.1. Research Area

The Yangtze River Delta includes 41 cities in Shanghai, Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Anhui
provinces (municipalities directly under the central government, the same below), accord-
ing to the 2019 Outline of the Yangtze River Delta Regional Integrated Development Plan,
which was recently approved by the State Council.
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In order to effectively investigate the green use efficiency of urban land in the Yangtze
River Delta, in this paper, the 27 central districts of Shanghai, Nanjing, Hangzhou, Suzhou,
Wuxi, Changzhou, Nantong, Yangzhou, Zhenjiang, Yancheng, Taizhou, Ningbo, Wenzhou,
Huzhou, Jiaxing, Shaoxing, Jinhua, Zhoushan, Hefei, Taizhou, Wuhu, Ma ‘anshan, Tongling,
Chuzhou, Anqing, Chizhou, Xuancheng, as well as Xuzhou, Huai ‘an, Quzhou, Lishui,
Lianyungang, Suqian, Bengbu, Huangshan, Huaibei, Huainan, Suzhou, Lu ‘an, Haozhou,
Fuyang and 14 non-central city districts as the study area.

2.2. Indices Selection and Data Sources

The term “green development” was first put forward by the British economist David,
emphasizing a model of economic development that does not cost the depletion of natural
resources. At present, the academic community has reached a basic consensus on the
connotation of green development mode, that is, “green development is a sustainable
development mode that not only pursues greater economic benefits but also requires the
maximum reduction of consumption”. Therefore, according to the connotation of green
development and the experience of existing literature, the green efficiency of urban land
is calculated, which should not only consider the economic output but also consider the
pollution emission. Therefore, this paper takes land, capital, and labor as input indicators.
Gross regional product is an indicator of expected output; the discharge of three wastes
is an undesired output index; and the measurement index system of “input-expected
output-unexpected output” is constructed. This system takes into account the ecological
environment capacity and resource carrying capacity while considering the economic
development and can measure the green use efficiency of urban land in the Yangtze River
Delta more comprehensively and scientifically. Therefore, the following indices were
selected for calculation in this paper:

(1) Input index. According to the theory of “three factors of production” put forward
by the economist Say, the input of urban production system mainly includes the character-
istics of land, capital, and labor. It is of more practical significance to consider the input
index from the three aspects of land, capital, and labor [22]. The specific situation of input
indicators is as follows: 1© Land input (urban construction land area /km2). 2© Capital
factor investment (fixed investment in municipal districts/CNY 10,000). 3© Labor input
factors (total number of employees in urban units and urban private and self-employed
employees/person). In addition, in order to eliminate the impact of inflation and increase
the comparability of data, this paper uses the GDP deflator based on the year 2000 to
treat the fixed investment of municipal districts. Similarly, the “gross regional product of
municipal districts”, the expected output index below, is treated in the same way.

(2) Expected output index. This index measures the “benefits” generated in the process
of urban land use from the perspective of economic output, and the gross regional product
is the most representative and comprehensive economic index. In addition, since the green
use efficiency of land within a city is calculated, the “gross regional product of a municipal
district” is chosen to represent the expected output.

(3) Unexpected output index. This indicator measures the “load” caused by the use
of urban land from the perspective of green development. Industrial pollution is the
most important pollution to the city, so the three indicators of “industrial sulfur dioxide
emissions/ton, industrial dust emissions/ton, industrial wastewater emissions/ton” are
chosen to represent the undesired output.

The data span of this paper is 13 years, which is determined by the degree of practice
of the green development concept in China and the speed of data update. The data in
this paper are based on China Statistical Yearbook, China Urban Statistical Yearbook, and
China Construction Statistical Yearbook from 2007 to 2019. Urban geospatial location
information is extracted with GeoDA software. Among them, the missing data of some
cities are obtained by deductive calculation. Finally, the 13-year panel data of 41 cities are
sorted out.
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2.3. Research Methods
2.3.1. Unexpected Output SBM Model

The non-radial and non-angle undesired SBM model was proposed by Tone. The
model puts the slack variable directly into the objective function [23,24], on the one hand,
it solves the problem of input–output slackness, and on the other hand, it also solves the
problem of efficiency evaluation in the presence of undesired output [25]. In the process of
land use, there are expected outputs and undesired outputs at the same time. Therefore,
this paper adopts the undesired output SBM model to calculate the green use efficiency of
urban land in the Yangtze River Delta. In this way, a more comprehensive evaluation of
the green land use efficiency of the cities in the region can be achieved.

The unexpected output SBM model assumes that the production system has n decision
units, and each unit can calculate the green use efficiency of urban land in a certain region in
a certain year. Each decision-making unit has m type input, s1 type expected output and s2
type unexpected output. This unit can be expressed as: x ∈ Rm, x ∈ Rm, yg ∈ RS1 , yb ∈ RS2 .
The matrix that defines input, expected output, and non-expected output is expressed as:

X = [x1, . . . , xn] ∈ Rm×n (1)

Yg =
[
yg

1 , . . . , yg
n

]
∈ RS1×n (2)

Yb =
[
yb

1, . . . , yb
n

]
∈ RS2×n (3)

X > 0, Yg > 0, Yb > 0 (4)

So, the production set can be expressed as:

ρ =
{
(x, yg, yb)

∣∣∣x ≥ Xλ, yg ≤ Ygλ, yb ≥ Ybλ, λ > 0
}

(5)

where λ ∈ Rn is a weight vector, and λ > 0 represents constant returns to scale. In this
study, the undesired output SBM model of a specific decision unit (x0, yg, yb

0) is expressed
as:

ρ = min
1− 1

m

m
∑

i=1

s−i
xi0

1 + 1
s1+s2

(
s1
∑

r=1

sg
r

yg
r0
+

s2
∑

r=1

sb
r

yb
r0
)

(6)

s.t.x0 = Xλ + s− (7)

yg
0 = Yg − sg (8)

yb
0 = Ybλ− sb (9)

s− ≥ 0, sg ≥ 0, sb ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0 (10)

In the formula, s−, sg and sb represent the relaxation variables of input, expected
output, and non-expected output, respectively. The objective function ρ represents the
urban land green use efficiency to be calculated, which is strictly decreasing with respect to
s−, sg and sb, the value is between 0 and 1. When ρ is 1, it is proven that the green use of
urban land in this year is efficient, and the rest is lack of efficiency, which still needs to be
improved.

2.3.2. Dagum Gini Coefficient and Decomposition Method

The Dagum Gini coefficient and its decomposition are the Gini coefficient proposed by
Dagum and its subgroup decomposition method [26]. Using this method, the differences
between regions and within regions can be explored, and the overall Gini coefficient can
be divided into three types: intra-regional difference contribution (Gw), inter-regional
difference contribution (Gnb), and supervariable density contribution (Gt). At present,
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Dagum Gini coefficient and its decomposition method have been used to analyze various
differences [27,28]. Therefore, this method is suitable for preliminary exploration of urban
land use efficiency differences in the Yangtze River Delta as a whole, between provinces,
and within provinces [29,30]. Dagum Gini coefficient and its decomposition formula are as
follows:

G =

k
∑

j=1

k
∑

h=1

nj

∑
i=1

nk
∑

r=1

∣∣ yji − yhr
∣∣

2n2y
(11)

Yh ≤ . . . Yj ≤ . . . Yk (12)

Gjj =

1
2Y

nj

∑
i=1

nj

∑
r=1

∣∣ yji − yjr
∣∣

n2
j

(13)

Gjh =

nj

∑
i=1

nj

∑
r=1

∣∣ yji − yhr
∣∣

njnh(Yj −Yh)
(14)

Gw =
k

∑
j=1

Gjj pjsj (15)

Gnb =
k

∑
j=2

j−1

∑
h=1

Gjh
(

pjsh + phsj
)

Djh (16)

Gt =
k

∑
j=2

j−1

∑
h=1

Gjh
(

pjsh + phsj
)(

1− Djh

)
(17)

Djh =
djh − pjh

djh + pjh
(18)

djh =
∫ ∞

0
dFj(y)

∫ y

0
(y− x)dFh(x) (19)

pjh =
∫ ∞

0
dFh(y)

∫ y

0
(y− x)dFj(y) (20)

Formula (3) is the formula for the calculation of the Gini coefficient. yij(yhr) is the
green urban land use efficiency in province j(h). y cities in Yangtze River Delta is the
average of the green land use efficiency, n is the number of cities, n is the number of
the Yangtze River Delta provinces. nj(nh) is the number of cities in the province of j(h).
Formula (4) is the ranking of the provinces according to the mean value of the green use
efficiency of urban land in the provinces before the decomposition of the Gini coefficient.
Equations (5) and (6) represent the intra-regional Gini index of j province and the inter-
regional Gini coefficient of Gjj, j and h provinces, respectively. Equations (7)–(9) calculate
intra-regional difference contribution, inter-regional difference contribution, and super-
variable density contribution, respectively. According to the decomposition method of
Gini coefficient, the following formula can be obtained as follows: G = Gw + Gnb + Gt.
The influence of provinces on the relative green use efficiency of urban land is defined as
Equation (10), in which the calculation of djh and pjh are shown in Equations (11) and (12).

2.3.3. Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis

In this paper, the exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA) method of global spatial
autocorrelation and local spatial autocorrelation was used to measure the spatial evolution
of urban land green use efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta
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(1) Global spatial autocorrelation analysis. Global spatial autocorrelation can describe
the global spatial relationship of all units in the study space. In this paper, it is used to
analyze the overall spatial change of urban land green use efficiency in the Yangtze River
Delta region. At present, Moran’s I(Moran index) statistic is used to analyze the spatial
autocorrelation of land green use efficiency. Its calculation formula is as follows:

I =

n
n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
wij(xi − x)

(
xj − x

)

(
∑n

i=1 ∑n
j=1 wij

)
∑n

i=1(xi − x)2
(21)

where xi =
1
n

n
∑

i=1
xi represents the observed value of city i, n is the number of cities, and

w is the spatial weight matrix. Moran’s I is between −1 and 1. When I > 0, it indicates
a positive correlation between cities, and the closer it is to 1, the stronger the positive
correlation is. When I < 0, it indicates a positive correlation between cities, and the closer
it is to −1, the stronger the negative correlation will be. When I = 0, it means that there is
no spatial autocorrelation between regions.

(2) Local space autocorrelation analysis. Local spatial autocorrelation can distinguish
different correlation patterns that may exist due to spatial location changes. In this way, we
can investigate the local unevenness of space and explore the spatial heterogeneity between
data. Due to spatial instability, global autocorrelation analysis is difficult to accurately
reflect local spatial correlation, so local Moran’s I is used to explore the local characteristics
of urban land green use efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta region. Its formula is as
follows:

I = ∑ wijzizj (22)

where zi and zj are the observed values after standardization, and wij is the elements of the
spatial weight matrix after standardization. The range of local Moran’s I is not limited to
−1 to 1. In this study, when Ii is significantly positive and zi > 0, it means that the green
land use efficiency of the city i and its neighbors is higher than the average level, which
belongs to high agglomeration. When Ii is significantly positive and zi < 0, it means that
the green land use efficiency of i and its neighbors is lower than the average level, which
belongs to low agglomeration. When Ii is significantly negative and zi > 0, it means that
the green land use efficiency of neighboring cities is much lower than that of cities i, which
belongs to high agglomeration. When Ii is significantly negative and, it means that the
green land use efficiency of neighboring cities is much higher than that of cities i, which
belongs to low–high agglomeration.

3. Result Analysis

This part is based on the calculation of the SBM undesirable model for the green
use efficiency of urban land in the Yangtze River Delta from 2006–2018 and analyzes its
change characteristics from the perspectives of time and space. The time series analysis
is carried out from the three dimensions of the region as a whole, the province, and the
city; the spatial evolution analysis is divided into two parts: the spatial difference and the
correlation of the urban land green use efficiency.

3.1. Analysis of Time Series Change

First of all, on the whole, the average value of green urban land use efficiency in
the Yangtze River Delta presents a fluctuating upward trend, with a range from 0.2 to 0.4
(Figure 1). On the one hand, this shows that with the deepening of the green concept,
the land green use efficiency within the urban area has been steadily improving; on the
other hand, it also reveals the problem that the overall value of land green use efficiency
is low and needs to be greatly improved. In addition, the change in urban land green
use efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta can be divided into three stages. The first stage
was from 2006–2009, when China put forward and vigorously implemented the “energy
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saving” emission reduction measures for the first time. During this period, due to the rapid
reduction of “three wastes” emissions, the overall green use efficiency of urban land in
the region rose rapidly. The second stage is from 2010 to 2016. In this stage, the green use
efficiency of urban land maintained at about 0.3 after a rapid decline. Due to the prominent
problems such as the slowdown of economic growth and the reduction in production
benefits of enterprises, the green land use efficiency has returned to a more stable mode.
The third stage is from 2017 to 2018. With the improvement of the “energy conservation
and emission reduction” system, the market environment and the optimization of the
economic development structure, the green use efficiency of urban land increases rapidly
once again after energy storage.
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Secondly, from the dimension of each province, its change trend follows the change
trend of the whole region, showing a fluctuating upward trend (Figure 2). The green
use efficiency of urban land in Shanghai has been in the leading position for a long time.
Although it declined rapidly from 2010–2011, it rose rapidly in the following years and
surpassed the previous level, completely opening up a gap with other provinces in the
Yangtze River Delta. In the past three years, the efficiency value has been maintained above
0.7. The green use efficiency of urban land in Anhui Province is the lowest in the Yangtze
River Delta region, fluctuating between 0.2 and 0.3 and even decreasing in the recent two
years. The change trend of green land use efficiency of cities in Zhejiang Province and
Jiangsu Province is roughly the same. Its change trend can be divided into three stages as
the whole change trend. The first stage was from 2006–2009. Both provinces grew at a rapid
rate and reached a small peak in 2009. The green land use efficiency of Zhejiang Province
exceeded 0.45, while that of Jiangsu Province approached 0.43. In the second stage, from
2010–2016, the two provinces experienced a rapid rise after a lack of momentum, resulting
in the efficiency growth being reversed and entering a long period of decline. The third
stage is from 2017 to 2018. In these two years, the rising channel of green urban land use
efficiency in the two provinces was opened, and it quickly recovered to or exceeded the
highest state.
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Figure 2. Average value of urban land green use efficiency of each province in the Yangtze River
Delta from 2006–2018.

Finally, the results are analyzed from the perspective of city. Here, this paper presents
the urban land green use efficiency of 41 cities in the Yangtze River Delta region in 2006,
2012, and 2018 through tables to analyze the results. In order to facilitate comparison,
the natural breakpoint method was adopted to divide the table into a low efficiency zone
(0.07–0.326), a medium efficiency zone (0.326–0.632), and a high efficiency zone (0.632–1). It
can be seen from the following table (Table 1) that the green land use efficiency of all cities
in the Yangtze River Delta region is less and less in the low-efficiency zone, and more and
more in the medium-efficiency zone.

Table 1. Green land use efficiency of cities in Yangtze River Delta in 2006, 2012–2018.

Efficiency Range 2006 2012 2018

0.07–0.326

Changzhou, Lu’an, Haozhou,
Huangshan, Huai’an, Fuyang,

Huaibei, Chizhou, Bengbu,
Lianyungang, Suqian, Lishui,
Bengbu, Chuzhou, Suzhou,
Anqing, Jiaxing, Shaoxing,
Huaian, Yancheng, Jinhua,

Hefei, Wuhu, Huzhou,
Nanjing, Zhenjiang, Wenzhou,

Taizhou, Ningbo, Nantong,
Xuancheng, Xuzhou,

Yangzhou,

Changzhou, Lu’an, Chuzhou,
Lianyungang, Fuyang,

Huaibei, Bengbu, Huangshan,
Mizhou, Xuancheng,

Shaoxing, Huainan, Chizhou,
Hefei, Huai’an, Jinhua,

Suqian, Anqing, Wenzhou,
Yancheng, Quzhou, Wuhu,
Taizhou, Lishui, Huzhou,

Taizhou, Ma’anshan, Jiaxing

Changzhou, Fuyang, Lu’an,
Huangshan, Mizhou,

Chuzhou, Huaibei, Chizhou,
Huainan, Anqing,

Lianyungang, Bengbu, Jinhua,
Xuancheng, Quzhou, Suzhou,
Huzhou, Suqian, Ma’anshan,

Huai’an, Wuhu,

0.326–0.632

Yangzhou, Zhoushan,
Maanshan, Taizhou, Tongling,
Hangzhou, Shanghai, Wuxi,

Suzhou

Zhenjiang, Nantong, Tongling,
Nanjing, Ningbo, Zhoushan,
Hangzhou, Xuzhou, Wuxi,

Yangzhou, Suzhou, Suzhou

Hefei, Tongling, Yancheng,
Wenzhou, Nantong, Taizhou,
Xuzhou, Zhenjiang, Shaoxing,

Taizhou, Lishui, Nanjing,
Jiaxing, Suzhou,

Wuxi, Hangzhou

0.632–1 - Shanghai Ningbo, Shanghai, Zhoushan
Yangzhou

3.2. Analysis of Spatial Evolution
3.2.1. Dagum Gini Index and Decomposition Results

In order to investigate the spatial differences and sources of urban land green use
efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta region, a province was first divided into a subgroup.
Based on the Dagum Gini coefficient and decomposition method, the Gini coefficient of
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green urban land use efficiency from 2006–2018 was calculated and decomposed. The
results are as follows (Table 2).

1. The overall regional difference and evolution trend of the spatial distribution of
urban land green use efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta. As can be seen from Figure 3,
the Gini coefficient of urban land use efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta region shows an
upward trend, fluctuating between 0.17 and 0.35. Based on 2006 and 2012, the difference of
urban land use efficiency increased by 4.98% and 3.21% annually, respectively. At the same
time, in the process of the overall rise, local fluctuations are larger.

1 

 

 

Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 

Figure 3. Overall Gini Coefficient in the Yangtze River Delta Region from 2006–2018.

2. Decomposition of regional differences in green use efficiency of urban land.
(1) Intra-regional differences in green use efficiency of urban land. Figure 4 describes

the intra-provincial differences in green urban land use efficiency in the provinces of the
Yangtze River Delta (except Shanghai). On the whole, the Gini coefficient within each
province is not high, indicating that there is little difference in the green use efficiency
of urban land within each province. In terms of subdivision, the fluctuation of regional
Gini coefficient in Zhejiang Province is the most severe, showing a pattern of increasing
first, decreasing, and then increasing again. The intra-regional Gini coefficient of Jiangsu
Province showed a trend of increasing at first and then decreasing. After the increase from
2006–2009, the intra-regional Gini coefficient of Jiangsu Province gradually decreased at an
average annual rate of 5.7%. The overall value of Gini coefficient in Anhui Province is the
lowest among the three provinces, but the fluctuation is the most frequent, which indicates
that the difference in urban land use efficiency among cities in Anhui Province is small and
the change range is narrow.
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Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 Figure 4. Intra-Gini Coefficient of Yangtze River Delta Region from 2006–2018.

(2) Regional differences in green use efficiency of urban land. Figure 5 describes the
differences of urban land green use efficiency among provinces in the Yangtze River Delta.
From the perspective of overall evolution trend, although the values of Gini coefficient
in different regions are different, the trends are similar. The first wave peaks between
provinces and regions concentrated in 2009 and 2010. After a collective rapid decline,
small peaks appeared in 2012 and 2013, and then divergent trends emerged. In addition,
compared with 2006, the gap in the green urban land use efficiency in all provinces is
widening, in which the gap between Anhui and Jiangsu is the smallest and that between
Anhui and Shanghai is the largest. From the point of view of the value, the Gini coefficient
between Shanghai and other provinces in the region is high, among which the Gini coef-
ficient between Anhui Province and Shanghai is the highest. Except Shanghai, the Gini
coefficient among the other three provinces is relatively small, among which Jiangsu and
Zhejiang have the lowest Gini coefficients.
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(3) Regional differences and contribution rates of green urban land use efficiency. As
can be seen from Figure 6, during the research period, the difference in the urban land use
efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta region was mainly caused by the differences among
provinces, with an average contribution rate of 48.09%. The second is the contribution of
superdensity, and the average contribution rate is 27.32%. Finally, the difference between
cities within the province, the average contribution rate is 24.59%. Among these three types
of contributions, the contribution rate of intra-regional differences is the most stable, while
the contribution rate of inter-regional differences and the contribution rate of superdensity
fluctuate greatly and tend to run in opposite directions.
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region from 2006–2018.

3.2.2. Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis Results

Using GeoDA software, the regional and regional Moran’s I of the green use efficiency
of urban land in the Yangtze River Delta region from 2006–2018 are calculated and analyzed,
and the results are as follows.

(1) Analysis of global spatial evolution. The regional Moran’s I passed the test at
the significance level of 5%, and its value ranged from 0.070–0.354, indicating that there
was a significant and positive spatial autocorrelation in the green use efficiency of urban
land in the Yangtze River Delta. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the change trend of
Moran’s I is an overall increase and a local fluctuation, which indicates that there is not only
spatial dependence but also spatial heterogeneity among the green use efficiency of land in
different regions. During 2006–2009 and 2011–2012, Moran’s I decreased at a relatively fast
rate, indicating that the spatial difference and correlation of urban land green use efficiency
in the Yangtze River Delta were increasing and weakening in these periods. Moran’s I
increased at a fast rate in three periods of 2008–2011, 2012–2013, and 2016–2018, indicating
that the spatial correlation of the green urban land use efficiency in the Yangtze River
Delta region was continuously enhanced, while the differences were gradually weakened
during these periods. In particular, after the release of the “Yangtze River Delta Urban
Agglomeration Development Plan” in 2016, Anhui Province was included in the Yangtze
River Delta region, and the integration degree of the Yangtze River Delta region continued
to deepen. Moran’s I also rose rapidly and continued to break new highs, and the mutual
influence of the green land use efficiency between cities was strengthened.
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agglomeration types and has an upward trend. Low and low agglomerations are mainly 
distributed in the northwest of the Yangtze River Delta, and most of these cities are 
marginal cities not included in the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration. Although 
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Figure 7. Moran’s I index of the Yangtze River Delta region from 2006–2018.

(2) Analysis of local spatial evolution. Since global Moran’s I is difficult to reflect the
specific characteristics of local space, local Moran’s I is used to study the spatial agglomera-
tion pattern in the Yangtze River Delta. The figure below shows the agglomeration pattern
of the Yangtze River Delta in 2006, 2010, 2014, and 2018.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that there are three types of agglomeration in the Yangtze
River Delta: high agglomeration, low–low agglomeration, and low–high agglomeration.
The specific characteristics are high agglomeration, low agglomeration into block distribu-
tion, and low and high agglomeration sporadic distribution. During the study period, the
number of high-concentration cities stabilized between 3 and 5, mainly Shanghai, Suzhou,
Jiaxing, and other economically developed cities. These cities not only have a high level
of green land use efficiency but also have a strong positive influence on the green land
use efficiency of the surrounding cities, and the spatial spillover effect is significant. The
low–low agglomeration is the most widely distributed among the four agglomeration
types and has an upward trend. Low and low agglomerations are mainly distributed
in the northwest of the Yangtze River Delta, and most of these cities are marginal cities
not included in the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration. Although the low–high
agglomeration pattern of cities is not fixed, most of them are central cities with higher
economic levels. The lack of the ability to receive a diffusion effect is the main reason why
these cities cannot catch up with the green land use efficiency of surrounding cities.
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the core area of the Yangtze River Delta, and both are representatives of the developed 
regions in China, with similar industrial structure [34]. The “two wings” of the im-
provement of the overall green urban land use efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta re-
gion dominate the development speed of the green urban land use efficiency in this re-
gion. 

③ The green use efficiency of urban land in Anhui province increased slightly un-
der the overall growth level. In the short term, this change has become an obstacle to the 
rapid improvement of urban land green use efficiency in this region. However, in the 
long term, Anhui Province, on the one hand, has undertaken relatively low-end indus-
tries in Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Shanghai, and optimized the overall industrial layout and 
resource allocation of the region. On the other hand, it increases the development hin-

Figure 8. LISA cluster map in the Yangtze River Delta.
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4. Conclusions

Based on the calculated green use efficiency of urban land in the Yangtze River Delta re-
gion, this paper analyzes the spatiotemporal evolution characteristics of green use efficiency
of urban land in this region by using Dagum Gini coefficient and decomposition method
and exploratory spatial data analysis method and comes to the following conclusions:

(1) From the perspective of overall temporal evolution, the overall green use efficiency
of urban land in the Yangtze River Delta increased from 0.258 in 2006 to 0.377 in 2018, with
a slight fluctuation during the period. As of 2018, it is still at a low level and has great
potential for improvement.

(2) From the perspective of local time series evolution, the evolution characteristics of
the green urban land use efficiency of all provinces in the Yangtze River Delta region are
different. However, the overall trend is consistent with the regional trend. However, the
overall trend is consistent with the regional trend.

1© The efficiency of green land use in Shanghai increased rapidly and widened the gap
with that of other provinces. As a super first-tier city in China, relying on the advantages
of its economy, systems, and technology, Shanghai has continuously improved its green
urban land use efficiency and has become the “leader” in improving urban land green use
efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta region [31–33].

2© The evolution characteristics of the green land use efficiency in Zhejiang Province
and Jiangsu Province are similar, that is, the green land use efficiency in Zhejiang Province
fluctuates at a slightly higher level than the overall level, and the increase rate is higher
than the overall increase rate. Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces are both located in the core
area of the Yangtze River Delta, and both are representatives of the developed regions in
China, with similar industrial structure [34]. The “two wings” of the improvement of the
overall green urban land use efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta region dominate the
development speed of the green urban land use efficiency in this region.

3© The green use efficiency of urban land in Anhui province increased slightly under
the overall growth level. In the short term, this change has become an obstacle to the
rapid improvement of urban land green use efficiency in this region. However, in the long
term, Anhui Province, on the one hand, has undertaken relatively low-end industries in
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Shanghai, and optimized the overall industrial layout and resource
allocation of the region. On the other hand, it increases the development hinterland of
the Yangtze River Delta region, which is the future growth point of the green urban land
use efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta region [35,36]. From the inter-city level, more
and more cities such as Hefei and Lishui have got rid of the low-efficiency state of urban
land green use efficiency and entered the medium-efficient area. The inter-city difference
is narrowing continuously, which makes the pattern of land green use efficiency in the
Yangtze River Delta region optimize to some extent. From the perspective of inter-city
level, more and more cities in the Yangtze River Delta region have gotten rid of the low
efficiency of the green urban land use efficiency and entered the medium-high efficiency
area. The inter-city differences are narrowing, and the pattern is constantly optimized.

(3) From the perspective of the difference of spatial evolution, the difference of the
overall green urban land use efficiency in the Yangtze River Delta region is gradually
expanding. The Dagum Gini coefficient and decomposition results show that the gap
between developed and relatively backward provinces is getting bigger and bigger, which
is the main source of the overall regional differences, while the intra-provincial differences
are small and trend, and the contribution is less. Economically developed regions have
absolute advantages in “hardware” construction (infrastructure construction, public service
facilities, etc.) and “software” construction (institutional environment and public service
level, etc.). These advantages are the acceleration of the ability to transform the green
development concept into green development, which can enable the cities with advantages
to realize the improvement of green land use efficiency more quickly, thus opening a gap
with other regions. Cities in the same province are more likely to have the same economic
development and policy environment, so the efficiency of green land use is more similar.
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(4) From the perspective of correlation of spatial evolution, the green use efficiency
of urban land in the Yangtze River Delta region has a significant and positive global spa-
tial autocorrelation, and this correlation increases gradually with the deepening of the
integration degree of the Yangtze River Delta. In the Yangtze River Delta, there are two
main agglomeration patterns: high agglomeration and low agglomeration, which are
respectively distributed in the regions with the strongest comprehensive strength and the
weakest comprehensive strength. Developed cities such as Shanghai and Suzhou have
worked together to promote industrial upgrading, eliminate backward production capacity,
learn from effective policies, protect the ecological environment, bring positive externalities
to each other, and form a high concentration of urban land green utilization efficiency.
However, less developed areas such as Lu‘an City and Fuyang City in the northwest of the
Yangtze River Delta region have attracted a number of enterprises with high energy con-
sumption and high pollution due to relatively loose environmental management policies,
which promotes the improvement of local economic development level, but at the same
time, leads to the low efficiency of land green use, thus forming a low–low agglomeration
pattern. The spatial distribution of low–high agglomeration is not obvious, and these
cities often find it difficult to accept the positive benefits of efficient cities and even suffer
negative effects.

5. Policy Recommendations

(1) We should actively promote the integration of the Yangtze River Delta and compre-
hensively improve the green utilization efficiency of urban land. The Yangtze River Delta
region is a community of economy, society, and ecological environment. The ecological en-
vironments are dependent on each other, and the ecological services are shared. Improving
the green urban land use efficiency of the region as a whole will give full play to the “holis-
tic thinking”, together with the concept of “green water castle peak is the jinshan silver”
as a guide, planning to break apart, overlapping conflict situation, through the methods
of environment pollution co-government, backward infrastructure co-construction and
sharing, overall upgrade to industry to promote the efficiency of the whole green urban
land use.

(2) It is necessary to fully tap the potential of each region, make up for its strengths,
and realize the optimization of the green utilization efficiency of urban land in the region.
The development level of the three provinces and one city in the Yangtze River Delta
region is different, so it is necessary to effectively tap the potential of each region, give
full play to their advantages, and jointly improve the efficiency of green land use in the
Yangtze River Delta region. Shanghai is open to the outside world at a high level, is capital
and technology intensive, mainly develops high-yield, low-pollution happy technology
industries, and its green land utilization efficiency has been at a high level for a long time.
Therefore, we should give full play to the leading role and guide the direction of regional
development. Both Zhejiang and Jiangsu provinces are big manufacturing provinces with
the developed economy. While high-tech industries and strategic emerging industries are
developing vigorously, the problem of insufficient development quality is still prominent.
Therefore, we should take innovation as the first priority of the manufacturing industry,
actively explore a new mode of innovation-driven manufacturing development, give full
play to the pulling and lifting role of the two wings, and exchange higher technology for
lower pollution. With abundant labor resources and urbanization in Anhui province, there
is huge potential to develop land resources are relatively more, should give full play to the
advantage of backwardness, actively undertake the industrial transfer of the Jiangsu region
but also to strengthen the construction of urban infrastructure and public service facilities
and pay attention to improving the management of urban land use and environmental
pollution. We must not ignore environmental protection for the sake of pursuing economic
benefits, which will lead to the low efficiency of land green benefits.

(3) It is necessary to explore the development mode of high-efficiency areas driving
low-efficiency areas and promote the common growth of green urban land use efficiency.
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At present, there are obvious differences in the efficiency of urban land green use among
provinces in the Yangtze River Delta. Therefore, the association among provinces should be
strengthened. The efficient provinces can help the inefficient ones improve their efficiency
through industrial cooperation, policy sharing, technology, and talent support. On the
one hand, this can speed up the efficiency improvement in the low-efficiency areas, solve
the “pain point” of the low level of urban land green use efficiency in the Yangtze River
Delta, and on the other hand, it can promote the coordinated development of green land
use efficiency in the whole region.
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Abstract: The form of an ocean city, as a physical space, has an important impact on the city’s
social economy, environment, etc. Whether the internal composition of an ocean city is well
organized determines whether its form is sustainable and whether it can better carry out a variety
of functions. Considering this context, in this study, we adopted the theory of space syntax (SS) to
interpret the sustainability of the ocean city form. This was carried out from the perspective of
the composition relationship of the internal organization of the ocean city (OC) physical space.
We judged whether the composition relationship of internal space could effectively support the
sustainable and healthy functioning of different features of ocean cities through the interpretation
of SS-related theories. It is extremely hard to give an accurate definition of the form of a sustainable
city. At the same time, it is impossible to make conclusions about which urban form is sustainable.
However, combined with the concept of sustainable development, we argue that urban forms
that continue to facilitate the virtuous cycle of the society, economy, and environment of a given
city and also to be highly habitable for urban residents are sustainable. Thus, based on the above
viewpoint, the research object and scope in this study only involved the ontology of the physical
space form and whether urban physical space could effectively support the sound and sustainable
development of three core elements: urban society, the economy, and the environment. This was
comprehensively evaluated through our exploration of the form of urban physical space. Here,
space syntax was taken as an analytical theoretical and practical tool to summarize the problems
that existed in Shenzhen Bay through data analysis, and corresponding development proposals
were put forward. The concept and method behind the strategy analysis of the ocean city (OC)
design framework based on SS-related theories were presented and applied to practical cases to
perform an objective and rational analysis, guide the design of actual projects, and promote ocean
city (OC) design in the transition period in a judicious way. In addition, we discuss how design
and planning can promote sustainable urban development.

Keywords: space syntax; ocean city; space form; sustainable planning and design

1. Introduction
1.1. Research Background

The spatial layout of cities has always been a leading factor in human activities.
Today, cities are characterized by gaps between people and automobiles, between people,
and between buildings and public spaces. This seclusion and discrepancy was not the
original intention of urban planners, going against their initial attempts to create a sound
communication environment. However, when looking at several traditional cities, we
find that they do not have such problems. On the contrary, there is little seclusion and
instead harmonious social relations. The essence of urban learning is to investigate
human beings and their living space. Over time, the relationships between people
and their living spaces are becoming more complex. During the normal operation of
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a city, people readily attribute the driving force of urban development to social and
economic factors and ignore its subjects and law. Theoretically, this simple judgment
made by academic circles lays a foundation for the prerequisite of social and economic
planning, reducing urban planning to a passive position in social development, economic
construction, spatial layout, etc. Finally, the planning and design (PAD) of urban spaces
fails to give full play to their due function and pay adequate attention to the rules of
urban space, which leads to many misunderstandings in urban and rural construction.
This argument must be explored in the context of the effect of economic and social forces
on a city and how they come into being [1].

Cities are bound to face one particular challenge; that is, how to develop the pop-
ulation, resources, environment, and social economy in a coordinated way. Along with
the development of the social economy and the acceleration of urbanization in China,
cities—especially big cities and megacities—are faced with a grim situation [2]. For this
reason, how to identify the nature, scale, and development direction of a city and create a
pathway of sustainable development are currently issues of importance.

SS is a research method that combines space with society. Spatial ontology quantifies
the complex spatial form, behaviors, and activities of humans, and discusses the internal
relationship between the spatial organization, urban structures, and functional modes [3].
The OC form, which is a kind of physical space, is a significant carrier. Whether its internal
structure is good or bad determines its sustainability and the variety of functions that it
bears. In a nutshell, the OC design framework is a strategic and holistic OC design tool.
The framework can be understood as the provision of a stable mechanical structure. This
structure can be shared and replicated during operation and can be extended to satisfy the
design requirements of different regions. When introducing the OC design framework, one
should add the features of local elements, not only to ensure the integrity of the regional
OC design but also to fully protect the local characteristics. The OC design framework
should adapt to local and seasonal conditions and fulfill the requirement of diversity. In
addition, the OC design framework is tantamount to supplying a framework or beginning
for OC design, whose connotations and outcomes must vary from place to place [4].

To this end, by applying SS theory to the relationship between internal structure and
composition in the OC physical space of marine cities, we determined their sustainability
and judged whether their internal spatial structure can fully support the sustainable and
healthy functioning of different features based on SS-related theories.

1.2. Research Purpose

The importance of oceans runs through the whole process of urban development,
and the planning and design of marine cities are also crucial. Due to the “urban fringe”
characteristic of coastal space, the planning and design methods used for marine cities are
completely different from those of inland cities. However, most of the existing planning
and design strategies for marine cities focus only on the location of the coast and fail to
view the construction of marine cities from multiple levels. How to conform to and utilize
the spatial relations of marine cities to create a better urban space is an important research
question and was the focus of this study.

Since they are not incisive enough, the previous case studies on space syntax cannot
offer guidance on construction problems in actual projects and cannot be satisfactorily used
to develop design strategies for urban construction. Therefore, based on SS analysis, we
merged spatial units as the marine space of “three bays and one estuary” via zoning and
performed a quantitative evaluation and analysis of the marine ecological economy in each
sea area by building an evaluation index system for the sustainable development of the
marine ecological economy. We classified and divided sea areas according to their main
features and the spatial autocorrelation analysis structure, as well as planned and designed
a sustainable OC spatial form for marine cities to provide a reference to better guide the
development of the marine economy and protect and utilize the marine resources and
environment in each sea area. Here, backed by the SS research theory, we summarized
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strategies for the OC design framework to solve the problems existing in the construction of
OCs and guide OC design during the transition period [5]. The main aim of this study was
to obtain plans and proposals for sustainable spatial development based on a case study of
Shenzhen Bay, under the common premise of SS analysis and a sustainable viewpoint, and
to guide the spatial planning of other marine cities.

1.3. Research Significance

A city is both a complex and complicated internal system. The spatial structure
of a city has a great impact on human activities. First, a reasonable spatial layout can
boost the healthy development of a city, while a reasonable spatial structure can create
a vibrant and safe environment and promote the development of society, the economy,
and the environment. If a space is ill-planned, its urban function will fail and the whole
society may even lose balance. The discussion of methods for urban function and form
is becoming increasingly common. In this study, the analytical approach of SS provided
a scientific explanation for the genesis and operation mode of urban space, delivered
accurate information and rigorous data for future urban problems, and gave suggestions
and optimal solutions to ensure normal operation and promote sustainable development
of cities [6].

Based on SS theory, this study undertook a rational analysis of the characteristics
of current OC spaces, guided the layout of various OC design elements, guaranteed the
rationality of OC design, discussed the compatibility between OC design and OC planning
systems, and ensured the enforceability of OC design. The significance of this research is
that it summarized strategies for an OC design framework during the transition period
through qualitative and quantitative analysis, which can help to shape a good OC living
atmosphere; i.e., an environment where humans and nature can coexist in harmony in a
vibrant OC space [7]. Most importantly, using the current spatial form of Shenzhen Bay,
our study analyzed the prominent problems existing in the current spatial development
of Shenzhen Bay and put forward targeted development proposals for these problems, to
promote the economic development of Shenzhen Bay and provide experience to draw from
for the development of other regions.

1.4. Research Methods

In this study, OC planning exhibition halls with different combinations of internal
space were selected and analyzed, and research was conducted based on the acquired text
resources, photos, etc. We adopted the following methods:

Literature review: Through the consultation of a large number of online and offline
data sources, the literature was systematically sorted and analyzed. The classification of the
internal spatial forms of OC planning exhibition halls was summarized and the relevant
theories underpinning this article were clarified.

Field survey: The survey included surveying and mapping of the internal dimensions
of the case investigated in this study using a laser measuring instrument.

Software analysis: To begin, according to the theory and technical platform of SS, the
quantitative parameters of the internal space of the planning hall were calculated using
the DepthMap software; then, the maps were read. The spatial differences in the different
planar organizations were analyzed in accordance with the indicated colors and data, and
the quantitative results of the abstract space were extracted.

Comparative analysis: After a quantitative and qualitative comparative evaluation of
different spatial organizations, we provide reasonable advice on planning and design in
this paper.

1.5. Domestic and Foreign Literature Review

SS was introduced in the 1970s. By Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson is an integral
part of SS theory. In the late 1990s, J. Hanson conducted a large empirical analysis on
the relationship between spatial structure and social culture in the book. It systematically
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explains the relationship between different combinations of architectural space and social
culture, and pointed out the relationship between social cognition, the mode of spatial
organization, and space [8].

In the book, B. Hillier sets forth the central position of spatial structure in research
on spatial relations. In addition, based on an empirical analysis [9], he gives an in-depth
demonstration. During the 21st century, SS has been widely applied in urban planning,
structural design, architectural space design, landscape design, etc. Using SS, A. H. Mah-
mou analyzed the influence of the tree planting mode in gardens on tourists’ line of sight
and found that its spatial layout had a certain guiding effect on pedestrians’ walking
propensity. In addition to the theoretical basis, analytical method, and modeling techniques
of SS, K. Karimi stated that urban layout should be combined with the characteristics of
“configuration” [10]. Y. Lerman et al. built a walking model based on pedestrianism and
discussed the impact of walking paths on the siting of basic bus stops [11].

Jin Dongsheng published an article entitled “Space Syntax” in a journal called in 1985.
This article first appeared in China, and its reach was gradually expanded with the devel-
opment of SS theory [12]. In 2007, Duan Jin and B. Hillier jointly published and developed
it in the application field in China [13]. Since then, research on SS by Chinese scholars has
gradually increased and the theory has been widely applied across different disciplines.
Tan Chengzhong investigated architectural space and put forward an evaluation criterion
for spatial social stratification from the perspective of society. Wang Hongchao extracted
and encapsulated different grid types from different cities and comprehensively evaluated
the cohesion between social attributes in each stage using the SS method [14].

From the perspective of SS, Shen Peng examined the spatial form of Zhengdong New
District in two historical stages; quantitatively evaluated the spatial structure regarding
several aspects, such as integration, synergy, and intelligence; and determined development
trends, including the expansion of the scope of the regional integration core, a reduction in
spatial intelligence, and a decrease in the accessibility of external traffic [15]. By carrying out
an analysis of the spatial form of Zhukou Ancient Village in Qimen County, Anhui Province,
Chen Dandan compared it with the planned spatial form and verified the feasibility and
effectiveness of the project in terms of the protection and renewal of the spatial form of
Zhukou Ancient Village [16].

1.6. Research Review

In this work, research findings on SS published at home and abroad were collected;
in terms of spatial ontology, it was found that the studies on SS were full-fledged and
widely applied at several macro levels, such as for urban spatial structures, road networks,
urban form evolution, the accessibility of urban parks, and the internal streamlining of
buildings. The relationship between their internal spaces can be accurately reflected
through an SS-related analysis and studied in conjunction with various perspectives,
including sustainability planning. On this basis, a rational optimization strategy for a
spatial layout is presented.

2. Overview of Related Theories
2.1. Ocean City (OC)

An OC (ocean city) generally refers to a coastal city with abundant marine resources
and a large total marine economic output. OCs are usually cities with a long coastline
and a developed marine economy. An OC has an “ocean” attribute, which is not only
reflected in the urban location but is also embodied in distinctive “ocean” features and
outstanding “ocean” advantages. From the denotation of these features and advantages,
modern marine cities are comprehensive coastal cities with international influence, e.g., a
famous international marine city and a gulf metropolis [17]. Such cities have prominent
urban attributes, such as openness, security, connectivity, and flexibility, as well as high
internationalization. They have an advanced modern industrial system, play a critical
pivotal or nodal role in the global industrial and supply chains, and have very powerful
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innovation and service functions. Distinctive marine features are found in every aspect of
these cities, which include marine science cities, port shipping hubs, seashore tourist cities,
and maritime service centers.

2.2. Planning and Design (PAD)

Planning and design (PAD) refer to the specific planning or overall design of the
project, taking into account the political, economic, historical, cultural, and folk customs, as
well as geography, climate, transportation, and other factors, to further improve the design
scheme and propose planning expectations, vision and development modes, development
directions, control indicators, and other policies [18]. The content of PAD, as the outline
for construction, is later used to guide architectural design, landscape design, and other
design aspects (including building volume, form, architectural color, interface, structure,
spatial layout, and landscape form).

In this study, the design included urban planning, landscape architecture, and archi-
tectural design. The PAD used in this study was concrete and data-specific.

2.3. Sustainable Planning

The concept of sustainable development was first raised by the International Union
for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) in 1980 in the World Conservation Strategy. Sustainable
planning is established based on sustainable development. Sustainable urban planning not
only refers to sustainability at the technical level but, more importantly, sustainability of the
environment, culture, and psychology. Sustainable planning is not limited to the mechanical
layout and material construction of urban space but also includes the combination of urban
development, natural ecology, and the principles of sustainable development in urban
planning and their implementation at every level of planning; this not only satisfies the
needs of contemporary people without jeopardizing the ability of future generations to meet
their demands but also ensures their sound, sustainable, and coordinated development [19].

2.4. Evolution Mode of an Urban Form

Individual activities and space are interactive. The utilization of space by people
entails a simple and clear straight line—that is, the space from one point to another—to
reinforce ties with the outside world. At the same time, it is also necessary to examine
the inner connectivity of cities; that is, the shortest distance between two points. The
contradiction between these two factors leads to the realistic form of a city. The evolution
law of urban spatial structure in China can be derived through an analysis of the evolution
of global cities. In the beginning, most cities either develop linearly along the main street or
form an irregular ring along a space with varying lengths and widths. With the maintenance
of the linear space and the addition of extended and compact grids, the deformation of the
city is generated; this reflects the basic morphological law of cities. In general, whether
square or irregular, the network structure of a city is always dense in the center and sparse
in the periphery. The spatial composition of a city proper is not important; instead, the key
lies in the overall understanding of space and time.

3. The PAD of an OC Based on Space Syntax (SS)
3.1. Correlation Analysis of SS
3.1.1. Meaning of SS

Over the past forty years, SS research methods have been constantly improved and
refined, and a well-established theoretical system has gradually been formed. Founded
on spatial ontology, the basic idea of SS is to divide large-scale space and mathematically
abstract and model it to explore the connection between spatial ontology and other non-
spatial elements. The scope of SS research involves a large number of aspects, such as urban
planning, urban design, architecture, and spatiography, gradually forming an integrated
discipline with multiple ways of thinking [20].
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SS is a theory and method that investigates physical space and the spatial composi-
tion of human cognition by quantitatively describing the spatial structure of a human
settlement [21]. It highlights the research on the correlation between “space” as an
independent element and architecture, society, and human cognition. According to SS,
the OC space system consists of two parts: closed space and free space. Closed space
generally refers to buildings, while free space is a place separated by objects where
people can move around at will. In free space, any point can reach other points in space
and demonstrate continuity; thus, it is also called open space. The space system created
by people is produced in social development. Upon the completion of the space system,
it has social attributes; these social attributes of OCs or architectural spaces are not
determined artificially and subjectively by attaching functional labels.

The SS method is employed to understand and utilize the effect of a spatial configura-
tion in urban systems or complex buildings. It can be seamlessly linked to GIS network
analysis, superposition analysis, data connection, and other functions, and has great su-
periority regarding data modification, sorting, and mapping. ENVI focuses on image
processing, such as correction, stitching, index calculation, and classification; in contrast,
ArcGIS emphasizes the construction, analysis, and calculation of geographical information
to provide statistical and regional analyses based on geographic space, and is more suited
for the analysis and processing functions of spatial information.

According to the new space theory, which states that space is a part of social life,
human settlements, such as the layout of OCs or architectural spaces, will influence society,
the economy, and culture and innovatively show the social logic of spatial structure. SS is
different from traditional research on space theory in that SS takes space as the starting point
to dissect the relationship between the OC and social and cognitive areas (e.g., architectural
space). The general research relations of SS are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. General research relations of SS.

The division of spatial scale and the segmentation of space is an important foundation
of SS research.

Division of spatial scale: The division of spatial scale is the basis of SS and also the
primary step in SS research. SS divides space into two space scales: large and small. The
division criterion is whether individuals in a space can fully perceive the space. If so, then
the space is a small-scale space; if not, or if they can only perceive a part of the space, then
the space is a large-scale space [22].

Segmentation of space: SS assumes that it is difficult for individuals to feel the
entirety of a large-scale space. In studies on large-scale spaces, such as cities, SS divides
them into three types of small-scale space. Axial segmentation refers to the farthest
distance that can be seen from a given point in space. Convex space segmentation refers
to the ability of any point in space to see another point in space; that is, the space can be
fully perceived. FOV (field of view) segmentation refers to the scope of horizontal space
that can be perceived at a given point. At present, axial segmentation is most widely
used in research utilizing SS theory.

3.1.2. Basic Principle of SS

The basic principle of SS is spatial segmentation; i.e., transforming the whole space
system into a relational diagram made up of nodes and interconnections. The process in
which the whole space system is divided into single components is called spatial segmenta-
tion. A walking route is usually considered a straight line, while interpersonal space can be
regarded as a convex space. People generally move around in a visible range within which
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they can feel safe. Beyond this range, people usually lack a sense of security as a result of
an unknown space. Thus, axial, convex space, and FOV segmentations come about through
an investigation of people’s mental activities.

3.1.3. Core Theory of SS

SS is a theory and method that quantitatively analyzes the form of a surround-
ing space and examines the relationship between spatial structure and human society.
Founded on the internal structural characteristics of the architectural form itself, it draws
support from the logic of internal structure; analyses with software according to certain
quantitative criteria allow for the elucidation of the deep logical relations between spatial
combinations and the optimization of the spatial structure of architecture. In popular
terms, the effect of the method with which a space inside a building is established based
on people’s behaviors, such as walking tendency, staying, and gathering, is analyzed
from a quantitative perspective [23].

3.2. Brief Analysis of SS Steps

SS theory aims to transform a perceptual space into a rational space by using SS
methods and techniques and understanding spatial characteristics more objectively. The
major steps are shown in Figure 2.
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First, based on SS theory, the space is reasonably converted; that is, the space system
is divided into individual spatial units via internal logic. These spatial units are intercon-
nected and mutually influenced. Each spatial unit has a different spatial form variable
in the space system. Second, the most crucial step for SS to convert a perceptual space
to a reasonable space is to resort to the three kinds of segmentation methods; i.e., axial,
convex space, and FOV, to transform spatial configuration to understandable geometric
representations and space activities that can barely be perceived in reality into rational
geometric representations [24]. Finally, the geometric representations are imported into
computer software and numerical calculations and analyses are performed. The value of
the morphological variable is obtained, and the spatial characteristics can be understood
more defensibly and completely. The details are as follows.

1. Analysis of the vector space

The analysis of the vector space mainly exploits the potential information of spatial
targets via a conjoint analysis of spatial data and a spatial model. The basic information
about these spatial targets includes their spatial position, distribution, morphology, distance,
azimuth, and topological relations. Among them, the distance, azimuth, and topological
relations constitute the spatial relations of spatial targets. This is a spatial characteristic
between geographical entities and can be adopted as the ground of data organization,
query, analysis, and inference. By dividing the geospatial targets into different types—that
is, points, lines, and planes—we can acquire the morphological structure of these types of
targets. The spatial calculation and analysis of many specific tasks can be carried out by
combining the spatial data and attribute data of spatial targets [25].
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• Primitive merging
• Primitive merging is the aggregation of the vector space, which merges or transforms

data types according to spatial adjacency and categorical attribute fields to achieve
the merging of spatial regions (data synthesis). Due to spatial aggregation, complex
categories are often transformed into simpler ones; this analytical treatment is often
needed during the graphical transformation from places and areas to large regions.

• Spatial query

A spatial query is meant to discriminate the spatial topology (the inclusion, separation,
intersection, encompassment, and intersection of rectangles) of the elements of the input
layer and query layer or the query scope of the interactive input and extract primitives that
satisfy the topological discrimination conditions from the input layer.

• Superposition analysis

Overlay and superposition analysis is an operation that superimposes two or more
layers of map elements and generates a new element layer. The result is that the original
elements are segmented to generate new elements. The new elements synthesize the at-
tributes of the original two or more layers of elements, where the overlay and superposition
analysis not only produces new spatial relations but also associates the attributes of the
input data layer to produce new attribute relations. Overlay and superposition analysis
calculates and analyzes attributes of new elements based on a given mathematical model,
thus producing the results required by users or answering the questions raised by users.

2. Grid space analysis

Grid-data-based spatial analysis is the foundation of GIS spatial analysis, which incorpo-
rates distance mapping, density mapping, surface analysis, statistical analysis, reclassification,
grid calculation, visibility analysis, topographic factor analysis, hydrological analysis, etc.

• Distance mapping

Distance mapping analyzes and maps in accordance with the distance between each
grid and its nearest element (also known as the “source”) to reflect the interrelation between
each grid and its nearest neighbor source. A large amount of relevant information can be
obtained through distance mapping, which can be used to guide people to plan and utilize
resources rationally [26].

• Density mapping

Density mapping mainly calculates the data distribution of the whole area in accor-
dance with the value and distribution of known point elements, thereby producing a
continuous surface. It is mainly generated based on point data and searches the ring area
of each grid point taken as the center to calculate the density value of each grid point.

• Surface analysis

Surface analysis is mainly conducted by generating new datasets, such as isoline,
slope, aspect, and hillside data; the process is used to acquire more information that reflects
the spatial characteristics, spatial pattern, etc., implied in the original dataset.

3.3. Advantages of the Introduction of SS

By investigating its background, the problems with traditional OC design can be
clearly defined. During the transition to urbanization, quantitative analysis can effectively
avoid the subjective tendency of traditional design. Currently, all domestic quantitative
analysis methods use geometry, such as the analysis of maritime city OCs or architectural
drawings. Although such a quantitative analysis method is simple, it has limitations. That
is, it cannot analyze the spatial structure based on people’s characteristic behaviors, and
thus, it is difficult to understand the essential characteristics of the OC space [27].

On the other hand, the spatial environment also influences people’s activities, and
people’s activities, in turn, change the spatial structure. Through a quantitative analysis
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of the spatial environments and structures where people reside, play, and work, actual
quantified data can be used to guide the functions in maritime city OCs, the establishment
of the ecological environment and humanistic environment, etc. They play a significant
guiding role in building an environmental space suitable for residing, playing, and working
based on space research.

3.3.1. Necessity of Spatial Form Planning for OCs under SS

SS plays a considerable role in the analysis of the structural form of OCs; the most
fundamental principle on which this is built is that an OC is formed through the interaction
between self-organization and other organization and a complex spatial self-organization
system formed by the interaction and interplay of multiple factors, such as social factors,
economic factors, and environmental factors, over a long time. These elements will in-
evitably exert a coupling effect on long-term development, thus generating a series of
complex internal connections and interactions between the physical space of the OC and
its corresponding social and economic functions [28].

Just as the forms of OCs differ considerably, the spatial forms that they describe
from the axis model are also dramatically different. However, by using topological logic
to induce and deduce the relationship between these axes, we can see that the internal
structures of these axes are highly unified, and it is this common structural relation that
forms the internal development law of OC space.

3.3.2. Sustainability of OC Spatial Form Planning under SS

When exploring the form of sustainable OCs, SS theory considers form and function as
inseparable, and the organizational structure of OC not only reflects form but also embodies
function, which can explain the interaction between form and function [29]. For this reason,
SS theory argues that the organization and composition form of space are crucial and
essentially determine whether a space is sustainable. SS theory examines the OC spatial
form in terms of three aspects: the natural law of space, the formation mechanism of the
network, and the evolution of the OC [30]. For guidelines on the sustainable form of the OC,
such as compactness, high density, diversification, mixed land, and green transportation,
SS no longer evaluates in advance but examines the OC spatial structure or spatial “fabric”
first to see how each local space is established and organized at various scales [31].

3.4. Sustainable PAD of Marine City Spatial Form
3.4.1. Compact Spatial Layout

A compact spatial layout can exert an important effect on the whole form of an OC,
mainly based on shape, scale, distance, accessibility, centrality, and agglomeration. Taken
together, the compact layout of all kinds of spaces in marine cities, such as production
spaces, living spaces, and social interaction spaces, can help to provide more diversified
OC functions and services for OC residents within different service radii so that residents
in different regions of marine cities can be closer to the main functions and service centers,
and the speed at which residents can access and be involved in the functional operation of
the OC increases. A compact layout also delivers a major guarantee and support for more
intensive development in marine urban areas than in suburban and rural areas [32].

3.4.2. Reasonably Built Density Distribution

Generally, high-density areas are those in the marine urban center or subdistrict
center. These areas are typically the most concentrated places in terms of the variety
of functions and services of marine cities. Whether these high-density areas can be
rationally distributed in different regions of an OC has a direct bearing on whether
residents in different regions of the OC can be closer to these functions and service
centers. Meanwhile, if high-density areas in a built-up region are too concentrated in
a given area, the overall development intensity in this area will be too high and traffic
jams in the central area will become inevitable [33].
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Many experts and scholars contend that a multi-center marine urban form is more
sustainable than a single-center marine urban form; one of the important reasons for this is
that the distribution of high-density areas in built-up regions is more well-founded. On
this account, the rational density and distribution of built-up regions play an important
role in the overall benign development of marine cities.

3.4.3. Mixed and Diversified Land Use

The mixed use of land is always an important principle that is followed by OC
planning. The mixed use of the OC form has striking diversity and selectivity in functions
and can deliver more OC functions and services to residents in the whole OC and region.
While still offering residents higher diversity and selectivity, the mixed use of land can also
bring residents closer to the function and service centers of the OC; it no longer separates
marine urban functions mechanically but cuts the time and distance for residents to access
these functional centers [34].

3.4.4. High-Density Marine Urban Road Network

As the most important framework for an OC, the network density of marine urban
roads has always been an important indicator for measuring the effectiveness of the plan-
ning and implementation of marine cities. High-density marine urban roads offer more
choices for the development of plots with different functions, thus providing space for
the mixture of different functions and increasing the ability of residents to approach the
function and service centers of marine cities [35]. Generally, the higher the density of the
road network in marine cities, the easier it is for residents to quickly connect and access the
various subdistrict centers of marine cities to become involved in the division of labor.

4. Case Analysis
4.1. Evaluation and Analysis of Regional Marine Eco-Economic Zoning in Shenzhen
4.1.1. Analysis of Spatial Heterogeneity

Considering the sub-indexes of the three subsystems in the Shenzhen marine eco-
economic system—namely, marine ecology, marine economy, and marine society—an
evaluation index system for marine eco-economic zoning was built and the marine ecologi-
cal economy of Shenzhen was evaluated via zoning using comprehensive factor evaluation
and analysis. Briefly, this process was divided into three steps: First, a zoning evaluation
index system was built. Second, the weight of each index was calculated and determined
by issuing questionnaires and scoring by experts. Third, rational values were assigned to
concrete indexes for each region according to the evaluation criteria. Finally, the evaluation
index was obtained via calculations and the zoning evaluation was made.

4.1.2. Data Source

The research data used in this study primarily included Google satellite images, the
previous urban master plans for Shenzhen, other specialized plans, and social and economic
development plans. Amid studies on the urban form of Shenzhen City, our work mainly
referred to the compilation year of the latest version of Shenzhen’s urban master plan, and
we processed data using three main reference pictures that depended on the data collection
time of the Google satellite map; that is, the status quo map of construction land in 1994, the
historical satellite image from 2004, and the status quo image from 2014 (Figures 3 and 4).
The image from 2004 represented the year before the start of the “great construction” period.
In 2004, Shenzhen entered a period of “great construction” and the changes in urban form
were very dramatic. For this reason, in this study, we analyzed and investigated the basic
evolution characteristics of Shenzhen’s spatial form in the past and present by comparing the
urban form structure data of Shenzhen City from three periods over the past 20 years to lay a
foundation to determine the sustainability of the urban spatial form of Shenzhen City [35].
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4.1.3. Data Preprocessing

According to the basic principle of the establishment of a central axis map in SS theory
and based on the status quo map of construction land in 1994 and the satellite images of
Shenzhen in 2004 and 2014, we created the urban spatial structure axis maps of Shenzhen
for these three periods in history and at present in CAD, as shown in Figure 5 [36]. The
definition of the central axis in SS theory involves taking the street as the convex space. If
this space is penetrated by the least and longest ray, then this ray is defined as the axis of
the space. In the whole city, the axis of each road is taken as a node in the topology and
linked by referring to the interconnection between nodes; the resulting relationship diagram
between nodes represents the axis diagram of the city. According to this basic principle,
in our study, we took urban roads above the urban branch network as the basic reference
elements to draw the axis map and adjusted some axis data based on social attributes,
spatial transition, and the visibility relationship implied in the axis map to guarantee the
comparability of the data. After the axis diagram was processed in CAD, it was imported
into the DepthMap software and analyzed via the axis and line segment models; then, the
relevant data were read into the SPSS software for comparative analysis.
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Figure 5. Satellite images of Shenzhen in (a) 1994, (b) 2004, and (c) 2014.

5. Research Methods

A Shenzhen marine eco-economic database was built and the spatial unit map of
marine zoning in Shenzhen was drawn. Each zone contained information at three levels:
marine natural environment, marine industrial economy, and marine social culture. A
standard scoring system was created for the marine eco-economic zoning evaluation and
the factors, weights, and grading were determined. The marine eco-economic zoning
evaluation system and digital maps were completed using the Shenzhen marine eco-
economic database.

The criteria and principles for the selection of evaluation factors in the Shenzhen
marine eco-economic zoning evaluation model were as follows. The evaluation factors
had a certain hierarchy and were evaluated in terms of natural, humanistic, economic,
social, and other dimensions. They could be divided into evaluation categories, classes,
and levels, and had some inclusive relationships with one another. The selected evaluation
factors represented the main characteristics of Shenzhen’s marine ecological economy,
offered guidance for the next evaluation, and generated corresponding data values to lay a
foundation of quantitative analysis for evaluation. Relying on the above principles and the
actual situation of marine eco-economic development in Shenzhen, the evaluation factors
and hierarchical structure of zoning were determined.

5.1. Establishing Evaluation Units

In terms of natural and geographical conditions, Shenzhen coastal waters were divided
into two parts: the Pearl River Estuary and Shenzhen Bay in the west by Nantou Peninsula,
and Dapeng Bay and Daya Bay in the east by Dapeng Peninsula. In our study, combined
with the management, development, and exploitation direction of Shenzhen, the marine
ecological economy of the coastal waters was analyzed.

5.2. Determining Weights

In this study, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was adopted to rank several levels
from high to low according to the subordination relationship among natural, economic, and
social marine factors. Using the objective reality of the actual development of the marine
ecological economy, the relative importance of each level was expressed quantitatively,
and the weight of the relative importance order of all elements at each level was identified
using a mathematical method.

5.2.1. Data Processing

Since the selected indicators had different units, the data were first standardized.
In our study, a normalization method was applied to eliminate the differences between
variables in magnitude and dimension so that they could be calculated uniformly and a
longitudinal comparison and analysis could finally be carried out.

Profitability indicator:

zi =
xi − x√
(xi−x)2

n

(1)
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Cost indicator:
zi = − xi − x√

(xi−x)2

n

(2)

In the equations above, xi represents the value of the indicator in year i and zi denotes the
value of the standardized indicator in year i. An increase in the profitability indicator signifies
better performance, while an increase in the cost indicator signifies worse performance.

5.2.2. Indicator Weighting

When determining the weight of each level and factor, we generally used the consistent
matrix method. According to the scale method shown in the following table, the (pairwise)
importance of factors was scored via subjective evaluation to obtain a judgment matrix.

To guarantee the credibility of the hierarchical ranking, it was important to check the
consistency of the judgment matrix; that is, to calculate the random consistency ratio. The
formula is as follows:

CR =
CI
RI

=
λmax − n

RI · (n − 1)
(3)

The result of a single hierarchical ranking was considered satisfactory only when
CR < 0.1. Otherwise, the value of the judgment matrix element was adjusted. The
hierarchical ranking and consistency check were performed on the index system using
professional AHP software. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Results of the consistency check of the judgment matrix.

Judgment Matrix CR Result

Sustainable development index of marine economy 0.0000 Adopt
Natural resources 0.0362 Adopt

Economic development 0.0379 Adopt
Social resources 0.0000 Adopt

The test results showed that the marine economy sustainable development index,
natural environment, industrial economy, and sociocultural judgment matrices all passed
the hierarchical ranking and consistency check.

5.2.3. Determining the Index Weight

If the pairwise comparison matrix was a consistency matrix, then a normalized eigen-
vector W corresponding to eigenvalue n was taken as the weight vector of the factors C1,
C2, . . . , Cn of the criterion layer C to the target layer. If the comparison matrix A was not
a consistent matrix but within the allowable range of inconsistency, then the eigenvector
(after normalization) corresponding to its maximum eigenvalue was adopted as the weight
vector of the factors of criterion layer C to target layer O.

The indexes were derived through the following equations:

Et = ∑
i=

aizi (4)

where Et is the marine ecological and economic sustainable development index; i = 1,..., 17;
ai represents the total weight of each index; and zi denotes the treated observation value of
the ith index.

Si =
k

∑
i=

βizi (5)

Here, Si is the marine ecological and economic sustainable development index; i repre-
sents the sub-item weight of each index; zi refers to the treated observation value of the ith
index; βi denotes the weight value of a single index; and k is the marine pollution coefficient.
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6. Research on Sustainable PAD for the Spatial Form of OCs Based on SS
6.1. Eco-Economic Accounting of Ocean Cities

The marine eco-economic accounting value was calculated by correcting the marine
economic accounting indexes based on marine economic accounting by considering the
consumption of marine resources, the cost of marine environmental pollution, and the
value of marine ecological adjustment in the process of the economic activities of the marine
ecosystem. The marine eco-economic accounting framework is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Marine eco-economic accounting framework.

The marine eco-economic accounting was performed by considering the consumption
of marine resources, the cost of marine environmental pollution, and the value of marine
ecological adjustment, thus furthering the current research on China’s marine economic
accounting system [37]. To enable the accounting work to be carried out smoothly, the
scope of the cost accounting of the consumption of marine resources according to the actual
situation of marine industrial development included marine fishery resources, marine oil
and gas resources, and marine resources. In this study, based on the average land transfer
price of each year from 2011 to 2015, the use cost of marine resources per unit area was
derived by deducting the development cost and the added value of a sea area attribute
change. The results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 7.
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Table 2. Value of marine resources formed by reclamation in Shenzhen.

Year Reclamation Area Land Price Transfer Amount Transfer Area Development Cost Additional Value of Sea Area Attribute Change

2011 0.6 0.73 - 269.97 0.06 0.0015
2012 0.5 0.68 93.14 136.82 0.06 0.0015
2013 0.1 2.97 467 157.50 0.06 0.0015
2014 0.1 2.94 552 187.50 0.06 0.0015
2015 0.04 2.72 473.78 173.93 0.06 0.0015

The reclamation area of each part of Shenzhen’s “three bays and one estuary” from
2011 to 2015 was divided by the sea area to obtain the proportion of reclamation per unit
area of sea area and then multiplied by the sea area within each cell grid and the use cost of
marine resources per unit area to calculate the environmental cost for the marine resources
of each cell grid. The results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 8.

Table 3. Use cost of marine resources in the “three bays and one estuary”.

Year Pearl River Estuary Shenzhen Bay Dapeng Bay Daya Bay Total

2011 31.87 8.02 0.00 0.45 40.33
2012 24.46 6.16 0.00 0.34 30.96
2013 22.94 5.77 0.00 0.32 29.04
2014 22.77 5.73 0.00 0.32 28.83
2015 9.40 2.37 0.00 0.13 11.90
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Regarding the marine eco-economic center of Shenzhen, the overall situation basically
remained unchanged from 2011 to 2014; however, in 2015, there was an obvious trend
of individuals moving to the northeast. Since the offshore oil and gas industry, marine
shipping industry, and other weighted industries were mainly concentrated in Nanshan,
the two industries shrank substantially from 2014 to 2015, affected by the downturn in the
international market, which led to a dramatic decline in their proportion in Shenzhen’s
marine economy and placed emphasis on the shift eastward.

6.2. Results and Analysis

From the chart analysis above, we can see that the development of the marine
economy was the main basis for the sustainable development of the marine ecological
economy. On the one hand, the development of the marine economy required marine
resources and marine space and imposed tremendous pressure on the ecological envi-
ronment of offshore areas. On the other hand, the ecological environment and resource-
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carrying capacity of the oceans imposed objective requirements for the development
of the marine industry. At different stages of economic development, it was essential
to match the industrial type and economic model with the ecological environmental
resources. Accordingly, the sustainable development of the marine ecological economy
should have an economic foundation and industrial activities, protect the ecological
environment while developing the economy, and promote harmonious coexistence and
coordinated development between humans and the oceans.

According to the evaluation results of this study, Shenzhen Bay, having the highest
level of sustainable development of its marine ecological economy, mainly relied on two
major urban areas, Nanshan and Futian. Shenzhen Bay was the area with the highest land
value, while key development areas, such as the Shekou Free Trade Zone, Houhai Head-
quarters Cluster, and Super Headquarters Base of Shenzhen Bay, had the most intensive
high-end service industry and economic activities in Shenzhen [38].

A planning proposal for the Shenzhen marine eco-economic zone was put forward
based on the results above:

• Optimization and adjustment zone for the marine ecological economy in Shenzhen Bay

Shenzhen Bay has an important coastal landscape coastline for an OC. Shenzhen Bay
and the Houhai Headquarters Base were built in the rear. It is a densely populated area
with high-end OC functions. In the future, the area of the marine urban greenbelt and forest
will be woefully incompatible with high marine urbanization and high population density
in this region. Thus, it is necessary to reserve a public coastline [39]. Futian Mangrove
Reserve can be built into a marine environmental protection education base to increase
pro-sea-space support and restore the coastline to an ecological coastline and nature reserve.

• Coordinated development zone for the marine eco-economy in Dapeng Bay

This area is the main container port area and coastal tourist resort in east Shenzhen [40].
Dapeng New District is a national marine ecological civilization demonstration zone and
a core bearing zone of marine strategies in Shenzhen. Future development should focus
on improving the pilot innovation of integrated coastal zone management; facilitating the
sustainable development of coastal zone resources; exploring a market-oriented pricing
mechanism for the right to use the beach and sea resources; promoting the market-oriented
allocation of sea and island resources; exploring the establishment of an early warning
index system for the environmental carrying capacity of marine resources within the
jurisdiction; making use of Shenzhen’s financial advantages; increasing green financial
input; exploring the establishment of public welfare funds for the construction of marine
ecological civilization, investment, and financing mechanisms for the protection of the
marine ecological environment; unleashing the vitality of the bay-style city; and building a
demonstration village for coastal ecological civilizations.

• Countermeasures for developing the marine ecological economy in Shenzhen

Build a grid planning spatial unit system; actively explore the further refinement of
spatial functional units based on the planning of the main marine functional zones; establish
a marine eco-economic planning evaluation unit based on a kilometer grid in coastal
areas; and set up a comprehensive evaluation system for marine economic development
accounting, marine ecological value evaluation, and the quantitative evaluation of marine
resources and environment based on the kilometer grid space unit.

• Develop a differentiated development and exploitation direction for the marine
urban space

Set up a differentiated development pattern of “West City and East Park”: Extend
the axis structure in space, intensify the agglomeration of the modern service industry,
and accelerate industrial transformation and functional upgrades in the western region.
The eastern region is positioned as a regional ecological stabilizer and a world tourist
destination that is connected to the natural terrain in space via the implementation of
decentralized development.
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Boost the functional transformation of the coastal area: Adapt to the transformation
of marine cities and make overall plans for the use of land and sea space with the coastal
zone as the core to promote connectivity between land and sea functions. Further increase
the proportion and balanced layout of living shorelines, improve the inventory of eco-
logical shorelines, and make shoreline utilization more scientific and rational. Optimize
and upgrade the functions of the coastal OC in Shenzhen, combined with the functional
positioning in eastern and western regions and the functional adjustment of marine cities
in coastal areas [41].

7. Discussion

Based on field surveys, SS draws on graph theory to form spatial relation structure
diagrams. SS can be used to transform the spatial form relationship of a city into a mathe-
matical model, which can be used to quantitatively analyze the influential factors of urban
spatial form and calculate and compare invisible elements in a quantitative way to more
clearly and accurately describe the spatial form characteristics of the research area. SS
theory has evolved to help architects and planners find potential space in cities and develop
targeted designs for specific planning and construction projects. In addition to the results
of the above analysis, the following problems existed in Shenzhen Bay.

• Lack of connection between subdistricts

The degree of synergy in Shenzhen Bay in Zhengzhou was low, and the connection
between the parts and the whole of the park was poor. There was a shortage of connection
between different areas, accessibility was poor, spatial vitality was low, and the ability to
attract people was weak. Thus, the movement of people was reduced.

• Poor accessibility of the local area
• The global integration degree of Shenzhen Bay was found to be on the low side at

0.7495 on average, indicating that the connection between different areas of Shenzhen
Bay was not close, and the ability to travel between areas was reduced; thus it was
inconvenient for tourists to commute between areas.

• Differences between the east and west
• The development levels of the terrestrial and marine eco-economies in central China

were much higher than those in the eastern and western regions. The development
level of the marine eco-economy in the sea area was influenced by the residents’
living and production activities. The development, exploitation, and environmental
pollution in central and western waters were much higher than that in eastern waters,
making the marine eco-economy in central and western waters lower than that in
eastern waters.

• Differences between the north and south
• Ocean-related enterprises tended to aggregate in areas near the coastline. As they

extended inland, the aggregation of ocean-related enterprises fell sharply and the
development level of the marine ecological economy also dropped rapidly.

8. Conclusions

SS is a theory and method that investigates physical space and the spatial composition
of human cognition by quantitatively describing the spatial structure of human settlements.
It highlights the study of space as an independent factor and the correlation between space
and architecture, space and society, and space and human cognition. In this study, based on
the SS theory, we measured the sustainability of Shenzhen’s urban spatial form, analyzed
and compared Shenzhen’s spatial forms, and drew the following conclusions. Relying on its
regional advantage, Shenzhen gathered some high-quality marine enterprises in the early
stage of development. It had some scale merits in traditional industries, such as marine
transportation, marine oil and gas, and coastal tourism, and strong innovation ability in
emerging industries, such as marine electronic information, marine engineering equipment,
and marine biology. However, Shenzhen also had distinct “short slabs” in terms of its
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marine resources and environment. From the perspective of resource conditions, Shenzhen
had scarce marine resources, coastal resources, and island resources. The development
space of its marine industry was limited to a large extent. It was difficult for the emerging
marine industry to form agglomeration strength. Furthermore, in terms of the conditions of
the marine environment, there were marked differences in environmental quality between
the eastern and western waters of Shenzhen. Reinforcing the guidance on spatial planning;
optimizing the spatial layout of the marine economy; and vigorously promoting the con-
centrated, agglomerative, and intensive development of the marine economy are important
approaches for heightening the quality and efficiency of marine economic development in
Shenzhen and improving Shenzhen’s economy through sustainable spatial planning.

Regarding the coordination degree between the marine economy and the development
of resources and environment, there were remarkable differences between the sea areas.
The ecological environment of the Pearl River Estuary was under great pressure and short-
term recovery was challenging. The socioeconomic intensity of offshore land is expected to
continue to grow. In the years to come, it is imperative to control the scale of reclamation,
change traditional shoreline use, avoid non-intensive land use and ecological destruction,
and promote the sustainable growth of the city.

Shenzhen Bay is a densely populated area with high-end urban functions while
also being an area experiencing great pressure in terms of ecological protection and sea
environment management. In the future, it is necessary to optimize the marine economy
and ecological environment concurrently, avoid non-intensive land use and ecological
destruction, and promote the process of sustainable and smart urban growth. The marine
ecological and environmental conditions in Dapeng Bay and Daya Bay are superior. For
this reason, it is appropriate to adhere to the principle of ecological protection first and limit
development; prudently plan and leverage coastal land resources; and develop coastal
tourism and emerging marine industries with low pollution, low energy consumption,
and high added value in a targeted way, to push forward the development of the marine
ecological economy. According to the spatial development characteristics of Shenzhen
Bay, development can proceed in terms of the following aspects. First, integrate the
landscape resources of Shenzhen Bay, plan plants, build local habitats, connect and repair
water systems, shape an open marine space, refine the landscape resistance zone, and
build an open space system with sustainable planning in the park. Second, to relieve the
development pressure in the downtown region, intensify the development of the public
transport system and increase the connections between old and new urban road networks
to form a smooth and sustainable road network. Regarding the active public space in
the region, we should promote the construction of infrastructure, enliven the regional
atmosphere, and promote the coordinated and sustainable development of the region.

According to SS theory, the space system of OCs consists of two parts: closed space
and free space. The social attributes of OCs and architectural spaces are not determined
artificially and subjectively by attaching functional labels. The space system created by
people often acts on people’s behavior after its completion, thus producing different social
effects. Our study generated a sustainable PAD strategy for the spatial form of the OC
based on SS. This is beneficial to the sustainable development of Shenzhen in all aspects.
Through a general survey of findings published at home and abroad, we found that the
research on the sustainable planning and design of ocean cities has aroused wide concern in
theoretical and practical circles, and its theory and methods are constantly being improved.
However, as a new research frontier and vibrant subject, the sustainable planning and
design of ocean cities warrant further study in many regards. Therefore, the contribution
of the results presented in this paper to the sustainability of spatial planning in Shenzhen
will also be evident in future practice.

9. Research Limitations and Further Research Directions

Based on SS theory, we carried out a quantitative analysis of the spatial structure of
Shenzhen Bay, summarized the existing problems in the spatial structure of two areas, and
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put forward concrete optimization suggestions. However, the following aspects can be
improved in future research. When performing data analysis, we used the satellite map as
the main reference. However, due to the large study area and limited personal competence,
there were still some phenomena for which the relevant data were not complete enough.
Although this had little effect on the analysis results, it should be avoided in future research
as much as possible.

Further potential research directions are as follows.

• How to develop a compact strategy and sustainable development

Shenzhen has built a fully functional business and cultural area and its industry and
logistics have also made considerable progress. However, part of the periphery of Shenzhen
has developed in a scattered fashion along both sides of the transportation lines. Thus, on a
larger regional scale, based on the existing urban structure and the research undertaken in
this study, considering how to develop a compact strategy and sustainable development
may be a further research direction.

• How to develop sustainable town traffic and spatial strategies

In our study, the traffic road system was investigated in an attempt to build a continu-
ous and unified traffic relationship and improve the accessibility and visibility of the space.
How to extend and modify the rail system and associate it with spatial design to expand
the traffic system to the edge zone, break through natural limitations, and form an overall
pattern of north–south extension and sustainable development along the main roads in the
town are also important research directions.
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Abstract: The main purpose of this research is to investigate the effect of kerbside parking demand
and provision on short-term parking (STP) and freight activity space (FAS) as a benchmark for
infrastructure planning, considering the impacts of expected future growth and capacity changes. In
this study, we adopted a mixed-methods approach of quantitative analysis including a spatial view
of parking using manual and video-captured camera data from the majority of STP and FAS parking
bays covering a diverse range of loads/tasks with different levels of elasticity and substitutes, as
well as simulation of current demand influenced by various factors, as a basis for the development
of strategies and prioritisation of the allocation of limited kerbside spaces in Parramatta, a rapidly
transforming/growing CBD city centre environment. Parking demand consisted of a diverse range
of FAS and STP categories. Spatial analysis showed a non-homogeneous distribution of parking
demand and loads across several sections of the city. A large proportion of short-term parking
spaces is attributed to two peak periods during the day and increased traffic volumes at peak
times. Comparatively lower average parking times in the northern and western regions compared
to those in the city centre indicate the potential to reduce peak parking periods and therefore
traffic congestion in the city centre by changing parking limits. The presented simulation model
can be used as a reliable benchmarking model for the simulation of future impact scenarios and
to make recommendations with respect to infrastructure planning and to develop travel demand
management strategies. This research is based on a case study and is therefore subject to limitations
in its applications in other contexts. Extension of the baseline simulation with future impact scenarios
is planned for the next stage of this research. A simulation model is presented and illustrated as a
reliable benchmarking tool for the simulation of future impact scenarios through a case study of a
rapidly changing city environment.

Keywords: kerbside parking; baseline scenario; short-term parking (STP); freight activity space (FAS)

1. Introduction

Parking is a broad topic that has been investigated from different perspectives, mainly
considering parking assessment and infrastructure planning across a range of parking de-
mands and facilities, including off-street and kerbside parking in urban city environments,
policies, and parking limits. Parking infrastructure relates to current facilities, requirements
and usage in urban cities and other large established areas such as university campuses,
business parks and sporting venues. Parking infrastructure comprises a range of facilities,
including kerbside parking in metropolitan city centres and private multistorey carparks.
Furthermore, parking policy, as well as urban planning and space policy, is an integral
parts of parking assessment. Therefore, the provision of parking and space for communities
under urban planning is a main question for policymakers at the local government/council
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level, focusing on types of kerbside parking space/allocation, parking time limits, pricing
of parking, and space for people [1].

Parking assessment is a continuing area of interest for various stakeholders due to
the changing environment in many urban/metropolitan cities. For example, the difference
between supply and demand has increased over the years, and most local/city governments
are behind and institutionally unprepared for planning, regulation. and management of
parking [1]. At the same time, parking assessment is becoming a complex and challenging
task when cities are being planned with the concept of “car-free cities” or “planning for
people, not for cars”. Most local authorities (and states) are proposing a reduction in
parking provisions in cities to provide more places for people (than vehicles). Main changes
include increasing the level of infrastructure, commercial and residential developments,
increasing level of demand for scarce space for different types of parking and daily temporal
patterns, and changes to existing parking infrastructure.

Access and kerbside parking assessment are critical for any future infrastructure
development, particularly when existing parking infrastructure is affected during the
construction stage and given expected changes to existing parking facilities. Some of
the changes impacting the availability of kerbside parking include (i) increasing public
space and pedestrian prioritisation, (ii) possible closure of existing kerbside parking due
to new public transport infrastructure such as light rail, (iii) increasing demand due to
population growth, (iv) increasing freight and servicing activities, and (v) changes to other
parking facilities (e.g., closure of existing multistorey carparks for the development of
new residential and commercial buildings). Some studies have investigated the impact of
changes in specific factors on overall parking capacity and needs/behaviour, including the
provision of a minimum number of parking spaces, taking into consideration historical
relationships between specific land uses and parking needs [2], as well as parking pricing
and kerbside allocation when the private sector provides garage parking [3]. Although
parking needs and capacity, which are impacted by several factors (e.g., population growth
and public transport infrastructure) is a well-studied/-reported area, segmentation of
kerbside assessment of FAS is less defined/studied. In this context, there is a lack of
science supporting the understanding of different segments of demand and providing
useful guidance for policymakers in making decisions on parking limits and schemes.

Thus, the main purpose of this research is to propose a simulation modelling approach
for kerbside parking assessment. The key objectives of this research are to (i) assess the
current kerbside demand during regular peak periods using a survey of parking events
based on manual and camera data and (ii) model and simulate current kerbside parking
demand (baseline scenario) as the basis for modelling and simulation of future kerbside
parking impact scenarios. Camera data are collected using video of kerbside parking
events. Simulation modelling of the baseline (current demand and capacity/supply)
scenario based on comprehensive camera data and analysis of future parking demand
growth forms the basis for simulation modelling of kerbside impact scenarios, which
are influenced/generated by potential future changes to parking capacity and potential
increases in demand due to construction activities, population growth, and increased
freight and serving activities.

This study was carried out as a kerbside parking case study of a rapidly changing
city centre within metropolitan Sydney. The remainder of the paper is structured as
follows. First, the research background and an overview of the research methodology are
presented. The case study background and data collection are outlined under the research
methodology, followed by simulation modelling, results, and analysis. In this case, results
and analysis include verification of camera data using manual survey data, simulation
model-based analyses, and analysis of the growth of kerbside parking demand and future
changes to parking capacity. Finally, findings, discussion, and conclusions are presented by
outlining recommendations for policymakers regarding kerbside parking, limitations, and
practical implications.
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2. Research Background

Kerbside parking provision and management is a major area of focus of city planning
for various stakeholders, including local councils and local government transport agencies.
Key areas of consideration include kerbside parking infrastructure (e.g., capacity perspec-
tive), kerbside parking policy (e.g., pricing perspective), current practices (e.g., demand,
utilisation, trends, etc.), future impacts, and policy objectives for urban centres [4]. All these
areas are very broad and have been considered in various research projects, including the
planning of infrastructure in different settings [2], setting of policies at local government
and council levels, and operational issues and challenges from demand and utilisation
perspectives [5]. Research studies on parking assessment cover a range of aspects and
have investigated parking assessment from a range of viewpoints, including evaluation
of parking facilities and infrastructure from the perspective of constraints and/or oppor-
tunities for urban development [2], energy management for a large-scale electric vehicle
(EV) charging-enabled municipal parking facility [6], a cost–benefit analysis of inner-city
parking using network optimisation [7], and the effectiveness of off-street parking pricing
schemes under changing conditions [5]. Studies investigating kerbside parking demand
from the perspective of influencing factors have considered changes in parking cost, shifting
demand, and their interaction with cruising for parking [8,9]; a tradeoff between cruising
and walking cost [10]; pricing elasticity of parking occupancy and associated parking
supply restrictions [11]; and management of freight capacity in the context of a major CBD
transformation while accommodating business growth with reduced kerbside capacity [12].
Furthermore, studies of demand modelling have considered latent demand (e.g., unrealised
demand and drivers searching/cruising for an available spot), showing that it accounts for
a significant proportion of overall demand [13,14]. In addition, factors affecting the level of
satisfaction of commuters can also be used as a key input for the promotion of sustainable
modes of transport to solve parking problems in rapidly growing urban cities [15].

Based on a range of research studies around these key areas, it is clear that most of
studies cover long-term planning and short-term operations. These areas are related and
interconnected through the planning/management process and involve many stakeholders,
including local government for the planning of infrastructure, councils for setting of parking
policies, and users from a demand and utilisation perspective. Because most research is
driven by the parking assessment context, key areas of kerbside parking are discussed from
both theoretical and practical perspectives herein.

2.1. Kerbside Parking Infrastructure—Capacity Perspective

Every metropolitan city is facing the challenge of balancing kerbside parking infras-
tructure with various spatial and usage demands. Demand is changing at a rapid rate
due to various influencing factors, such as growth in e-commerce, increasing numbers
of share economy providers, and shorter delivery windows [2,5,16], as well as changes
to supply due to rapidly changing city infrastructure, particularly with popular light rail
transit projects [17]. These changes are dynamic and need to be considered as part of a
holistic approach when dealing with planning for parking infrastructure needs. These
changes are common in high-growth cities such as the Sydney CBD and Parramatta [18]
due to minimum development requirements [2]. This is exacerbated by the increasing rate
of changes to existing infrastructure and changes to the mix of demand needs, among many
factors.

Parking infrastructure in urban centres consists of a diverse range of parking spaces,
including kerbside parking, available for a range of users under different parking categories,
time limits, and pricing conditions. An assessment of paid parking in an urban city
environment [1] indicated that off-street parking facilities are growing much faster than
kerbside parking. According to [1], off-street parking spaces now account for more than
90% of the total parking spaces in Beijing—a more than 290% increase since 2008. However,
parking infrastructure assessment studies are very limited, particularly with respect to
changes to the composition of various parking facilities from the perspective of urban city
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settings. Although the growth of kerbside parking is decreasing in some urban settings [1],
it represents critical infrastructure in an urban city environment and serves various users
with increasing demand due to increasing residential and commercial activities. Thus,
kerbside parking facilities are considered to be a significant part of the overall parking
space, especially in urban centres. The rapid growth of residential and commercial activities
in urban centres has led to the need for assessment of current parking supply, demand,
location, and duration/limits, among many other factors, as the basis for improving
current parking practices and setting appropriate parking policy to meet future demand
under changing conditions. Several research studies have focused on various aspects of
parking in urban centres, including parking infrastructure [2], parking policy [16,19,20],
and environmental assessment of parking [21] and parking requirements [22].

Parking infrastructure is another area of investigation, mainly due to the direct con-
nection to the source of the major problem of shortage of parking spaces and the increasing
gap between supply and demand [1]; increasing demand for parking spaces due to growth
in residential living in association with increasing car ownership and commercial activity
in urban centres [23]; and the very important influence of infrastructure development,
resulting in changes to existing parking infrastructure [2]. Parking infrastructure studies
are mainly focused on the assessment of parking requirements based on zoning regulations
and future developments, including the assessment of the extent and location of parking in-
frastructure within metropolitan areas [2], setting of minimum parking requirements using
cost–benefit analysis [22], and policy shifts towards setting maximum limits for buildings
(off-street) for general parking to encourage active and public transport. On the other hand,
some scholars and planners suggest multiple ways to reduce parking requirements and
even suggest additional parking for other users, such as cyclists, carpoolers, and transit
users [22]. As evident from the literature, a reduction in parking requirements can address
some of the issues caused by kerbside parking infrastructure (e.g., abundant “free” and
low-cost parking), such as traffic congestion, poor air quality, more household spending
on mobility, equity issues, and underused land [24–26]. This suggests that addressing
parking infrastructure issues not only reduces the gap between demand and supply but
also societal benefits, such as by promoting more space for people than cars in populated
cities. Recently, addressing a key issue associated with minimum parking requirements set
by historical relationships between specific land use and parking needs [27] has emphasised
the importance of considering remaining incentives for auto use created by the existing
parking infrastructure when reforming parking policies.

2.2. Kerbside Parking Policy

Parking policy can cover a range of perspectives, including barriers to the emergence
of off-street parking markets [28], on-street parking pricing [29], non-residential parking
policies [30], kerbside parking time limits [16], time-varying parking prices [31], and
user-attitude-driven pricing [32]. There is a considerable literature on parking policy-
related studies, mainly focusing on the investigation of the supply of parking and parking
price [29,32,33]. At the same time, the supply of parking in urban centres covers a range of
parking spaces including kerbside parking and public and private parking facilities. Thus,
broader parking policy covers the pricing and supply of various parking spaces.

Recently, kerbside parking policy has received considerable interest, in particular from
the perspective of parking time limits [16] and pricing schemes [16,33–35]. According
to [16], underpricing of kerbside parking leads to wasteful cruising for parking. Similarly,
based on the survey method of comparing parking occupancy, the objective of parking
policy to increase the ease of finding a vacant parking place is evident from underutilised
parking spaces in city centres [33]. However, these studies are limited to developing
kerbside parking policies subject to only economic factors. Shortage of parking spaces
is a major issues, particularly in urban centres, and has been exacerbated by an increase
in traffic and associated demand in recent times [33]. It is emphasised that the increase
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in Internet shopping due to the COVID-19 pandemic has contributed to an increase in
freight-related traffic, particularly in urban centres. According to [36]:

“We’ve entered an entirely new way of buying goods and services, but our infrastruc-
ture is only adapting incrementally.”

Studies on parking policy can be divided into two categories: studies on the supply of
parking and studies on parking price. Most studies on parking policy are case-study-based,
as policies are area-specific, given the very specific nature of the supply of parking and its
price. In this context, the authors of [28] emphasise the need for a more rigorous policy effort,
taking into consideration both market fostering and regulation. Recently, [20] highlighted
the importance of adopting new planning practices of “maximum provision codes”, limited
parking development, and demand pricing over traditional practices. Based on the case
study approach, a few studies have suggested new policy frameworks, including spatial
distribution and usage of parking in Melbourne, Australia [19], and the strong need for
reform in urban parking management to promote urban transportation and maximise social
welfare [1]. In the specific parking policy of pricing downtown parking, many research
studies have reported different perspectives, [16] recommending underpricing of kerbside
parking as a sound policy response to the free parking provided by suburban shopping
centres, in particular with respect to heterogeneous individuals using the parking. However,
this approach limits the parking policy to differences in individuals using parking but does
not consider types of vehicles.

2.3. Parking Usage and Behaviour

Parking presents several challenges, particularly in metropolitan areas, due to lim-
ited supply and demand/usage by a range of users [37]. With limited parking in the
metropolitan city environment, vehicles searching for parking create an environmental
and economic impact [38]. Thus, parking usage is considered a central part of parking
assessment studies, taking into consideration various parking demand and supply sce-
narios, including kerbside parking assessment, the impact of varying user and parking
load categories, the impact of expected growth and changes in parking behaviour, and the
variety of assessment situations in suburban cities and large centres such as university cam-
puses [39]. The underlying principles of all these assessments are changing demand and
supply situations, with a range of dynamic conditions impacting demand and supply [30]
and various characteristics of supply and demand, including specific differences between
commercial parking and other parking facilities [39]. From the perspective of optimum
parking facilities, the authors of [40,41] proposed modelling approaches to determine the
optimum number of park-and-ride facilities as a way to reduce traffic congestion in the
considered urban cities.

Kerbside parking assessment studies mainly focus on the assessment of current de-
mand for various purposes, including the impact of the parking price change on de-
mand [42], parking slot allocation subject to dynamic conditions [37], the evaluation of
parking demand for policy assessment [20], and assessment of pricing impact [43]. From
the perspective of usage and impact, studies have focused on the source of knowledge for
car parking strategies, emphasising the need to develop and implement staff car parking
strategies [44], environmental and economic impact due to searching for parking [38], the
concept of freight landscape, and requirements for different city logistics strategies [45], in
addition to highlighting limited parking capacities with increased demand and intensity in
metropolitan cities.

The impact of price changes on kerbside parking usage has shown mixed results
in different contexts, including a reduction in double parking and cruising for parking
and improved driver experience [43], determining optimal parking price, taking into
consideration users’ attitudes [32] and optimal parking rate/price to achieve the desired
level of parking occupancy. The authors of [37,42] proposed an approach for public parking
slot assignment using advances in parking sensing and communication technologies, which
rely on eliciting truthful private information from drivers while maximising social welfare.
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Furthermore, a few research studies on parking assessment and allocation of limited
parking capacity have reported on the application of advanced technologies, smart parking
management systems to increase effective capacity [46], and potential benefits of using
intelligent parking guidance systems, mainly using electronic signage systems that direct
drivers to vacant parking lots [20].

These studies have mainly focused on assessing current kerbside/off-street parking,
taking into consideration pricing/rate changes and/or application of technologies to im-
prove effective parking usage/behaviour. In this case, effective parking usage/behaviour
is achieved by minimising the gap between demand/requirements and supply across a di-
verse range of parking spaces and loads and under different conditions, including parking
limits and/or pricing schemes. It is also evident from these research studies that kerb-
side parking infrastructure, kerbside parking policy, and parking usage are inter-related.
Rapidly changing cities are most likely to influence changes to all or most of these aspects.
Therefore, the need for parking assessment taking into consideration all of these aspects
is imperative, particularly when cities are subject to the rapid growth of infrastructure
development, population growth, and changes to existing parking infrastructure. In this
context, parking assessment taking into consideration all of these aspects is considered
with respect to a case of the fastest-growing cities in Australia.

2.4. Background of Current Parking Infrastructure—Parramatta CBD

One of the rapidly changing urban cities in Australia is Parramatta CBD. The increase
in development in Parramatta CBD aims to support more employment and residents [47].
Parramatta is recognised as one of several major cities in Sydney as part of A Metropolis of
Three Cities—the Greater Sydney Region Plan prepared concurrently with Future Transport
2056 and the State Infrastructure Strategy [48]. Parramatta light rail and the Sydney Metro
West rail line are two major infrastructure projects currently in progress. In the case of
Parramatta CBD as the focus of this research, the proposed light rail project will have
a major impact on the current kerbside parking facilities. Figure 1 shows a map of the
planned route of light rail infrastructure and the parking study area in Parramatta CBD on
a 2 km × 2 km map. The parking study area of short-term parking (STP) and freight activity
space (FAS) defined by the boundaries of the area is about 0.78 km2 (i.e., 0.91 km × 0.86 km)
and is shown in Figure 1 (blue colour).
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The second major change expected in the Parramatta CBD is ongoing infrastructure
development, which also impacts the current kerbside parking infrastructure [50]. There
are also several other residential and commercial infrastructure projects that are in the
pipeline, including a large number of applications for commercial office development in the
Parramatta CBD [51]. Impact on kerbside parking due to these projects are in two stages.
First, there is an immediate impact on kerbside parking requirements due to increased
demand by various vehicles such as construction workers’ vehicles and freight services.
Secondly, there would be additional demand and varied demand composition once the
development is complete and buildings are occupied by residents and businesses.

The next major change is the reduction in existing parking facilities due to other devel-
opments in the Parramatta CBD. In Central Parramatta, there are three public multistorey
carparks, two of which are flagged for demolition to make way for other developments.
Commuter carparks on the fringe of the CBD are likely to replace this infrastructure.
While this scenario can be approached from a land value perspective, a uniform profile of
commuter parking may be required. However, tradespersons who used the carpark on
Horwood Place (now demolished for future development) may be using kerbside parking
due to its convenient proximity to the large city centre developments such as Parramatta
Square, particularly if workers are carrying tools to the site [50]. The relationship between
the Horwood carpark and Parramatta Square should be considered as one of the criti-
cal factors when parking behaviour is further investigated within the city infrastructure
development planning framework, particularly in the context of the scale of change in
Parramatta CBD. All of these expected changes and the resulting impact on overall kerbside
parking behaviour from the perspective of usage (e.g., different loads/tasks, vehicles) with
time and bottleneck are complex to visualise and need to be investigated to develop travel
demand management strategies for all stakeholders. Therefore, the broader aim of this
research is to provide a holistic kerbside parking assessment with a spatial view of parking
distribution and an analysis/forecast of expected changes, taking into consideration current
parking demand, non-homogeneous distribution of parking loads, and overall utilisation
as the basis for investigation of expected future changes and developing travel demand
management strategies for all stakeholders. The key research question investigated in
this paper is: What is the current kerbside demand in terms of parking distribution and
utilisation, and how can potential changes to kerbside parking demand be modelled as a
basis for evaluating the impact on kerbside parking, taking into consideration of all possible
supply and demand changes in the future? To answer this research question and achieve
the main purpose of this study, the following aims/objectives are set:

• Investigate current kerbside parking capacity, demand, and utilisation patterns, in-
cluding a spatial view of parking and behaviour;

• Model current kerbside parking demand and capacity using simulation modelling as
a basis for modelling kerbside impact scenarios, taking into consideration the non-
homogeneous distribution of parking loads, future demand increases, and changes to
kerbside capacity due to infrastructure development;

• Illustrate, forecast and analyse expected future kerbside parking demand due to
population and construction growth, as well as capacity reduction due to infrastructure
development, as the basis for investigating various kerbside impact scenarios to be
carried out in the next stage of the research;

Because the proposed light rail infrastructure and expected increased demand due to
rapid growth in construction activities are expected to directly impact parking spaces in
the Parramatta CBD, this study focuses on kerbside parking within Parramatta CBD. Thus,
the scope of the research includes:

• Kerbside parking spaces for short-term parking (STP) and freight activity space (FAS)
in the Parramatta CBD, as defined by the boundaries of the area of about 0.78 km2 (i.e.,
0.91 km × 0.86 km) (Figure 2);

• Video data collection of kerbside parking events at selected locations as a representa-
tion of Parramatta CBD over one week;
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• Manual data collection of parking events using a survey at selected locations in
Parramatta CBD during peak periods over two days. Each parking event is recorded
with time in/out, type of vehicle/load, and the type of parking space the vehicle
occupies;

• Analysis of manually captured data to verify the camera dataset first, followed by
setting of input parameters for a baseline traffic/parking simulation model using the
camera dataset.
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This research was carried out using a combination of experimental and simulation
modelling approaches based on real manually collected and camera data. Details of the
research methodology are presented next.

3. Research Methodology

In this study, we adopted a mixed-methods approach of (i) analysis of parking in
terms of load distribution; (ii) a spatial view of parking in five regions/areas, including
the centre of the CBD; and (iii) simulation modelling of the current parking scenario
for prioritisation of the allocation of limited kerbside spaces in a rapidly changing city
environment due to increasing population growth and rapid infrastructure development.
The research methodology involves three stages: (i) analysis of current kerbside parking
demand and a spatial view of parking loads using video camera data; (ii) simulation
modelling of current parking demand, taking into consideration expected searching for
parking; and (iii) estimation of key model input variables using expected population
and construction growth as a benchmarking for modelling and simulation of four future
kerbside impact scenarios. The research was carried out by assessing current kerbside
parking demand/usage using real data, simulation modelling of current kerbside parking
demand/usage, and illustration using a case of an urban centre/city in Sydney, Australia.
The benchmarking of current parking demand using simulation modelling forms a basis for
the development of strategies and prioritisation of the allocation of limited kerbside spaces
in a rapidly changing city environment. The first stage of parking assessment involves
data collection and associated analysis. This is followed by traffic/parking simulation
modelling of the current demand/usage (baseline) scenario using input parameters from
a comprehensive kerbside parking dataset. The baseline (benchmarking) traffic/parking
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simulation model using key parameters forms a basis for investigating the impact of future
increased demand, changes to parking capacity, and infrastructure development Expected
population growth and construction growth forecast are evaluated as key model inputs
for the development of four kerbside impact scenarios for the next stage of this research
project.

3.1. Data Collection

Kerbside parking data collection was carried out using a combination of manual
survey data collection over two working days and video-captured camera data over one
week at selected parking spaces in respective parking segments. Parameters of kerbside
data collection are outlined in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of kerbside data collection in Parramatta CBD.

Data Collection
Method

Number of Parking Spaces Used
Dates and Times of

Data Collection Parking Time SlotsSTP:
5M, 1/4P, 1/2P, 1P & 2P

FAS:
LZ, TZ, DR

Manual kerbside
survey (8 segments) 26 20 (15 LZ, 3 TZ

and 2 DR)
19–20 October 2017;

7 a.m.–4 p.m.

PT6 = before 0700,
PT7 = 0700–0800,
PT8 = 0800–0900,
PT9 = 0900–1000,
PT10 = 1000–1100,
PT11 = 1100–1200,
PT12 = 1200–1300,
PT13 = 1300–1400,
PT14 = 1400–1500,
PT15 = 1500–1600

Camera dataset using
video capture
(19 segments)

84 28 (All LZ) 16–20 October 2017;
24 h

24 h;
Hour of day: 0 (12 a.m.

to 12:59 a.m.) to 23
(11 p.m. to 11:59 p.m.)

Total kerbside parking spaces in Parramatta CBD (Figure 2) include 501 STP and
46 FAS spaces. STP and FAS are the two main parking zone types; STP consists of five
different types (5M (5 min), 1/4P (1/4 h), 1

2 P (half an hour), 1P (1 h), and 2P (2 h)), and FAS
consists of three categories (loading zones (LZ),truck zones (TZ), and driveways (DR)). LZ
spaces have a maximum dwell time of 30 min. STP can be used by FAS vehicles. LZ spaces
can legitimately be used by any vehicle for the purpose of pick-up and drop-off. Manual
data collection was carried out for all parking types subject to different usage depending
on the time (e.g., LZ spaces have a maximum dwell time of 30 min (parking time limit),
and STP can also be used by FAS vehicles), whereas camera data capture was limited to
STP and LZ parking zones.

3.2. Data Collection Methods

Manual kerbside data collection was carried out at eight predetermined segments
within eight subsections of the CBD; each parking event was recorded in a spreadsheet,
identifying key attributes such as bay number, parking zone at the start of parking, arrival
time, vehicle type, load type, and departure time. Because data collection methods involve
different locations and numbers of parking spaces, details of kerbside segments available
and used for both types of data collection are outlined in Table 1. To overcome the limita-
tions of manual kerbside data and the limited number of parking spaces surveyed, camera
data collection was carried using video capture of parking events for selected parking
segments over five workdays (16–20 October 2017).

The camera (video-captured) dataset was carefully checked for any missing data,
overlapping data, and outliers (e.g., parking events with more than 24 h parking durations)
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and was cleaned before analysis for kerbside hourly arrival rates and parking duration
of parking events for each hour over the selected period. The refined kerbside parking
demand dataset was used as the main kerbside demand input for the baseline simulation
model. The refined kerbside dataset for the assessment and baseline model is based on
measures and parameters outlined in Table 1.

The main assumptions and limitations of kerbside parking using camera data include:

• Removing outliers, duplicate data, and events with overlapped parking times in the
same parking space of camera data are assumed to be a good representation of all
parking events [50];

• Limitations of kerbside camera data include (i) data captured in a small scope (61% of
LZs and only 17% of STP, as most STP is in locations unlikely to be used for freight and
servicing activity) of parking spaces (84 STP and 28 LZ) compared to the full scope of
Parramatta CBD kerbside parking (501 STP and 46 LZ), (ii) the fact that FAS parking
spaces are limited to the LZ category only (i.e., no data capture for TZ and DR parking
spaces), and (ii) removal of some records due to missing data.

3.3. Modelling and Simulation of Kerbside Baseline (Current) Scenario

Because manual data are limited (only two days from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.), the kerbside
parking demand data captured using video cameras over 5 days were used. Hence, model
inputs on arrival rates and parking durations for kerbside modelling were obtained from
the camera dataset outlined in Table 1. The parking duration was modelled by evaluating
all available weekday kerbside parking data according to the parking duration distribution
for parking events in each hour. The resulting parking distributions determined and
reported in [50] were used in the simulation of the baseline scenario.

Because kerbside video data collection had some gaps due to likely video recording
errors, a “typical day” parking scenario was constructed by considering the highest hourly
parking arrivals. Kerbside usage during the week (16–20 October 2017) and usage of a
typical day are shown in Appendix A (Table A1). Using Flexsim [52], a simulation model
was first constructed using the typical day scenario, which consisted of 31 STP and 8 LZ
parking spaces. The typical day scenario was then verified against the expected parking
usage and arrivals to verify the kerbside parking model and the procedure.

The typical day scenario was then extended to the baseline scenario simulation model
by appropriately evaluating hourly arrival rates to reflect the baseline (current) kerbside
scenario. The baseline scenario kerbside model takes into consideration a kerbside capacity
of 501 STP and 46 LZ parking spaces. Details of data analysis, results, and findings
are presented in the following section and categorized into the key areas of analysis of
an intercept survey, kerbside and carpark data, and analysis/results of traffic/parking
simulation models.

4. Results and Analysis

Kerbside parking assessment is presented in five stages: (i) assessment of manual
kerbside data, (ii) assessment of camera data, (iii) spatial analysis of parking demands and
loads, (iv) baseline modelling of current kerbside demand, and (v) evaluation of future
impact scenarios as the basis for simulation modelling of kerbside impact scenarios.

4.1. Analysis of Manual Kerbside Data

The first stage of data collection involved a small-scale kerbside parking survey to
verify the validity of camera data. The purpose of validation is to ensure no significant
discrepancy between manual data and camera data before incorporating the camera data
into simulation modelling. The preliminary analysis found that camera data closely aligns
with the manual dataset. Therefore, the camera dataset is valid and reliable for use in the
development of the traffic/parking baseline scenario simulation model.

Key analysis of manual data collected at several kerbside parking sections of Parra-
matta CBD over two days (19–20 October 2017) includes descriptive statistics of key mea-
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sures (number of parking events and length of stay) and analysis of those measures using
key variables/parameters, including (i) time slots/zones and (ii) parking zones/categories.
Key analyses are illustrated using column/bar charts for visualization of peak/valley
points and trends.

Based on the analysis of parking events in three parking time zones (morning: be-
fore 0700 to 1200; mid-day: 1200 to 1400; and afternoon: 1400 to 1600), the distribution
of parking events in three categories of parking zones (STP, FAS, and other) (Figure 3)
shows a fairly uniform distribution. For example, STP parking events are distributed in
proportion of 44%, 42%, and 46% over the three parking time zones (morning, mid-day,
and afternoon, respectively), whereas FAS parking events are distributed in proportions of
44%, 46%, and 45% over the three parking time zones. Furthermore, both distributions of
STP and FAS parking events show similar percentages of parking events (44% and 45%,
respectively), whereas the percentage of parking events in other parking zones show a very
low percentage of 11% of the parking load during the considered period.
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The above results show that time zone 2 (mid-day) is the busiest period across both
parking zone categories (STP and FAS) when the number of parking events per parking
zone is considered. For example, the average (mean) number of parking events per parking
zone in STP parking zones is 55, 68, and 65 for time zones 1, 2, and 3, respectively, with the
highest average number of parking events recorded for time zone 2. Similarly, the average
number of parking events during time zone 2 (Mid-day) is 75 for FAS. This means that the
demand for parking during mid-day is at its peak across both categories of parking zones.

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics of the length of stay, as well as a detailed profile
of each time slot, using the number of parking events. Overall, the average length of stay
of parking events over individual time slots (PT6 to PT15) is within a range of 15 min to
38 min, suggesting a fairly uniform distribution over the considered period, including a
peak of an average of 38 min during the unrestricted period (before 0700) and a low average
of 15 min during the last period/slot (1500–1600). Figure 4 shows a boxplot of the length
of stay by time slot, and Figure 5 shows a 95% confidence interval of mean by time slot,
indicating potential implications concerning the differences in length of stay across those
time slots. It is interesting to note that between 0700 and 1400, the 95% confidence is tightly
contained around the 30-minute mark, which is very close to the average length of stay
(27 min). Furthermore, an Anderson–Darling normality test is presented to confirm the
distribution of each category, leading to a better assessment of the length of stay of the
studied sample and supporting these conclusions. It is evident from the results that none
of the distributions of individual lengths of stay are normally distributed except for PT6
(before 0700).
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Although some parking events span two or more periods, in particular freight and
services (FAS)-related parking events, the average length of stay of parking events in each
time slot is less than 60 min (duration of the time slot). However, the range of length of
stay (indicated by standard deviation) is significantly large across several parking time
slots, including 72 min for time slot PT8 (0800–0900). Analysis of manual data includes a
comprehensive analysis of the following aspects:

• Define the peak time of day activity and the average length of stay for parking events
in short-term and loading zone bays;

• Define the use of short-term parking by the freight and servicing vehicle classifications;
• Examine the use of “freight activity spaces” by other types of vehicles;
• Define the current state minimum short-term or loading zone bays required to meet

service demands.

In summary, the following results are noted from the comprehensive analysis of
kerbside assessment using a manual dataset. The peak time of day activity across two
categories of parking zones (STP and FAS) is the mid-day (1200 to 1400) period. The average
length of stay for parking events is 27 min and within an average range of 15 min to 38 min,
with a fairly uniform distribution over the studied period (0700–1600).
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The analysis shows that there is a considerable amount of FAS loads/tasks (11% of all
parking events) performed in STP zones. On the other hand, more than half of all parking
events in STP (i.e., 52%) are associated with FAS loads/tasks. Additionally, passenger
vehicles not only use STP zones but also FAS parking zones. This indicates that parking
usage by various users is not fully matched with the parking zone categories.

A considerable (if not significant) difference was found between the average length of
stay in FAS (23 min) and the average length of stay in STP zones (13 min). This emphasises
the need for further research to determine whether the difference is significant, as well as
practical implications for prioritising parking allocation in the future.

Kerbside assessment using analysis of current capacity and actual demand shows
that there is spare capacity for short-term parking zones. In this case, the spare capacity
of time is around 27% of total short-term parking time (i.e., only around 74% of the total
short-term parking time available during the considered period was used). Because full
capacity utilisation is assumed to be around 90% of total capacity, taking into consideration
lost time between events and a large number of events with a short length of stay [18], the
current spare capacity is only around 17%.

It can be noted from the above analysis of current kerbside parking that overall parking
assessment is limited by (i) the scope of the dataset (parking events over two days of the
week from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.) and (ii) analysis using two key variables/parameters: (a)
time slots/zones and (b) parking zones/categories. In order to use camera data for the
development of a baseline traffic/simulation model, kerbside camera data were validated
using a representative sample of data, details of which are presented in Appendix A
(Table A1).

The kerbside usage shown based on the validation of camera data (Appendix A) is
closely aligned with the results of the manual data analysis reported earlier. By considering
90% of utilisation as full-capacity usage, overall, kerbside STP parking reaches full capacity
over three time periods (8:30 a.m.–9:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m.–3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.–8 p.m.).
Kerbside usage of around 77% between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m. is somewhat lower than
expected. This could be due to (i) a small sample size of 39 spaces compared to a total
of 547 kerbside (510 STP and 46 LZ) spaces, (iii) usage based on a simple method of
hourly arrivals and departures, and (iii) possible errors when the recording camera data
from video capture. Therefore, for simulation modelling of baseline kerbside parking
(current demand and capacity) as the basis for the testing of kerbside impact scenarios, we
adopted kerbside camera data gathered in 2017. In addition, key inputs of the model are
hourly arrival rates and parking duration of hourly events. In this case, parking duration
distributions of each hour based on a synchronised camera dataset are determined by
best-fit distribution functions within simulation software (Flexsim) based on the approach
adopted for distribution of kerbside parking manual data [50].

The kerbside usage/behaviour considered in this analysis is mainly focused on bench-
marking current demand/requirements and supply under given economic conditions, such
as parking limits and pricing schemes set by the local council. Because the parking demand
for STP is at full capacity at three different time intervals and there could be unnoticed
demand during these times, it is suggested that there is a need for further investigation
into kerbside parking demand as part of promoting car-free city principles and providing
more space for sustainable mobility in future studies.

4.2. Spatial View of Parking Spaces and Utilisation

Because the parking assessment is based on parking data (spaces and loads) across
a relatively small area (0.78 km2) but with a diverse range of parking spaces/limits, it is
expected that parking utilisation is not only non-uniform but also non-homogeneously
distributed. To understand this non-homogeneous distribution of parking utilisation
as a basis for the development of guidelines for changes to parking infrastructure, the
representative dataset of manual data collected over two days was further analysed in
terms of average parking times in both STP and FAS spaces, as well as distance from the
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centre of the CBD. Details of parking utilisation from the perspective of distance from the
centre of the CBD are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Spatial view of kerbside parking using camera data.

Area
Total

(FAS&STP)
Spaces

Distance
from

Carpark
(m)

Collected
STP

Parking
Space Data

Collected
FAS (Only

LZ) Parking
Space Data

STP Average
Parking

Time
(Min)/Space

STP
Average
Parking

Time
(Min)/Event

FAS Average
Parking

Time
(Min)/Space

FAS
Average
Parking

Time
(Min)/Event

NW 75 342.12 10 5 321.30 23.12 300.6 17.68

N 174 211.70 24 8 631.67 43.44 326.875 16.55

NE 116 325.75 6 2 740.33 63.46 631 37.12

W 86 294.97 18 3 666.72 33.90 366.33 17.17

C 25 0.00 9 6 474.89 46.97 493.5 24.88

As shown in Table 3, there is a non-homogeneous distribution of parking in the CBD
in terms of parking limits and times across two major groups of parking spaces (STP and
LZ of FAS). In this case, the centre section of the CBD has (i) the highest average FAS
parking time per space and (ii) the second highest parking time per event for both FAS
and STP parking. Although the northern section is the closest to the centre section of
the CBD, it has the lowest FAS parking time per parking event and space. Furthermore,
when the average parking time per space is compared across the range of several areas, the
average STP parking time/event ranges from 23.12 min in the NW section to 63.46 min
(Figure 4). Similarly, the highest average parking time of 37.12 min in FAS spaces (LZ) is
also associated with the NE area/region.

As shown in Figure 5, it is interesting to note that both STP and FAS average parking
times in the NW and N regions are shorter than those in the NE region. Based on this
parking behaviour, increasing parking spaces and/or increasing limits on existing spaces
in the northern section first, followed by the western section, could alleviate the current
parking demand for the centre and thereby reduce congestion in the CBD.

Because the metropolitan city associated with this study is changing very rapidly
with several infrastructure development projects and the planned demolition of two out of
three multistorey carparks, parking assessment requires incorporation of these expected
changes if the assessment is to be current and used to plan for future needs. To model
various kerbside impact scenarios influenced and generated by these developments to plan
for future kerbside demand, an analysis of kerbside parking demand using the baseline
simulation model is presented next. Analysis of simulation modelling of impact scenarios
is not presented here because it is beyond the scope of this research paper.

4.3. Analysis of Kerbside Parking Demand Using the Baseline Simulation Model

The baseline model captures the current (2019) kerbside parking demand in Parramatta
CBD. Kerbside parking demand is modelled using model inputs and parameters including
parking capacity, hourly arrival rates, and parking usage/dwell times of parking events
derived from the camera dataset.

The traffic/parking baseline scenario simulation model is developed as a discrete-
event simulation using hourly parking duration distributions, hourly parking arrival rates,
and parking capacities as the main inputs. The kerbside parking logic of the simulation
modelling of kerbside parking assumes two distinct routes of parking upon arrival and
searching for parking for two minutes and leaving if a parking space is not available. The
parking logic model with key events and associated paths is shown in Figure 6.
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The simulation modelling platform used is Flexsim [52], and the analysis of results
was performed using MATLAB [53] and Microsoft Excel. The kerbside parking events and
percentage of parking events reproduced by the baseline simulation model are shown in
Figures 7 and 8, respectively.
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As shown in Figures 7 and 8, kerbside parking reaches full capacity at two-time
intervals (from around 8:08 a.m. to 10:54 a.m. and from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Because
kerbside parking is expected to reach full usage over a considerable period during the
peak period (7 a.m. to 4 p.m.) rather than spikes (just small peaks), the method used
in the simulation modelling is more accurate. The baseline model was tested using data
collected in 2019 to simulate impact scenarios (e.g., population growth and changes to
parking infrastructure) and was found to be a reliable modelling approach to test current
and expected changes to parking demand and supply [50].

Because the actual kerbside usage is closely reproduced by the baseline scenario
simulation model using hourly arrivals and best-fit distributions of parking duration, with
some variations (e.g., possible underestimation of usage) between parking usage using data
analysis and simulation modelling, typical weekday usage is assumed, using the maximum
usage of each hour. Kerbside usage during the week (16–20 October 2017) and usage
of a typical day are shown in Appendix A. Because kerbside parking demand is closely
reproduced by the baseline model using weekly data including a typical day, the baseline
model can reliably be used to model future kerbside scenarios, incorporating various
kerbside impact situations depending on assumed demand and capacity changes [50].

4.4. Analysis of Growth of Kerbside Parking Demand and Future Changes to Parking Capacity

Because expected changes are critical for the development of travel demand manage-
ment strategies, all the expected changes are investigated as the basis for modelling future
kerbside impact scenarios.

Key areas of changes to kerbside parking capacity and requirements are outlined in
Section 2.4. Because expected future changes to capacity and requirements are critical inputs
for the development of traffic/parking simulation modelling and the development of travel
demand management strategies for stakeholders, a preliminary analysis of those changes
is presented here. In this case, changes include increased demand due to population and
construction growth and reduction in kerbside capacity due to light rail infrastructure
development. The forecasted population growth in Parramatta CBD is shown in Table 4.
The year-to-year demand growth for kerbside parking is projected using the population
growth rate.
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Table 4. Predicted population growth for Parramatta.

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Population 260,130 266,763 273,565 280,541 287,695 295,031 302,555

Cumulative Growth 0% 2.55% 5.16% 7.85% 10.60% 13.42% 16.31%

Year-to-Year
Demand Growth 2.55% 2.55% 2.55% 2.55% 2.55% 2.55%

The increase in freight and servicing activity is assumed to be 10–15% annually from
2019 to 2025, which is based on the actual growth in Sydney CBD from 2017 to 2019 [4].
Therefore, a 12.5% increase in demand due to freight and serving is assumed for each year.
Although this assumed increase in demand could be adjusted for COVID, no adjustments
were made to the future parking demand in the modelling/simulation, considering that
construction largely continued through COVID.

Year-to-year parking demand growth due to construction worker growth for 2020–2025
is based on the information provided by Transport for NSW supported by the following
guidelines and forecast growth forecast using historical data as reported in [50] and outlined
below.

i. It is assumed that the current estimation of construction workers at one of the major
infrastructure developments in Parramatta CBD labelled “Parramatta Square” (PSQ)
using a ratio of workers to the construction area is reliable for estimating future
construction worker demand growth, using development application (DA) approvals
for 2020–2025;

ii. It is assumed that the construction worker forecast for 2018–2020 can reliably be
estimated using DA approvals during the corresponding period;

iii. The construction worker forecast for 2021–2025 is based on exponential smoothing
of historical Parramatta construction activities during the period of 2010–2018 and
estimated values of construction workers during the period of 2019–2020 (available
from Transport for NSW).

Based on the above assumptions, the construction worker forecast was developed for
the period 2020–2025 and is shown in Table 5 and Figure 9. The developed year-to-year
growth rate was used to predict the number of construction workers who may use the
carpark if available.

Apart from changes to parking demand, it is expected that existing kerbside parking
spaces will be reduced from 501 to 436 for STP and from 46 to 44 for LZ in 2020. Four
kerbside impact scenarios taking into consideration all of the above changes of kerbside
capacity and demand over the next 6-year period are difficult to comprehend without
visualization of those impacts using a time scale for better understanding of key points
(e.g., peak period(s), percentage of utilisation, and the transition to full usage with changes).
Therefore, the impacts outlined above are modelled in the next stage of the research project
based on the baseline model, the modelling details of which are not presented here because
they are beyond the scope of this paper.

Table 5. Forecasted construction worker growth.

Year 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Construction Workers
(Forecasted) 6690 5890 6135 6304 6452 6749 7037

Year-to-Year Growth N/A −11.96% 4.17% 2.75% 2.33% 4.61% 4.27%
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5. Research Findings
5.1. Stage 1—Kerbside Assessment

The assessment is focused on providing evidence-based information on the current
state of demand for kerbside parking for various activities for the planning of parking
allocation in the future.

Analysis (estimation) of the capacity of parking zones (measured by both time avail-
ability and the allowable number of parking events) and evaluation of the actual number
of events and length of stays during the consider period show that there is a spare capacity
for short-term parking zones. In this case, the spare time capacity is around 27% of total
short-term parking time (i.e., only around 74% of the total short-term parking time available
during the considered period was used) based on the data for 2017. However, this spare
capacity is expected to be reduced, given an expected increase in demand and changes to
parking capacity, as evidenced by the testing of impact scenarios [50].

5.2. Stage 2: Results of the Baseline Simulation Model Replicating the Refined Camera Data

It was found that the baseline simulation model using camera data provides a reliable
representation of current demand over the entire kerbside scope using a selected set of
kerbside spaces based on camera data. Kerbside impact can easily be modelled using
parking usage duration and hourly arrival distributions determined from the camera
dataset.

5.3. Stage 3: Results of Future Kerbside Capacity and Demand Changes

The predicted growth of kerbside demand due to infrastructure development to
support more employment and residents shows that overall parking behaviour will be sig-
nificantly different, resulting in daily temporal patterns, patterns of freight-related kerbside
utilisation, and changing peak/saturation periods. These expected demand patterns could
impact business and the community broadly due to limited parking access, leading to loose
demand among several users. Furthermore, COVID interruption exacerbate parking de-
mands due office workers preferring to drive a private car rather than use public transport.
Kerbside impacts over the next six years are expected be widespread in terms of overall
kerbside utilisation, peak periods, and saturation periods. This suggests that kerbside
impact scenarios influenced/generated by such changes need to be investigated from the
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point of view of planning for future travel demand management strategies within a broader
urban city infrastructure development planning framework. Therefore, the baseline model
can be used as the basis to simulate all these impact scenarios by incorporating the growth
and expected changes using key measures.

6. Findings, Discussion, and Conclusions

Kerbside parking assessment using a comprehensive camera dataset provides an
opportunity for a better understanding of current parking behaviour in terms of peak
demand and distribution of parking utilisation in different parking categories on weekdays.
Results show that current kerbside parking capacity can meet the overall captured current
demand with different utilisation of demand in a range of capacities of FAS and STP
categories. However, the captured demand does not include the potential demand (e.g.,
searching for parking) not captured during full-capacity utilisation (e.g., peak periods)
and potential demand increase due to the increasing construction workforce. Furthermore,
peak periods, the profile of capacity utilisation by various loads and kerbside categories,
and saturation periods are identified as key indicators of kerbside parking assessment for
both the baseline and impact scenarios, which transport infrastructure planners can use
to develop policies and travel demand management strategies. Peak periods, segmenting
of demand, capacity utilisation profile, and saturation periods are critical measures from
the perspective of economic analysis of parking assessment towards the development of
policies, as reported in similar studies [3,7,20].

Modelling and simulation of current demand/utilisation using a comprehensive
camera dataset were found to be a reliable approach for modelling and simulation of future
impact scenarios, in particular kerbside impact from the perspective of saturation times
over a 6-year period, taking into consideration all the factors affecting kerbside parking
capacity and utilisation. Furthermore, kerbside parking assessment can be used to develop
recommendations for travel demand management strategies, providing guidelines for
several stakeholders in the metropolitan city considered in this research.

Modelling and simulation of kerbside parking demand and supply under dynamic
conditions is a very effective approach for urban parking evaluation and policy assessment,
as evidenced in some recent studies, including estimating the effectiveness of planned
parking facilities under different development scenarios [20] and predicting parking utilisa-
tion/behaviour influenced by several factors, such as parking price and needs (e.g., desire
to park for a long time) [24]. Furthermore, full-capacity utilisation at three time periods
(accounting for 7 h between 8 a.m. and 8 p.m.) can have a direct impact on increased
traffic volumes at peak times, partly caused by cruising for parking. Therefore, cruising for
parking to evaluate unnoticed demand should be incorporated as part of future research
studies to make parking assessment more realistic and consider all sustainability aspects.
It is evident from previous research studies that cruising for parking contributes to other
adverse outcomes, such as traffic congestion, increased air pollution, and accidents [24].

Overall, this research study provides evidence-based information on the current state
of demand for kerbside parking, highlighting varying utilisation of demand in a range of
capacities. This emphasises the need for more information campaigns on parking priorities
and alternative options for parking (e.g., off-street parking around the CBD) as an integral
part of planning for future infrastructure projects in Parramatta CBD.

Although the current kerbside capacity meets the overall captured demand, excluding
potential demand above the full capacity and any demand increase due to the construction
workforce, further analysis is required to determine whether utilisation is within the
allocated time limits by testing the significance of the difference between the actual average
length of stay and allocated time using an appropriate statistical test(s) (e.g., ANOVA or
t-test). It is expected that a statistical test of the difference between the recorded average
length of stay and allocated times of respective short-term parking will show a significant
difference between these two sets of data. Similarly, differences between the actual length
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of stay and allocated times of other short-term parking zones can also be carried out using
statistical testing as required.

In this research study, we identified potential improvements to the methodology, in-
cluding improving candidate selection process (for manual data collection) using appropri-
ate selection criteria, training of selected candidates by incorporating on-site training/pilot
data collection, and monitoring of the data collection process with additional resources and
quality assurance methods.

Future research directions include an extension of the baseline simulation model with
future impact scenarios, taking into consideration future expected changes to parking
infrastructure and demand growth, particularly demand impacted by the planned con-
struction activities in Parramatta CBD and exacerbated parking demands due to people
preferring to drive a private car rather than use public transport post COVID. Furthermore,
parking assessment needs to consider not only the parking demand and supply but also
the necessity to “plan for car-free cities”, making space for people and vehicles that really
need to be there (e.g., freight activity). However, achieving economically sound solutions
to minimise the gap between demand and supply would be challenging while aiming for
sustainable mobility principles with social benefits. Furthermore, in the examination of FAS,
it can be determined that the substitution factor is lower and hence demand is less realistic.
The current investigation is limited to lower substitution factors; therefore, future studies
should consider different elasticities and substitutable moves, particularly when consider-
ing sustainable mobility principles. In this context, it is critical that modelling/simulation
of impact scenarios incorporate all the key indicators, including economic factors and
social conditions, and evaluate their interdependencies as a basis for development of travel
demand management strategies and guidelines for broader stakeholders. However, the
potential impact on parking demand due to COVID-19 interruption, particularly people
preferring to drive rather than use public transport, is not incorporated into the current
impact scenarios. Therefore, future work needs to consider these factors when modelling
impact scenarios. Modelling and simulation of future impact scenarios can be used to pro-
vide guidelines for the development of travel demand management strategies to manage
the rapidly changing and transforming infrastructure and demand landscape in Parra-
matta CBD, as influenced by several factors. Furthermore, simulation modelling of impact
scenarios can be used to guide policymakers with the required information to address
environmental and economic impacts due to vehicles searching for parking [38].
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Appendix A

Table A1. Kerbside usage during the week (16–20 October 2017) and usage of a typical day (a sample
of parking events in 39 parking spaces (31 STP and 8 LZ)).

Hour of Day
STP LZ

16th 17th 18th 19th 20th Typical
Day

Max
Capacity 16th 17th 18th 19th 20th Typical

Day
Max

Capacity

0 1 2 2 4 1 4 31 0 1 0 0 0 1 8

1 0 2 2 3 1 3 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 8

2 0 3 2 1 0 3 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 8

3 1 2 3 0 1 3 31 0 1 1 0 2 2 8

4 2 3 2 2 3 3 31 0 1 0 0 0 1 8

5 13 19 14 14 12 19 31 2 6 3 3 4 6 8

6 22 22 15 15 21 22 31 3 4 1 3 4 4 8

7 14 17 16 12 15 17 31 2 1 3 3 1 3 8

8 20 23 24 17 22 24 31 4 4 2 3 0 4 8

9 25 30 29 20 29 30 31 6 3 5 4 4 6 8

10 22 22 30 22 30 30 31 6 6 5 5 5 6 8

11 25 28 27 21 25 28 31 6 3 3 6 6 6 8

12 21 31 27 22 31 31 31 5 4 4 4 4 5 8

13 24 28 28 17 29 29 31 7 2 3 2 6 7 8

14 31 27 26 19 26 31 31 6 6 4 5 5 6 8

15 25 23 22 20 28 28 31 4 4 2 0 5 5 8

16 22 18 18 18 16 22 31 6 2 3 5 4 6 8

17 22 24 11 14 18 24 31 5 4 3 3 3 5 8

18 29 22 25 10 25 29 31 7 4 4 3 5 7 8

19 28 29 25 11 27 29 31 7 5 4 3 4 7 8

20 27 20 22 9 28 28 31 5 5 2 3 3 5 8

21 18 14 13 7 24 24 31 3 2 3 1 1 3 8

22 10 8 5 3 10 10 31 1 3 2 2 1 3 8

23 6 0 6 1 8 8 31 1 0 0 0 0 1 8
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Abstract: Greyfields are construction sites that emerge from the expansion of cities towards rural
settings. They are unused structures in settlement areas that negatively impact the habitats and lead to
ecologically, economically, and socially problematic zones. This study aims to examine the Greyfield
problem, which emerges as one of the outcomes of urban sprawl, within the context of Transect
Theory and urban resilience. We analyze the Greyfield problem in the Arapkoy rural settlement,
which is located along the north coastline of Kyrenia, Cyprus. This study presents the impact of
Greyfield sites on environmental, social, and economic values within the framework of Transect
Theory. Thus, a road map for the redevelopment of Greyfields into public use is put forward to be
used for future planning activities, which is a necessity in enabling urban resilience.

Keywords: Greyfield; urban transect; urban resilience; rural areas; ecology

1. Introduction

Resilience is the capacity of a system to maintain its original organizational structure
in terms of unity and identity over time. It is about absorbing external shocks due to
its self-organizational capacity. In other words, the concept of resilience refers to the
capacity of a city to recover from a wide range of shocks and risks [1–3]. Due to its wide
potential applicability in local practice, urban resilience provides a popular paradigm for
urban planning and policy making at different spatial scales, including cities, regions,
and neighborhoods [4,5]. Some common elements that can be identified in ecological,
economic, and social resilience are the notion of memory, conservation, stability, correlation,
and feedback [6]. A resilient city is more talented in adapting to an increasingly complex
economic environment. It will successfully cope with sudden natural disasters and social
emergencies, better protecting the health of the eco-system, and meeting information
requirements [7–10]. With the acceleration of urban agglomeration, urbanization has
become a complex system with multiple, closely linked factors that impact themselves and
the outside world [11–15]. The concept of resilience is a holistic planning approach in the
sense that it addresses the areas to be protected together with the dynamics associated
with development areas. It assesses ecological, economic, and social data together and
intervenes from urban to rural areas with dynamic tools [16]. The effect of irregularity and
destabilization in urban and rural areas increases the probability of problems. Irregular
structures, particularly those built in geologically unsuitable areas, and inadequacy of
planning are fundamental factors in the occurrence of issues [17]. Transect Theory aims to
organize all of the elements in the environment and includes urban and rural settings and
centers. It is also a system that puts forwards different settlement types and concepts in
varied urban densities [18]. Therefore, besides transportation axes, areas with a high density
of buildings and their uses, design features of facades, masses, public spaces, junctions, car
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parks, pavements, street silhouettes, lighting elements, green areas, and landscape elements
are identified.

Furthermore, attention has been paid to ensuring that all urban elements in the system
are in the appropriate place and continuous [19,20]. In this regard, the urban–rural scales
classification scheme offers a settlement proposal for city centers and natural open spaces
in rural areas. Thus, suburbanization is crucial in improving cities that insensibly expand
with decentralization.

Greyfield sites are found in built-up urban areas and are one of the best choices for
redevelopment because they utilize sites that are no longer profitable, are not significantly
contaminated, and reduce financial risks. They are usually found in the form of old retail
malls, office parks, abandoned municipal properties, and parking lots [21]. Small-scale,
piecemeal, fragmented, suboptimal small-lot subdivision is spreading like a virus through
Greyfield suburbs with high redevelopment potential, removing up to 50% of private green
space and blocking prospects for better designed, regenerative, precinct-scale, medium-
density “missing middle” redevelopment [22,23]. Greyfields typically emerge as a result
of urban expansion. These are fields that are left unused, which are architecturally old-
fashioned, have insufficient or unusual infrastructure, lack redevelopment capital, and
create a negative impression [24]. In other words, “Greyfield” is a term used to describe
the extensive band of aging, occupied, residential tracts of inner and middle suburbs that
are physically, technologically, and environmentally obsolescent, and which represent
economically outdated, failing, or under-capitalized real-estate assets [25]. These problem-
atic areas cause ecological, economic, and social problems that are generally observed in
suburban settlements [26]. They emerge as problem areas that pose a threat to the resilience
characteristics needed for livable cities. Although they are unused areas, Greyfields cause
the loss of rural features (i.e., agriculture and animal husbandry) in lands that are opened
for settlement, deterioration of topography, and destruction of ecology. They also change
the morphological structure of urban and rural areas.

Abundant literature exists highlighting the benefits derived from Greyfields in the USA
and Australia as residential and commercial exemplars [25–41]. However, this literature
has not dealt with the externality of Greyfield redevelopment, and there are a lack of case
studies about the redevelopment of Greyfields in European and Asian countries [42]. In the
Australian and American contexts, Greyfields are described as retail malls or commercial
buildings that failed to succeed and which are usually located in suburban areas charac-
terized as having potential for redevelopment. Although heavily described as “derelict
buildings” in the literature, Raamos (2011) broadly defines Greyfields as unproductive
urban spaces that can yield economic, social, and environmental benefits [43]. Within the
context of North Cyprus, although the structures that are discussed in this paper are mainly
derelict buildings, the majority of them were constructed in a large lot with the purpose of
built-to-sell, thus can be considered commercial buildings. Therefore, for this study the
“Greyfields” term has been adopted. These buildings are left uncompleted at different
stages of construction, or they are abandoned due to the political or financial difficulties
that construction companies experience. Thus, this unique characteristic of Greyfields in
North Cyprus contributes to the relevant literature.

Another theme that is important for the study is the Transect Theory. This theory
is a cut or path through part of the environment, showing a range of different habitats.
Biologists and ecologists use transects to study the many symbiotic elements that contribute
to habitats, where certain plants and animals thrive [44]. The concept of the transect in
the urban environment is embedded in traditional cities, as a tool used informally by
humanity [45]. Andres Duany and other urbanists applied this concept formally to human
settlements and used it in planning beginning in the late 1980s [44,46]. The idea has
evolved into an organizing theory, permeating since about 2000 with the consideration of
new urbanism [44,47]. In this regard, Transect Theory has been adopted as the theoretical
framework for study as it is a system that engulfs all of the elements of urban, rural, and
suburban areas and it supports the planning approaches that protect ecological, economic,
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and social values. Therefore, these characteristics make Transect Theory a more useful tool
when it is used along with urban resilience. Within this context, this paper aims to examine
the Greyfield problem, which emerges as one of the outcomes of urban sprawl, within the
context of Transect Theory, and to analyze the Greyfield problem in the Arapkoy rural
settlement in relation to urban resilience. The Arapkoy rural settlement is located along the
north coastline of Kyrenia, Cyprus.

This article, following this brief introduction, is structured into the following sections:
the methodology description, the presentation of the case studies, and the discussion of
results, with some final remarks and future perspectives on the research. The main aim of
this paper is to help contribute to the research on the Greyfield problem, which emerges as
one of the outcomes of urban sprawl, within the context of Transect Theory and to analyze
the Greyfield problem in relation to urban resilience, since the Greyfield is still a quite
recent topic and in need of further development.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. General Methodology

The framework of this study was developed based on the existing relevant literature,
and data were collected through secondary acquisition of reports and a questionnaire.
Due to the building dynamics and density, and existing Greyfield sites in both green and
built areas, the Central and East Kyrenia settlements were chosen as the foci of this study.
Secondary data such as reports provided numerical facts about the studied region, whereas
questionnaires were applied both for residents and experts to minimize the disadvantage
that comes from using secondary data. This way, the statistical data provided an under-
standing of the status in the regions examined, and questionnaire results depicted the
current state and existing problems. The questionnaire was conducted over 6 months from
the last quarter of 2016 until the first quarter of 2017. Ecological, economic, and social values
of problematic Greyfield sites for urban resilience were evaluated within the scope of data
collected by questionnaire with the stakeholders, including residents, non-governmental
organizations, and relevant official regional institutions. In the conducted questionnaire,
Arapkoy resident participants were referred to as “residents” and individuals such as
architects, engineers, and city planners with active duties in public organizations and
non-governmental bodies that are related to the region were referred to as ‘experts’. Ques-
tionnaires were completed by 67 individuals consisting of two groups: one group including
31 experts, and the other group including 36 residents. The questionnaire was conducted
over 6 months. It started during the last quarter of 2016 and was completed during the
first quarter of 2017. The questionnaire was designed in two main sections: the first section
was designed to put forward the five most important problems in light of the residents’
and expert participants’ views, and the second section was designed to put forward the
ecological, economic, and social status describing city resilience in percentages. In the
first section, 20 factors were determined. These factors included: transportation, roads,
security, increasing crime rates, street lighting, car parks, water mains, sewer system, air
pollution, garbage and solid waste, unused and unnecessary stock of housing, unplanned
construction, fields for activity, health services, unemployment and lack of employment,
lack of infrastructure services, a rapid increase in population, lack of legal regulations,
visual pollution, noise, and limited green fields in urban areas. The second section consisted
of 10 questions with a 5-point Likert scale, where participants were asked to rate their
agreement levels with the statements. Statements were as follows: Greyfield sites con-
tribute to the future of the regional economy; ensure protection and transfer of the region to
future generations; contribute to the development of tourism, create pressure on the natural
environment; prevent protection of environmental and ecological values; the existence of
housing above the carrying capacity of the area leads to environmental pollution; the area
is not guided with planning; Greyfield sites diversify the locals’ income sources; Greyfield
sites limit the agricultural activities, which are a primary source of income; they create
regional risk areas in terms of urban resilience (i.e., natural disasters such as flood and
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earthquake, technological risks; human originated risks and obstacles to the development
of urban and rural areas.

The residents were chosen randomly among Arapkoy residential users. On the other
hand, the experts were chosen randomly among those who work in Arapkoy and know
the region. As Arapkoy has a population of 542 according to the 2011 census [48]. it was
suggested to be a sufficient sampling size for the research. For example, a study aiming at
measuring the environmental attitudes among local people via a user survey in Guzelyurt,
North Cyprus (having a population of 18,946) used a random sample of 60 residents [49].
In addition, an article cited in our study involving a survey with a sample of 367 focused
on Helsinki with a population of almost 642,000 residents.

Data on dwelling count and census results were derived from the State Planning Or-
ganization. Because the last official census was in 2011 and the results were comparatively
old, statistical data from the Cyprus Turkish Building Contractors Association (CTBCA)
were used, covering the 2011–2016 period. The authors acknowledge the relatively aged
nature of the secondary data and the lack of other comprehensive reports.

Based on the sketch studies made for the relevant zones, a suitable transect schema
(Figure 1) was created by presenting the building density, usage status, and purpose
of construction.
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The transect approach is an analytical method and a planning strategy. It can be
formally described as a system that seeks to organize the elements of urbanism (street,
land use building, lot, and all of the other physical elements of the human habitat) in
ways that conserve the integrity of the different types of urban/rural environments. These
environments can be viewed as variations along a continuum that range from rural to
urban. Along this continuum, human environments vary in their level of urban intensity.
Cleaving to this system of organization, urban open spaces are saved in their urban state,
while rural settlements are preserved in their rural state, and the mixing of elements—a
rural element in an urban open space and vice versa—is avoided [50].

The transect schema is divided into six zones: natural (T1), rural (T2), suburban (T3),
general urban (T4), center (T5), and urban core zone (T6) [19,51]. According to Emily Talen,
each transect zone is an immersive environment, a place where all of the elements reinforce
each other to produce and consolidate the character of a specific place [50].

The significance of this approach comes with its part as a taxonomic machine. It is like
a new zoning system, compared to the conventional separated-use zoning systems. The
new system provides the base for real neighborhood structure, which requires walkable
streets, mixed-use, transportation options, and dwelling diversity. The T- zones vary by
the rate and position of the intensity of their natural, built, and social factors, in addition
to their part in the creation of an environment that could be perceived as immersive [52].
Also, the creation of a more environmentally conscious sprawl, the preservation of natural
and agricultural land, the creation of flexible communities, balancing every aspect of the
city, enabling diversity, and the management of urban development raise the quality of the
erected environment in general and produce better places to live [47,51].

Following this, a comparative analysis was used to assess the urban resilience of
the suburban and rural regions where the heavy impact of construction was observed.
Arguments have also been presented on how the comparative analysis of urban resilience
can add value to future planning activities.
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2.2. Study Area

Cyprus (Lat 34.33 and 35.41 N; Long 32.23 and 34.55 E) has a typical Mediterranean
topographical and architectural building style. The topographic structure is influential in
the formation of ecological and social regions. This topographical impact indicates that
individuals belong to social groups, and they live in particular urban or rural residential
areas, which are insulated according to their environment [53]. The transportation axes are
also shaped as a result of the topographical structure [54].

However, Cyprus Island has been divided into north and south since 1974 due to
ethnopolitical reasons. The effects of construction density have not been evident until the
early 2000s in North Cyprus, the context of this study, and it is observed that the social,
cultural, and ecological values have been preserved.

The “Annan Plan” prepared by the United Nations (UN) in 2001 was discussed to
provide a comprehensive solution to the Cyprus conflict. Because it was proposed as a
resolution plan by the UN, it found credibility in the international arena. Thus in 2007, this
plan put North Cyprus into a “rapid structuring” process, especially with the assurance
of eliminating some of the uncertainties about property issues [55]. Parallel with these
developments and changes, progress was observed in construction, particularly in the
Kyrenia region in 2003–2004.

A demand mainly from the UK, North Europe, and other countries was observed in
the northern part of Cyprus, especially in the Kyrenia region [56]. Thus, the construction
sector and urban architectural environments started to develop and spread toward the
rural areas. Intensive housing was observed primarily on the northern coastline of Kyrenia.
The different building styles such as villas, apartments, and duplex houses alongside hotel
buildings, which showed rapid increase, brought diversity to the architectural environment
in Kyrenia and other regions [57]. The increasing demand in the construction sector
positively impacted the economy, and people started to leave their existing jobs and enter
the construction business. Houses with a similar style were built with the aim of economic
gain, without considering customer demands and needs. However, legal regulations related
to the construction sector “Streets and Buildings Chapter 96 of the Laws” were insufficient.
Construction permits were given to every plot of land with road access, including pasture,
agricultural land, and qualified land [55]. However, the construction sector collapsed due
to the surplus supply of houses, and the construction companies experienced economic
problems alongside title deed problems, which were rooted in the political conflict on
the island.

Today, some of these buildings are left half-completed, and some of them are completed
but unsold. They create ecologically, economically, and socially problematic areas and
cause problems in ensuring urban–rural resilience.

3. CTBCA Report

To resolve the problems experienced, the CTBCA assessed the situation with statistical
studies aimed at determining the new housing densities of the northern Cyprus settlements
based on KADEM data, which is a private research company. The household data of the
census results of 2007 and 2011 were examined. In the CTBCA report, Cyprus’s northern
coastline was investigated in four different regions.

• Kyrenia–Eastern Region (Kyrenia Karaoglanoglu in the East, Sadrazamkoy in the West,
Besparmak Mountains in the South)

• Kyrenia–West Region (Kyrenia Karakum in the West, Buyukkonuk Junction in the east
of Kaplica)

• Famagusta–Bogaz Region (Tuzla in the South, Bogaz in the North)
• Bogaz–Karpaz Region (Bogaztepe in the West, Dipkarpaz in the East)

Construction was investigated in terms of building categories such as houses, flats,
and shops based on the regions. Statistical information on their development density is
given below (Figure 2):
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Figure 2. The number of buildings on the North Cyprus coastline [58].

Study on the construction count—phase 1 was compiled by CTBCA in 2011. The
data indicated that the eastern coastline of Kyrenia was the most intense settlement
with 1886 buildings; of those, 72 were commercial buildings. Furthermore, 86.9% of
the 1886 buildings were built by construction companies. The significant majority of these
buildings (90.9%) were constructed in the east settlements of Kyrenia (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The assessment of the construction firms or individuals who built residences on the Cyprus
coastline [58].

The inadequacy of the planning not only caused the irregular construction on the
coastline, but it also revealed that there was an increase in the number of derelict houses.
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Therefore, the location of the construction was assessed according to the regions. A total of
7.9% of the building constructions were halted, whereas 52.9% were still under construction,
and 39.2% of building construction were completed but not yet sold (Table 1).

Table 1. Evaluation of the construction location according to the designated regions in North Cyprus [58].

REGION
THE STATUS OF CONSTRUCTION BY REGION AS OF 2011

Construction Completed Under Construction Construction Halted Total

Magusa–Bogaz Region 111 33.7% 191 58.1% 27 8.2% 329 100%

Bogaz–Dipkarpaz Region 418 33.4% 710 56.7% 125 9.9% 1253 100%

Kyrenia–West Region 486 41.1% 649 54.9% 47 4.0% 1182 100%

Kyrenia–East Region 809 42.9% 910 48.2% 167 8.9% 1886 100%

Total 1824 39.2% 2460 52.9% 366 7.9% 4650 100%

As mentioned above, while many residences were waiting to be completed in the
construction phase, many of them did not have buyers and remain derelict. It was observed
that the Kyrenia–East region, followed by the Bogaz–Dipkarpaz regions were affected by
this situation the most. The longitudinal assessment presented in Table 2 covers the years
between 2007 and 2011.

Table 2. Evaluation of the construction location according to the designated regions in North Cyprus [58].

REGION

NUMBER OF CONSTRUCTIONS

(Construction completed, but not yet sold + under construction + construction frozen house, apartment, and
commercial buildings)

2007 2011

Under
construction+

frozen

Construction
completed, but not

yet sold
Total

Under
construction+

frozen

Construction
completed, but not

yet sold
Total

Bogaz–Dipkarpaz
Region 424 52.54% 383 47.46% 807 100% 418 33.36% 835 66.64% 1253 100%

Kyrenia–
East Region 2812 81.81% 626 18.21% 3437 100% 1077 57.10% 809 42.90% 1886 100%

Table 2 presents statistical data on Greyfields in the Kyrenia–East Region settlement.
There was a total of 3437 Greyfields in 2007 and 1886 in 2011. Today, new construction
projects continue while the Greyfields remain idle.

Thus, grey-area formation typologies, which are discussed in regional development,
are found dominantly in newly constructed parts of rural areas, which exist on city borders.

Greyfield Statistics for Rural Areas

The difficulties experienced in urban planning cause problems in rural areas as well.
Planning studies that cover all urban and rural areas are needed for the preservation of
rural characteristics and their transfer to future generations.

The new dwelling increase in settlements located east of the northern coastline of
Kyrenia, where most housing is located, is as follows (Figure 4).

Figure 4 shows the number of new houses built between 2004 and 2007. New resi-
dences were built in Besparmak (59), Karakum (73), Alagadi (102), Karaagac (120), Esentepe
(170), Tatlısı (202), Esentepe-Tatlısu (206), Arapkoy (300), Bahceli (548), Alagadi-Esentepe
(874), Kucuk Erenkoy (983), and Catalkoy (1063). An increase in the number of dwellings
among rural settlements between 2004 and 2007 was mostly observed in Arapkoy due
to its proximity to the city of Kyrenia. Furthermore, it was determined that a total of
4700 new houses were built between 2004 and 2007 between the Karakum and Tatlisu
areas in the East–West direction and between the north coast and the Besparmak mountain
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in the North–South direction [59]. According to CTBCA data in 2007, the Kyrenia–East
Region was consistent with statistical data from 2007, with 1263 (27%) of the houses built
in the region having residents. Of the remaining 3437 (73%) houses, 2812 were under
construction, and 626 of them were vacant although they were completed [59]. Figure 4
shows the status of vacant and occupied dwellings according to the regions. When vacant
and occupied percentages were examined for 2011, it was evident that the majority of the
constructions were uncompleted, and for those which were completed (1886), 73.1% were
vacant (Figure 5).
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The inventory study of houses built after 2007 in the Kyrenia region was compiled
according to the household count in the 2011 census results by the Cyprus Turkish Building
Contractors Association [58].

The overall dwelling occupancy rate, which was 26.9%, reached the highest rate in
Karakum with 60.35% and 50% in the region between Esentepe-Tatlisu. The percentage
of vacant houses in Besparmak village was 100%, 91.8% in Kucuk Erenkoy, and 85.3%
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in the Alagadi regions. However, a high number of abandoned houses were observed
in Bahceli and Arapkoy in the east settlements of Kyrenia. The Arapkoy settlement was
designated as a study area because it was close to Kyrenia city and was considered a grey
area. Furthermore, it was determined that there were intensive residential construction and
land subdivisions in the area. It was concluded that the investments in industrialization,
tourism, and commercial or multi-purpose construction were at a very low level [58]
(Figure 6).
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The inventory of houses built after 2004 in the Kyrenia region was compiled within
the scope of the 2011 census results by the Cyprus Turkish Building Contractors Associa-
tion [58].

The overall percentage of occupied dwellings was 26.9%. However, this percentage
reached up to 60.35% in Karakum and 50% in Esentepe-Tatlisu. On the other hand, the
rate of vacant dwellings was 100% in Besparmak village, 91.8% in Kucuk Erenkoy, and
85.3% in the Alagadi regions. It was observed that there were completed houses in the
Bahceli and Arapkoy settlements (Figure 5), but they remained abandoned. In terms of the
types of construction, it was determined that predominantly housing and plot parceling
constructions had taken place in the region. It was concluded that the investments in
terms of industrialization, tourism, and commercial and multi-purpose building were
limited [60].

The construction information database booklet (2016) of the CTBCA stated that there
was an increase in construction permit applications by 8% in Nicosia, 32% in Famagusta,
37% in Kyrenia, and 20% in the Guzelyurt district according to the 2015 data. On the other
hand, there was a 38% decrease in the Iskele district. These figures suggested that the
Kyrenia district experienced the highest increase in construction permit applications [60].
In the construction files recorded in 2015 across North Cyprus, the Kyrenia district ranked
first with 716 files. Of the 716 files, 123 of the applications were completed, and 593 of them
were ongoing as of 2016 [60].

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. The Rural Planning Issues and Resilience in Greyfield Sites

Urban resilience not only focuses on the resilience of large cities but additionally
includes towns and smaller living areas [61]. Rural areas play an essential role in ensuring
urban resilience. An evaluation index system of urban resilience was made using system-
atic, scientific, comprehensive, and availability principles, combined with the particular
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development of the cities. This index system was composed of four sub-resilience systems:
ecological, economic, social, and infrastructure resilience [62].

Unplanned construction and distorted urban settlement in Kyrenia led Greyfields
to be frequently observed in rural areas. The Arapkoy settlement is crucial because it
accommodated exemplars of the aforementioned problem.

Within the context of this research, resident and expert opinion was sought to de-
termine the impact of disorderly construction on urban–suburban and rural areas on the
east coast of Kyrenia. In this section, 20 factors were determined: transformation, roads,
security, increasing crime rates, street lighting, car parks, water main, sewer system, air
pollution, garbage and solid waste, unused and unnecessary stock of housing, unplanned
construction, fields for activity, health services, unemployment and lack of employment,
lack of infrastructure services, and rapid urbanization in urban areas. Of these, participants
were asked to rank the five most important factors. The results are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. The five most important problems determined by resident and expert participants on the
Kyrenia coastline.

The Five Most Important Problems on the Kyrenia Coastline

RESIDENTS EXPERTS

1 Unplanned Construction 1 Unplanned Construction

2 Sewer System 2 Roads (Asphalt Paving
and Pavements)

3 Air Pollution and Transportation
(Insufficient Public Transport) 3 Transportation (Insufficient

Public Transport)

4 Visual Pollution (Greyfield Sites) 4 Insufficient Infrastructure Services

5

Limited Green Fields in Urban
Areas, Roads (Asphalt Paving and

Pavements), Garbage and
Solid Waste

5 Car Park

Both residents and experts agreed that unplanned construction and insufficient public
transport, asphalt paving, and pavements were the most important problems on the
Kyrenia coastline.

The experts also identified inadequate infrastructure services and car parks, while the
residents reported limited green spaces.

Further to this, a comparative analysis was provided to examine the opinions of both
the residents and experts on the impact of Greyfield sites based on their responses to
10 questions on a 5-point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree). The questions
determined during the survey were selected for the ecological, economic, and social mainte-
nance of the Greyfield regions, including how Greyfield sites contribute to the future of the
regional economy; ensure the protection and transfer of the region to future generations;
contribute to the development of tourism; create pressure on the natural environment;
prevent protection of environmental and ecological values; how the existence of housing
above the carrying capacity of the area leads to environmental pollution; how the area is not
guided by planning; how Greyfield sites diversify the locals’ income sources; how Greyfield
sites limit the agricultural activities, which are a primary source of income; how they create
regional risk areas in terms of urban resilience (i.e., natural disasters such as flood and
earthquake, technological risks; human originated risks and obstacle to the development of
urban and rural areas). The results are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Arapkoy Rural Area—Greyfield Site Assessments.

Arapkoy Rural Area Greyfield Sites Impact Assessment

Greyfield Sites-Related
Questionnaire Questions

Strongly Agree Agree Neither Agree Nor Disagree Disagree Strongly Disagree

Resident Expert Resident Expert Resident Expert Resident Expert Resident Expert

Greyfield sites contribute to the future
of the regional economy 11% 3% 22% 13% 11% 13% 34% 32% 22% 39%

Ensure protection and transfer of the
region to future generations 6% 3% 19% 0% 17% 3% 36% 29% 22% 65%

Contribute to the development
of tourism 12% 3% 28% 3% 17% 3% 20% 42% 23% 49%

Create pressure on the natural
environment. Prevent protection of

environmental and ecological values
11% 49% 39% 39% 14% 3% 31% 3% 5% 6%

The existence of housing above the
area’s carrying capacity leads to

environmental pollution
17% 62% 67% 29% 5% 0% 3% 3% 8% 6%

The area is not managed with a plan 25% 65% 47% 29% 19% 0% 3% 3% 6% 3%

Greyfield sites diversify the locals’
income sources 8% 10% 31% 10% 28% 26% 22% 22% 11% 32%

Greyfield sites limit agricultural
activities, which is a primary source

of income
25% 29% 31% 29% 14% 23% 16% 12% 14% 7%

They create regional risk areas in terms
of urban resilience (i.e., natural

disasters such as floods and
earthquakes, and technological and

human-originated risks).

25% 45% 42% 39% 8% 10% 19% 6% 6% 0%

Greyfield sites are obstacles to the
development of urban and/or

rural areas
17% 26% 46% 58% 17% 6% 17% 10% 3% 0%

As it is stated in Table 4, there were items that the residents and experts did not agree
with. Regarding economic issues, 56% of the residents and 71% of the experts disagreed or
strongly disagreed that Greyfield sites “contribute to the future of the regional economy”. A
total of 94% of the experts and 58% of the residents stated their disagreement that Greyfields
“ensure protection and transfer of the region to future generations”. When participants were
asked if they think Greyfield sites “contribute to the development of tourism”, 28% of the
residents agreed and 49% of the experts disagreed with that statement.

The questions that both experts and residents agreed on included “existence of housing
above the area’s carrying capacity leads to environmental pollution”(experts (62%) and residents
(67%)). A total of 65% of the experts and 47% of the residents agreed that the Greyfield sites
“lack planned management”.

When the participants were asked whether “Greyfield sites create regional risk areas in
terms of urban resilience”, both experts (45%) and residents (42%) agreed with this statement,
and 58% of the experts and 46% of the residents also agreed that “Greyfield sites are obstacles
to the development of urban and rural areas”. Also, regarding the statement “Greyfield sites
creating pressure on the natural environment and preventing the protection of environmental and
ecological values”, 49% of the experts and 39% of the residents agreed with this statement.

The Arapkoy rural area Greyfield sites create pressure on the natural environment
and prevent ecological values from being preserved. The participants also suggested
that the Greyfield sites were not managed with a plan. This was partially due to the
existence of housing above the area’s carrying capacity, which also caused environmental
pollution. As a result of the questionnaire, it was concluded that the Greyfield sites
limited the residents’ agricultural and farming activities, which was their source of income,
created regional risk areas in terms of urban resilience, and caused obstacles to spatial
development. These conclusions suggested that the Greyfield sites should be taken into
consideration in planning activities that focus on enabling resilience, as Greyfield sites
affect the environmental, economic, and sociological factors of a region. It would not be
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possible to consider resilience and habitable settlements without taking into consideration
the aforementioned problems while conducting planning activities.

4.2. The Urban–Rural Transect in Greyfield Sites

The transect scheme aims to organize the city with all of its details in the planning
stage. It is also an effective method in bringing the Greyfields into use. By considering the
grey areas together with the transect scheme, the assessment of the existing situation is
introduced to transform grey areas into habitable areas. However, research has indicated
that this problem arises as a result of urban expansion. As Transect Theory suggests,
Greyfields are divided into regions and considered as a whole (Figure 7).
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A Greyfield transect of 27.9 km in length was defined from the Kyrenia urban area
to the eastern rural area and formed by six sections. The first section (T6) was in the city
center close to Kyrenia and the last section (T1) was in the natural zone of the Besparmak
Mountain area. The model transect zone diagram was based on the example of Kyrenia
and its eastern settlements (Figure 8).
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The construction pattern, which was followed as a result of the urban–rural expansion,
is presented. This enabled us to examine the state of the planning activities for the Greyfield
sites (Table 5).

Table 5. Urban–rural scales classification of City of Kyrenia and north coastal settlements.

Evaluation Transect Theory Regions

T6-
Urban Core Zone

Kyrenia and
surrounding

T5-
Urban Centre Zone
Kyrenia City Centre

T4-
General Urban

Zone
Ozankoy

T3-
Suburban Zone

Catalkoy

T2-
Rural Zone

Arapkoy

T1-
Natural Zone

Besparmak
Mountain

Regions between T1 and T5 settlement zones are developing similarly as a result of urban expansion.

Density of
Buildings

Dense building
masses co-exist

with historical and
traditional textures.

Dense, multi-story
buildings and
single-story

buildings co-exist.

Collective housing
is observed
intensely.

Collective housing
is observed
intensely.

There are
constructions of

mixed, traditional,
and collective

housing.

It is not open to
settlement.

They are developing and intertwined with
each other.

Status of Use
There are no

Greyfield sites.

Although observed
occasionally,

Greyfield sites are
not intense.

Due to its proximity
to the city, Greyfield

sites are not
commonly
observed.

It has Greyfield
sites.

Greyfield sites are
dense in new

residential areas.

In some cases, a
decision on housing
construction can be

made
autonomously.

71% of Greyfield sites are in rural areas,
decreasing to 56% in the suburban zone.

Aim of
Construction

Generally, the purpose of construction is oriented toward a built-to-sell architecture with the aim of profit-making. Collective housing areas
gradually increase as the zone changes from the general urban zone, to the suburban zone to the rural zone, respectively. There is an increase

in commercial areas as the zone changes to an urban core zone and an urban center zone.

As shown Table 5, the northern coastline of Kyrenia was divided into six zones based
on the Transect Theory. The study is followed by a comparative analysis of the northern
coastline of Kyrenia and east settlements based on the studies of [19,63].

T1—Natural Zone (Five Finger Mountain Region): This zone includes areas that are not
habitable for settlement due to its topography, hydrology, and vegetation but it covers areas
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for wildlife and its habitat. However, in the north coastline settlements of Kyrenia, these
zones are being opened for construction due to necessity, and their topography, hydrology,
and biological diversity are being destroyed. These areas, which were determined as the
borders of forest areas, are gradually becoming included in residential borders, thus causing
natural areas to lose their ecological characteristics. Furthermore, since greenfield sites are
being built in rural areas, at present, it is observed that these rural areas are beginning to
lose their ecological characteristics.

T2-Rural Zone (Arapkoy): This zone covers open fields, cultivated or sparsely settled
areas. These are forests, agricultural lands, pastures, and irrigation areas. Several rural
settlement areas in the north coastline of Kyrenia including fields, agricultural areas, and
forests are opened for construction. They have become a part of the built-to-sell architecture.
As is presented in Table 5, in natural zone areas where dense ecological characteristics
can be observed, five-story architecture has been permitted. This creates the grounds for
both regions to lose their features. There are high numbers of Greyfield sites in these areas;
however, there are no legal regulations so far.

T3-Sub Urban Zone (Catalkoy): Although this zone is similar to low-density settlement
suburban areas, it differs from those because it hosts many occupational fields. Its vegeta-
tion is still natural. The blocks are very wide, and the roads are not compatible with the
natural structure of the settlement. Suburban settlements in the north coastline of Kyrenia
are residential areas that develop as a continuation of the high-density city and in particular
have collective housing and apartments. Its vegetation is disappearing gradually, and there
are settlements where infrastructure works that are incompatible with the natural structure
are observed.

T4-General Urban Zone (Ozankoy): This zone is denser compared to the zones mentioned
above and primarily includes housing settlements. It has various residential architectural
orders with mixed-use, including detached and terrace houses. The landscape is varied
and medium-sized block islands define the streets. The traditional urban areas of Kyrenia
were generally composed of detached or twin houses. However, today this has been
combined with a high density of apartments and commercial buildings. The streets are
similar throughout the city.

T5-Urban Centre Zone (Kyrenia City Centre): Retail shops, offices, terrace houses, and
apartments that are connected to the main roads constitute the center of this zone. It has
narrow streets with wide pavements and trees. A high density of commercial buildings is
observed in the Kyrenia city center, and apartments are the main living spaces; to a much
lesser density there are also houses. It is not possible to describe the use of the mixed
area with residential and commercial spaces; however, it is observed that the commercial
sites are in zone density. Apart from the center of this zone, the pavements are narrow,
and some streets do not have any pavements. Attempts to make the city center green
were insufficient.

T6-Urban Core Zone (Kyrenia and surrounding): This is the core of the city. The tallest
buildings, and unique and various types of public buildings exist in this zone with very
little or no natural vegetation. Detached houses and a high density of tall apartments with
ground floors designed as commercial spaces co-exist in certain parts of this zone.

Roads are very crucial in the formation of the city center, its periphery, and suburban
and rural areas. In the northern coastline of Kyrenia, the density of buildings, their use,
facades, masses; junctions; public spaces; car parking lots; pavements; street silhouettes;
lighting; characteristics, and the design of landscape elements and grey areas for each
row evidence complication between them. The zones (T1–T6) were created based on the
Urban–Rural Scaling Scheme, and starting from Kyrenia city, the characteristics of these
zones have been observed to develop irregularly. When the Kyrenia city center is examined
because construction permits are given based on the street width, the height of the buildings
is irregular. Towards the suburban settlements, the effects of dense construction still can be
observed. No regulation has been put in place yet to redevelop the Greyfield sites for public
use. It is of utmost importance that the future planning studies consider urban, suburban,
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and rural area planning as a whole, as in the Transect Theory. Moreover, planning should
focus on the re-integration of ecological, economic, and social areas for public use, which is
necessary for urban resilience.

Assessing statistical data for construction from 2004 to 2011, and when assessing the
questionnaire findings, it can be argued that the problem of Greyfields is an unresolved
problem that adversely has been affecting the region economically, ecologically, and socially.
Being a touristic and coastal city, Kyrenia attracts many people as well as investors. There
are privately owned universities, five-star hotels, and private schools located in this city,
making it attractive for those who would like to have a built-to-sell business. Due to the
unplanned developments and an increasing number of Greyfields, in 2016 a written decree
was released regulating, and compared to before, limiting the conditions of building work.
However, it did not provide a solution for the existing problem and caused adversity for
those who would request to use their land for their personal use. The existing vacant houses
and uncompleted construction problems have not been resolved. This is partly because
these buildings are private investments; any intervention from the government in the form
of regulation would cause a significant debate among stakeholders. The island of Cyprus
was divided into two different societies and administrations due to political division. In
this situation, two different currencies (Turkish lira and Euro) are used on the island, and
the Turkish lira currency is used in the Kyrenia settlement. Another aspect is that due to
international law and current political conflict in Cyprus, the property title deeds that are
provided by the government are not recognized internationally. This has been reflecting
the on-demand and sellability of these properties to the international market. Although
there is a deadlock in terms of international recognition of the title deeds, there are still
some interested international buyers, and that keeps the property prices in British pounds.
In contrast, as of October 2010, the currency rate was more than 1 to 10. The Turkish lira is
calculated over the current exchange rate. This situation makes properties out of reach for
most of the local buyers, and no intervention from the government has lead to a sustained
state of the existing problem.

Within the scope of the research, no data was found about the Subprime crisis (2008)
of this situation.

5. Conclusions

Greyfield sites frequently emerge in suburban and rural areas. Within this context,
Greyfield sites that exist in suburban and rural areas should be redeveloped for public use
to ensure urban resilience. Transect Theory supports a planning strategy that starts from
the urban areas towards rural; thus, it has a crucial role in guaranteeing the usability of
Greyfield sites and urban resilience. Therefore, for future planning activities:

• Urban, suburban, and rural settlements are necessary to be considered as a whole.
• It is crucial to acknowledge that urban resilience in rural areas is vital in enabling

urban areas as habitable.
• Greyfield sites are ecologically, economically, and socially problematic areas, and

it is important to acknowledge the necessity of re-integration of Greyfield sites for
public use.

Planning activities that would be carried out within this scope are very crucial in
providing a method for bringing urban resiliency to the desired level. This would be
enabled through intervention by regular tools that would create an opportunity to redevelop
Greyfield sites, which emerge mainly in suburban and rural settlement areas.

Planning activities that would be carried out within this scope provide an opportunity
to redevelop Greyfield. These planning activities are crucial in terms of providing a
method that would bring urban resilience to the desired level from urban to rural, through
regular intervention with tools. Within this context, it is expected that this study would
contribute to the decision-making processes related to city planning, city design, and
ecological planning.
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As a result of the research, the Greyfield situation regarding the city of Kyrenia is as
follows in Table 6.

Table 6. Kyrenia Greyfield Area ecological, economical, and social factors.

ECOLOGICAL

• Create pressure on natural environment. Prevent
protection of environmental and ecological values

• Existence of housing above the area’s carrying capacity
leads to environmental pollution

• They create regional risk areas in term of urban
resilience (i.e., natural disasters such as flood and
earthquake, technological, and
human-originated risks)

• Greyfield sites are obstacles to the development of
urban and/or rural areas

• Greyfield sites limit the agricultural activities, which is
a primary source of income

• The area is not managed with a plan

RESIDENT AND
EXPERT(AGREE/STRONGLY AGREE)

• Ensure protection and transfer of the region to
future generations

RESIDENT AND
EXPERT(DISAGREE/STRONGLY

DISAGREE)

ECONOMICAL

• Greyfield sites are obstacles to the development of
urban and/or rural areas

• Greyfield sites limit the agricultural activities, which is
a primary source of income

• The area is not managed with a plan

RESIDENT AND
EXPERT(AGREE/STRONGLY AGREE)

• Greyfield sites contribute to the future of the
regional economy

RESIDENT AND
EXPERT(DISAGREE/STRONGLY

DISAGREE)

• Greyfield sites diversity the locals’ income sources
• Contribute to the development of tourism

RESIDENT (AGREE)/EXPERT
(STRONGLY DISAGREE)

SOCIAL

• Greyfield sites are obstacles to the development of
urban and/or rural areas

• The area is not managed with a plan

RESIDENT AND
EXPERT(AGREE/STRONGLY AGREE)

• Ensure protection and transfer of the region to
future generations

RESIDENT AND
EXPERT(DISAGREE/STRONGLY

DISAGREE)

• Contribute to the development of tourism RESIDENT (AGREE)/EXPERT
(STRONGLY DISAGREE)

Regarding the ecological issues, the residents and experts disagreed or strongly dis-
agreed about “ensuring protection and transfer of the region to future generations”. However,
they agreed or strongly agreed on the following aspects: “creating pressure on the natural en-
vironment”, “preventing protection of environmental and ecological values”, “existence of housing
above the area’s carrying capacity leads to environmental pollution”, “they create regional risk areas
in terms of urban resilience (i.e., natural disasters such as flood and earthquake, technological and
human-originated risks)”, “Greyfield sites are obstacles to the development of urban and/or rural
areas”, “Greyfield sites limit the agricultural activities which is a primary source of income”, and
“the area is not managed with a plan”.

Regarding the economic issues, the residents and experts disagreed or strongly dis-
agreed that “Greyfield sites contribute to the future of the regional economy”. However, they
agreed or strongly agreed that “Greyfield sites are obstacles to the development of urban and/or
rural areas”, “Greyfield sites limit the agricultural activities, which is a primary source of income”,
and “the area is not managed with a plan’. In addition, “Greyfield sites diversify the locals’ income
sources” and “contribute to the development of tourism” was agreed upon by the residents,
while the experts disagreed on these points.
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Regarding social issues, the residents and experts disagreed or strongly disagreed that
the Greyfields “ensure protection and transfer of the region to future generations.” However,
they agreed or strongly agreed that “Greyfield sites are obstacles to the development of urban
and/or rural areas” and “the area is not managed with a plan”. In addition, the residents agreed
that the Greyfields, “contribute to the development of tourism”, while the experts disagreed.

As stated above by the residents and experts, in the evaluation of the ecological,
economic, and social situation, it was revealed that Greyfield areas are problematic areas
for urban resilience in the region. This study revealed the necessity of considering and
evaluating the region as a whole, together with the Transect Theory, to ensure the durability
of the urban–rural areas for future studies in the region. This study presents the effect of
Greyfield areas on the environmental, social, and economic values within the framework
of Transect Theory. Thus, a roadmap for reopening gray areas for public use has been
proposed for use in future planning studies, which is a requirement for ensuring urban
resilience. It is thought that this study will benefit city planners, architects, engineers,
municipalities, government organizations, and researchers who will work in this direction.
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Abstract: It is of great significance to study urban carbon metabolism and explore the low-carbon
land use management framework from the perspective of “ecological-production-living” space,
an important means for the government to strengthen spatial regulation. In the study, first of all,
a carbon metabolism network model was established based on the evolution of the “ecological-
production-living” space. Secondly, an ecological network analysis (ENA) method was used to
identify the ecological relationships between land use types under the effect of carbon metabolism. In
addition, ArcGIS software was used to visualize the spatial distribution of carbon flow and ecological
relationships. Finally, a low-carbon oriented land use management framework was proposed based
on the above research. Yulin, a typical coal resource-based city in China, was taken as a case study for
verification. The results showed that Yulin had net carbon emissions from 2010 to 2020, indicating that
the evolution of “ecological-production-living” space had a negative impact on the carbon metabolism.
Industrial, mining and transportation land dominated carbon emissions, while forestland played
an important role in carbon sequestration. Under the effect of carbon metabolism, a controlling
and exploitative relationship was the main ecological relationship, and a mutualism relationship
accounted for the smallest proportion, indicating that the urban ecological conflict was obvious in
the evolution of the “ecological-production-living” space. Based on the above research, a land use
management framework was proposed, which divided urban space into six types of control units. In
conclusion, the results provided experience for other coal resource-based cities to promote low-carbon
and sustainable land use.

Keywords: carbon metabolism; land use management framework; “ecological-production-living”
space; low-carbon

1. Introduction

Global climate change caused by increasing carbon emissions has become the focus of
attention. Studies have shown that urban areas account for 75% of global carbon dioxide
emissions (the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, IPCC, 2006). The increase
in urban carbon emissions is mainly due to the expansion of economic scale [1]. Large-
scale urbanization caused by economic growth further stimulates energy consumption
and land use and land cover change (LUCC) [2,3], which profoundly affects the urban
carbon metabolism system. LUCC caused by urbanization is usually characterized by
the transition of carbon sink land (e.g., forestland and grassland) to carbon source land
(e.g., industrial, mining, and transportation land) [4,5]. Studies have shown that carbon
emissions generated by such LUCC account for one third of urban carbon emissions [6].
Therefore, countries worldwide have attempted to optimize the urban carbon metabolism
system through adjustments of land use management measures, which has become a
strategy to promote low-carbon development and realize sustainable urbanization [7,8].
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“Ecological-production-living” space is the general term for an ecological space, production
space and living space. Ecological space refers to the geographical space that has an eco-
logical protection function and can provide ecological products and ecological services [9].
Production space refers to a specific functional area where people engage in production
activities [10]. Living space refers to the territorial space for people to live, consume, relax
and entertain [11]. The 18th Party Congress of the Communist Party of China [12], held in
November 2012, is a very important congress held at the decisive stage of building a moder-
ately prosperous society in all respects. The theme of the report is to unswervingly advance
along the path of socialism with Chinese characteristics and strive to finish building a
moderately prosperous society in all respects. The report made the first summary of the
development essentials of “ecological-production-living” space from a strategic perspective,
namely “intensive and efficient production space, livable and comfortable living space,
and beautiful ecological space”. The method of spatial division coincides with the “three
pillars” concept of sustainable development: environment, society and economy widely
recognized at home and abroad [13]. The sustainable development of the city is based on
the sustainable development of “ecological-production-living” space. As a development
goal, “ecological-production-living” space has important guiding significance to the urban
land layout. Therefore, the analysis of urban carbon metabolism and the discussion of the
land use management framework from the perspective of “ecological-production-living”
space are helpful for urban low-carbon and sustainable development.

Urban carbon metabolism refers to the flow of carbon between the biosphere, atmo-
sphere and artificial components of the urban system, including carbon emissions from the
biosphere to the atmosphere, carbon sequestration from the atmosphere to the biosphere,
and carbon transition through LUCC [14]. The balance between these processes determines
whether cities function as carbon sources or sinks.

At present, the content of the research on urban carbon metabolism can be summa-
rized into two aspects. On the one hand, the estimation of carbon emissions and carbon
sequestration is the basis of carbon metabolism research [15,16]. When estimating carbon
emissions, most studies were based on 2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse
Gas inventories. For example, Liang et al. [17] calculated energy-based CO2 emissions by
the IPCC carbon emissions coefficient method, covering 30 provinces in China. Cellura
et al. [18] used the IPCC and the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) approach to estimate the
energy-related greenhouse gas (GHG) balance for Italian cities. However, for the case study
of China, the Guidelines for Compiling Provincial GHG Inventories issued by China’s
National Development and Reform Commission in 2011 may be more suitable, as the
emission factors provided in the guideline are obtained by measuring carbon emissions in
some Chinese cities, which is more in line with China’s national conditions. For example,
Ma et al. [19] used the emission factors in the guideline to measure the carbon emissions
of Yantai, China. When estimating carbon sinks, researchers mainly used the carbon sink
coefficient method to calculate the carbon sinks of carbon sink land (such as woodland,
grassland, water, etc.). For example, Kong et al. [20] estimated carbon emissions and
sequestration of urban turfgrass systems in Hong Kong. Escobedo et al. [21] analyzed the
efficacy of subtropical urban forests in offsetting carbon emissions from cities. On the other
hand, analyzing and simulating the carbon metabolism process from the perspective of
“network” has gradually become an emerging research direction. In the early stage, some
scholars constructed a carbon metabolic network model with socioeconomic sectors as
metabolic compartments, aiming to provide suggestions for carbon emission reduction in
various industries of the city [22]. With the deepening influence of LUCC on urban carbon
emissions, the research on the carbon metabolism network based on land conversion with
land use types as metabolic compartments has been gradually carried out [23]. Ecological
network analysis (ENA) method was widely used in the analysis of the carbon metabolic
network. The reason is that the method can not only quantitatively identify the key nodes
and paths that affect the urban metabolic system, but also quantitatively analyze the ecolog-
ical relationships among components, which can provide information for urban low-carbon
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construction [24]. For example, Chen et al. [25] took Dongguan as a case study, established
a carbon metabolism network model including 42 socio-economic sectors based on the
input-output table, and combined with the ENA method to reveal the main contributors
and action paths of carbon emissions in all social sectors. The results showed that the total
direct and embodied carbon flows were mainly concentrated in the manufacturing industry.
Zhang et al. [26] took Beijing as an example, constructed a carbon metabolism model based
on LUCC, and used the ENA method to analyze the structure and function of the network,
as well as the ecological relationship between components. The results showed that carbon
throughflow of the network decreased and positive relations mostly outweighed negative
relations.

The research objects of urban carbon metabolism were mainly cities that do not rely
on resources and less coal resource-based cities [27,28]. In 2013, the Chinese State Council
issued the Sustainable Development Plan for National Resource-based Cities (2013–2020),
which clearly points out that resource-based cities are cities with mining and processing of
natural resources such as minerals and forests as the leading industries. A coal resource-
based city refers to the city with mining and processing of local coal resources as the
leading industry. Coal resource-based cities are a kind of special city in the world, mainly
distributed in the United States, Russia, Australia, China and other countries with rich
coal resources. There are 58 coal resource-based cities in China, accounting for 61% of
the number of mining cities. Coal resource-based cities play an important role in China’s
economic development, but most of them have an extensive economic development mode,
large energy consumption and arduous low-carbon construction task. Therefore, they are
the main undertakers to achieve the goal of “carbon peaking and carbon neutrality”.

In general, the research on urban carbon metabolism has achieved rich results, which
have an important reference for this paper, but there are still the following shortcomings:
(1) The carbon emission accounting list was not comprehensive enough, especially for farm-
land and industrial land; (2) As a new target of land use layout at the present stage, few
studies studied carbon metabolism from the perspective of “ecological-production-living”
space, which cannot fully meet the needs of decision makers for land use management
practices; (3) The spatial characteristics of the carbon metabolism network were not suffi-
ciently described; (4) It provided policy suggestions at the macro level, but did not provide
a land use management framework from the practical level; (5) Lack of attention to coal
resource-based cities, an important carrier of carbon emission reduction.

Therefore, from the perspective of “ecological-production-living” space, the study
constructed a carbon metabolism network based on a comprehensive carbon emissions and
carbon sinks accounting system and LUCC. Then, the ENA method was used to identify
the ecological relationships between components under the effect of carbon metabolism.
Additionally, ArcGIS software was used to analyze the spatial characteristics of carbon
flow and ecological relationships. Finally, a low-carbon land use management framework
based on carbon metabolism was proposed. Figure 1 shows the technical route of the paper.
Taking Yulin, a typical coal resource-based city, as an example, the above technical thinking
was verified to form a complete and propagable technical system. The following aspects
are solved: (1) What is the comprehensive impact of LUCC on urban carbon metabolism?
What is the direction and spatial distribution of carbon transfer induced by LUCC? What
are the key nodes and paths associated with net carbon emissions? (2) What is the eco-
logical relationship between land use types under the effect of carbon metabolism and its
distribution characteristics? (3) How do we construct the land use management framework
based on carbon metabolism? The purpose of the study is to provide a scientific basis for
the technical path of sustainable land use management in coal resource-based cities.
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Figure 1. Technical diagram to construct a low-carbon land use management framework. Note:
F represents woodland; G represents grassland; W represents water; B represents unused land; C
represents cultivated land; I represents industrial, mining and transportation land; U represents
urban land; R represents rural residential land.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

Yulin is located in the northernmost part of Shaanxi Province in China (36◦57′ N~39◦35′ N,
107◦28′ E~111◦15′ E), at the boundary of the Loess Plateau and the Mu Us Sandy Land. It
has jurisdiction over one county-level city, two districts and nine counties, with an area of
4.29× 104 km2 (Figure 2). As a city with growing resources, Yulin is rich in energy resources,
known as China’s “Kuwait”, and is China’s emerging energy and chemical industry base.
At present, 48 kinds of mineral resources in 8 categories have been discovered in Yulin. In
the north, there is the Jurassic coal field, one of the seven largest coal fields in the world. In
the west, there is the largest integrated gas field in China’s interior. In the south, there is
the largest rock salt deposit in China. Among them, the most advantageous resource is the
coal resource. Yulin has the largest reserves of high quality coal in China. About 54% of the
land in Yulin City contains coal; its predicted coal reserves are 2.720 × 1011 t, and its proven
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reserves are 1.490 × 1011 t, accounting for 12% of China’s proven reserves. Yulin relies on
coal resources to develop and grow, and the coal chemical industry is the pillar industry of
its economic and social development. In the Sustainable Development Plan for National
Resource-based Cities (2013–2020) issued by the Chinese State Council, Yulin was defined
as a coal resource-based city and the supply and reserve base of China’s energy resources.
In recent years, Yulin’s urbanization and industrialization process accelerated. The process
of urban development and expansion relied on coal resources mining, processing and other
related industries, causing resource development to rise. While driving regional economic
development and social progress, the inertial dependence on carbon-based energy such
as coal also brought challenges to the low-carbon development of Yulin. As a typical
representative of the growing coal resource-based cities, Yulin is faced with a more complex
and urgent task of low-carbon construction under the “carbon peak and carbon neutrality”
goal. Therefore, it is typical and universal to select Yulin as the research area to study urban
carbon metabolism.
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2.2. Data Sources

The data used in this paper includes DEM data, land use data and statistical data.
DEM data were obtained from Geospatial Data Cloud (http://www.gscloud.cn, accessed
on 5 January 2022). The land use data were obtained from Resource and Environment
Science and Data Center (http://www.resdc.cn/Default.aspx, accessed on 5 January 2022),
with a resolution of 1 km × 1 km. Statistical data were obtained from Yulin Statistical
Yearbook, Shaanxi Statistical Yearbook and Yulin Statistical Bulletin of National Economic and
Social Development.

2.3. Research Methods
2.3.1. Land Classification of “Ecological-Production-Living” Space

Referring to relevant research [29–32], according to the land use classification system
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the “ecological-production-living” space was divided
on the basis of the dominant function of land use (Table 1).
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Table 1. The “ecological-production-living” space classification.

“Ecological-Production-Living” Space Land Use Type and Code

Ecological space

Woodland (F)
Grassland (G)

Water (W)
Unused land (B)

Production space Cultivated land (C)
Industrial, mining and transportation land (I)

Living space Urban land (U) 1

Rural residential land (R) 2

1 Urban land refers to the land within the scope of planned city proper. 2 Rural residential land refers to the
rural settlements independent of the town. Information source is the remote sensing monitoring data of land use
types in China from Resource and Environment Science and Data Center of the Chinese Academy of Sciences
(http://www.resdc.cn/Datalist1.aspx?FieldTyepID=1,3, accessed on 5 January 2022).

2.3.2. Carbon Metabolism in “Ecological-Production-Living” Space

The carbon metabolism of this paper fully considers the carbon emissions from the bio-
sphere to the atmosphere, the carbon sequestration from the atmosphere to the biosphere, and
the potential carbon transfer among land use types in “ecological-production-living” space.

(1) Carbon emission from the biosphere to the atmosphere

Urban carbon emission sources include all land use types of production space and
living space. Carbon emissions for these land use types are calculated as follows.

The carbon emission sources of cultivated land mainly include agricultural production
activities, animal enteric fermentation, animal manure management and rice fields. Carbon
emissions from agricultural production activities are calculated as:

CA = B× kB + D× kD + E× kE + F× kF + G× kG + H × kH + W × kW (1)

where CA is the carbon emissions of agricultural production activities; B, D, E and F are
the usage of chemical fertilizer, pesticide, agricultural film and agricultural diesel oil,
respectively; G and H are the irrigation and planting area of agricultural land, respectively;
W is the total power of agricultural machinery; k is the carbon emission coefficient, which
refers to Tian and Zhang [33], as shown in the Supplementary Table S3.

The CH4 emissions from animal enteric fermentation are calculated by multiplying
the year-end number by the corresponding emission factors. The CH4 emissions from
animal manure management are calculated by multiplying the number of animals by
the corresponding emission factors. The CH4 emissions from rice field are calculated
by multiplying the sown area by its emission factors. The above emission factors refer
to Guidelines for Compiling Provincial Greenhouse Gas Inventories, as shown in the
Supplementary Tables S3 and S4.

Carbon emissions from industrial, mining and transportation land mainly come from
transportation, energy activities and industrial production processes. In the paper, the
carbon emission calculation method of transportation in the study refers to Du et al. [14].
Additionally, the greenhouse gas calculation method recommended by the IPCC is adopted
to calculate the carbon emissions of energy activities:

Ce =
n

∑
i=1

Ei × Ni × δi ×Oi × 44/12 (2)

where Ce is the total amount of carbon emissions from energy activities, n is energy types;
Ei, Ni, δi and Oi are the consumption, average low calorific value, carbon content and
carbon oxidation rate of i energy, respectively. The molecular weight ratio of CO2 and C is
44/12. The relevant index values refer to Wang et al. [34].
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For Yulin, this paper considers carbon emissions in the production of cement and
calcium carbide. It is obtained by multiplying the output of cement or calcium carbide by
the corresponding emission factors, which refer to Guidelines for Compiling Provincial
Greenhouse Gas Inventories, as shown in the Supplementary Table S3.

The carbon emissions of urban land mainly come from residents’ respiration and living
energy consumption, but the carbon emission source of rural land is the burning of straw
besides two parts. First of all, the carbon emissions of residents’ breathing are calculated by
multiplying the urban or rural permanent population by the carbon emission coefficient of
human breathing. The carbon emission coefficient of human breathing is 79 kg/per./a. [14].
Secondly, the carbon emissions of living energy consumption are calculated according
to Equation (2). Finally, the carbon emissions from straw combustion are calculated as
Equation (3):

Cs =
m

∑
i=1

Pi × Si × θi × a× b (3)

where Cs is carbon emissions from straw burning; m is the number of crop species; Pi is
the production of i crop; Si and θi are the ratio of grain to straw and the carbon emission
coefficient of straw burning of i crop, respectively; a is the open burning ratio of straw; b is
the burning efficiency of straw. The values of above indicators refer to Du et al. [14].

(2) Carbon sequestration from the atmosphere to the biosphere

The components that play the role of carbon sink are all land use types of ecological
space and cultivated land. Their carbon sinks are calculated as follows.

The formula for calculating the carbon sink of woodland, grassland, water and unused
land is:

Ci = Si × Ki (4)

where Ci, Si and Ki are carbon sink, area and carbon sink coefficients of i component,
respectively. The carbon sink coefficients refer to existing research [35–37] and are shown
in the Supplementary Table S1.

The carbon sequestration of cultivated land is calculated by Equation (5):

Cc =
n

∑
i=1

Pi/Hi × (1− ri)× fi (5)

where Cc is the carbon sequestration of cultivated land, n is the number of crop species,
Pi, Hi, ri, f i are the economic output, economic coefficient, moisture content and carbon
absorption rate of the i crop, respectively. The values of relevant indicators refer to Tian
and Zhang [33], as shown in the Supplementary Table S2.

(3) Carbon flow caused by LUCC

A carbon flow from component j to component i was represented as fij [38].

fij = ∆W × ∆S (6)

∆W = Wj −Wi = Vj/Sj −Vi/Si (7)

where ∆W is the difference in carbon metabolism density between component j and i; ∆S
is the area difference between j and i; Wj and Wi are the net carbon metabolism density
of j and i, respectively; Vj and Vi are the net carbon metabolism of component j and i,
respectively; Sj and Si are area of component j and i, respectively.
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2.3.3. Ecological Network Utility Analysis

In order to characterize the effective direct utility amount among the components, the
direct utility matrix D is defined, as shown in Equation (8) [39]. Based on this, we calculate
the dimensionless total utility matrix U, as shown in Equation (9) [39]:

dij =
(

fij − f ji
)
/Ti (8)

U =
(
uij
)
= D0 + D1 + · · ·Dn = (I − D)−1 (9)

where dij is the element of matrix D; fij is the direct flow from j to i; fji is the direct flow from
i to j; Ti is the carbon flux of i; uij is the element of matrix U; n is the number of components;
I is identity matrix.

In the matrix U, positive elements represent positive utility, and negative elements
represent negative utility. According to the matrix U, the ecological relationship between
the two components can be judged. The possible types of ecological relationships are
shown in the Supplementary Table S5. Among them, four common ecological relationships
are competition, control, exploitation, and mutualism. Control and exploitation relation-
ships indicate that one component benefits from the relationship and the other is harmed.
Competitive relationships indicate that two compartments compete with each other and
both lose their utility. Mutualism relationships indicate that both compartments increase
their utility in the process of interaction.

The utility of the ecological relationship to the system is evaluated using the mutualism
index M, as shown in Equation (10) [39]:

M = N+/N− (10)

where N+ and N− are the numbers of positive and negative elements in matrix U, re-
spectively. M > 1 indicates that the evolution of “ecological-production-living” space has
a positive effect on the urban carbon metabolism balance, and the larger the value, the
stronger the positive effect; when M < 1, the effect is opposite.

3. Results
3.1. Carbon Metabolism in “Ecological-Production-Living” Space

Table 2 shows the carbon emissions and carbon sinks of Yulin City’s “ecological-
production-living” space in 2010 and 2020. In terms of carbon emissions, Yulin’s total
carbon emissions in 2020 were 4.46 times that of 2010. The dominance of carbon emissions
from industrial, mining and transportation land during the study period was prominent,
accounting for about 99% of the total carbon emissions on average, indicating that the
carbon emissions of industrial, mining and transportation land determined the total carbon
emissions of Yulin City. Therefore, the carbon emission reduction work of Yulin City needs
to start from the carbon emission reduction in the industrial and transportation industry.
In 2020, compared with 2010, the carbon emissions of rural land decreased by 14.78%, and
the carbon emissions of cultivated land, urban land, industrial and transportation land
increased by 32.03%, 28.37% and 348.33%, respectively. Figure S1 shows the distribution
of “ecological-production-living” space in Yulin City in 2010 and 2020. Combined with
Figure S1, the reasons are analyzed. It is found that the area of rural land increased from
2010 to 2020, but its carbon emissions decreased. This indicates that the carbon emission
density of rural land decreased from 2010 to 2020. Possible causes are as follows. On
the one hand, with the implementation of the rural revitalization strategy, the farmers’
production and living conditions have improved, the level of rural electrification has
enhanced, and rural activities such as cooking and heating have been gradually replaced
by clean energy, so the carbon emissions from rural coal fired have reduced. On the other
hand, in recent years, with the implementation of a ban on straw burning in Yulin city,
carbon emissions from straw burning in rural areas have decreased. However, with the
continuous improvement of the rural mechanization level, the widespread use of chemical
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fertilizers, pesticides and agricultural machinery has led to an increase in carbon emissions
from cultivated land. In addition, Yulin City is in the stage of rapid industrialization
and urbanization, so that energy consumption is rapidly increasing. As a result, carbon
emissions from urban land as well as industrial and transportation land during the study
period increased.

Table 2. Carbon emissions and carbon sinks of “ecological-production-living” land in Yulin (×104 t).

Land Use Type 2010 2020

Carbon
Emissions Carbon Sinks Carbon

Emissions Carbon Sinks

C 26.54 119.23 35.04 192.26
F 1349.03 1411.92
G 3.93 4.00
W 1.37 1.18
U 12.55 16.11
R 15.16 12.92
I 8524.81 38,219.30
B 0.02 0.02

Sum 8579.07 1473.59 38,283.36 1609.38

In terms of carbon sinks, the total carbon sinks of Yulin in 2020 were 1.10 times that
of 2010. Forest land was the most important components of carbon sink in 2010 and 2020,
accounting for 89.64% of the total carbon sinks on average. In addition, the carbon sink
capacity of cultivated land could not be ignored, whose carbon sinks accounted for about
10.02% of the total carbon sinks on average. Compared with 2010, the carbon sinks in
ecological space increased by 4.63% in 2020. Among them, the carbon sinks of forest
land and grassland increased by 4.66% and 1.78%, respectively, the carbon sinks of waters
decreased by 13.87%, and the carbon sinks of unused land remained unchanged. It can
be seen from Figure S1 that the area of the ecological space decreased from 2010 to 2020,
but here we see an increase in its carbon sink. The reason is that the area of forest land
and grassland in ecological space increased, indicating that the carbon sink role of forest
land and grassland in the ecological space is more obvious. In addition, from 2010 to 2020,
the carbon sinks of cultivated land increased by 61.25%, but according to Figure S1, the
area of cultivated land decreased. This indicates that the carbon sink capacity of cultivated
land was enhanced from 2010 to 2020. Overall, the carbon emissions of Yulin City in 2010
and 2020 were greater than the carbon sinks, and the carbon emissions were 5.82 and
27.79 times the carbon sinks, respectively, indicating that the carbon metabolism imbalance
in Yulin City intensified during the study period.

Based on the land use transition matrix (Table S6), the “carbon flow” matrix of Yulin’s
“ecological-production-living” space was obtained (Table S7). Figure 3 shows the carbon
flow network among components. The results showed that the net carbon flow in Yulin
from 2010 to 2020 was−2.76×108 t, which indicated that the evolution of Yulin’s “ecological-
production-living” space had led to an increase in carbon emissions. Among them, the
main path for negative carbon flow was the transfer of ecological space and cultivated land
into industrial, mining and transportation land, accounting for 81.24% and 16.24% of the
total negative carbon flow, respectively. The positive carbon flow was only 26.07% of the
negative carbon flow; its main path was the transfer of industrial, mining and transportation
land into various lands of ecological space and cultivated land, accounting for 25.66% and
12.07% of the total positive carbon flow, respectively. This indicated that industrial, mining
and transportation land was the key component of carbon metabolism in Yulin city. In
addition, the transfer of other land use types to forest land was also an important path for
positive carbon flow, and the positive carbon flow on the path accounted for 10.37% of
the total positive carbon flow. Among them, the positive carbon flow along the path from
cultivated land to forest land accounted for 42.69%, indicating that the implementation
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of the project of returning farmland to forestland had a certain promoting effect on the
balance of urban carbon metabolism.
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In order to more intuitively display the spatial distribution of net carbon flow in
the “ecological-production-living” space of Yulin city from 2010 to 2020, the study finally
divided both positive and negative carbon flow into four grades, which achieved the best
grading effect, as shown in Figure 4. From 2010 to 2020, the patches without carbon transfer
in the horizontal direction of Yulin City accounted for 55.76% of the total area, and the
patches with negative carbon flow and positive carbon flow accounted for 23.24% and
21.00%, respectively. Although the area of the plaques with positive and negative carbon
flow was not much different, it could be seen from above that the overall net carbon flow
was a large negative number, which indicated that the carbon emission intensity of the
plaques with negative carbon flow was far greater than that with positive carbon flow.
It could be seen from Figure 4a that according to the flow grade from low to high, the
area proportions of the plaques with negative carbon flow accounted for 77.76%, 1.40%,
13.75% and 7.09%, respectively. The lowest grade patches with negative carbon flow
accounted for the largest proportion, whose carbon flow was mainly caused by the transfer
of cultivated land to grassland. In addition, although the plaques with carbon flow higher
than 100 × 104 t only accounted for 7.09%, their contribution to the negative carbon flow
was 54 times that of other grades of plaques. Moreover, the study found that the spatial
distribution of these patches with the highest grade of negative carbon flow was consistent
with that of the newly added industrial, mining and transportation land mentioned above,
which further highlighted the negative effects of industrial, mining and transportation
land on urban carbon metabolism. It could be seen from Figure 4b that according to the
flow grade from low to high, the area proportions of the plaques with positive carbon flow
accounted for 82.02%, 0.97%, 16.73% and 0.28%, respectively. The lowest grade patches
with positive carbon flow accounted for the largest proportion and were widely distributed,
whose carbon flow was mainly caused by the transfer of grassland to cultivated land and
the transfer of unused land to grassland. In view of the small area, small number, and
scattered distribution of patches with the highest grade of positive carbon flow, green
circles were added around them for convenient observation. It was found that the plaques
with the highest grade of positive carbon flow were mainly distributed in the coal mining
areas of Shenmu, Fugu and Yuyang. This was closely related to the fact that the Yulin City
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government took the Shenmu-Fugu coal distribution area, Yulin-Shenmu coal distribution
area and Fugu coal distribution area as key governance areas of the mining environment
during the study period, and carried out vegetation restoration and land reclamation for
abandoned mines.
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3.2. Ecological Relationships among “Ecological-Production-Living” Space Land

Figure 5 shows the ecological relationships between various land use types in the
“ecological-production-living” space in Yulin City under the action of carbon metabolism,
including the four relationships: competition, control, exploitation, and mutualism. Among
them, control and exploitation are identical in essence although they are presented in
opposite ways. Therefore, these two relationships are combined for statistics in the study.
The results showed that the number of control and exploitation relationships accounted for
60.72% of the total, and they were widely distributed among the components. Among them,
grassland, industrial, mining and transportation land were very important components
of the exploitation relationship, both of which accounted for 23.53% of the relationship.
It showed that the increase in grassland area and the expansion of industrial, mining
and transportation land had important effects on urban carbon metabolism. Competition
relationships accounted for 28.57% of all relationships, 75% of which existed in cultivated
land and the land of ecological space. This indicated that under the action of the system,
there was fierce competition for carbon storage among land use types, including cultivated
land and all types of land in ecological space. The reason was that all these land use types
have the function of carbon sequestration, and competition between them was inevitable
under the premise of limited carbon storage in the system. Mutualism relationships
accounted for only 10.71% of all relationships. There were mutualism relationships between
grassland and urban land, between grassland and industrial, mining and transportation
land, and between urban land and rural land. Under the premise that carbon emission was
fixed and there was no obvious land transfer between these two types of land, the carbon
emitted by urban land and industrial, mining and transportation land was absorbed by
grassland, which promoted the expansion of grassland. At the same time, the enhanced
carbon absorption brought about by the expansion of grassland also reduced the pressure
on the carbon emission of the system, which was beneficial to the expansion of urban
land and industrial and transportation land. For urban land and rural land, although
the direct “carbon flow” will not bring about a mutualism relationship, the transfer of
these two types of land to other types of land to a certain extent will reduce the carbon
emissions of these two types of land relatively. In general, the carbon metabolism system of
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“ecological-production-living” space in Yulin was dominated by the control and exploitation
relationship, and the proportion of mutualism relationships in all relationships was smaller
than that of competition relationships. This showed us that the relationship among the
components in the carbon metabolism system was relatively conflicted and the reciprocal
level of the carbon metabolism system was not high.
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Figure 5. Ecological relationships between components of “ecological-production-living” space.

The spatial distribution of ecological relationships is shown in Figure 6. The white
area in the figure is the area where the land use type has not changed. It could be seen
from the figure that the control and exploitation relationships were widely distributed,
mainly in Shenmu, Dingbian and Yuyang, accounting for 30.70%, 30.35% and 28.42% of the
relationship, respectively. This is because the area of mutual transfer between cultivated
land and grassland, grassland and rural land, forestland and grassland in these areas
is relatively large. The competition relationships were mainly distributed in Yuyang,
Jingbian and Suide, accounting for 16.11%, 14.15% and 12.00%, respectively. The main
reason is that the area of mutual transfer between rural land and cultivated land, and
cultivated land and forestland, in these areas is relatively large. In addition, there was also
a large transfer area between cultivated land and forest land. The mutualism relationships
were mainly concentrated in Shenmu, Fugu and Yuyang, accounting for 45.41%, 21.00%
and 16.27%, respectively. The reason for this is that the transfer area between grassland
and industrial, and mining and transportation land, in these areas was relatively large.
Generally speaking, the distribution of control and exploitation relationships were relatively
broad, the distribution of competition relationships were relatively scattered, and the
distribution of mutualism relationships were more concentrated.

The mutualism index M considers both the ecological relationship of direct and indirect
carbon flow, which reflects the impact of the comprehensive effect of carbon flow on urban
carbon metabolism, and can more comprehensively evaluate the carbon metabolism of
urban “ecological-production-living” space. The value of M obtained by the calculation is
0.94 < 1, indicating that the positive effect of carbon flow is less than the negative effect
in the carbon metabolism system, and the evolution of the “ecological-production-living”
space exacerbates the disturbance of urban carbon metabolism, which is consistent with
the calculation results of net carbon flow.
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3.3. Low-Carbon Land Use Management Framework in”Ecological-Production-Living” Space

According to the dominant factors such as the distribution pattern of carbon flow and
its ecological relationships, the status quo of “ecological-production-living” space and so
on, a low-carbon land use management framework was proposed. In the paper, an overlay
analysis was carried out on the spatial distribution map of Yulin’s “ecological-production-
living” space in 2020, and the spatial distribution map of carbon flow and its ecological
relationships from 2010 to 2020, and the whole area of Yulin was divided into six types of
management and control units (Figure 7).
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(1) Ecological space—priority restoration units

These units refer to the area with negative carbon flow and a competitive ecological
relationship in the ecological space at the end of the study period. The main reason is
that water and bare land with a lower carbon sink density compete with cultivated land
and forest land with a higher carbon sink density, resulting in a decline in the carbon sink
capacity of the system and a negative effect on urban carbon metabolism. These units
accounted for 1.27% of the whole area, and were mainly distributed in Yuyang, Hengshan,
Shenmu, Jingbian and Dingbian, accounting for 26.67%, 18.70%, 17.04%, 16.67% and 10.56%,
respectively. The changes in land use types during the study period of these units indicated
that there were phenomena of human destruction of the ecological environment, such
as deforestation and abandonment of land. Therefore, it was necessary to strengthen
management, resolutely stop and punish all man-made destruction activities that lead to
the continuous deterioration of ecological functions, and it was also necessary to strengthen
the follow-up construction work such as supplementary afforestation and land reclamation.

(2) Ecological space—enhancing carbon sink capacity units

These units refer to the area with negative carbon flow and control and the exploitation
relationship in ecological space at the end of the study period. Grassland can be found to
be a very important component in forming an exploitation relationship. A total of 87.81%
of such units were derived from the exploitation of other land by grassland. Among them,
78.11% of the units originated from the exploitation of cultivated land by grassland, which
may be influenced by the policy of returning farmland to grassland. For these units, on
the basis of suitability evaluation, priority should be given to restoring the cultivated
land that needs to be transferred to forest land, so as to improve the carbon sequestration
capacity. In addition, 7.9% of the units originated from the exploitation of forest land by
grassland. However, it was the large carbon sink density difference between grassland
and forestland that caused 91.31% of the negative carbon flow. These units accounted for
18.54% of the whole area, and were widely distributed but mainly in Shenmu, Yuyang,
Dingbian, Hengshan and Jingbian, accounting for 15.66%, 14.11%, 12.98%, 11.08% and
10.61%, respectively. These units may be anthropogenically affected by logging, mining,
etc., so the forest land is degraded and turned into grassland. Therefore, it was necessary
to revegetate these units to improve the ecological restoration effect.

(3) Living space—focused optimization units

These units refer to the area with negative carbon flow and control and exploitation
relationship in the living space at the end of the study period. They accounted for 0.32% of
the total area, mainly distributed in Dingbian, Jingbian, Yuyang, Shenmu and Hengshan,
accounting for 33.33%, 15.22%, 11.59%, 9.42% and 9.42%, respectively. They originated
from the exploitation of ecological space and cultivated land by living space, resulting
in an increase in carbon emission sources and a decrease in carbon sinks, which had an
important impact on the balance of urban carbon metabolism. Therefore, the expansion of
such units should be controlled in time to avoid the exploitation of the carbon sink land.
At the same time, resource allocation should be used to attract the population to live in a
concentrated area, so as to improve the efficiency of resource utilization, and then achieve
the goal of reducing carbon emissions.

(4) Production space—priority control units

These units refer to the area with a negative carbon flow and competitive ecological
relationship in the production space at the end of the study period. They accounted
for 1.44% of the total area, mainly distributed in Suide, Qingjian, Zizhou, Jingbian and
Dingbian which belong to the loess hilly region, accounting for 22.39%, 15.85%, 14.71%,
14.05% and 8.50%, respectively. They mainly included the following two types. One
was the competition between industrial, mining and transportation land and rural land;
such units accounted for only 0.33%. They reflected the industrialization of rural areas
to a certain extent, and were conducive to promoting economic development and social
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progress in rural areas. Therefore, it was necessary to accelerate the exploration of low-
carbon technologies and reduce carbon emissions in the production process. The other was
the competition between cultivated land and forest land; such units accounted for 99.67%.
The reason for this was that in order to achieve cultivated land requisition-compensation,
the supplementary cultivated land mainly came from forestland. Therefore, these units
should be based on the premise of farmland protection and ecological protection, and the
farmland that is not suitable for farming should be transferred into forest land to enhance
carbon sinks.

(5) Production space—carbon emissions reduction units

These units refer to the area with a negative carbon flow and a control and exploitation
relationship in the production space at the end of the study period. They were mainly
the exploitation of ecological space and cultivated land by industrial and transportation
land, and their negative carbon flow exceeds 5.00 × 108 t, which seriously affected the
carbon metabolism balance of Yulin. These units accounted for 0.81% of the whole area, and
were mainly distributed in Yuyang, Shenmu, Hengshan, Fugu and Jingbian, accounting
for 26.88%, 24.57%, 13.01%, 12.14% and 10.98%, respectively. The main reason is that
these areas are the coal mines of Yulin. As a growing resource-based city, Yulin’s resource
exploitation is on the rise. Especially under the “dual circulation” strategy, it is bound to
speed up resource exploitation and utilization. Therefore, on the one hand, these units
should eliminate high energy-consuming industries and support new energy industries;
on the other hand, it is necessary to optimize the layout of industrial production space,
establish industrial parks to form low-carbon, efficient, and high-quality production spaces.

(6) General control units

These units refer to areas other than the above-mentioned units. They account for
77.62% of the total area and are widely distributed. They include three types, namely units
with no change in land use type during the study period, units with positive carbon flow,
and units with negative carbon flow but with a mutualism relationship. Such units have no
negative effect on the urban carbon metabolism balance. Therefore, under the premise of
prioritizing the quality of the ecological environment, management and utilization should
be carried out according to the original land use type, and a low-carbon mode of land use
should be sought at the same time.

4. Discussion

The study analyzed the carbon metabolism process of the “ecological-production-
living” space in Yulin, a coal resource-based city, and found that the carbon emissions
from industrial, mining and transportation land dominated the total carbon emissions,
and forest land was the most important component of carbon sink. This is the same as the
research results of Xia [24], but different from those of Du et al. [14]. Xia [24] analyzed the
carbon metabolism process in Hangzhou from the perspective of land use, and found that
industrial and transportation land was the main source of carbon emissions in Hangzhou
from 1995 to 2015, whose carbon emissions accounted for about 86.89% of the total carbon
emissions on average, and forest land is the most important component for carbon sink,
whose carbon sinks accounted for 70% of the total carbon sink on average. Du et al. [14]
studied the carbon metabolism of the “ecological-production-living” space in Zhaotong City,
a coal resource-based city. He took the industrial land and road land as two independent
components and compared its carbon emissions with those of the cultivated land, urban
land, and rural land. It was found that cultivated land had the largest carbon emissions in
2010, and industrial land had the largest carbon emissions in 2018. However, by summing
up the carbon emissions of industrial land and road land, it was found that in 2010 and
2018, the carbon emissions of industrial land and road land in Zhaotong City accounted for
41.96% and 79.00%, respectively, which is the most important source of carbon emissions.
Compared with this study, the proportion of carbon emissions from industrial and road
land in Zhaotong City is lower than that of Yulin City. The possible reason is that the
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industrial development level of Zhaotong City is lower than that of Yulin City. For example,
in 2010, the industrial added value of Yulin City was about 7.44 times that of Zhaotong City.
Therefore, the industrial carbon emission of Zhaotong City is lower than that of Yulin City.
In addition, Du et al. [14] found that cultivated land was the most important land for carbon
sink in Zhaotong City during the study period, which was different from the results of the
study. The possible reason is that the proportion of the added value of Zhaotong City’s
primary industry in GDP is higher than that of Yulin. For example, in 2010, the proportion
of primary industry in Zhaotong City and Yulin City was 19.5% and 5.3%, respectively.
Therefore, the proportion of crop planting areas in Zhaotong City may be higher than that
in Yulin City, resulting in a more prominent role of cultivated land as a carbon sink. To
sum up, irrespective of whether they are resource-based cities or non-resource-based cities,
industrial and transportation land are the main sources of carbon emissions in cities, and
forest land and cultivated land are the main components of carbon sinks in cities.

The limitation of the study is that the resolution of land use data is coarse. This is
because the land use classification of the higher resolution land use data in Yulin at this
stage cannot meet the needs of the land use classification of “ecological-production-living”
space in this study, so the data with a resolution of 1 km is selected. In the future, it is
necessary to use higher-resolution spatial data to carry out research to accurately grasp
the spatial evolution of Yulin City’s “ecological-production-living” space and carbon flow
changes, so as to formulate regional land use management framework more accurately.

5. Conclusions

Taking Yulin, a typical coal resource-based city in China, as an example, we proposed
a low-carbon land use management framework based on the urban carbon metabolism
network. The results showed that industrial, mining and transportation land had the
largest carbon emissions, accounting for more than 90% of the total carbon emissions.
Carbon sequestration of forestland was prominent, accounting for 89.64% of the total carbon
sequestration. The main path of negative carbon flow was the transfer of ecological land and
cultivated land to industrial, mining and transportation land. The positive carbon flow was
mainly caused by the transfer of industrial, mining and transportation land to ecological
land and cultivated land. The ecological relationships between land use types under the
effect of carbon metabolism was dominated by control and exploitation relationships, and
mutualism relationship accounted for the lowest proportion. The value of mutualism
index M was 0.94 < 1, indicating that the evolution of “ecological-production-living”
space in Yulin had a negative effect on urban carbon metabolism. Based on the spatial
analysis of carbon flow and the ecological relationship, combined with the current situation
of “ecological-production-living” space, and oriented by low-carbon development, six
types of control units are divided: Ecological space—priority restoration units; Ecological
space—enhancing carbon sink capacity units; Living space—focused optimization units;
Production space—priority control units; Production space—carbon emissions reduction
units; General control units. This provides a reference framework of low-carbon land use
management on a practical level for international coal resource-based cities.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su142113854/s1, Figure S1: “ecological-production-living” space
of Yulin City in 2010 and 2020; Table S1: Carbon sink coefficients of ecological land; Table S2: Economic
coefficient, moisture content and carbon absorption rate of main crops in Yulin; Table S3: Carbon
emission coefficients of production space; Table S4: Carbon emission coefficients of major animals;
Table S5: Ecological relationships classification in ecological network analysis; Table S6:”Ecological-
production-living” land transfer matrix of Yulin from 2010 to 2020 (104 hm2); Table S7: Carbon flow
matrix of “ecological-production-living” space in Yulin from 2010 to 2020 (104 t).
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